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The Preface contains details about telephone support, warranty service, the
Bulletin Board Service, typographic conventions and more.
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Fax: 0734  448700

Japan

Germany

Other European
Countries

Other Countries
Worldwide

For technical assistance or warranty service, contact:
Data I/0 Japan
Sumitomoseimei Higashishinbashi Bldg. 8F

k:;7a,tg-kg:,sii;i;ionE8;hi
Telephone:   03 3432-6991
Fax:   03 3432-6094 (Sales)
03 3432-6093 (Other)
Telex:   2522685 DATAI0 J

For technical assistance or warranty service, contact:
Data I/0 Electronic Systems Vertriebs GmbH
Lochhammer Schlag 5a
D-8032 Grafelfing
Telephone:   089 858580
Fax:   089 8585810

For technical assistance or warranty service, contact the office below and ask
for the number of your local Data I/0 representative:

Data I/0 Europe
World Trade Center

:&%W*fiyiasat:r53a7m,TheNetherlands
Telephone:   +31  (0)20 6622866
Fax:   +31  (0)20 6624427

For technical assistance or walTanty service, contact the office below and ask
for the number of your local Data I/0 representative:

Data I/0 Intercontinental
10525 Willows Road N.E.
P.O. Box 97046
Rcdmond, WA USA 98073-9746

I:i:Ph2°o%e:8829]6o4838]-6444
Telex:   4740166
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Technical Assistance

Calling                                 ;:oh;]api:eprr:rvicdoemqpuj:ekr :£eanc;:rua tcea,a,:Sa£:tda|Cae;ep£:Sfeopi: ;tiz:::ady :

•   Product version number

•   Product serial number (if available)

•   Detailed description of the problem you are experiencing

•   Error messages (if any)

•   Device manufacturer and part number (if device-related)

•   Product manual

For technical assistance, contact the appropriate Customer Support
office listed at the front of the Preface.

Electronic Mail

a

You can also reach Data I/0 via electronic mail (e-mail).  To help us
provide quick and accurate assistance, please include the information
listed above.  Also, include your name, phone number, and e-mail
address in your message, and send it to one of the following addresses:

techhe lp @D at a-IO . COM

Or

{ apple I decwrl I rutgers I gatech I uunet } i pi lchuck i techhelp

Note:    Select one of the five addresses listed above in braces.   For
example, you might send e-marl to the following address:
uunet I pilchuck ! techhelp .

See your system administrator if you need more information on which
address to use.

Warranty Information
Data I/0 Corporation warrants this product against defects in
materials and workmanship at the time of delivery and thereafter for a
period of ninety (90) days.

The foregoing warranty and the manufacturers' warranties, if any, are
in lieu of all other warranties, expressed, implied or arising under law,
including, but not limitied to, the implied warranties of merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose.

Data I/0 maintains customer service offices throughout the world,
each staffed with factory-trained technicians to provide prompt, quality
service. For warranty service, contact the appropriate Customer
Support office listed at the front of the Preface.
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Bulletin Board Service
From the Data I/0 Bulletin Board System (BBS) you can obtain a wide
range of information on Data I/0 products, including current product
descriptions, new revision information, technical support information,
helpful application notes, and other miscellaneous information.  In
addition, the BBS has a large collection of useful DOS utilities you can`
download.

The BBS message facility allows you to leave messages for the BBS
system operator, Customer Support personnel, or other customers.
Functions are available to provide device support information or to
request support for a particular device.

To lean more about the U.S. Data I/0 BBS, call 1-2cO-882-3211.
Multiple lines are available, all supporting 1200/2400/9600/19200 baud
with U.S. Robotics Courier HST modems with V.42bis compatibility, set
to 8 data bits, 1 stop bit and no parity.  Call 1-206-8616959 to contact
the BBS connected to a U.S. Robotics Dual/HST modem supporting
1200/2400/9600/19200 baud with V.32bis/V.42bis compatibility.
Online help files provide more information about the BBS and its
capabilities.

For your nearest Data I/0 Bulletin Board System outside the U.S.,
contact the appropriate Customer Support office listed at the front of
the Preface.

End User Registration and Address Change
lf the end user for this product or your address has changed since the
Registration Card was mailed, please notify your nearest Customer
Support office as listed at the front of the Preface. This ensures that you
receive information about product enhancements. Be sure to include the
product serial number, if available.

XX
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Typographic Conventions
Throughout this manual different typographic conventions represent
different cases of input and output.

Keyb oard Keys

Key Combinations

Variable Input

Optional Input

Displayed Messages

FutureNet User Manual

a

Keyboard keys may be shown in boxes (for example, H ) or as bolded
text.

:}etE:tseyrmkfg]{°Ei°rsomekeyboards,theRetumkey)isrepresented

Key combinations, such as Control-Z, are shown as two key boxes
separated by a dash; for example, E - E] .

fel:::ecffi,ntaht:onnp,i::sEEE]TtT::::ioept:=s:.and

Variable input is italicized and should be replaced with the requested
information. For example, enter copy fi.Zc"a"e.Jier means type copy just
as you see it and replace ft.Jc7I¢"c.#ex with the name of your file.

Optional items of a command are shown in brackets; for example

[apfz.on] ]  [apft.ori2] . . . [apf!.orzri]

Itene separated by a vertical bar (for example, OR I OR I . . .) are
mutually exclusive; that is, only one of the options listed can be
specified.

Text that appears on the screen will be displayed in a typewriter-like
typeface; for example,

You   will   see   this   text   displayed   on   the   screen.

XX|
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Introduction

®

The FutureNet® Schematic Designer (FutureNet) can be used as both a
drawing editor and a schematic design tool.  To use FutureNet as a
drawing editor, you only need to know the basic drawing and editing
commands.  To use it as a schematic design tool, you need to know the
drawing conventions that allow the FuturINet Post Processing Tools
(Post) to extract circuit and connectivity information from your design.

This chapter gives a quick introduction to the basic drawing and
editing commands.  Chapter 1 gives the drawing conventions required
to use the Post processors, and can be skipped if you use FutureNet
only as a drawing editor.

Drawing Elements
FutureNet drawings consist of three elements: lines, symbols, and text.
Elements are placed on a positive coordinate graph with the origin in
the upper left corner. Elements and coordinates can be in three possible
scales: screen pixels, display units (4 screen pixels) or drawing reference
coordinates (8 display units)

About Display units       The FutureNet graphic environment is based on display units, which
are 4 screen pixels wide and 4 pixels high. The display unit is a
standard of movement and measure, and forms a grid on which
schematics are built. You can view this grid by entering

GRID 1,1

Symbols and lines are placed on a display unit grid, which is 20 display
units to the inch in both the horizontal (or x) and vertical (or y) axes.
Drawings can be sized in inches or millimeters, but these dimensions
are converted to display units, and most command coordinates are
specified in display units.

FutureNet User Manual
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Lines

Symbols

In the symbol editing mode, lines and graphics are placed on a screen
pixel grid. Using pixels to draw allows you to create the intricate
shapes necessary for graphic symbols.  However, once these symbols
are completed and copied to the drawing workspace, their locations
and movements are subject to the display unit.

Following are some key points to remember about FutureNet and
display units:

•   The XY status field (in the status bar on the right of the screen)
reports the graphics cursor position as x,y coordinates given in
display units (except in symbol editing mode, where coordinates are
given in pixels).

•   FutureNet libraries are built on a 3-display unit convention.  For
instance, most ICs in the libraries have pins that are spaced 3
display units apart, based on the default text font of '2, which is 3
display units high.

•   Lines may be drawn only in whole display unit increments.

•   Cursors that control graphic elements do not move in display units,
but the graphic elements they control are placed on the display unit
grid.  For example, you can place the graphics cursor point between
display units, but when you enter the command to begin drawing a
line, the line start point snaps to the nearest display unit (positive
x,y-to the right and below the current cursor location), while the
line drawing cursor remains between display units.

Basic information on lines is given below:

•   Lines can be drawn horizontally and vertically, but not diagonally.

•   Lines can be used to indicate signals and buses (electrically
significant), or as graphic elements (not electrically significant).

•   Lines can be solid or dashed, thin or thick.  There are 10 line types.

•   Lines can include special line graphics, such as arrows and dots.

•   Lines cannot be routed through a symbol body.

Basic information on symbols is given below:

•   Symbols are read from a library and copied into the drawing.

•   Symbols are sized in display units and are drawn in pixels, with a
fi.xcd origin in the upper left-hand comer.

•   Symbols have a rectangular border used for boundary conflict checking.

•   Updates to the symbol libraries do not change symbols in drawings.

•   Each symbol loaded into a drawing is assigned an integer number,
called a symbol reference number, that uniquely identifies that
symbol for the drawing. The symbol reference number appears in
the upper left-hand corner of the symbol.

FutureNet User Manual
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Introduction

Text

Cormectivity

If You Do Not Intend
to Use the Post
Processors

FutureNet User Manual

•   Symbols can have connection points on the symbol boundary called
pins. Pins can be placed on any display unit.  Normally pin spacing
is at least 2 display units apart, because FutureNet text fields require
at least 2 display units.

Basic information on text is given below:

•   Text can be placed on any unoccupied space on a drawing: inside,
outside, or across a symbol boundary.

•   Text can be visible or hidden (layered).

•   There are seven fonts, plus overscoring and underscoring.

•   Text is used to comment on the drawing, assign electrical properties
to drawing elements, or provide information for post processing.

FutureNet has a built-in understanding of connectivity, for example,
pinsnap and rubberbanding.
Pinsnap causes a signal line to snap to a pin when the line is within a
certain distance of that pin, making the connection without requiring
you to line up the signal and pin exactly.
Rubberbanding is a temporary display of connections that have been
maintained when a symbol is moved.  These temporary lines can be
made permanent. Within limits, you can move a symbol and not have
to redraw the connections.

These two features can be turned on or off as needed.

You can bump two symbols against one another and any pins that line
up along the symbol boundaries are connected and remain connected
when one of the symbols is moved away.

FutureNet recognizes two electrically significant line types: bus and
signal lines.  Temporary lines are also electrically significant, but you
should make all temporary lines permanent before post processing.

If you want to create drawings only, and won't use the Post processing
tools, then the inforlnation in Chapter 2 doesn't apply to you.  You can
skip to Chapter 3, "Using FutureNet."

1-3
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Understan4ELFutureNet
FutureNet can be used as both a drawing editor and a schematic design
tool.  This chapter covers the conventions you need to follow to use the
Post processors.  You can skip this chapter if you use FutureNet only as
a drawing editor.

Designing Schematics
The FutureNet Post Processing Tools check your design, run pinlists
and netlists, and translate your drawing for use with other supported
tools.  If the appropriate information is not available to the Post
processors, they will not be able to process your design. This chapter
provides conceptual information about how FutureNet and the Post
processors work, and how you provide the information needed to
process your design.

Post processing Tools     The FutureNet post processing Tools are
Drawing Cormectivity
Model Generator
Design Rule Check

Pinlist Generators

Netlist Generators

Parts List Generator

EDIE 2 0 0 Netlist
Generator

DPLOT

Establishes local and global connection data.

Checks for basic wiring errors.

Produces two forms of pinlist.

Produces two forms of netlist.

Counts and lists the parts in the design.

Produces an EDIF 2 0 0 netlist.

Produces plot files for a variety of printers
and plotters.

The EDIF Netlist Generator and DPLor are documented in individual
manuals.  The rest are covered in the F#£wrcNe£ Post User Mfl7Iur!.

FutureNet User Manual



Understanding FutureNet

Many new terms are introduced in the following paragraphs.  Refer to
the glossary if a term is unfamiliar.

Alphanumeric Fields
An alphanumeric field is a displayed line of text, with an associated
justification, orientation and point of effect, and either an predefined
property (attribute) or a custom property assigned through layered text
property sheet.
Alphanumeric fields assign properties to schematic elements. They
identify and describe lines and symbols and their components and can
be used to imply connections, add data required for post processors, or
as corrments.

The following mles apply to alphanumeric fields:

•   Display text cannot overlap other schematic elements (except for
grbol boundaries).

•   Alphanumeric entries can be made in one of seven font sizes.

•   Display text is limited to 80 characters, including spaces.  Fields
longer than 80 characters can exceed limitations imposed later by
the host machine or Post processor target output.

•   Inversion is denoted with an overbar, which is equivalent to a
trailing minus.  (An overbar is translated to a trailing minus (-) in
the Post processor output.)  Figure 2-1 shows signal SIGl inverted.

Figure 2-1
Example of Iraversion Notation

rm 1 :                 SIG1-

Justification and
Orientation

Point of Effect

The justification and orientation of alphanumeric fields determine how
the text appears on the screen.

The point of effect is a display coordinate used to associate an
alphanumeric field with a schematic element. All alphanumeric fields
have a point of effect.

The point of effect is a small, highlighted box. You place it by entering
the 'P command and moving the point of effect cursor to the drawing
element you want the alphanumeric field associated with.  Placing a
signal name's point of effect on the signal line it references allows Post
processors to associate the signal name with the signal line.  Refer to
the example in Figure 2-2. Points of effect are displayed with POEDISP.

When certain combinations of commands have been entered, the point
of effect on fields with signal attributes snaps to the signal line nearest
the display text.  This feature lets you assign alphanumeric fields to
signals without manually placing each point of effect.

FutureNet User Manual
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Figure 2-2
C6rrect|lncorrect Point of Eff ect
Placement

Attributes

Layered Text Property
Sheets

I  N I, u I

Col,Pect
Pcoltlon

I-t
Pcoltlon

You can place more than one point of effect on the same location (for
example, at pin references).

All alphanumeric fields are assigned a set of properties that determines
how the text is interpreted.  FutureNet has several predefined property
sets called attributes, or you can assign custom property sets through
layered text property sheets.

Alphanumeric fields can have layered text, which is added on a
property sheet dialog box or from the comlnand line.  Layered text
does two things:

•   Provides space for property information that does not fit in display
text fields on the drawing.

•   Accommodates multiple translators that have different property, or
property and value requirements.

Properties
A property is a single characteristic of a schematic clement.  All
schematic elements have at least one property, though most have more.
Properties identify things about an element such as:

Characteristic                        Exam

Type                                       tristate, output, input

Name                                     GND, tsv, sigol

Reference designator             u21, uOOO1, ul5

Part rurne                               and/2, 8080, 244

Property information must be available before the Post processing tools
can interpret and process your schematic.

Property values have toprdown precedence in the design hierarchy. A
property specified in a higher-level drawing takes precedence over the
same property specified in a lower functional block drawing.  A
property for a given schematic element should not be specified more
than once.

FutureNet User Manual
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Property ASsignment      All properties are assigned to schematic elements through
alphanumeric fields.  Alphanumeric fields can assign properties to
schematic elements in four ways:

•   Attributes (predefined sets of properties)

•   Layered text only

•   A combination of layered and display text

•   "splay text only

Properties Derived from
Attributes

Property Assignment
Statement

Most property inforrmtion needed for the Post processors is supplied
by predefined attributes. Processing tools other than the FutureNet Post
processors Ir`ay require property information not provided by
FutureNet attributes. You need to assign property information to the
schematic elements in your design when the needed property
information cannot be obtained from attributes. See 'Troperty
Assignment Statement" below.

An attribute is a predefined set of properties that identifies one or more
of the properties characteristic of a schematic element. Attributes are
assigned to a schematic element through the alphanumeric field
associated with the element. Each alphanumeric field must have an
assigned attribute (indicated by a number or name), which identifies
the predefined property set associated with the schematic element.

Property assignments are normally entered in layered text using either
of the two property assignment statements listed below:

[tooz:]z7raperfty=(I)¢Zzie]       (or)

[took.\property#toalud

fool                      (Optional)  Names the post processing tool the praperfy
is used with.

property               Identifies a single characteristic of the schematic
element.

tiaJae                   The data value for the property.

You can use the = and # characters in the tiaJae field of the property
assignment statement, but not in the fool or prqperty fields, since these
characters are used to divide these fields.

The Post processors do not use the hyphen ( - ) character in tcol or
property runes.  You can use the hyphen if you are writing your own
translators and want to make the tool and property names unique.

Einch property assignment is entered as a single line of text using the
layered text editor or layered text commands.

FutureNet User Manual
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Properties in Layered Text        Figure 2-3 shows a portion of a schematic diagram that has property
information contained entirely in layered text.  The drawing cursor is
placed on the output pin of the NAND at reference U1.  Layered text
for the alphanumeric field contains the string:

EDIF     :     TIMING    =    10,10

where EDIF is the tool, TIMING is the property, and 10,10 is the value.
Figure 2-3
Crirsor on a Pin with Iiryered Text

Properties in Both Layered
and Display Text

Figure 24
Crirsor on a Pin with Dispkyed
Praperty Text

Properties can be assigned in both layered and display text by entering
the I)a!ue portion of the property assignment statement in the display
text portion of the alphanumeric field, and then entering the
[fooq properfty= or [fooz] property# portion of the layered text statement in
layered text, omitting the value portion of the line.

Figure 24 shows the same portion of the schematic diagram as Figure
2-3 , but with the drawing cursor placed on a display text field that has
its point of effect at the Y pin of the NAND at reference U3.

NAH1)/2

In this example, there is no layered text under the pin Y identifier field.
Property information for the pin is in both the displayed text field 10,10
and its associated layered text. The layered text entry looks like this:

EDIF:TIMING    =

where EDIE is the fooz and TIMING is the property.  Since the ouZwc is
not specified, then, by convention, the display text is the value.

FutureNet User Manual 2-5
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PI.operties in Display Text       Pfrfffprrti#rc#o¥„ecn;er:¥;tfar:#mde£:?]sagt:e=te:tsfanngdt::e of the

layered text attributes.  Enter the property assignment statement in an
alphanumeric field and assign the appropriate layered text attribute to
the alphanumeric field. Assigning a layered text attribute to an
alphanumeric field causes FutureNet to treat that field as a layered text
entry.  There are five layered text attributes:

CRLT                  Circuit-related

DWLT                Drawing-related

PNLT                  Pin-related

SGLT                   Signal-related

SYLT                   Symbol-related

Figure 2-5 shows the same portion of the schematic diagram as Figures
2-3 and 24, but with the drawing oursor placed on a display text field
that contains a complete property assignment statement. The display
text field is

EDIF     :     TIMING    =    10,10

and has its point of effect at the Y pin of the NAND at reference U4.
There is no layered text.

Figure 2-5
Cursor on Dispkyed Praperty
Assignment Statement _

Specifying the
Correct Attribute

N A t,1 D / 2

All properties assigned to an alphanumeric field must be of the same
class as the alphanumeric field.  For example, if the alphanumeric field
is assigned a pin-related attribute, then the layered text properties, or
display text properties which share the point of effect of the
alphanumeric field, must also be pin-related.

2-6 FutureNet User Manual
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Attributes and Properties
An attribute is a predefined set of properties represented by a name
(mnemonic, for example, LCX=, SIGI, and PIN) or number.

For example, the attribute LOC identifies the reference designator for
the eymbol element it is associated with.  The attribute SIGI identifies
three different properties of the signal or bus element it is associated
with: first, the drawing element is an input signal; second, its
connectivity is limited to the drawing set; and third, the display text is
the sigrml name.

You can assign any attribute to any element, but for successful post
processing, only signal-related attributes should be assigned to signals,
only pin-related attributes to pins, and so on.

Attributes are divided into seven classes:

•   Circuit-related (that is, design-related)

•   Drawing-related

•   Pin-related

•   Sigml-related

•   Symbol-related

•   Cormectivity-related

•   Miscellaneous

The default attribute is COM 0.  Until you specify a different default
attribute, this is the one assigned to all new alphanumeric fields. You
can specify a different default attribute for new fields, but for the
current editing session only.  You can change the attribute assignments
for existing alphanumeric fields anytime.

The FuturINet predefined attributes and properties are listed in Tables
2-1 through 2-9.

FutureNet User Manual
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Circuit-related

Attributes

Table 2-1
Cir cult-related Attrib utes

Properties

Circuit-related attributes are generally assigned to text fields that
pertain to the complete design or set of drawings.  Table 2-1 lists the
circuit-related attributes.

Number      Name                 Descri

148          Cr"

149                 CREV

150                CDAT

151             Cm

152                 CREL

153                CENG

158                CRLT

163                CREL

Circuit number.  This attribute defines the
text as the number of the complete design
or circuit.

Circuit revision.  This attribute defines the
text as the revision of the complete design
or circuit.

Date of the circuit.  This attribute defines
the text as the date on which the design
was last modified.

Circuit title.  This attribute defines the text
as the title (name) of the complete design
or circuit.

Cirouit release.  This attribute defines the
text as the release number of the complete
design or circuit.

Circuit engineer.  This attribute defines the
text as the name of the project engineer for
the complete design or circuit.

Circuit-related layered text.  This attribute
defines display text as circuit-related
layered text.

Circuit-related comment data.  This
attribute defined the text as comment data
on the drawing.  Associated layered text is
related to the complete design.

The circuit properties CNUM, CREV, CDAT, erTI', CREL, and CENG
are identical to the corresponding circuit-related attributes and can be
used in a property assignment statement to assign toolTspeeific or
nondisplayed circuit property information.

2-8 FutureNet User Manual
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Drawing-related

Attributes

Table 2-2
IItawing-rested Attributes

Properties

Pin-related

Attributes

FutureNet User Manual

a

Drawing-related attributes are generally assigned to text fields
contained in the title block of the individual drawing(s).  Table 2-2 lists
the drawing-related attributes.

Note:   Alphanumeric fteids _with attribute COM are drawing-rdeted if not
phced within a symbol.

Number      Name                 Descri

50                  TITL

51            DN"

52                  DREV

53                  DPAG

54                  DATE

129                DWRL

154                DENG

159                DWLT

Drawing title.  This attribute defines the
display text field as the title of the drawing.

Drawing number.  This attribute defines
the display text field as the drawing
number.

Drawing revision.  This attribute defines
the display text field as the revision level of
the drawing.

Drawing page.  This attribute defines the
display text field as the page number of the
drawing.

Drawing date.  This attribute defines the
display text field as the date.

Drawing-related text field.  This attribute
defines the display text as comment data
on the drawing.  Any associated layered
text is drawing-related.

Drawing engineer.  This attribute defines
the display text as the name of the engineer
responsible for the drawing.

Drawing-related layered text.  This
attribute defines display text as
drawing-related layered text.

The drawing properties Tin, DNUM, DREV, DPAG, DATE, and
DING are identical with the corresponding drawing attributes and can
be used in a property assignment statement to assign tool-specific or
nonrdisplayed drawing property information.

Pin-related attributes are further divided into two basic categories:

•   Attributes that assign the associated display text as the pin
identifier.

•   Attributes that do not assign a pin identifier.

2-9
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Attributes that Assign
an ldentif ier

Table 2-3
Pin-related Attributes that
Assign an Identifter

A pin is named by an alphanumeric field with an attribute that assigns              |/
the display text as the pin identifier.  The point of effect of the field is
the pin connection point.  For any pin cormection point, you cannot
have more than one text field that assigns a pin identifier.  Attributes
that assign the pin identifier to a symbol pin are listed in Table 2-3.

Numb er      Name                 D escri

1PIN

20                 PINT

21                  PINO

22                  PNBT

23                  PINI

24                 CONI

25                 CONO

26                  CONE

2 7                    PNCX=

28                  PINE

29                  PNBO

Symbol pin identifier. This attribute
conveys no input or output information
regarding the pin and is generally used in
resistors, capacitors, and similar
analog-type symbols.

Symbol output pin identifier for an output
that can be switched to high-impedance or
tristate.

Symbol output pin identifier.  This
attribute defines a pin that serves as a TTL
output only.  This type of output cannot be
an open{ollector type and cannot be a
wiredoR type.
Symbol bidirectional 3Tstate pin identifier.
This attribute defines a pin that serves as
an input or an output, and can be switched
to a high-impedance state.

Symbol input pin identifier.  This attribute
defines a pin that serves as an input only.

Connector input pin identifier.  This
attribute defines a cormector pin that serves
as an input only.

Connector output pin identifier.  This
attribute defines a connector pin that serves
as an output only.

Connector bidirectional pin identifier.  This
attribute defines a connector pin that serves
as an input or an output.

Symbol open collector pin identifier.  This
attribute defines a connector pin that can
be switched to an open collector output.

Symbol bidirectional pin identifier.  This
attribute defines a symbol pin that serves
as an input or an output.

Symbol open collector bidirectional pin
identifier.   This attribute defines a pin that
serves as an input or an output, and can
also be switched to an open collector
Output.

2-10 FutureNet User Manual
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100                CND

101                   +5V

103              PEN

105                  +12V

106                  -12V

107                 VEE

139                SPIN

141                 BPIN

Attributes That Do Not
Assign an Identifier

Table 24
Pin-related Attributes that Do
Not Assign an Identifier

FutureNet User Manual

Symbol ground pin (signal ground)
identifier.  This attribute implies an implicit
signal name GND is connected to this pin,
and will be part of any signal net explicitly
named CND.

Symbol power pin (+5V) identifier.  This
attribute implies an implicit signal name
+5V is connected to this pin, and will be
part of any signal net explicitly named
+5V.

Symbol pin identifier.  Same as PIN but
default printability of the text field is off .
See SGNU in Table 2-5.

Symbol power pin (+12V) identifier.  Used
with emitteltoupled logic.  This attribute
implies an implicit signal name +12V is
connected to this pin, and will be part of
any signal net explicitly named +12V.

Symbol power pin (-12V) identifier.  Used
with emitter{oupled logic.  This attribute
implies an implicit signal name -12V is
connected to this pin, and will be part of
any signal net explicitly named -12V.

Symbol power pin identifier.  This attribute
implies an implicit signal name VEE is
connected to this pin, and will be part of
any signal net explicitly named VEE.

Signal pin identifier.

Bus pin identifier.  Used to pass a bus to
within a functional block.

Attributes that do not identify a pin can be used to provide additional
pin information.  They are listed in Table 2J.
Remember, for any point of effect, you cannot have more than one text
field with an attribute from Table 2-3.  You can assign additional text
fields to the point of effect by using the attributes listed in Table 24 to
add additional properties to a pin.

Numb er      Name Descri

145                PNRL

162                PNLT

144                PNUM

169                PNAM

Pin-related text field that is comment data
on the drawing.  Associated layered text is
pin-related.
Display text should be treated as
pin-related layered text.
Display text that is the physical pin
number of a symbol.  (See note bdow.)

Display text that is the logical pin name of
a symbol, such as CLK, Q1, etc.
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Creating pin Identifiers     Pin identifiers can be alphabetic or numeric.  Alphabetic identifiers can                |/
use any alphabetic or numeric character except the left bracket (I), the
less-than symbol (<), or the comma (,).  These characters are used as
dc!i'mz.fers, indicating the end of a pin name. A delimiter separates
elements in a line of text.  Characters after a delimiter and blanks at the
beginning of a field are ignored by post processors.

Properties The reserved pin properties PNUM and PNAM are identical to the
corresponding pin attributes and can be used in the property
assignment statement to assign tool-specific or nonrdisplayed property
information.

Name                  Descri

PNAM

PNUM

TYPE

Alphanumeric name of a pin. It can be in the display
text of an alphanumeric field with a pin attribute or in
layered text. If the pin display text is alphanumeric and
PNAM is not specified, the PNAM property value is
the pin display text.

Pin number. It can be derived form the display text of
an alphanumeric field with a pin attribute or from
layered text. If the pin display text is numeric and the
PNUM property is not specified, the PNUM property
value is the pin display text.

Pin characteristics that are predefined by FutureNet
and derived from the pin attribute. This property and
the associated values are not user-specifiable. The
following values are possible:

Attributes                       Values    Definitions

PIN'PEN,SPIN
PINT
PINI
PINO
PNBT
CONI
CONO
CONE
PNOC
PINE
PNBO
CND
+5V
+12V
-12V
VEE
BUSP

P              simple pin
T              tristate
I               input
0             Output
EIT            bidirectional tristate
CI            inpu t cormector
CO          output connector
CB           bidirectional connector
OC           open collector
8              bidirectional
80           bidirectional open collector
GND       groundpin
+5V          +5V power pin
+12V        +12V power pin
-12V         -12V power pin
VEE         VEE power pin
BP            bus pin

2-12 FutureNet User Manual
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Signal-related

Attributes

Tchle 2-5
Signal-redted Attributes that
Assign an Identifter

FutureNet User Manual

Signal-related attributes are divided into two basic categories:

•   Attributes that assign the associated text field as the signal identifier.

•   Attributes that do not identify a signal.

A signal (or bus) line can have an alphanumeric text field with an
attribute that assigns the display text as the identifier of the signal (or
bus) line.  The signal identifier field is used by post processors to
specifically identify the signal or bus.

The only signals that m«sf be named with an identifier are bused
signals, sigmls that appear on more than one sheet of the drawing set,
and all bus signals.  The identifying names are required to establish
cormectivity of the signals.

Attributes that assign signal identifiers are listed in Table 2-5.
Attributes that do not assign a signal identifier, but can be used to
provide additional signal information, are listed in Table 2nd.
Buses and signals can have the same identifier assigned as many times
as desired for readability and establishing connectivity.

Signals can have more than one identifier assigned. However, no more
than one identifier can be assigned to a bus line.

Number      Name Descri

5SIG

9BUS

10                    SIGI

11                    SIGO

12                    SIGB

13                    SIGR

14                    SIGU

102                 SIGN

A

a

Drawing set signal identifier.

Drawing set bus signal identifier.

Drawing set input signal name. This
attribute defines an input that originates off
the drawing, such as from a connector.

Drawing set output signal identifier.  This
attribute defines an output that goes off the
drawing, such as to a connector.

Drawing set bidirectional signal identifier
for a bidireetional signal name.  `This
attribute defines a signal that goes to, or
originates from, off the drawing.

Drawing set registered signal identifier for
a registered signal name.  This attribute
defines a signal that gees to, or originates
from, off the drawing.

Universal signal identifier.  This attribute
should be assigned to signal name fields
that are to be universal in scope.

Set signal identifier. Similar to SIC/5,
except it does not print as par( of the
drawing unless you specify it should (used
with older editors).
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104               SGNI

115                 BUSN

130                SNAM

132                BNAM

134                USN

147                 SIGL

156                PWRS

1 57               Gr®S

164                 SIGP

166                 SGLP

167                 PRLS

168                 GNLS

Universal signal identifier. Similar to
SIGU/14, except it dues not print as part of
the drawing unless you specify it should
(used with older editors).

Set signal bus identifier.  Same as BUS/9,
except it does not print as part of the
drawing unless you specify it should (used
with older editors).

Set signal identifier.  Same as SIC/5.

Set bus identifier.  Same as BUS/9.

Universal signal identifier.  This attribute
should be assigned to signal name fields
that are universal in scope.

I+ocal signal identifier. Used to identify a
signal as existing only within the drawing
sheet.  In a post processor listing, a text
field with this attribute is appended with
***rof, where roy is the unique drawing
occurrence number.

Universal power signal identifier.

Universal ground signal identifier.

Packaged signal identifier.  Names a signal
that uses a bus for connection purposes
within a drawing sheet, but is not
identified with the bus.

Local packaged signal name.  Names a
signal that uses a bus for connection
purposes within a drawing sheet, but is not
identified with the bus.  In a post processor
listing, a text field with this attribute is
appended with "*r¢, where r¢ is the
unique drawing occurrence number.

Local power signal identifier.  In a post
processor listing, a text field with this
attribute is appended with *"r¢, where r¢
is the unique drawing occurrence number.

Local ground signal identifier.  In a post
processor listing, a text field with this
attribute is appended with *"r¢, where r¢
is the unique drawing occurrence number.
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Table 2-6
Signd-redtedAltribytes.I.hat
D-o Not Assign an Identifter

Properties

FutureNet User Manual

Number      Name Descri

136                 SGRI.

160                 SGLT

165                LOGC

Descri

Signal-related text field that is treated as
comment data on the drawing.  Associated
layered text is signal-related.

Display text field that is to be treated as
signal-related layered text.

Logical page connection.  (Reserved for
future products.)

NARE The NAME property specifies the signal NAME. If a
NAME property is not assigned, a value for the NAME
property is derived. Name values can come from
display text and signal attributes; or from FutureNet
through implicit connection of pins with attributes
+5V,+12V,-12V,VEE, or CND; or from
FutureNet-assigned names for unnamed signals.

This property and the associated values are not
user-specifiable.

Note:   The property NAME can_not_b.e ys_± _ip_property assigrment
statinedis io alias signds.  The NAME value is used in post processor
output only , rrot in determining connectivity.

TYPE

SCOPE

The TYPE property specifies signal characteristics.
Values for the TYPE property are predefined by
FutureNet and derived from the signal attribute.
This property and the associated values aLre not
user-specifiable. The following values are possible.

Attributes                       Values    Definitions

SIC,SIGR,SIGU
SIGN,SGNU,SNAM,
SIGLSIGP,SGLP,BUS,
BuSN,m~,USN
SIGI
SIGO
SIGB
PWRS,PRLS
GNDS,GDLS

S           signal or bus
I           input
0         Output
8          bidirectional

PWR     powersignal
CND     ground signal

The SCOPE property specifies the range of connectivity
of a signal.  Values for the SCOPE property are
predefined by FutureNet and derived from the
attribute. This property and its associated values are
no t user-specifiable.
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The following values are possible:

Attributes                        Values    Definitions

SIGU,SGNU,PWRS,
GNDS

SIG,SIGR,BUS,BUSN,
SIGN,BNAM,SIGP,
SIGI,SIGO,SIGB

SIGL,SGLP,PRLS,
GDLS

U          universal

S          drawing set

L          drawing

Symbol-related

Attributes

Table 2-7
Symb ol-related Attrib utes

Symbol-related attributes are assigned to text fields that pertain to
symbols.  Table 2-7 lists the allowable symbol-related attributes.

Number      Name                 Descri

2Lac

3                    PART

4VAL

6TOL

7STR

138                 SYRL

146                   LCX=L

155                 GATE

161                  SYLT

Circuit reference designator, (for example,
Ull, C81, RI2).

Part number (for example,  74rs04) or part
name (for example, Hex Inverter).

Component value (for example, 75 ohms,
0.002 microfarads).

Component tolerance (for example, 5%).

Component stress (for example, 60 .Vac,
0.25 watts).

Symbol-related text field that is treated as
comment data on the drawing.  Associated
layered text is symbol-related.

Local reference designator.  This attribute
causes the reference name to be local to the
drawing file.  In a post processor listing, a
text field with this attribute is appended
with ***r¢, where r¢ is the unique drawing
occurrence number.

Multi-gate or multisymboled part (for
example, hex inverter and quad two-input
AND).  This attribute is assigned to the
gate identifier of a multi-gate or
multi-symboled part.

Assigned to display text that is to be
treated as symbol-related layered text.
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Properties

Cormectivity

Attributes

Table 2-8
Connectivity-rested AItributes

Properties

FutureNet User Manual\

The reserved symbol properties LOC, PART, VAL, TOL, STR, and
GATE are identical to the corresponding symbol attributes and can be
used in the property assigiunent statement to assign tool€pecific or
nonrdisplayed symbol property information.

Table 2no lists the special connectivity attributes.  They are used to
show connectivity within structured designs.

Numb er      N ame Descri

8                     FILE

114                 FILN

Filename pointer. This attribute is assigned
to the displayed name(s) assigned to a
functional block in a hierarchical design to
reference a lower-level drawing file.  The
name is a printable text field.  If layered
text is associated with the field, the display
text is treated as a comment. The layered
text contains a list of the drawing files that
represent the functional block.

Filename pointer.  Same as FILE/8, except
that it will not print as part of the drawing
unless you specifically command the editor
to do so (used with older editors to
selectively turn off the print capability).

The reserved property FILE can be used in the property assignment
statement to override the FILE attribute.

Name                  D escri

This property is a filename pointer.  This property is
associated with an alphanumeric field in a functional
block in a hierarchical design structure. The value of
the property references a drawing file within the
drawing design. The display text in the alphanumeric
field is treated as comment data. There should be one
property assignment for each drawing to be referenced.
In the property assignment statement, fool is optional.
If one is specified, it must be ltM.
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Miscellaneous

Attributes

Table 2-9
Miscellaneous Attrib utes

Properties

Table 2-9 lists several attributes that do not fall into the classes
described in Tables 2-1 through 2ng.

Number      Name                 Descri

0COM

128                NULL

Indicates a comment field.  The text field is
passed to the Post processors.  If used in a
symbol, the comment is considered
symbol-related; otherwise, the comment is
considered drawing-related.

Indicates a comment field.  The text field is
not passed to Post processors.

The reserved properties COM and NULL match the corresponding
attributes aLnd can be used in the property assignment statements.

Signals

Signal Cormections
and Crossovers

Using the Junction
Symbol

Using the Power and
Ground Symbol

Using the Connector
Symbol

Signals are drawn with the single thickness (/1) line only.  A line is
considered to be a signal when it is connected to a signal pin, or has
associated display text with one of the attributes listed in Tables 2-5
and 2nd.  You can use all of the listed attributes except BUS and BUSN
for signal names.

Signal lines can cross over each other without any implied connection
as long as no connection dot is placed at the intersection.  See the
examples in Figure 2rf .

Note:    Signal connections can also be made by entering dupticate signal
ruunes and the appropriate attribute (one that assigns an identifier and
has the correct scope).  Rofer to Signal Comectivity Scopes.

The junction symbol (diagonal or curved) must be used in accordance
with two basic rules.  First, the junction synfool is used ozzzy to connect
a signal to a bus.  Second, two junction symbols cannot share a
common border. Other uses are not supported by the post pxpcessors.

A power/ground syinbol is a symbol with no pins.  Instead the symbol
contains a signal with the power/ground signal name with a universal
attribute and a point of effect at the connection.

Typically, post processors expect output pins of eymbols and functional
blocks to be connected to input pins of the next symbol or functional
block.  For example, in Figure 2-7 the inputs have attribute 23 0'INI),
which is an input attribute, and the outputs have attribute 20 (PINT),
which is an output attribute.
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Figure 2-6
Si-gnd Line Connections

Figure 2-7
U5ing Ixput Pin and Output Pin
Attributes

Figure 2-8
L15ing Ixput Pin and Output Pin
Attributes: Exceptiorls

FutureNet User MaLnual

I

ve  cormcTlen

C-ION

cormcTIOH

councTIen

INPUT   PIN/OuTPUT   PIN   ATTRIBUTE   CONVENTIONS   OBSERVED

ch exception to the input-pin-toroutput-pin convention occurs when a
connector rymbol is used.  In this case, connector input pins connect to
symbol input pins, and connector output pins connect to symbol
output pins.  Tis convention is illustrated in Figure 2no, where the
pins of the input connector (attribute 24 (CONI)) cormect to the input
pins (attribute 23 (PINI)) of the symbol.  The output pins of the symbol
connect the output pins of the other connector.
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Point of Effect

Creating Signal
Names

Identical Signal
Names

Signal Cormectivity
Scopes

Table 2-10
Signal Scope Cormection Rules

Point of effect rules apply to how alphanumeric fields are associated
with specific signal lines.  The required point of effect location for a
signal name or a signal-related attribute is at any point(s) on the signal
line.  Multiple signal names can have the same point of effect.

You can use any alphanumeric character in the signal name except for
the left bracket ( [ ) the less-than symbol ( < ), and the comlna ( , ).
These characters are used as dcJt.mz.fees, indicating the end of a signal
name, or separating elements in a line of text.  Characters after a
delimiter and blanks at the beginning of a field are ignored by post
processors.
Do not use names beginning with three asterisks ( *** ), since names of
this form are generated for unnamed signals.  Also, the signal name
N/C with attribute SIGU or SGNU is reserved to indicate a pin that is
intentionally left unconnected, by connecting a signal named N/C to
that pin.

Identical signal names with the same attribute denote connectivity
within a drawing file, and also across multiple drawing files, according
to their attribute connectivity scope.  Refer to the section "Signal
Connectivity Scopes" later in this chapter.

A signal line can be assigned multiple signal names by placing the
points of effect of the name fields on the signal line.  The multiple
signal names must have the same attribute (except SGLT, SGRL, and
LCX3C) and become equated by the Post processors.  The SGLT, SGRL,
and LCX=C attributes do not assign their associated text field as a signal
name, but as text fields attached to the signal line.

There are three scopes or levels of signals with regard to intrasheet and
intersheet connections.  The signal scope is established by the attributes
assigned to the displayed signal name text.  The three scopes for signals
are

heal
•Set

•   Universal

Set signal names can be further categorized as input, output, and
bidireetional without any effect on the connection rules.  Refer to Tables
2-5 and 2i.
The connection rules for the three scopes of signals are outlined in
Table 2-10.

She et connectivity                      Lo cal                  Set                      Universal

Across all drawings
Across a drawing set
Within a drawing

No                      No                      Yes
No                       Yes                       Yes
Yes                       Yes                       Yes
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Figure 2-9
Sigrds Named SLG Z Are
Cormected

Local Signal Names

Set Signal Names

Universal Signal Names

Signal Name/Scope
Conflicts

Within a Drawing

Across Drawings

0

In Figure 2-9, the signal named SIC Z at the right side of the drawing
has an implied connection to the signal named SIG Z at the left side of
the drawing.  In this example, SIG Z could be a local, a set, or a
universal signal name.

'+'fo'6`'`'l'+

Local signal names should be assigned to signals that are to be
connected together only within a particular drawing file, root drawing
or functional block drawing.  Identical signal names appearing on any
ofhei' sheet in the drawing set, regardless of the assigned attribute, will
not be connected to the local signal name.

Local signal names have the attribute SIGL (147) or SIGP (164).

Set signal identifiers (such as SIGO, SIGB, and SIGN) indicate
connectivity when they are duplicated within a drawing or within a
drawing set; that is, set signals of the same name appearing in other
drawings of the set are connected.  Set signal names that are duplicated
outside the drawing set are not connected.

Universal signal names indicate connectivity when used anywhere in
the drawing set.  Universal signal names have the attribute SIG (5),
SIGU (14) or SGNU (104).

If a drawing contains signals of the same name, they must have the
same attribute, and, therefore, the same scope to be connected.

If signals of the same name appear across drawings, but are of a
different scope (as determined by the attribute), the signals in conflict
are connected, or not connected, as follows:

•   A local/set signal conflict results in no connection.

•   A local/universal conflict results in no connection.

•   A set/universal conflict results in a connection.
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Notation for
Intersheet
Cormections

Figure 2-10
Int ersheet Connection Notation

Signal to Symbol Pin
Cormections

Direct Connection

Point of Effect Connection

Imp licit Connection

Adjacent Symbol
Connections

Intersheet connections are noted on a drawing by numbers in brackets
( [ ] ).  The example in Figure 2-10 shows how numbers in brackets

following a signal name are used to refer to other pages where the
signal is used.  Page references enclosed in brackets are commentary
only and not used by any post processors.

DAT\AO       [2]       [4]

Signals can connect to symbol pins in any of four ways:

•   Direct connection

•   Point of effect connection

•    Implicit connection

•    Adjacent symbols

A direct connection of a signal to a symbol pin occurs when the signal
line is drawn to where the symbol pin's point of effect touches the
symbol cell.

A connection by point of effect is achieved when the pin's point of
effect is located within the symbol, and the signal name field's point of
effect is at the same location.

This type of connection results from assigning certain pin attributes to
the pin identifier (alphanumeric field).  The attributes are +5V,  +12V,
-12V, VEE, and GND.  When these pin attributes are used, no pin stub,
signal line, or signal name is required.  The only requirement is that the
displayed alphanumeric field that identifies the pin is located within
the symbol boundary.  The identifier (name) of the signal that makes
the implicit connection is the name of the pin attribute.  For example, if
pin-related attribute VEE (107) is assigned to several pins, the implied
signal line that connects the pins will be identified as VEE.  Implicit
connections are universal in scope, and are connected to any explicitly
named universal signal with the same identifier.

When two symbols share a common boundary (that is, they are placed
adjacent to each other), any pins whose points of effect overlap will
have to be considered connected.
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a

a

§#oisines Through    :::u;ien¥ei:)::Ye:cyo°:::d¥gkL:nE£::i::Ptl}; tc#:uegc:1:hnes s°yf:iHn¥tLe:g ofrouting the line around the outside.  Refer to Figure 2-11 and the /C
command described in the Co77zrurnd Rofcrenee.

Figure 2-11
Through-symbol Connections
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A bus is a triple thickness (/2) line that carries one or more signals.
Such a line is considered to be a bus when it is connected to a signal
line, connected to a bus pin, or has associated display text with one of
the attributes listed in Table 2-11.

The attributes of display text associated with a bus are signal class
attributes.  Of these, BUS and BUSN are used specifically for buses.
Refer to Table 2-5 for a more detailed explanation of the listed
attributes.

LJ
Buses

Table 2-11
AIlowable Bus Name Attributes

Bus Connections and
Crossovers

Name                       Number                   Bus Scope

SIGU                          14
SGNU                       104
SIGL
BUS
BUSN
SIC
SIGN
SIGR
SIGR
SIGR
SIGR
SIGI
SIGO
SIGB

147
9
115
5
102
16
17
18
19
10
11

12

Universal
Universal
I.ocal
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

For information on bus scopes, rrfer to the section "Bus Conrlectivity Scopes" later in
this chapter.

Bus lines can cross over each other without any implied connection as
long as no connection dot is placed at the intersection.  See the
examples in Figure 2-13.

Note:   Cormectious can also be made ly entering identical signal nanes and
the appropriate attribute,  Rofer to the section "Bus Cormectivity
Scapes" hter in this chapter.
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Figure 2-13
Bus ltne Connections

Bus/Signal Line
Cormectious

Figure 2-14
Bus I Signal Comectious

ne counEon"

iiii
C-OM

ceru©ow

Cqo-OOv

Signal lines can be broken out from a bus by means of the diagonal or
curved line symbol (/J command), a T connection, or a connection dot.
Refer to Figure 2-14 for examples of bus/signal line connections, and
also instances where buses and signal lines touch but do not connect.
Buses can cross signal lines and other bus lines without any implied
cormeetion.

A                     =                  A   connected   to   l}us

I          A   aliasEd   to   E   and
not   conTiected   to   lius

_=                  A   connected   to   Iius

A   and   E   connectEd
separatelg   to   I}us

fl   and   8   coTmected
separately  to  bus

=                 fi   connected   to   bus

fl   coT`nectEd   to   I
and   to   bus

A   connected   to   8
aiid   to   bu.s

8   coiinectEd   to   bLLs
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Bus Names

Identical Signal
Names

Bus Cormectivity
Scopes

Table 2-12
Sheet Comectivity of Sigruds

A smaller bus, that is, one that contains a subset of signals, cannot be
broken out from a larger bus.  For example, if you have an eight-line
bus containing signals D0 through D7, you cannot directly form a bus
containing signals D0 through D3.

Signals that are identified with the bus must have the same scope as the
bus to which they connect.  If there is a mismatch, the bus scope is used
for interdrawing connections.  For example, if a set signal named
CLOCK is connected to a universal bus named BUSI, all signal lines
with the name CLOCK on bus BUSI in the circuit will be connected.

Signals that are identified with a bus must be named; i.e, they must
have an alphanumeric field that names the signal. (Attributes SGRL,
SGLT, and LOGC cannot be used to assign a signal name.)

A signal cannot be connected to a bus and also to ground.

The description presented under Signal Names applies to buses except
that a bus line can have only or!c unique bus (signal) name assigned to
it.  For example, if a bus is named BUsl at any point on the drawing, it
can ordy be named BUsl at any other point.  You can add information
within square brackets I I or angle brackets < > such as in BUS1<0:3>
since post processors recognize the bus name only to the left of a
bracket character ([ or <).  Also, non-naming attributes (that is, SGRL,
SGLT and LOGC) can be used to associate other alphanumeric fields
with a bus without violating the single bus name convention.

Identical bus names with the same attribute denote connectivity within
a drawing file, and also across multiple drawing files, if the
connectivity scopes allow.  Refer to the section `Cus Connectivity
Scopes" later in this chapter.

There are three scopes or levels of buses with regard to intrasheet and
intersheet connections.  The bus scope is established by the attributes
assigned to the displayed bus name text.  The three scopes of buses are:

•   Local

0Set

•   Universal

The connection rules for the three scopes of bus names are outlined in
Table 2-12 and described in the following paragraphs.  The allowable
bus name attributes are listed in Table 2-11.

She et conne ctivity                      Local                   S e I                      Unive rs al

Across all drawings
Across a drawing set
Within a drawing

No                       No                       Yes
No                       Yes                       Yes
Yes                       Yes                        Yes
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Local Bus Names

Set Bus Names

Universal Bus Names

Creating Bus Names

Figure 2-15
A Bus Contalhing ltnes with the
SigralNane

A local bus name attribute should be assigned to buses that are to be
connected together only within a particular drawing file, root drawing
or functional block drawing.  Buses that are assigned local bus
attributes in drawing files connect only within the drawing and do not
exist outside the drawing.  Identical bus names (of any attribute)
appearing on any other sheet in the drawing set will not be connected.
Local bus names have the attribute SIGL (147).  Uurmamed buses are
local buses.

Set bus name attributes indicate connectivity when they are duplicated
within a drawing or within a drawing set.  That is, a bus of the same
name and appearing in other drawing(s) of a drawing set are
connected.  Set bus names that are duplicated in different drawing sets
are not cormected.

Universal bus names indicate connectivity when used anywhere in the
drawing set.  Universal bus names have the attribute SIGU (14) or
SGNI (104).

You can use any keyboard character in the bus name except for the left
bracket (  [  ), the less-than eymbol (  <  ), and the comma (  ,  ).  These
characters are used as deJz.mz.fcrs, indicating the end of a name and
separating elements in a line of text.  Characters after a delimiter and
blanks at the beginning of a field are ignored by Post processors.

Do not use names beginning with three asterisks ( *** ).  This form is
used for urmamed signals and buses.

To indicate a grouping of lines with the same basic signal name, you
could use two digits separated by a colon and enclosed in < > symbols.
This notation should immediately follow the basic signal name and
precede any page references.  For example, DATA<0:3> in Figure 2-15
indicates that lines 0 through 3 are named DATA.  Note that
information within the < > symbols is commentary only and most post
processors ignore it.

Dfl"<e:3>

Only one name can be assigned to a bus.  One of the two fields can use
the notation for multiple signal names as described in the previous
paragraph, and still be considered identical to the other signal name.
That is, as long as the bus names are identical up to the < delimiter,
they are the same: the bus name DATA is the same as DATA<0:3>.
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Bus Name/Scope
Conflicts

Within Drawings

Across Drawings

Allowable Signals On
aBus

Table 2-13
AIlowable Signal on a Bus

Bused Signals
(Identified with the
Bus)

If a drawing contains buses of the same name, they must be of the same
scope to be cormected.

If buses of the same name appear in multiple drawings, but are of a
different scope (as determined by the attribute), the buses in conflict are
connected, or not connected, as follows:

•   A local/set bus conflict results in no connection.

•   A local/universal bus conflict results in no connection.

•   A set/universal bus conflict results in a connection.

Any of the signals listed in Table 2-13 can be connected to a bus. The
Bused/Packaged column of the table indicates which signal types are
identified with the bus when connected (bused), and which are not
(packaged).  Refer to Bused Signals and Packaged Signals for more
information on bu s-to-signal identification.
Name                      Numb er                  B use d/P ackag ed

SIG
SIGU
SGNI
SIGL
SIGN
SIGI
SIGO
SIGB
SIGR
SNAM
Prms
GNDS
SIGP
SGLP
PRLS
GNIS

Bused
Packaged
Packaged
Bused
Bused
Bused
Bused
Bused
Bused
Bused
Packaged
Packaged
Packaged
Packaged
Bused
Bused

A bused signal is a signal that connects to a bus and is named with one
of the attributes listed in Table 2-13 as a bused attribute (for example,
SIGB, SIGO, SIGI).  Bused signals include the name of the bus as part of
their identification by post processors.  Therefore, to establish
cormectivity between multiple appearances of bused signals, the name
of the signal name, and the name of the bus to which it connects, must
be the same wherever the signal appears.

For erample, in Figure 2-16, signal Sl on bus 81 and signal Sl on 82
are bused signals.  (The attributes for bused signals are listed in Table
2-13.)  Each signal is identified with its respective bus and, therefore,
the two signds are not connected, although the displayed signal names
are the same and appear on the same drawing sheet.
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Figure 2-16
Bdsed and Packaged Signds
Connected to a Bus

Packaged Signals
(Not Identified with
the Bus)

Figure 2-17
Packaged Signal Erarmple: Sl not
pachaged

Figure 2-18
Packaged Signal Example.. SI
packaged

Nom:      On  Efici+  BLis.   slGNAI.  si   ls  A  EusED  sl®iAI„   OnD  slGNf.L  s2
Is  A  pacxftsED  slchiAI..     "E  nE"il.T  Is  Tt+AT  si  OF  Bi  cOEs  ueT
coniECT in  Sl  oF  82,  unlu  Sz  oF  Bi  cols  onliiECT  T0  s2  oF  82.

Packaged signals (attribute SIGP) are not identified with a bus,
although they can use a bus line for the purpose of line routing.

Packaged signals can be connected to a bus in order to avoid multiple
line routing.  For example, in Figure 2-17 the routing of signal Sl can
be simplified by making Sl a packaged signal and using the routing of
bus BUS as shown in Figure 2-18.

In the example shown in Figure 2-16, signal S2 on bus 81 and signal S2
on bus 82 are packaged signals.  Both signals have the attribute SIGP
and are, therefore, %of idc"fi.¢.ed with the bus to which they are
connected.  However, since they have a common name, they are
connected to each other.

Figure 2-19 shows an example of how a packaged signal can traverse
from bus to bus.  Signal Pst appearing in the upper left of the example
exists on both appearances of bus BUsl and then connects over to bus
BUS2.  (A bused signal could not do this since it is identified with the
bus it connects to and cannot be identified with more than one bus.)
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Figure 2-19
Packaged Signals Traverse Buses
Without Bus ID

Buses Connected
Together by a
Co-on Name

Figure 2-20
Buses with Common Name
Contain AIL Signals

Buses Connected
Together by Signal
Lines

slcNfil.  pst   ls  A  nAc)¢ACED  slG.ifli.   {flTrRlmrn:  slGp)   it+fiT
rmimrsEs  mjsi  fHD  misz.

Two buses can be connected by means of a common bus name, as long
as they conform to the previouslyrdescribed connectivity rules.  When
this type of connection is made, the resulting bus contains a union of all
signals from both buses (now considered a single bus).  For example, in
Figure 2-20, bus 81 contains signals Sl through S8.

Boni  IILis  Lli`irs  ARE  coNNEcmD  B`r  iwE
comioN   NAiiE:,   I)1.         Bus   I)1   col`ITralNs
slonLs  si  "ftoueri s8.

If a bused signal line connects two bus lines, the two bus lines become
one bus.  All signals connected through the two bus lines are
considered to be on the bus.

For example, in the upper portion of Figure 2-21, the bused signal S2
connects two portions of the same bus, 81.  Bus 81 contains all signals
connected to both bus lines (S1, S2, and S3).

If a packaged signal line connects two bus lines together, the two bus
lines remain as two separate buses.

In the lower portion of Figure 2-21, there are two buses (81 and an
unnamed bus), each of which connects to the packaged signal, S2.  Bus
81 contains signal S1, while the unnamed bus contains signal S3.
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Figure 2-21
Bus Sigrais Join Buses

Cormection to
Symbol Bus Pins

Figure 2-22
Buses with Common None
Coutatn AIL Signds

FuturINet User Manual

WITH  S2  AS  A  EIUSED  §16NAL, THERE  IS  ONLY  ONE  BUS    (81).

81   CONTAINS  Sl,  S2    AND  S3.

#NFME§D2BAu§sfpBicK[%RiDA,::6:r6LriATLH:i:SE::#:MBEUDSE:st=:frNAD,£sN
S16NAL  S3.

When a bus is connected to a symbol bus pin (BPIN) on a functional
block drawing, the bus contains a union of all bused signals currently
connected to the bus, and all bused signals introduced to the bus by the
functional block.  For example, 81 in Figure 2-22 contains signals S1,
S2, S3, and S4.  Packaged signals are not associated with the bus and do
not connect to the functional block.

"Is  ls A rmntN or A
Il"INC  ltlAT Sl"ts  A  HJS
coilmacm  in A  nis  plH
or  A  nricTlowil.  BImx.

1'   {Bus  PIM}

"E  IrmA.ilNG  BHoi  s?mrs  litE
BLis  tiioi+  chum  8.  NI"IN  "E
nAicTIO.IAI.  I)lock  DnAwlNG.

IItis  Bi  cormlNs  sl®lArs  si,  s2.  s3,  avD  si.
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iin area is a userdefinable, rectangular portion of a drawing.  There is
no linrit to the size an area can be.  Areas are probably most useful as a
cut-and-paste tool, letting you restructure a drawing by moving,
copying or erasing a defined portion of the drawing.  Commonly used
portions of a drawing can be saved as an area and then loaded into
other drawings; however, if you use a particular circuit section often,
save it as a drawing and reference it through functional blocks.

FutureNet automatically assigns an .ara file extension to areas when
you save them.
dreas can be:

®    Saved

•   Erased

•   Copied

o   Moved

•   Rotated

•   Reflected

Areas

Symbols

Parts of a Symbol

Symbols can contain electronic components and other graphic items
that are used in a drawling.  You can create them yourself or use
symbols from the symbol libraries that come with FutureNet.

Symbols are made up of all or some of the following parts:

Symbol cell Boundary        The dotted line that defines the symbol cell
used for boundary conflict checking.
Everything inside the symbol boundary is
considered to be part of the symbol.  Block
symbols can be created so that the symbol
block overlays the symbol boundary.
Symbol boundaries do not print. The size
of the symbol cell is displayed in the CELL
status field.

Symbol Block

Pin Stub

Reference Number

The main portion of a block eymbol.  It is
the block and its contents that you see
when you print the drawing.  Not all
symbols have a block.

A place on the symbol cell boundary where
signals cormeet.

The number assigned to a symbol as it is
loaded into a drawing.
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Pin Alphanumeric
Field

Symb ol Alphanumeric
Field

FutureNet Symb ol
Library Fomat

Alphanumeric Fields,
Points of Effect, and
Symbols

r'

Alphanumeric field with pin attributes,
assigned pin identifiers, implicit power and
ground pin connections and other
pinTrelated properties.
Alphanumeric field with symbol attributes
and assigned symbol properties (such as
reference designator and part number).

The symbols supplied in FutureNet libraries generally follow the
forrrrat guidelines listed below and illustrated in Figure 2-23.  Use these
guidelines when creating eymbols in the FutureNet symbol editor.
•   AIL relevant data is located within the symbol cell boundary.

•   Input pins are on the left of the symbol.

•   Output pins and bidirectional pins are on the right of the symbol.

•   The part number is at the top of the symbol.

•   The reference designator ("U" number) is at the bottom of the
symbol.

•   The power supply pin number is in the field in the upper right
comer of the symbol in '1-sized characters.  Usually, the attribute
+5V (101) is given to this field.

•   Standard ground is in the lower right comer of the symbol in
'1-sized characters and has the attribute CND.

•   Nonstandard and ITL power and ground pins are placed in the
lower left corner of the symbol.

Alphanumeric fields that have a point of effect within a symbol cell
contain information about that symbol.  It is recommended that the
alphanumeric field also be located within the symbol.  Alphanumeric
fields can overlap a symbol boundary if the FutureNet overlap mode is
enabled.

If an alphanumeric field is located outside of a symbol, but its point of
effect is inside the symbol, the following are possible:

•   If OVERLAP is ON, then the alphanumeric field maintains its
relative position to the eymbol.  Boundary checks are done on the
external alphanumeric field.

•   If OVERIAP is OFF, but the appropriate MOVEPOEE/MOVEPOEG
command is ON, then the point of effect remains with the symbol,
but the text remains fixed.  The point of effect snaps back to the
alphanumeric field if the symbol is moved more than 127 display
units from the alphanumeric field.

•   If neither OVERLAP nor MOVEPOEE/MOVEPOEG is ON, then the
point of effect snaps back to the alphanumeric field.
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Figure 2-23
Symbol Forrrrat Guidelines

Figure 2-24
Amhiguous Point of Effect

Svbbo|
R.f.renoe  Nu-I.I

Pin  Stubs

Sv.bol   Blook    --__   :  =

su.bol   i.
Bouhduru

lAl
|A2

t,_PJnt   Hulb,r

i'4.''''''i'€-  PO.er  Pin

2Y|
2V2
2¥3
2V4

\__     I          :            ---

Pin
I dent i f i ®r.

Pin
Nuef

.... un"......... I-eround  pin

L__ Loo.tlon  ll.sign.tor

Alphanumeric fields located outside or on eymbol boundaries, but
having a point of effect on two or more common eymbol boundaries,
are ambiguous.  Refer to Figure 2-24 for an example of an ambiguous
point of effect for a displayed alphanumeric field.

polNT  oF  ErrECT
rok  ALpi+Ai«i.iERl c

rlELI)   IS   onl)[GtJOLis

AI.P"|"EIIC
rl EI.D

An alphanumeric fi.eld located within a symbol boundary with a point
of effect on a common boundary is assodated with the symbol
containing the field.

For information on how overlapping text is treated in ambiguous cases,
see CIVERLAP in the FutureNet Command Roference.
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Defining Symbol
Pins

Symbol pins are alphanumeric fields with attributes that are listed in
Tables 2-3 and 24.  A pin attribute from Table 2-3 must be used to
assign an alphanumeric identifier to the pin (referred to as the pin
identifier).  Additional pin-related information can be assigned to the
pin by using attributes listed in Table 24 and sharing the point of
effect of the established pin identifier.  For exanple, an input pin with
the PINI attribute can have one or more alphanumeric fields with
PNUM, PNRL, or PNLT attributes assigned to the same point of effect.

AlphanumericfieldswithPNUM,PNRL,PNAM,orPNLTpin-related
attributes mwsf share a common point of effect with a pin identifier.

You can assign only one pin identifier to a pin.  That is, there can only
be one alphanumeric field with an attribute taken from Table 2-3 for
any given pin, even if both fields have the same text.  For example, the
two PIN5 fields in Figure 2-25 cannot have their points of effect at the
same location on the drawing since they both have pin name attributes.

A pin name field can exist outside the symbol as long as the point of
effect is at the symbol cell boundary.

Figure 2-25
Niuiltiple Pins on a Singl? Point of
Effect Are Not Sapported

Figure 2-26
Tfrree Pin Names on One Point Of
Effect Are Not Sapported

FutureNet User Manual

poltiT  oF  ErFEc.r
Is  enBIGLioiis

No more than two pins located in dl#cre#f s€/mbozs can share a common
point of effect.  Figure 2-26 shows an uusupported point of effect,
where pin mmes in SYMBOL1, SYMBOL2, and SYM8013 all have
their points of effect at the same location in the drawing.

SYMBOL 1 SYMBOL3

pl\   ,lNll

/
I,IllI

SYMBOL2

IS flllBIG-

You can assign the same pin identifier to different pins of a symbol.
The example in Figure 2-27 shows that multiple pins of the same
symbol are named IN.  The post processors will assign the same name
to each pin but will maintain them as separate pins when connectivity
daLta is generated.
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Libraries

Figure 2-27
Dapticate Pin Nanes in the Sane
Syndol Are Supported

System Library

Symbol Library
Naming Conventions

Many symbol libraries are included in your FutureNet package.  These
libraries contain many of the most popular electrical parts including
TTL, CMOS, ECL, Intel Microprocessors, programmable logic, and
FPGA, and documentation.  To get a list of parts in each library, refer
to the LIB and .DIRPR commands in the FwfwrcNct Command R¢crc#ce,
and to your Installation Guide.

The system symbol library, system.sym, is a collection of the most
frequently used parts from several of the libraries provided with
FutureNet.  When you start FuturchTet, it searches for system.sym in
the current directory (unless you have specified something different
using the FNLIB environment variable), and accesses it for reference.
You cannot write to this library using this filename.  If you wish to
update it, you must copy it to another filename.

The following conventions are used in naming the symbols in the
libraries:

•   Many IC packages (especially gates and inverters) have multiple
elements. These separate elements are labeled with suffixes A to F.
To load the 7400 gate element that has pins 1 and 2 as inputs and 3
as output, load symbol 7400A.

•   Many parts (especially gates and invertus) have DeMorgan equivalents
included in the library. The set of symbols for the 7400 Quad
Two-input gate includes eight items. The DeMorgan equivalents are
designated with the suffix M. The eight elements in the 7400 set are:
7400A, 74cOAM, 74cOB, 74cOBM, 7400C, 7400CM, 7400D, 7400DM.

•   The patterns included in the library correspond to the J and N
packages (DIPS).  The W and T (Flat Paks) are not included.

•   In general, no distinctions are made between standard, low-power,
H series, low-power Schottky, Schottky, advanced low-power
Schottky, and advanced Schottky logic.  There are a few exceptions,
such as the 7451 and 74LS51 where the standard and low-power
Schottky patterns are different.  In these cases, the low-power
Schottky part is called by appending an LS; for example, the 74LS51
(A element) is called 74ALS.
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Table 2-14
SSI and MSI Protot3me Elements

a

•   A series of prototype SSI and MSI elements are included in the
library. These elements have "placeholders" for pin numbers, pin
descriptors, part numbers, and circuit designators.  These
placeholders have been assigned the proper attributes.  To use them
to create a new template, enter the appropriate data in the
placeholder fields.  Protoypes are listed in Table 2-14.

Part Type                                                       Library Name

2 Input JIND:
JIND
N,END
DeMorgan Equivalent NOR
DeMorgan Equivalent OR

3 Input AND:
AND
NJue
DeMorgan Equivalent of NOR
DeMorgan Equivalent of OR

4 Input END:
JIND
NANI
DeMorgan Equivalent of NOR
DeMorgan Equivalent of OR

2 Input OR:
OR
NOR
DeMorgan Equivalent of NAND
DeMorgan Equivalent of AND

3 Input OR:
OR
NOR
DeMorgan Equivalent of NAND
DeMorgan Equivalent of AND

4 Input OR:
OR
NOR
DeMorgan Equivalent of NAND
DeMorgan Equivalent of AND

Buffer-Inverter
D FlipHOp
JK Flip-Flop
Octal Buffer, 2ENA
Octal Latch, 1ENA, !CLK

ANI21
AVD22
AND23
AND24

AVD31
Jrm32
ANI33
AND34

AVD41
END42
AND43
JENrm

OR21
0R22
ORE
OR24

0R31
0R32
0R33
0R34

0R41
0R42
0R43
0R44

BUF
DFLOP
JFLOP
MS182
MS191

•   Some parts (for example the Intel 8086) have multiple modes where
the pins take on different names. In these cases, more than one entry
for the part is included in the library.  The 8086 in maximum mode
is called 8086X, and the 8086 in minimum mode is caLlled 8086M.
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•   DeMorgan equivalents are included for inverters, buffers, and
transceivers. Obviously many other parts have useful PeMorgan
equivalents.  It is easy to create these by loading the standard parts,
enabling FutureNet symbol definition mode, and scanning for the
signal stub commands DXL, DXR, DYU, DYL, BXL, BXR, BYU, and
BYL, and replacing the Dxxs with Bxxs and the Bexs with Dxxs as
required.

•   Some par(s need to be user extendable (multiple resistors or diodes
in one package, transformers etc.). Graphics macros (IGnn) are
provided for easy extension of these types of parts. The FutureNet
symbol definition commands allow you to repeat these macros
within a block to provide these extendable parts.

Creating Structured Designs
A stnictured design is a design that has been modularized by function.
The modules are then used as building blocks in the design.

Modularizing a design simplifies design management and reduces
processing time when design changes occur.  Changes to a functional
area do not require reprocessing the entire design.  Once tested and
validated, modules can be used in other designs.

In FutureNet, an area that has been modularized by function is a
separate sheet, and a separate drawing sheet is a separate drawing file.

Types of Stmctured
Designs

Drawing Sets and
Signal Scope

Flat Designs

Two types of structured designs can be created with FutureNet:  flat
and hierarchical.

Flat designs modularize design functions on separate sheets.  Each
sheet contains the circuit level detail of a design function.  All the
sheets required to specify the design create a drawing set.

Hierarchical designs modularize design functions using functional
block symbols.  A functional block eymbol specifies a drawing or
drawing set, but shows no circuit detail, only inputs and outputs.  The
referenced drawing set can also contain functional block symbols that
specify other functional areas detailed in other drawing sets.

In FutureNet, a drawing set is the top-level set of drawings, or the
drawing(s) named in a functional block. A drawing set can be
referenced many times in the design as long as  the integrity of the set
is maintained.  All of the drawings in a set must be named in each
functional block symbol that references the set.

Flat designs consist of one drawing set, with all drawings on the same
level.  An example of separate sheet modularity is contained in
Appendix E.
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Hierarchical Designs       Hierarchical designs consist of a root drawing or drawing set at the
highest level of the design, with maisr functional areas represented
using functional blocks that show only inputs and outputs.  All of the
drawings that represent the top-level of a design are referred to as the
roof {e{)c! dr4coi.ng set . Successive lower levels of the design show
increasing detail until, by the lowest level, all discrete components have
been illustrated.  There is no limit to the number of occurrences a
drawing or drawing set can have or to the levels in which it can be
used.

An example of a hierarchical design is contained in Appendix D.

Drawing sets that branch from any point below the root are lower-level
drawing sets.  The lower-level drawing sets provide detail of the
drawing set immediately above where the branch oritinated. Each
lower-level drawing set can consist of one or more drawings.

Functional Blocks

More Than One
Drawing Name in a
Functional Block

The functional block symbol acts as a placeholder for another drawing
or drawing set.  These symbols contain no circuitry and show only
inputs and outputs.  The name of the drawing set represented by the
functional block symbol is specified inside the block in displayed
alphanumeric fields with the FILE or FILN attribute.  An alternate
method is to place the filename(s) in layered text that is associated with
the displayed alphanumeric field. Each line in the layered text is a
filename and the displayed field is treated as comment data. Drawing
names follow the operating system naming conventions.  If no file
extension is specified, FutureNet assigns .dwg. Using functional blocks
in a design to reference the same drawing set eliminates the need to
make multiple copies of sheets that detail identical functions.  The
FutureNet Post Drawing Preprocessor treats each occurrence of a
lower-levd drawing as if it were a unique, individually drawn sheet.

A functional blcx=k can contain multiple drawing names with the FILE
or FILN attribute.  This feature allows the functional blcx:k syrhool to
reference two or more drawings.  When a functional block has multiple
drawing names, each named drawing becomes part of a drawing set.
For example, Figure 2-28 shows part of a drawing that contains three
functional block symbols. Two of the functional blocks contain multiple
drawing names, and, therefore, reference spedfic drawing sets.  One
functional block is made up of the drawing set, MEM1, MEM2, and
MEM3, while the other block is made up of RAM1, RAM2, and RAM3.
The third functional block symbol simply names a single drawing file
(MEMDEC) which will replace that functional block.

Any drawing within the drawing set (that is, named with other
drawings to a functional block) can only appear in that drawing set.
The two functional block symbols shown in Figure 2-29 contain the
same drawings as the example in Figure 2-28, except that an attempt
has been rmade to include drawing MEMDEC in both blocks.
Assigning MEMDEC to two different drawing sets in this manner will
result in a post processor error.
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Figure 2-28
Functional B1,ocks with Multiple
Drawings

Figure 2-29
Functional Blocks with Identical
Drawings

Figure 2-30
Functional Blocks with IIlegal
Drawings

Functional Block
Symbols and Pin
Names

Chce a drawing is named in a drawing set, the drawing can only be
used as part of that drawing set. That is, you can name the drawing in
other functional block symbols as long as all drawings in the set are
named.  Figure 2-30 shows an example of this, where MEM1, MEM2,
and MEM3 are all used in the two outside functional blocks.

ELrsl

Mapping signals into and out of a functional block  requires that you
place a pin identifier field with the point of effeet on the symbol
boundary.  The pin identifier fields should match the names of the
signals.within the drawing set referenced in the functional block.  Each
functional block that references the same drawing set must have
identical pin identifier fields and pin types (signal pin, bus pin, etc.).
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A signal connected to a functional block is connected to the signal in
the named drawing set that has the same name as the pin identifier of
the functional block symbol.  Signal names connected to the functional
block do not have to match the pin identifier fields inside the functional
block to maintain connectivity.

Figure 2-31 shows an example of an inconsistent pin identifier
appearing in the functional blocks. The pin identifiers in one functional
block are OUT and CLK1; the pin identifiers in the other functional
block (which identifies the same drawings) are OUT and CLK2.  To
avoid a post processing error, the CLKl and CLK2 pins must have the
sane identifier.

Figure 2-31
Viohfion Of Pin Name| Altrivute
Corrventious

Mapping Bus Signals
In/Out of the
Functional Block

ThE   th   H

fifi  .:-I-
Figure 2-31 also shows an example of an inconsistent pin attribute.
Both pins connected to the bus are named OUT.  However, the
displayed name fields are assigned different attributes. One is attribute
PIN (signal pin), the other is BPIN (bus pin).  To avoid a post
processing error, both must be assigned the same attribute.
The use of pin stubs with frinctional blocks is optional.  Signal mapping
from outside the functional block to the drawing or drawing set
referenced inside the functional block is the same whether you use pin
stubs or not.

When a bus is connected to a functional block symbol, only the bused
(not the packaged) signals are traced in the lower-level drawing.  The
bused signal names outside the functional block must match the bused
signal names inside the functional block.
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Hierarchical D esign
Example

Figure 2-32
Cruise Controller Design
Stracture

Figure 2-33
Root Drawing scontrch

The diagram shown in Figure 2-33 represents the drawing sheets of a                 |+
structured design for an automobile cruise controller. At the root of the
tree, the drawing scontrol (Figure 2-32) shows the input and output
signals that attach to the controller. Looking at the inputs and outputs
of the controller suggests that its design can be partitioned into two
distinct sections.  The first section is an equality test section to cheek
against a reference speed. The second section is a logic routine to
control speed up or slow down. Notice that the detailed composition of
the controller itself is not shown in this drawing. Instead, a fracfrour7
block symbol is used.

ALrrmlll LE  c"I SE  enrrmlLER
•^ao o .... IED co.moL iDa^-Ii - `A4i uf I-I,  .m~ I-)

Two of the alphanumeric fields in the functional block symbol contain
the filenames equtest and slogic.  These file names are the names of the
drawing files that detail the equality test section and the speed control
section. Even though they are separate drawings, they have signals in
common that imply connectivity.  They are both named in the
functional block symbol.  Together they constitute a single drawing set.
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Equtest and slogic can themselves contain functional blocks.  For
example, in equtest (Figure 2-34), functional block symbols are used to
represent an 8-bit equality checker, an 8-bit counter, and a 2-bit shift
register.  The contents of these functional block symbols are detailed in
the next lower drawing sets, labeled equality, counts, and sr2bit.
Because only one drawing name is specified in each of the functional
block symbols shown in equtest, you can assume that each lower-level
drawing set consists of only one drawing.

Figure 2-34
equtest

Figure 2-35
sl08ic

I)S C|'
0881COUNT8

Ous

CK

Im        ,,2      EQUINBEeuAl.ITV
Ea_

REF

SR_-Eel.
|w           83             aSHSR2,I,

I

In slogic (Figure 2-35), only one lower-level drawing set is referenced.
Again, it is a drawing set that consists of only one drawing.

HANI)2
CKEO II      UI              a                      SU-EaI.

SI' 0

® I'FF I
a-QSI'

SR

CKSD

U2

DFF1D

a-CK

U3

There are several signal names in equtest and slogic that are the same.
For example, notice that -EQL is an output of slogic and an input to
equtest.  Conversely, EQ, SR, and CK are outputs of equtest and inputs
to slogic. This interconnection of common signals makes the two
drawings a drawing set.

Still greater degrees of detail can be reached by moving to lower-level
drawings to show the discrete logic of the flip-flops used by the
counter, the shift register and the logic circuit.

To examine the hierarchical capabilities of FutureNet, refer to the
tutorials for more information.
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Starting FutureNet
FutureNet must first be installed as described in the Jusfflzhaft.o# Gztide.
You can then start FutureNet from the system prompt by entering

fu I ly4th]/I.Je»¢mc[.ext]]

If you have installed both the standard and extended memory versions,
the standard memory version is in the dataio\fn directory, and the
extended memory version is in the dataio\fnx directory (Iros standard
installation).

You may indude the name of a command file you wish FutureNet to
run or a drawing file you wish FutureNet to load. Path information is
not needed if the file is in the current directory.  The default extensions
for command and drawing files are .cnd and .dwg, respectively.  Other
extensions must be included in the path information.

Exiting FutureNet
Exit FutureNet by entering the Q command, or selecting QUIT from the
main menu.  If there is any unsaved work on the drawing screen,
FutureNet displays :

OK  to  discard   changes   that   have   not   already  been   saved   (Y/N)?

Press Y to exit without saving the changes.  Press N to cancel the
command.  You may then save the drawing and exit FuturINet.

When you exit FutureNet, the system prompt appears.

FutureNet User Manual 3-1
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The mouse moves the design cursors around the FutureNet window,
and the mouse buttons allow you to perform frequently used functions
without typing the actual commands on the command line.  How the
mouse and its button.s function depends on which mode FutureNet is
in.

Complete information on FutureNet modes and how the mouse
buttons are configured in each mode is contained in Chapter 5, "Mouse,
Modes and Cursors."

u
The Mouse

Window Management
To use FutureNet on Sun workstations, you need to know how to
move, resize, open and close Sun windows.  See your Sun
documentation for this information.  In addition, note the following

•   When you enter a system command from FutureNet with the !
symbol, the data appears in the window from which FutureNet was
started.  To see the window, you'll need to make it active by placing
the cursor in the header of the window and pressing the left mouse
button.  When you go back to FutureNet, make the FutureNet
window active the salne way.

•   The FutureNet command line accepts generic Suntools arguments
such as window type and placement.  Consult the Suntools manuals
for more information.

The Help index is available at any time by pressing E] , or by selecting
Help from the main menu.  The Help Index dialog box is shown in
Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1
Help Index Dialog Box

flvellAble  loplcs

help  about  futul`cnct
help:set  help  riic
he lI,I i lc
helpsaue
[o|)lc  Descl-i|itlon
LIMES

L     Dral'
/E    Erase
/LE  Dra./Erase
/ES  I:rasc  scgncnt
/EL  Erase  llnc
/EI  Erase  temps
/P    rlake  pe"ancnt
^    Dlrcct  cormeet
^1    lag  I.crtex/line
/D    Add/Emse  dot
/I    Ulre  llnc  t!)pc
/2    Cuss  line  type

flLpimMuriERICS
H     Hone

'C     Col,U
'E    Erase
I    rind'Ffl  Find  attr

'R    Rtaplacc/lusrt
'1.    LApercd  text
'P    I'olnt  of  cffcct
'PD  Set  default  roE
'f`    Set  attribute
'o    Set  orlentatloTi

S¥rlB0LS
*       lJDdLd  a  ,ott
.L    Lmd
.n     riouc
'C     Cony
.I    I:rase
.R    Rotate
.RE:  Per icct

ALPHfl   CHFIMGES'CW  fl  flttrlbutc
'CH  0  Orlentatlon

J    Set  justlflcatlon      'Cll  J  Justlflcatlori
0    Set  font  slzc              'CH  I  rout  size
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Use the scroll bars to scroll through the index and through the help
data box.  Select a new item in the index by clicking on it with the
mouse.

The Menus
Entering the Menus       :huefu=#: Pni;:refg£°;:d= Ere:umszs:::r:T::::=:::::ib)±::w°:ugh

M enu          C ommand         D escri

Help            help                    Indexed help on FuturINet commands.

Command  menu                 Used to select commands in the drawing
session.

Attribute     'A, 'S, 'CH A     Used to select text attributes.

EFti¥gL      .s,menu          g:#;nit:o:L#:.mmandinsymbo]
The Command and Symbol editing menus can also be accessed by
pressing the right mouse button (in all except FAsr drawing mode).
Note that in FAST mode, the right mouse button is used to rapidly
delete elements of the drawing, so the menus must be accessed by
entering MENU on the command line.  See Chapter 5 for more
inforlnation on the MENU and FAST modes.

Exiting the Menus         Ei#::einm:ndiT:I:g #::S£FnffiT=fa°tiro:yof::¥m8::sis &KfrsseTieL
Chapter 4.

The command Menu     The command menu contains most of the FutureNet commands
organized by type, and indudes setup commands, help, and access to
the Export menus (described in the FwfroreNof Past Ltscr Md#w¢!).  The
Command menu is shown below.

Lines
Sgnbols
Alplianunerics
I)lock  Symbols
froeas
Sgngbol  Libraries
Dmwing
filpha  chaTlges                       +
ComnaTid  Fl les
EXPORT  Generate  re|)orts
Lq=I.P  Online  help
LJMD0  Cancel   step
qulT  End  sesslon

Figure 3:2
Conmnd Menus
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The Attribute Menu        Thetextattributemenuisaccessedbyenteringanattributecommand              u
('A, 'S and 'CH A) without a parameter.  The attribute selected from
the menu is then entered as the parameter for the attribute command
used to call the menus.

The top-level attribute menu lists attribute classes (see Figure 313), and
submenus list attributes for the selected attribute class.

Figure 3-3
The Attribute Menu

The Symbol Editor
Menu

Figure 34
The Syndal Deftndtion Menu

FIttr` i butts :
fronotat ioTi
Plm
Symbol
Signal
D-wing
Circuit
LJser  f)ttr' lbutes+

The User Attributes submenu auows you to define your own attributes.
The userrdefinable attributes can be scanned using the scroll bars.

The Symbol Definition menu is accessed in Symbol Definition Mode
only (enter .S) by pressing the right mouse button, or entering menu on
the command line.  Figure 34 shows the Symbol Definition menu.

The top-level menu lists overall categories of symbol definition
commands, and the submenus list the commands for the selected
category.

The Drawing Screen
The drawing screen is the design workspace, and is the primary screen
used (see Figure 3-5).  Its mayor parts are:

Workspace                             Where the drawing appears.

Stroll bars                              Used to move the window over the
drawing

Command line                      Used to run commands from the keyboard

Message line                         "splays messages and prompts

Status bar                               Operating information

These mator parts are discussed here, with the exception of the
command line, which is covered in Chapter 4, 'The Menus and The
Comrmnd Line."

34 FutureNet User Manual
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Figure 3-5
The Drawing Screen

Workspace

Scroll Bars

Message Line

The Status Bar

MODE

FutureNet User Manual

The workspace is the area used for creating the drawing.

The scroll bars can be used to move the drawing through the
workspace when the drawing does not fit in the workspace at its
current zoom level (magnification).

Directly below the command line is the message line.  Prompts, system
messages, and error messages appear here.  Messages disappear once a
key is pressed.

The status bar at the right of the screen contains fields showing the
current status for each of the functions listed.  The fields described
below

The MODE field indicates the current mode.  The possible modes are
summrized below, and explained in further detail in Chapter 5,
"Mouse, Modes and Cursors."

Menu Mode
Fast Drawing Mode
Line Drawing Mode
Move Mode (Tag and Drag)
Copy Mode
Erase Mode
Area Definition Mode
Alphanumeric Field Entry Mode
Point of Effect Tracking Mode
Symbol Definition Mode
ftyamic Zoom Mode
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LINE

ALPH
pF]f##tbtlity-

0 orientation
I justifroation

ATTh

The line field displays the current line type, and a sample of the line
type.
The /1 through /10 commands select the line type.  Unless redefined
by the user, the function key   E3E (or E] on a Sun) cycles through the
line types by entering the /0 command, which lnay also be entered
from the command line.  The default value is /1.

In Symbol Definition Mode, the current line setting is defined by the SL
conrmand.  The line type ranges from SL 0 to SL 14.  Only the BX, BY,
BXD and BYD commands look at this setting when drawing a line.

The ALPH field displays the default settings for new alphanumeric
fields when the cursor is not in an alphanumeric field, and displays the
settings for the current fields when the cursor is within an
alphanumeric field. This field is not applicable in Symbol Definition
mode.

•   Printability - The 'al P command selects the printability of
alphanumeric fields.  Any alphanumeric field can be made printable
or non-printable.  The printability of an existing alphanumeric field
is displayed as OLD for printable or ONP for non-printable.  NEW
is displayed if the cursor is not on an alphanumeric field.

•   Font -The commands '1, '2, '3, '4, '5, '6 and '7 select the character
size.  The function key EE (default) cycles through the font types ('0
command). '0 can also be entered from the command line.  The
default font value is '2.  The font type is displayed as

F   font_type
'CII F # is used to change the font size of an existing alphanumeric
field.

•   Orientation -The orientation is displayed as

a   orientation

The command '0 [H  I  V] changes the orientation for new fields;
'CII 0 [H  I  V] sets the orientation of existing fields. The default
value is horizontal.

•   )ustification -The justification is displayed as

J   justification

The command 'J [L  I  C  I  R] sets the default justification for new
fields. The command 'CII J [L  I  C  I  R] changes the justification of
an existing field.  Entering 'CH J without a parameter cycles through
the options (L, R and C).  The default value is left.

This field displays the attribute assigned to the alphanumeric field at
the cursor position.  This field is not applicable in Symbol Definition
mode.

When the cursor is not in an alphanumeric field, the attribute name and
number assigned to new fields are displayed.  When the cursor is in an
existing alphanumeric field, the attribute mnemonic and number for the
field are displayed.
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SYMB
rotation
refoection

CELL

SIZE
S#:hp_##_tderfc°mp

height_in_du
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a

•   The command 'A rmmc or #wmzjcr sets the default attribute for new
fields. If no parameter is supplied, the attributes menu appears at
the current cursor location.

•   The command 'CH A urine or #w77Iber changes the attribute for an
existing field. If no parameter is supplied, the attributes menu
appears at the current cursor location.

Attributes are discussed in depth in Chapter 2, `Understanding
FutureNet."

This field indicates whether the symbol at the graphics cursor location
has been rotated and reflected.  In Symbol Definition mode, note that
the symbol is always edited in its non-rotated and non-reflected state.

This field is blank when the graphics cursor is not in a symbol cell.

•   The upper field shows the rymbol rotation, noted as an R followed
by the degree of rotation in 90rdegree increments (using a standard
360rdegree base).  If the symbol is not rotated, this field is blank.

•   The lower field shows if the symbol has been reflected, noted with
REFL.  This field is blaulc if the symbols has not been reflected using
the reflect command (.RE).

This field gives the width and height of the symbol in display units.

This field is blank when the graphics cursor is not in a symbol cell.

The cell size is set by the Define Symbol Cell Size (.COJ) command in
Symbol Definition mode, or by the Create Block Symbol (.8) or Create
Functional Block Symbol (.F) commands in drawing mode (MENU or
FAST) . The cell size for existing symbols can also be modified in
drawing mode using the Define Symbol Cell Size command.

This field displays the size of the drawing and the printer it has been
adjusted for.  This field is not applicable in Symbol Definition mode.

•   Sheet printer_comp - The first line of this field contains two
entries.  The first entry gives the standard size of the drawing in
sheet size, such as 8.  If a SIZE command is given using inches,
millimeters or display units to define the drawing width and height,
then the first entry will be blank.  The second entry gives the printer
the drawing size has been adjusted for.

•   Width and Height - The second and third lines of this field give
the width and height of the drawing in display units.  The default is
340 wide by 220 display units high, which equals 17 by 11 inches
when printed (the dimensions of a standard B-size drawing).

The SIZE command sets the drawing width and height.  (See the
FutureNet Command Roference tor rr\ore intorrr\z\tion.)
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MOD

ZOOM

MEMK

Moving Around in
Drawings

HOME

Scroll Bars

Mouse

This field gives the x,y coordinates for the graphics cursor in display
units. In Symbol Definition mode, the x,y coordinates are in pixels, and
this field shows the coordinates of each instruction as it is highlighted
by the oursor.

An x value of 0 corresponds to the left edge of the drawing and
increases as the oursor is moved right across the screen.  A y value of 0
corresponds to the top edge of the drawing, and increases as the cursor
is moved dorm.

This field indicates whether unsaved modifications exist for the current
drawing.

YES indicates the SAVE command should be entered to save changes to
the drawing before exiting.  Chly changes to the graphic content of the
drawing affect this field.

This field displays the zoom level of the drawing display.  This field is
not applicable in Symbol Definition mode.

There are four zoom levels in FutureNet: fit, intermediate, half and full.
The zoom level detemrines the scale of the display.  Three commands
- ZIN (zoom in), ZOUT (zoom out) and ZcOM (dynamic zoom) -
affect the zoom level.  See ZIN/ZOUT and ZcOM in the FwfwreNcf
Command Rofcrc7acc for more information.

This field is displayed only in the ms Version of FutureNet, and
displays the amount of free drawing space left in kilobytes.

You can move around in a drawing in the following ways.

Enter the HOME command to center the workspace around the current
oursor location (x,y).

Use the scroll bars on the left and top of the screen to move around in
the drawing workspace.

•   To move the drawing incrementally through the workspace, place
the cursor on the empty ®1ack) portion of a scroll bar and press the
left mouse button.

•   To move to a specific area of the workspace, place the cursor on the
highlighted portion of the scroll bar, press and hold the left mouse
button, move the gray scroll bar, and release the left button.

Note:   If you are dragging the sc|Ofl. bar, mar;ng the cursor out of the
FritureNct windo!w cancels the operation.

If AUTOPAN is ON, display new areas of the drawing by using the
mouse to move the cursor past the edge of the drawing workspace.  As
the cursor passes the edge of the workspace, the drawing shifts in that
direction to center the workspace around the cursor.  See the FwfureNef
Com"nd Rofcrcrzcc for more information on AUTOPAN.
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Cursor

Function Keys

Setting Function Keys

Viewing F Key
Assigrments
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If AUTOPAN is ON, display new areas of the drawing by using the
arrow keys to move the cursor past the edge of the workspace.  As the
cursor passes the edge of the workspace, the drawing shifts to center
the workspace around the cursor.

You can set the F function keys to frequently-used functions.  The
default values are

ED

EE

EE

EE

IE

EE

EE

EE

EE

EE

For DOS versions, runs Help.

For Sun versions, runs the /0 command, which cycles
through the line types, setting a new default line type.

Exits FutureNet.

Runs the 'P command, which repositions the point of
effect for the alphanumeric text field.

Rurrs the 'L command, which edits layered text.

Runs the /D command, which toggles a connect dot at
the graphics cursor when on a type /1 or /2 line.

Runs the /ES command, which erases the line segment
at the graphics cursor.

Runs the /P command, which maLkes the temporary
line at the cursor pemanent.

Runs the /ET command, which erases all temporary
lines on the drawing.

Rurrs the '0 command, which eycles through the font
sizes.

Runs the /0 command which cycles through the line
types, setting a new default line type. (Use Fl on the
SIN.)

Function keys are set in the Profile screen, or with the KEY command.
Function keys can be assigned any FutureNet commands up to 127
characters.  Although the default configuration has one command per
key, you can assign a set of commands to create command macros.  The
section, 'Using the FutureNet Coirmand Language" discusses editing
and creating custom command macros.

You can view and change F key assignments in the `Tunction Keys"
section of the Profile screen.  See also the section, `Using the FuturINet
Corrmand Language."
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The Profile Screen
A number of important FutureNet functions have been arranged on a
screen called the Profile screen, where you view and edit certain
environment parameters.

Accessing

Figure 3nd
The Profile Screen

Screen Areas

Operating States

The Profile screen is accessed from the command line by entering

profile
on the command line, or from the menu by selecting Setup: Profile.

Opemt lng  States FUTretlon  KeysrllNI. UpdtLtc  Libmrg

fat.trerbdnding

IIE
¢1> I.Hollb                                               I

Fast  rlndE: ae> Lll]||11'
Refcpcitcc  I lbrar leerfouc  Elec  POE Or>

Move  Gen  POE: G1> 'L/DI/ES/p/ETIIZI/8 c:ufilfilo`I.IB`srsl".sr
Smap  to  Grid as>
S-p  to Pin tl6>
Smp  Slg  mE Or>
text  Overlap Ou>Or>¢18>

Dlspltig  StatesI)llnkDirectChnn. -I
Dratl1ng

x E3E 1"XEH-EI,EI

Cunrcnt  help  File

|C :OFITA IO`FM`fn ,hlp          IIcxt Bt"dary Slzc E
tttr munbers FEE

RI  I ca,col 11
POEs E
Gr, I A Grid   3

Each area of the Profile screen is described below.  The related
commands are given in parentheses following the description.

I Rubberbanding

I Fast Mode

I Move Elec POE

I Move Gen POE

Default: ON.  Specifies if conneetions are
maintained when you move areas or
symbols by rubberbanding the signal lines.
(CONNECT)

Default: OFF.  Specifies if FAST is the
default mode.  If OFF, MENU is the default
mode.  (FAST)

Default: ON.  Specifies if points of effect for
electrical attributes (that is, signals and
pins) move with the alphanumeric field to
which they belong when the fields are
moved. (MOVEPOEE)

Default: ON.  Specifies if points of effect for
general attributes (not signals or pins)
move with the alphanumeric field to which
they belong when the fields are moved.
(MOVEPOEG)
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I Snap to Grid

E snap to I,in

I Snap Sig POE

I Text Overlap

Display States

FutureNet User Manual

E Blink

E Direct Corm.

I Teat Boundary

I Attr Numbers

E pOEs

I Grid

Default: OFF.  Specifies if the drawing
element being added to a grid snaps to the
closest grid point in the right and
downward direction. When on, drawing
elements can only be added at grid points.
(GRID SNAV)

Default: ON.  Specifies if a line snaps to a
pin's point of effect when it is within 2
display units.  When ON, lines outside of
symbols snap to a pin's point of effect.
(PINSNAP)

Default: ON.  Specifies if the point of effect
range is extended.  When ON, points of
effect for alphanumeric fields with signal
attributes snap to the closest type /1 or /2
line if the alphanumeric field is within 10
display units.  (POER)

Default: OFF.  Spedfies if alphanumeric
fields can overlap symbol boundaries.
(OVERLAP)

Default: ON (monochrome), OFF (color).
Specifies if the zoom window, highlighted
alphanumeric fields, and tagged graphics
bliulc. (8-)
Default: OFF.  Specifies if direct
connections are displayed.  When ON, only
direct connections and symbol cell
boundaries are visible.  (.DCON)

Default: OFF.  Specifies if the boundaries of
all alphanumeric fields are displayed.
When ON, the dotted boundaries and
justification points for all alphanumeric
fields are displayed.  ('8)

default: OFF.  Specifies if the attributes of
all alphanumeric fields are displayed.
When ON, the attribute number of each
alphanumeric field, rather than the text
itself, is displayed, and is highlighted.  ('D)

Default: OFF.  Specifies if all points of
effect are displayed.  When ON, all points
of effect for all alphanumeric fields are
displayed, and points of effect which do
not reside with their text field are linked
with a `'rubberband."  (POEDISP)

Default: OFF.  Specifies if the grid defined
in the workspace is displayed.  (GRID)
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Function Keys

Drawing

Libraries

Current Help File

EEEand I cancel I

This area on the Profile screen shows the function assigned to each F
key.  For complete information on using the function keys, see the
section ``Function Keys."  These fields can be edited in the Profile
dialog box, or entered with the KEY command on the FutureNet
co-nd line.

Size                                          Indicates the size of the current drawing.
You cannot edit the Size fields directly.
They can be changed with the SIZE, SIZED
and SIZEM commands on the FutureNet
command line. (SIZE, SIZED, SIZEM)

Grid

Up date Library

Reference Libraries

Indicates the current grid setting.  You
cannot edit this field directly.  It can be
changed with the GRID command.  (GRID)

When an update library has been opened,
this field displays the file specification of
the update library. You cannot edit these
fields directly. They can be changed with
the .LIB and .NOLIB comlnands.  (.LIB,
NOLIB)

Displays the file specifications for the
reference libraries.  Use the stroll bars to
reveal long names, or to view additional
reference libraries.  You cannot directly edit
these fields.  They can be changed with the
LIB and NOLIB comlnands.  0.18, NOLIB)

Displays the current command reference file used by the HELP
conrmand.  It can be changed with the RELPFrm= command.
(HELPFILE)

Selecting OK exits the Profile screen and saves any changes you have
made.  Selecting Cancel exits the Profile sereen without saving changes.

Note:   You can also press Esc to erit the Profile screen without swing
changes.

The Symbol Definition Screen
The Symbol Definition screen is used to build symbols that cannot be
built within a drawing.  In addition to the workspace, status bar and
command line found on the drawing screen, this screen has an area on
the left that displays the symbol definition instructions you enter.  The
target line in the center shows the current instruction.

The symbol definition screen appears when the .S command is entered
from the drawing screen command line.  Figure 3-7 shows the symbol
definition screen with the top-level menu displayed.  The symbol
definition menu is discussed later in this section.
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Figure 3:7
The Symbol Deftrition Soreen

The Symbol
Definition Menu

FutureNet User Manual

rl

fl
The biggest portion of the screen is the workspace, which displays the
sylhool being treated.  The cursor position corresponds to the ending
coordinates of the last instruction in the instmction list.

Use the command line to enter
•   Instnictions that go on the target line

•   Commands that manipulate the target line

•   .Q to exit symbol Definition Mode

See the Command Reference Card at the end of the FwfwreNcf Com"¢rld
R¢ereace for a complete list of symbol definition commands.

The status bar shows the current status for each of the functions listed,
as it does for the drawing workspace.  In the Symbol Editor, the
following fields are used:

•   MODE - SYMD for symbol definition mode.

•   LINE - Displays the SL line type.

•   SYMB -Indicates reflection or rotation.

•   CELL - Width and height of the symbol in display units.

•   XY - Displays the XY coordinates in pixels.

See "The Status Bar" earlier in this chapter for a full description of the
status bar fields.

The Symbol Definition menu is accessed by pressing the right mouse
button, or entering menu on the command line.  The top-level menu
lists overall categories of symbol definition commands, and the
submenus list the commands for the selected category.
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Using the FutureNet Command Language
The FutureNet command language is used to automate FutureNet
functions.  The command language consists primarily of familiar
FutureNet commands.   It is used in three ways:

Command         A number of FutureNet commands may be combined
Lists                    on the command line.  These are called command lists.

Macros               Command lists may be assigned to F keys, making
customized macros always available.  Command lists
assigned to function keys are called macros.

Command         Command files contain sequences of commands used
Files                   during the drawing process.  Command files (.cnd) are

ASCII text files, which can be written by hand, but are
more often either the output of programs such as
ABEL, or the result of automatic loggivg of FutureNet
work sessions (AUTOLac).

These features are often combined in various forms; one of the most
common uses is that of the fnpro.cnd file.  Because the commands in
this file are run each time FutureNet is started, the file can be used to
customize FutureNet.  Things that might be included are: F key
assignments, colors, and libraries to be opened.  Inforrmtion on the
fnpro.cmd file is contained in a later section of this chapter.

Before using the command language, you will need to become familiar
with its syntax, and with the methods used to translate key presses into
co rresponding command s.

Command Syntax Commands may be entered in either upper or lowercase.  Command
files that result from logging work sessions or are written by other
programs are written in uppercase.
In all cases, the syntax of the commands is identical to that used on the
command line.  See the FwfwreNof Com7#and R4erence for the syntax of
all co-ands.

The command List          A command list consists of two or more commands separated by
semicolons and typed on the command line.  The rules for writing
command lists are given below:

•   The command line can be up to 256 characters (the length of the
command line).  For function key macros, the limit is 127 characters.

•   Commands must contain all required parameters.

•   Commands are run from left to right.

•   The only syntactical device used is the semicolon (;) which separates
and enters commands.

For example, to add all of the pin stubs to one side of a symbol, with
each pin stub 3 display units below the previous pin stub, the following
command list would be typed on the command line:

.- ; DO" 3
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Key and Mouse Press
Translations

Table 3-1
KeypressTrauslatigns_f_o_r
Cinrnand Fi:les and ALIITOLOG

Event Sequences
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Each time E or the middle mouse button is pressed, a pin stub is
drawn at the current cursor location and the cursor moves down 3
display units, where the command list can add the next pin stub.

Keys and all mouse button presses cannot be entered in the command
lists or files you write-they must be entered in a command equivalent.
These are summarized in Table 3-1 .

Command E uivalent

Arrow Keys

Mouse Buttons

ill or E
ill or EE
E
EorE
E-E
E-E

LEFT, RIGHT, UP and DOWN.  These
commands move the cursor one display
unit or the specified number of display
units, for example, RIGITr 30 moves the
cursor right 30 display units.

!LB (left button), !MB (middle button) and
!RB (right button).

ZIN.  Zooms in, cycling through the
available zooms (0, 1, 2, n).

ZOUT.  Zooms out, cycling through the
available zooms (0, 1, 2, n).
'R fexf. Used to enter alphanumeric text.

HOME.  Centers the display around the
current cursor location.
'UNDER.  Adds an underscore to the
current alphanumeric field.
'OVER  Adds an overscore to the current
alphanumeric field.

When writing a command list, it is important to understand the
sequence of events that make up a command, because actions taken at
the keyboard and with the mouse must be translated into equivalentco-ds.
For example, drawing a straight line using the mouse is done in this
"rmer:
Action                                      Functi on

Press left mouse button

Move mouse to line
end point.

Press left mouse button

Press left mouse button

Begin line drawing.

Draw line left 50 display units

Set routing segment in place.

Exit line drawing.
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The same event sequence translated for use in a comrmnd list would be              lJ

„;LEFT 50„„
C omm and         Func tion

/L;

LEFT 50;

/L;

/L

Enter the line drawing command to begin line drawing
(the semicolon is the command separator).

Move the line drawing cursor 50 display units to the
left.

Enter the line drawing command to set the routing
segment in place.

Enter the line drawing command to exit line drawing
(the final command does not require a semicolon).

When writing a command list describing an event sequence, you
re€nter the command in the places where you would have pressed the
left mouse button.

Co-and Macros
and Function Keys

Assigning Command
Macros

Verifying Command
Macros

Note:    An alternative is to use the command equivalent to the mouse button
presses (!LB, !MB and !RB) if the result is unmbiguous.  If the result
might be anbigueus (for exanple, in a place where you have to press
the tyt mouse button repeatedly until the desired item is tagged) , using
the specific conmand is recommended.

Only two exceptions exist to this rule, and they are ROTAIE and
REFmcI' operations.  Sequences involving these operations are
completed by entering the related MOVE command.  For example, if
you enter [R 180 you must then enter [M to complete the operation; if
you enter .RE you must then enter .M to complete the operation.

You can program often-used command macros into the function keys
using corrunnd lists.

To assign a macro to a function key, enter the REY command followed
by a key assignment and a command list.  The syntax is:

RE:X <En> commandlist

where » is the number of the F key to which the macro is assigned, and
cowznzandJz.sf is a command or command list to assign to the function
key.  The brackets on the <F#> statement are required, and semicolons
must separate commands in the command list.  The macro can be up to
127 characters in length.

The easiest way to prograLm a function key is to write the command list
and test it, debugging where necessary.  Cince it is correct, you insert
the KEY <F»> statement at the beginning of the line and press E .
Function keys can also be assigned in the Profile screen.

Once you have assigned an F key, you may verify its contents by
viewing the Profile screen.
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Saving Macros

Co-and Files

®

If you have assigned a large macro, you can scroll through the entry
field to see it all.  You can edit it in the Profile screen.

To view the maero in the workspace, enter:

KEY <F„>

The complete macro is displayed on the command line.  The cursor is
placed at the beginning of the macro, and you can edit it.  You are
prompted,
Enter   command(s)

Once you have finished edit the command list, press  E

to assign the revised command list to the function key.

When you exit FutureNet, any macros you have assigned during the
session are lost unless you write them to a command file (see below).
The commnd file can then be run when you start FutureNet, or any
time during the editing session.

You rrray also include them in a file called fnpro.cmd.  Refer to the
section ``Using Startup Files," later in this chapter.

You can use command files to automatically build drawings or
symbols.  They contain FutureNet commands and may be as large as
required.

When you run a colnmand file, FutureNet performs each command in
order.  There are several commands used only in controlling and
manipulating command files.

Running command Files        :°ourrhifn°g##€:=#fL?ens:thAeJiuoTrEe%e€:gx5gEdai]:es#S?

The AUTO command        The AUTO colnmand mum the entire command file with no user action
required.  The command is in the following format:

AUTO   ty¢th] ff.Je»ame I.ea;f]

where f.Zc7aemc is the name of the file you want to run, prffr is the
directory containing the file, and .cxf is the optional filename extension.
The default extension is .cnd.

When you first run AUTO, you must supply the filename of the
command file you want to run.  If you resume after pausing, you don't
have to respecify the filename.

AUTOEX is a synonym for AUTO.

The EXEC Command The EXEC command runs the commands in a command file in
single-step mode.  Each command in the file is displayed on the
command line and you must press E to run it, then the next command
is displayed.  The command is in the following format:

EXEC   tyfl[th] /..re7.4me I.exf]
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where fi.Zeurme is the name of the file you want to run, pef# is the
directory containing the file, and .exf is the optional name extension.
The default extension is .cnd.

When you first run EXEC, you must supply the f.Jeurme of the
command file you want to run.

To change from EXEC to AUTO, enter the AUTO command.

Note:   The command dispkyed on the command_tine is the one the wi:Il be
run the next time Eritet is pressed, rrot the one just run.

The PAUSE Command      The PAUSE command changes command file execution initiated with
the AUTO comlnand to single-step execution, as if it had been started
using the EXEC cominand.  Each line in the file appears on the
command line for you to run by pressing E .  The PAUSE command is
entered when a command file is running.

The STOP Command The Srop command ends the command file run started by AUTO or
EXEC.  The STOP command is entered when a command file is
running.

Automatically Logging Drawing Sessions

fafaet¥]t::eiiine8tose::::sct:ci:tfeeec°id:geF:nd=d:rifi]ge tahnedsep::L%:          u
This feature is called AutoLog.

File Format

Alphanumeric Field
Entries

Since a drawing is generated when the AUTOLCX= command file is
played back, the drawing can be altered by editing the command file.
The file is created in ASCII format and can be edited with any text
editor that maintains ASCII format.  You can examine and alter the file
as a means of altering the drawing that results from running the
AUTOLOG file.  However, for the sake of brevity the AUTOLCX=
feature examines strings of keystrokes and in several instances
substitutes a single command string.  Entering alphanumeric fields in a
drawing is a good example.

When an alphanumeric entries is made by pressing the E key,
AUTOLCX3 does not record the E keystroke, nor the subsequent text
entry keystrokes.  Instead, the keystrokes are evaluated and replaced
with a 'R sfrz.r!g command.  For example, if you press the following
keys to enter the text HELLO:

EH E L L 0E
the single command string
'R  HELLO

is placed in the command file.
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Layered Text Entries        During the schematic editing session, text entries that are made using
the 'L command (that is, layered text entries) appear in the command
file under a GETLAYERS command.  The GETLAYERS command is
valid only in a command file and is followed by a decimal number that
indicates the number of text lines that make up the layered text entry.

Key Press
Trauslatious

Reporting Event
Locations

Key and mouse button presses corresponding to FutureNet functions
cannot be written to autologged command files. Instead, they are
translated into a command equivalent. These are summarized in Table
3-1 earlier in this chapter.

jin example AUTOLOG command file for copying a symbol using the
mouse is shown below:

CURSOR    0     0
!LB
!LB
!MB
CURSOR    15,67
!LB

AutoLo Result

CuroR 0 0
!LB

!LB

!ne
CURSOR 15,67

!LB

The location of the original symbol to be copied.

Line drawing cursor appears.

The qubol is tagged.
The mode is changed to COPY.

The lox:ation of the copy destination is given.

The copy operation is confirmed.

Actions performed with FutureNet can be generally separated into two
categories: those that change the graphic content of the drawing and
those that do not.

Commands change the drawing change it at a given point, and the
location of the cursor when the command is entered is important.  For
this reason, all commands of this type automatically report the cursor
position before they run.  For instance, if you look at the example
above, you'll notice that the first and fifth commands are CURSOR
commands, giving aLn absolute location within the drawing.  The
systemaddsthecursorcommandsbeforeitenterstherequested
corrunnds.

Commands that do not change the graphic content of the drawing do
not require the cursor to be in a specific place, so the command file
contains only the requested command.  Examples of commands that do
not change the drawing are changing the default attribute or printing
the drawing.

Enabling AUTOLOG      The section on environment vairiables in your Jusf¢Ihafjon G#{.de gives
completedetailsonactivatingandcontrollingtheAUTOLOGfeature.
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Using a Startup File
Each time FutureNet is started, it automatically looks for a file called
fnpro.cnd.  This file of commands is inn as part of the FutureNet
initialization process, before any other command or command file is
inn.  This file makes sure that FutureNet initializes each time in a
known state, and can be customized for your needs.  Any FutureNet
command may be included in this file.  For instance, the fupro.cnd file
shown on the left sets the conditions shown on the right each time
FutureNet is started.

Blink OFF                        Disable blinking.
Printopt NOFit               Do not scale drawings to fit the printer paper
Printopt Legal               Set printer paper size to LEGAL.
Profile                              Display the profile screen (to verify your

Profile each time you start FutureNet).

If you specify a command file on startup, it runs after the fnpro.cnd
file.

The section on environment variables in your JusfzzJhaffon Gztrfe tlves
complete details on installing the hpro feature.

Customizing the
Startup File

You can customize the startup file as follows:

•   You can rename the file (it doesn't have to be called fupro.end).

•   If you include a full path name, you can access the same fupro.cnd
file regardless of the directory from which you start FutureNet.

Custom Menus and Help Screens
The following sections describe how to ereate custom menus and help
screens.

How the Custom
Menu and Help
Screen Mode Works

Note:   The HELP command runs the online Command Reference.  Use the
" ? " command to run the Custom Menu facidty.

In order to create custom menus and help screens, you need to
understand how the Custom Menu and Help Screen feature works.

When the ? command is entered and the Custom Menu or Help Screen
is loaded, the cursor only moves between a few special fields. These
fields are called menu selections and are defined when the help screen
is created.  How they are defined is explained later in this section.
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How to Create
Custom Menus and
Help Screens

Each menu selection should have an associated command that can be
run by highlighting the menu selection, and pressing the left mouse
button or pressing the  E key.  The command associated with a menu
selections can be the ? command to load a new mend, or any other
FutureNet colnmand.  If the command is not the ? command, then the
Custom Menu mode is closed and the selected command is run in
drawing mode.  How a command is associated with a menu selection is
discussed later in this section.

Custom menus can have other text and graphics in addition to the
menu selections.  The additional text and graphics can be used to
convey more clearly the use of the menu or to provide help. How to
enter text and graphics in a custom menu is explained later in this
document.

Follow the steps below to create custom menus and help screens.

1.  Using the guidelines listed below, create custom menus and help
screens in the drawing mode just like any other drawing.

•   The custom menu or help screen must be composed in the upper
left comer of the drawing space.

•   The size of the menu must not exceed one screen at zoom level 1
(Full Zoom) for the lowest resolution monitor that the menu will
be used on.  For example, a single screen at zoom level 1 on an
EGA monitor will display 146 display units in the X direction
and 75 display units in the Y direction.

2.  Text fields in your custom menu or help screen have the following
characteristics:

•    Attribute (either attribute 1 or attribute 2)

•   Visible or invisible

•   Menu selection and/or associated command

Follow the steps below to create a text field and determine if it is a
menu selection and/ or associated command.

a.  To create a text field that is both a visible menu selection and the
associated comrrmnd

1)  Enter a FutureNet command;
2)  Place the oursor on the text field and set the attribute to 1 using

the 'CH A 1 command.

b.  To create two text fields, one that is an invisible associated
command and one that is the visible menu selection

1)  Enter the FutureNet command that is to be the associated
corrunnd;

2)  Place the cursor on the text field and set the attribute to 1 using
the 'CH A 1 command;

3)  Make the field invisible using the 'CH V OFF command.
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4)  If the next field (directly to the right or directly below) is
attribute 2, then it becomes the menu selection for the associated
command.  To create a different menu selection for the associated
command continue with steps 5 and 6.

5)  Enter the desired text directly to the right or below the
associated command (no other text fields can be between this
menu selection and the associated command);

6)  Place the cursor on the text field and assign attribute 2 to the field
using the 'CH A 2 command.

U

CJ

Cursor Bar Movement

Note:   The '8 (Display Alphanumeric BoundariEs) co!rrmandjs useful ip
laying out the -mewiu selections since the bounda.Ties of irvisi:ble fidds
are displayed.

The movement of the cursor bar between the menu selections is
controlled by the location of the command fields (text fields with
attribute 1) to allow flexibility in laying out menu selections.  Since the
command fields can be invisible, the location of the command field
does not affect the appearance of the menu.

The cursor bar can move in four directions: left, right, up and down.
The movement of the cursor with the mouse or the arrow keys is
controlled by the following rules:

•   For a ctven arrow key or corresponding mouse movement the
cursor bar moves in the direction of the arrow, if possible to the
menu selection of a command field that lies in the direction of the
arrow or mouse movement.
If several command fields lie in that direction, then the following
criteria are used to determine the next menu selection:

1.   The cursor bar moves to the adjacent field in the direction of
movement.  A field is adjacent if either both ends of the
candidate field overlap the current field or if both ends of the
candidate field are overlapped by the current field.  Note that for
up and down movement, the left and right ends are used for
comparison; for left and right, the top and bottom are used for
comparison.  If several fields satisfy this criteria, then choose the
field which is closest to the current field in the direction of
movement.

2.   If no fields are adjacent, then the cursor bar moves to the field
which is closest to the current field in the direction of movement.
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Other Features

Saving the Custom
Menus

Entering and Exiting
Custom Menus

FutureNet User Manual
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•   FutureNet Symbols - You can load a FutureNet symbol into a
custom menu or help screen, and change the attribute of all text
fields with attribute 1 or 2 (so the text fields are not seen as menu
selections and commands).  Use the 'FA (Find Attribute) command
to find fields of a particular attribute.

•   You can rmke text fields display in reverse video by using the 'CH
R command.  This displays the text field in reverse video at all times
(most fields are displayed in reverse video when selected).  This can
be used to accentuate important labels, keywords or other special
text.

Save custom menus using the HELPSAVE command, for example,

HELPSAVE "menul"

The custom menu is saved in the current update library as a symbol
with the name "?menul".

You can enter a custom menu with the ? command, for example,

? wmenul"

See the Fwf wreNef Com"4„d R¢ereure for more information on the ?
corrunnd.

You can exit a custom menu by pressing the right or middle mouse
button or the EE key.
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The Menus
Entering the Menus       :huefu:%¥: ::i;:res:y±°;:d= ELe:umseyns:::r:t::Cn?::LibL±:Two:ugh

M enu                        Command                D e scription

Help                          help

Command                menu

Attribute                   'A, 'S, 'CH A

Symbol Editing        .s, menu

Indexed help on
FutureNet commands.
Used to select
commands in the drawing session.
Used to select
text attributes.
Used to select
corrmand in
Sylhol±tionMode.

Submenus and
Executable Selections

The Command and Symbol editing menus can also be accessed by
pressing the right mouse button (in all except FAST drawing mode).

If an arrow appears to the right of a menu selection, it is not directly
executable, but instead calls up a submenu.  If there is no arrow, then
the menu selection takes you into a new menu set, or places the
selected command on the FutureNet command line.   If parameters are
required for the command, then a message on the status line prompts
for parameters.  If no parameters are required, the command runs. To
select from the menu, place the menu selection bar over the command
and press the left mouse button or E] .  The command operates on the
cursor position when the menus were accessed.
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Moving Through the
Menus

Selecting from the
Menus

Exiting a Menu

Mouse Operation

Table 4~1
Mouse Button Summary

To move up or down in the menus, highlight the desired menu
selection and press the right mouse button.

To select an item from the menus, highlight an execLitable command or
the desired option and press the left mouse button.  If an executable
command is selected, the menus disappear and the command is entered
on the command line.

To exit a menu, move the cursor clear of the menus and press any
mouse button.  Your cursor snaps back to its location when the menus
were accessed. Pressing EE , or selecting an executable command also
exits a menu.

The mouse is used to traverse the menus and run commands.
Highlight an item by placing the mouse oursor (a small arrow) on the
item to be selected.   In general,

•   The right mouse button enters and exits the menu system and
moves up or down in the menus).  See Table 4-1.

•   The left mouse button inns commands and selects options in dialog
boxes.

There is some overlap in the function of the left and right buttons when
there is only one possible action.  For example, the left button traverses
the menus if it is pressed on an item that is not an executable
command.  See Table 4-1.

Mouse cursor                       Left Button                    Right Button

On menu conmand:

On menu item with right
arrow:

Outside any menu or
dialog box:

On parent of submenu or
dialog box:

In dialog box:

Run comrrrand

Enter submenu or
dialog box

Return to
application

Return to parent

Select or manipulate
dialog box items

No effect

Enter submenu or
dialog box

Return to
application

Return to parent

No ef fect
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a
Keyboard operation       The keyboard can also be used to operate the menu interface.

Table  4-2 gives the keyboard commands for SUN and for PC operating
systems.

Table 4-2
Keyboard Operation Summary

SUN Ke PCKe Function

AlroN          Amcfw
Keys             Keys

Esc                 Esc

R9                P8Up

R15               P8Dn

Move the mouse cursor around the screen.
Shift-Arrow moves the cursor 10% of the
screen.

Exits the menu system and returns to the
application program or returns to the parent
menu.

Moves up one level in the menus.

Moves down one level in the menus.

On the numeric key pad:

N/A             +                  Mimics the left button click.

N/A                                 Mimics the right button click.

Menus and Dialog Boxes

Menus

Menu References

Dialog Boxes

FutureNet User Manual

Menus and submenus present lists of options to choose from.  An
arrow at the right of a menu or submenu item indicates there is
additional information at a lower level in the menus.  Highlight menu
items by placing the mouse cursor on them.

The menu system contains the following elements:  menus, submenus,
dialog boxes, and commands.

The following key shows how the different menu elements are
referenced in the FutureNet documentation.
M®nu  Sel®ctlon

Action Buttons

I Check Boxes

in  Mode Buttons
Entry Fields I

Dialog boxes are used for selecting and running programs.  They use
the following features to interact with the application program:  mode
buttons, check boxes, action buttons, entry fields, and data boxes.
Figure 4-1 shows an example of a dialog box that contains all the listed
features.  The Help dialog box, shown in Figure 4-1 later in this chapter
shows an example of a dialog box.  Other dialog hexes accessed
through the EXPORT selection on the main menu are discussed in the
Post User Manual.
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Figure 4-1
Example Dialog Box

Action Buttons

I  Check Boxes

ill Mode Buttons

Entry Fields I_

Data Boxes

u

Action buttons run the command specified on the button.

Check boxes toggle an option on or off . A selection is on (enabled)
when it is checked.  Toggle a setting by positioning the tag cursor
within the box and pressing the left mouse button.

Mode buttons select an option from a list of mutually exclusive options.              u

Entry fields are used to enter text.

More than one entry field may be present in a particular dialog box,
with the cuITent entry field being the one with the text cursor. Select
the desired entry field with the mouse.

When a field is selected, the text cursor moves to the location of the
mouse cursor or the end of the entry field data, whichever is farther to
the left.

If the text entered is longer than the entry field, the text strolls to the
left.  To edit text in the entry field, use E plus the arrow keys.

The location of the mouse cursor is irrelevant when entering data in an
entry field.  Text entered at the keyboard is entered in the current ently
field at the text cursor.

Data boxes display lists of data.  Dark gray data boxes can be edited.
To edit a field, position the tag cursor within the field and press the left
mouse button.  The editing cursor appears at the cursor location, and
the field can be edited the same way as the FutureNet command line.

Light gray data boxes can be sa.olled through, sometimes selected from or
to, but not changed.  Some fields are changed througiv ently fields, or by
entering commands on the command line.  Refer to the discussion on
specific dialog boxes for information about a particular data box.

44 FutureNet User Manual
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Scroll Bars

Editing Functions

Table 4-3
Cursor Commands

Table 44
Editing Conmands

FutureNet User Manual

Scroll bars are used to move the data vertically or horizontally within a
data box if all the data does not fit.  The scroll bar at the bottom moves
the data horizontally; the scroll bar to the right moves it vertically.

The small arrows at the ends of scrou bars move the data one line
vertically or one character horizontally in the direction of the arrow.  The
higrmghtedportionofthescroubarcanbetaggedanddraggedusingthe
mouse cursor.  Clicking the mouse on an unhighligivted portion of a stroll
bar moves the data inerementally through the data box.

Note:   Mast FuturINet mouse fundous require orty t.he cap Of .i.he appropriate
button.  Ordy the scroirbars use the ``tag and drag" fumtion.

Tables 4-3 and 44 sulnmarize commands for editing, inserting, or
deleting data in entry fields.

r`ote..  For cursor and editing commands that_use both tpe cpn!rol.try. and a
letter, hold down the-coritral key and then press the desired letter.

Function

Ctrl- E
orctrl-E]         Moves the cursor within the current entry field.

Ctrl-EE        Moves the cursor to the beginning of the line.

Ctrl-E
or ctrl-EE      Moves the cursor to the end of the line.

Ctrl-N                Moves the chrsor down through a group of connected
entry fields, one field at a time.

Ctrl-P                 Moves the cursor up through a group of connected
entry fields, one field at a time.

Function

hackspace          Deletes the character to the left of the cursor.

Del                      Deletes the character under the oursor.

Rll (Sun)           Toggles the insert or overwrite text mode (for insert on,
Ins (PC)              the cursor is a solid block; for insert off, the cursor is a

half block).

Ctrl-D

Ctrl-K

Ctrl-L

Ctrl-T

Ctrl-W

Ctrl-Y

Deletes from the cursor to the end of the line.

Clears the line.

Refreshes the current entry field.

Marks a block of text in entry fields (see Cut Text
function below).

Deletes from the cursor to the beginning of the line.

Pastes the last text cut at the cursor (see Cut Text
function below).
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Cut Text Function

With the Mouse

With the Keyboard

Paste Text Function

Place the mouse cursor over the first letter of the text to be cut.  Press
and hold down the left mouse button while dragging the mouse cursor
across the text you want to out.  Marked text is highlighted.  Release
the left button and press the backspace key once to cut the marked text.

Place the cursor under the first letter of the text to be out and press
E - H .  Using the right or left arrow keys, move the cursor to the
end of the block of text and press E - E] again to mark the block of
text.  Press the Backspace key once to cut the marked text.

Use E - H to paste the last text cut.  Text is pasted beginning at the
Ours0r.

The FutureNet Command Line
The first line below the drawing workspace is the command line.  All
commands, whether selected from the menu with the mouse or typed
from the keyboard, appear on the command line. The command line
cursor is either a full block, indicating insert mode, or a half block,
indicating overtype mode.  E or E toggles alphanumeric insert
mode.

This section discusses entering commands on the command line only.
Information on entering commands from the menus is given earlier in
this chapter.  For a complete listing of FutureNet commands, see the
Command Reference Card at the end of the Command Rdye#ce.

Entering commands        .   All FutureNet commands canbe typed on the command line and
entered by pressing E .  The command remains on the command
line after it is entered, and may be reentered by pressing E] or the
middle mouse button.  This feature provides a convenient way to do
repetitive operations.

•   Colnmands written to the command line as the result of being
chosen from the menus are identical to those typed in.

•   After a command is entered, the first keystroke of a new command
clears the command line and begins a new command.

•   More than one command can be entered to fom` a command
macro - see the discussion in the section ``Using the FutureNet
Command I.anguage," in Chapter 3.
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Command Behavior         Commands behave in three general ways:
•   Certain commands are run immediately; entering the command is

all that is required for the system to act.

•   Some commands support optional command parameters.  If a
parameter is optional, the command and the parameter must be
typed on the command line before E is pressed.  For instance, the
symbol reflection command (.RE) entered by itself performs
horizontal reflection; including the V parameter performs vertical
reflection.

•   Other commands require a parameter.  The parameter can be
entered with the command, or FutureNet prompts for parameter if it
is missing.

Co-and Line
Editing

A number of editing functions can be performed on the command line.
These functions are summarized in the section ``Command and
Function Keys" below.

Command and Function Keys
A number of commonly used FutureNet commands and functions have
been assigned to various keys and control key combinations.  These
keys and key combinations enter commands without affecting the
command line.

Table 4-5 sumrmrizes the operation of command and function keys for
these cursors.  A hollow circle indicates the key has no function for that
cursor; a solid circle indicates the key is functional.

FutureNet User Manual
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Table 4-5
Cursor Control and Editing Keys

Descri

- Cursors -
Command  Alpha-

Design       Line      numeric

I_ Backspace I

ulEi

Spacebar

E or EI

Horn
E-EorE
E-I Backspace  I

EorH

E-EEorE
EorE
E-EEorEE
EorEE

EE

jill-H
E

EEorH

Deletes the character to the left of the
cursor and moves the cursor left.

Deletes the character at the cursor position
and shifts characters on the right of the
oursor to the left 1.

::g]ic::g:hceu:ern:f#raceterrfgwhL:t2.aspace
Moves left or right 1 display unit or
character.

Moves up or down 1 display unit.

Moves oursor left or right.

Erases the line and moves the cursor to ,
the beginning of the line.

Centers the display around the design
cursor; moves the cursor to the beginning
of the line.

Moves the cursor to the beginning of the
line.

Moves the cursor to the end of the line.

Moves the cursor to the end of the line.

Toggles command line and alphanumeric
field insert mode.

Moves the cursor to the next alphanumeric
field 3.

Moves the cursor back to the previous
alphanumeric field 3.

Runs commands on the command line. In
alphanumeric mode, moves the cursor
down one line for the current font size.

Moves to beginning or end of symbol
instructiorrs.

0®®

0®®

0®®

•0.

•00
0®0

0®®

®0®

0®0

00®

0®0

0®®

00.

0C).

®00

•00

1  This ky acts slighily different for alphanumeric cursors in fidds with center or righi jusapcatton.  See the 'I command

1.n ffe FutureNet Command Reference.

2   Assumes overt!nce mode.  In i:rlsert inode, characters are inserted at the cursor position.  No chacters are overtyped.

3   Only true when the cursor is located within a sywhof in alphanumchc Tnde.
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Menus and The Command Line

Command Line Options
The following colnmon options have been defined for the command
line interface.

option Summary
Table 4rf
Command Line Options

Specifying Input
FLles (ftlename or
-ifilename)

Specifying Output
FL\es (ofilename)

Specifying Error Files
(efilename and +e)

Silent Mode (-s and
+s)

Table 4rd surrmarizes the command line options.
Option                                                  D efiniti on
-iftlerame

+i

ofitemne
+0
€ftlemme
+e
-S

+S

-q

+q

Specifies input file.
Resets option to no input files included.
Specifies output filename.
Resets output filename to default.
Specifies output file for errors.
Resets error filename to default.
Sets program to silent mode.
Resets program to non-silent mode.
Sets program to query mode.
Resets program to nonquery mode.

iiny string on the command line that is not preceded by a -, +, or @
symbol is interpreted to be an input file.  The - ifi.Ie%a#Ie option was
included for completeness and also as a means of adding clarity to
command f iles, where
-i can be used to identify input files.

+i resets the option so that no input files are included.

The -o/..Jena"e option is used to specify names and dot extensions
(optional) for output files.  If the -o option is not used to specify a name
for an output file, the output filename will default to the name of the
input file with an application-specific dot extension supplied by the
application program.

The +o option resets the output filename to the default, the name of the
first input file.

The -e¢.!c7tame option is used to specify names and dot extensions
(optional) for error files.  If the € option is not used to specify a name
for the error file, the error filename will default to the name of the first
input file with an application-specific dot extension supplied by the
application progran.

The +e option resets the system so that the error filename will default
to the name of the first input file with the dot extension supplied by the
application program.

The -s option is used to set the program to silent mode, so that it will
run without sending error and status messages to the display device.

The +s option resets the program to non-silent mode.
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Menus and The Command Line

Query Mode (-q and
+q)

The -q option sets the program to query mode, so that the program will
interactively request all options and, where appropriate, their values.
Query mode will be entered automatically when the minimum required
options for a given application are not specified.  Default answers can
be selected by pressing  E .  Qiery mode will continue until the
required information has been provided.

The +q option resets the program to nonquery mode, so that it no
longer requests all unspecified or multiple value options, provided the
minimum set of options has been specified on the command line.

The System Command Line
The following options are used with the FutureNet Post Processing
Tools:

-I

€
-S

i

Input file

Error file (default extension is .der)

Silent mode

Query mode
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Mouse, Modes and Cursors
In FutureNet, the functions of the mouse buttons change, depending on
the activity you are performing.  These activity-specific configurations
are known as modes. Some modes have a cursor associated with them
that gives a visual clue to the mode, and aids in perfoming tasks
within the mode. This chapter discusses each mode, how the mouse
performs in each, and the mode cursors.  The modes are summarized
below:a Mode                  Descri

MENU

FAST

LINE

MOVE

COPY

ERASE

AREA

ALPH

PTR

ZOOM

SYMD

Menu Mode

Fast Drawing Mode

Line Hawing Mode

Move Mode (Tag and Drag)

Copy Mode

Erase Mode

Area Definition Mode

Alphanumeric Field Entry Mode

Point of Effect Tracking Mode

Zoom Mode

Symbol definition Mode
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Mouse, Modes and Cursors

Mouse Button Basics
Note:    For DOS Users -If you have a IAgitech mouse ar±d the I.ogi±ech

mouse driver v5.00d , your mouse movemerits may be ext_rerpe.i.y
sensitive and baltistic-.  To slow the mouse down, enter the following
line in your antoexec.bat file:

mouse lsxx |b(onl off)

where xx is the sensitivity between a low Of 01 and a high of 09, and
|b contrds the ballistics .

Although the mouse buttons perform different functions in each mode,
the buttons have common characteristics:

Left                    Action and pointing -The basic function of the left
mouse button is to initiate and complete functions
within a mode.  For example, using the left mouse
button alone, you can initiate, draw and complete a
multi-segment routing line.

Middle

This button answers Yes to any (Y/N)? prompts, and is
used to select items in menus and dialog boxes.

Modification - The middle button modifies actions
taken in the current mode.  For example, the middle
button reverses routing priority of horizontal and
vertical routing segments.

The middle button can be used to eycle through the
MOVE, COPY and ERASE modes after a symbol or
other object has been tagged, and to enter commands
that remain on the command line.

Note:   If you are using a two-button apo_use, yqu _cap sinndt? pr¥sing tpe
iniddle button by pressing the lop and righi buttons stmultancously.

Right Cancel - The right button's main purpose is to cancel
in-process actions and return you to the previous
mode, and to answer No to any 0//N)? prompts.

This button also is used to bring up and move down in
the menus.

Using the Buttons           ¥p°psrto:un!:tre¥uetttomno(unsoe£#::£ck¥nugi;.e ordy a single press of the

•   Except for the scroll bars, no action uses ``tag and drag," where you
press and hold a button while moving the mouse.

•   No functions use double{licking (two quick, consecutive presses of
a button).
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r\
Tagging

To tag an object, position the graphics cursor on the object and either
press the left mouse button, or enter an appropriate command on the
command line.  Most often, an object is tagged with the mouse. A
tagged obiect has the following characteristics:

•   Its outline changes.  Ch color systems, it changes color and may
blink, if BLINK is on.  Cia monochrome systems, it blinks.

•   An alternate cursor appears.  Most often this is the tag cursor.

•   A "ghost" image of the object is attached to the cursor. This ghost
may be moved to a new location.

Tagging is canceled automatically when the action is completed, or by
pressing the right mouse button.

What can Be Tagged      In general, anything within a drawing can be tagged.
•   Symbols (to move, copy, erase, rotate, reflect)

•   Lines (to move a vertex)

•   Areas (to move, copy, erase, rotate, reflect)

•   Alphanumeric fields (to move, copy, erase, rotate)

Tagging with the
Mouse

When the mouse is being used to select graphic items, the oursor can be
in a location where it's not possible to determine which item is being
tanoeted.

For instance, one of the most common actions in FuturchJet is that of
moving a symbol.  To move a eymbol using the mouse, the graphics
cursor is positioned on the symbol, and then the left mouse button is
pressed to tag the symbol and enter MOVE mode.  What actually
happens when the left mouse button is pressed, however, depends on
what other elements are present and what other possible operations
could be performed.

When more than one item can be tagged, pressing the mouse button
eycles through the items based on the tagging hierarchy.

Tagging Hierarchy          :S8gnnsg£#]e:a:::i:e;ehr:rte°ihoerew#:uotnueree¥[es:s?r8::eseitTtee:V:s£[ab]e

tagged, pressing the left mouse button cycles through the possible
selections, with the tagged object or its outline either blinking or
changivg color.  Also, depending upon what is tagged or which
operation is possible, the cursor and mode changes.
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Mode                       Cursor                     Equivalent

Assuming a location where all things are possible, each press of the left               |J
mouse button cycles through these options:

Obj ect                                                                                         C ommand
Tagged

Line start point       LINE                        Line drawing          /L

Line vertex             MOVE                      Vertex                       /V

Symbol                     MOVE                      Tag                            .M

Alphanumeric        MOVE                      Tag                           'M
field

Area                          MOVE                      Tag                            [M

You can use the command equivalent to remove the ambiguity, or
continue pressing the left mouse button until the desired function is
indicated.

Cursors

Design Cursors

Controlling D esign
Cursors

With the Mouse

The position and appearance of the various FutureNet cursors allows
you to quickly determine which mode FutureNet is in and which
functions are available to you.

Design cursors are those used to manipulate and control FutureNet
design elements.  The design cursors are summarized below:

•   Graphics

•   Point of effect

•   Line drawing

®Tag

•   Hourglass

•   Vertex

•   Area

•   Stopsi8n

•   Zoom

All of these cursors are controlled in the same manner:

Moving the mouse moves the design cursors around the workspace. On
the SUN, when you move a design cursor outside of the FutureNet
window it becomes the Sun environment cursor.  When the cursor
returns to the FutureNet window, it becomes the same FutureNet
design cursor it was before it left the window.  The mouse moves
design cursors in pixel increments unless GRID SNAP is on, in which
case it moves in grid urrits.
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With the Arrow Keys        |Eeeffukresrc°awrmkoetycsa:a£ :[ges¥gnus£:£°r ct:n]tera°;eifed£:£grec#::°rs.

window.  Instead, the FutureNet display pans if AUTOPAN is ON.
The Arrow keys move design cursors in whole display unit increments.

Combination
Command Line and
Jinow Keys

The Graphics Cursor

Typing a number on the command line and pressing an arrow key
moves a design cursor the number of display units indicated in the
direction of the arrow.  As an alternative, you may also enter the name
and value of a direction.  For instance, DOWN 3, UP 5, or LEFT 50.

Description

Cursor Point

MODE

Function

The point of Effect cursor         Description

#Cursor PointCorrunnd
MODE

Function

The Line Drawing cursor          Description

The Tag Cursor

+

Cursor Point

Corrrmnd

MODE

Function

Description

Cursor Point

Co-nd

MODE

Function

Small crosshairs surrounded by a box

The intersection of the crosshairs.

MENU or FAST

Indicates the starting location for graphics
commands.  The graphics cursor is the
primary FutureNet cursor, from which all
other modes and commands are available.

A checkered diamond

The center of the diamond
'P entered in an alphanumeric field

PTR (point of effect tracking)

Move the location of a alphanumeric field's
point of effect.

Crosshairs which span the workspace

The intersection of the crosshairs

/L or the left mouse button

LINE

Draw lines in the style indicated in the
LINE status field.

A small arrow pointing up and to the left

The tip of the arrow.

[M, [C, .M, .C, left mouse button or other
command that tags an design element
(other than a line).

MOVE, COPY or ERASE

Move, copy, rotate or reflect a symbol, area
or alphanumeric field.  If the left mouse
button is used to tag the item, you can cycle
the COPY and ERASE modes by pressing the
middle mouse button. The tag cursor is also
used in menus and dialog boxes.
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Hourglass Cursor

8

Vertex Cursor

Area Cursor
i

i''_'_"F-`'-

'

Stop Sign CursorI

Zoom Cursor'E

Alphanumeric
Cursors

Description

Function

description

Function

Cor-nd
Cursor Point

MODE Status Field

Description

Command

Description

An hourglass

The hourglass cursor indicates that the
system is working and needs you to wait.
Once the system work completes and
control returns to FutureNet, the previous
FutureNet design cursor reappears.

A srmll box

Move a vertex or line

/V or the left mouse button
The center of the box

MOVE

Small crosshairs that expand or contract
into a rectangle when the mouse or arrow
keys are used.

[D

A solid circle sitting on a pedestal,
resembling a stop sign.

Function

Indicates an unsupported action has been attempted in a dialog box
(for example, the PALETIE dialog box).

Description                             A rectangle (representing the smallest
zoom box) and fourrdirectional pointer.
The rectangle expands and contracts with
mouse movements.

Function Define an area to zoom in to.

Note:   The Zoom window malntatus the aapect ratio Of the FutureNct drawing
screen, so the apecifted zoom area fulis the dispky.

Alphanumeric cursors appear in two areas:  on the command line and
in alphanumeric fields within a drawing.  In both areas, two cursors are
possible:
•   Half oursor - This is the default cursor in alphanumeric mode, and

indicates that the cursor is in overtype mode.

•   Full cursor -This is the default cursor from the command line,
indicates that the cursor is in insert mode.  Insert mode is toggled by
pressing the E or ill key.
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Controlling Alphanumeric
Cursors

Symbol Definition
Cursor

For detailed information on moving the alphanumeric cursors, and on
editing alphanumeric fields, refer to the "ALPH Mode" section later in
this chapter, and to the `Keyboard" section in Chapter 3.

The symbol editor oursor is controlled only when in Symbol Definition
Mode.  For more information, refer to the "SYMD Mode" section later in
this chapter, and to the symbol definition commands in the FwfwreNcf
Conmand Ref erenee.

Modes

MENU Mode

Reaching MENU Mode

The Mouse ln MENU
Mode

With the drawing
displayed:

With a menu
displayed:

MENU mode is FutureNet's default mode. MENU mode allows access
to the menus and to all other FutureNet modes.  The MENU mode
cursors are the graphics cursor (in the drawing workspace), and the tag
cursor (in the menus).

FutureNet starts in MENU mode.  You can return to MENU mode by
cancelling all other modes or by entering the FAST OFF command.

In MENU mode, the functions of the mouse buttons depend upon
whether a menus is displayed.

Left

Middle

Right

Left

Middle

Right

Draws lines (LINE mode) or tags graphic items
(MOVE/COPY/ERASE mode), depending on the
location of the graphics cursor.  (See discussion above
on tagging hierarchy.)

Answers Yes to (Y/N)? prompts.

Enters the command on the command line.

Displays the top-level menu.

Answers No to (Y/N)? prompts.

Enters the highlighted command (and exits the menus).

No function.

When the tag cursor is on the menu, the right mouse
button selects the highlighted field's submenu (if any).
When the tag cursor is clear of the menu, the right
mouse button exits the menus.

Commands can be entered directly from the menu.  Commands that
require additional parameters prompt for necessary information.
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FAST Mode

Entering and Exiting
FAST Mode

The Mouse in FAST
Mode

LINE Mode

Entering LINE Mode

With the Mouse

From the Keyboard

Exiting LINE Mode

The Mouse in LINE
Mode

The FAST mode has the most frequently-used drawing functions
available with the mouse.  All other modes are accessible from FAST
mode, and you can enter commands on the command line.  The FAST
mode cursor is the graphics cursor.  The command menu can be
accessed in FAST mode by entering the MENU command.

The FAST command toggles the mode between MENIJ and FAST. You
can specifically set the mode by including ON or OFF with the FAST
co-and.

The mouse in FAST mode differs from MENU mode ordy in the
following ways:

Left                     No difference from MEND mode.

Middle              Add/Remove Interconnect Dot.  When the graphics
cursor is located on a /1- or /2-type line, the middle
button toggles an interconnect dot.  (/D or EE )

Right Erase Line Segment.  The right button erases the line
segment at the graphics cursor location.  (/ES or EE )

LINE mode is used for drawing all types of lines: interconnection lines,
bus lines, and graphic lines.  The LINE mode cursor is the line drawing
cursor.

Press the left mouse button in a valid location (in a symbol where a pin
point of effect is visible, on a symbol cell boundary, or outside of any
drawing element (in empty space)).

Enter the n. command in a valid location.  The line cursor appears, and
the MODE status field displays LINE.

Either complete the line segment in process, or press the right mouse
button to cancel LINE mode.  The graphics oursor reappears and you
return to the previous mode.

Left

Middle

If one routing segment is on the screen, makes it
permanent.  If two are visible, makes permanent the
first, and allows a new routing segment to be drawn, or
exits LINE mode if all routing segments have been
made permanent.

Switches the vertex of two routing segments. (/R)
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a Right Cancels LINE mode.  All routing segments disappear.
You are returned to either MENU or FAST mode.

MOVE, COPY and ERASE Modes
The MOVE, COPY and ERASE (ERAS) modes are accessed and work
sindlarly.  These modes allow you to perform basic editing functions
without entering commands on the command line.  The tag cursor is
used in the MOVE, COPY and ERASE modes.

Entering MOVE,
COPY or ERASE Mode

Mouse

Keyboard

Exiting MOVE, COPY
or ERASE Mode

The Mouse in MOVE,
COPY and ERASE
Modes

Press the left button when the cursor is in a `symbol, alphanumeric field
or area.  The MODE status field says MOVE, the tag cursor appears,
and the symbol, alphanumeric field, or area is tagged (its boundary
changes color and/or blinks).

Enter a symbol (.), alphanumeric (') or area ([) MOVE, COPY or ERASE
command.

There are two ways to exit these modes:

•   Complete the operation by pressing the left mouse button or
reentering the MOVE, COPY or ERASE command.

•   Cancel the operation by pressing the right mouse button.  The
graphics cursor reappears and you return to the previous mode.

Left

Middle

Right

AREA Mode

Performs the operation (MOVE, COPY or ERASE)
shown in the MODE status field.  When the mode is
either MOVE or COPY, a new location for the item is
confirmed.  When it is ERASE, the item is erased.

Cycles through MOVE, COPY, and ERASE when an
object has been tagged by the left mouse button thas no
effect when an object has been tagged by a command
initiated from the menu or command line).

Cancels MOVE, COPY or ERASE mode and returns to
either MENU or FAST mode.

AREA mode is used to define a specific area within a drawing.  In
addition to the tag cursor, the area definition, which begins as small
crosshairs and expands into a rectangle, is manipulated in AREA mode
as the mouse is moved.  All symbols, alphanumeric fields and lines
completely within the boundary of the definition are affected by AREA
co-nds.
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Note:    Cormectious between symbols made with type /1 and |2_ lirles are not.
rubberbanded when awi area is rotated or refoected in relation to symbols
outside the area deftrition!

Entering AREA Mode

Mouse

Command Line

Enter the [D command from the menu.

Enter the [D command.

In either case, the tag cursor appears and:

•   If there is no area definition currently on the screen, or if the
graphics cursor was located outside an existing definition, area
definition begins at the cursor location; or

•   If the graphics cursor was located inside a current area definition,
the comer nearest the cursor snaps to the oursor point of the tag
cursor and you are able to resize the definition.

Exiting AREA Mode        Complete the area definition by entering the [D command again or by
pressing the left .mouse button.  The area definition is confirmed
(becomes permanent), the graphics cursor reappears, and FutureNet
returns to the previous mode.

Cancel the area definition by pressing the right mouse button.  The
in-process area definition disppears, the graphics cursor reappears, and
FutureNet returns to the previous mode.

The Mouse in AREA
Mode

Left                    Completes area definiton, returning you to MENU or
FAST mode.

Middle               No function.

Right                 Cancels area definition and returns you to MENU or
FAST rrrode.

PTR Mode
Point of Effect Tracking (P'IR) mode is used to override the default
point of effect placement for alphanumeric fields, allowing you to
position the point of effect in the location of your choosing.  The FTR
mode cursor is the point of effect cursor.
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Entering PTR Mode

Mouse

Keyboard

Exiting PTR Mode

The Mouse in PTR
Mode

ZOOM Mode

Position the cursor in an alphanumeric field and enter the 'P command
from the menu, or with the 'P command on the command line, press
the ndddle button.

Enter the 'P command.

In both cases, the point of effect cursor appears and FIR is displayed in
the MODE status.

Position the point of effect cursor in the new location, then either press
the left mouse button or enter the 'P command to confirm.  The
graphics cursor reappears and FutureNet returns to the previous mode.
Cancel the point of effect move operation by pressing the right mouse
button.  The point of effect is unmoved, the graphics cursor reappears,
and FutureNet returns to the previous mode.

Left

Middle

Right

Comfirms the move operation for the point
of effect.

Identical to the left mouse button.

Cancels the point of effect placement operation.
FutureNet returns to either MENU or FAST mode.

The ZcOM mode is activated by entering the ZcOM command.  This
mode allows exact definition of the portion of a schematic to be
displayed on the screen.

Entering ZOOM Mode

Menus

Keyboard

Exiting ZOOM Mode

Place the design cursor at the comer of the required zoom area and
select the ZOOM command from the menus.

Place the design cursor at the comer of the required zoom area and
type the ZOOM command on the command line.
In both cases, the zoom cursor (a small rectangle) appears.  The
rectangle is expanded or contracted with the mouse, similar to the area
definition oursor.

To complete the ZcOM command, place the cursor at the opposite
corner of the desired zoom area and press the left mouse button.  The
display adjusts to include only those elements defined by the zoom area.

To cancel ZcOM mode without changing the display, press the right
mouse button.

Either operation returns FutureNet to MENU or FAST mode.
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The Mouse inzooM    Left
Mode

Middle

Right

ALPH  Mode

Confirms the zoom area, modifying the display and
returns to MENU or FAST mode.

No function.

Cancels ZOOM mode and returns to MENU or FAST
mode.  The display is unchanged.

Alphanumeric (ALPH) mode is used to enter alphanumeric text into
the drawing. You cannot enter or exit ALPH mode using the mouse,
and the only function the mouse has in the mode is that of positioning
the alphanumeric cursor within the alphanumeric field.

For information on using ALPH mere, refer to Chapter 3, `Using
FutureNet."

SYMD Mode
Symbol Definition (SYMD) mode indicates you are in the FutureNet
symbol editor.  For information on SYMD Mode, refer to .S in the
FwfwreNc£ Command R¢crcnec, and to 'The Symbol Definition Screen" in
Chapter 3.
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Introduction to the Tutorial

Conventions

The following suggestions will help you get the most out of the tutorial
sessions:

•   Do the sessions in order. Each session builds on what you leaned in
the session that precedes it. The drawing you create in one is used
by the next. Do not erase any session files until all sessions have
been completed.

•   Each session is designed to be completed in one sitting. Therefore,
try to complete each session without interruption.

•   Before beginning these sessions, take time to look at Chapters 1
through 4). These chapters contaih important information about
FutureNet.

•   After finishing the sessions, explore the system on your own. With
the aid of the Fw{wreNef Command R4crc7ice and reference card, you
can learn much more about FutureNet, and about how to deal with
your own design challenges.

The following conventions are used during the tutorials.

1.  Paragraphs beginning with a number are steps you should perform,
or which contain information crucial to the task you are doing. Read
and perforln them carefully.

2.   Actions you take at the keyboard are generally prefaced with one of
three words:
•    Type means you should type the characters mentioned (do not

press E ,.
•   Press means you should press a key bearing the name

::tn;::;::,eg]¥:ZS=resentedbytheirnamesinboxes.For
•   £«fer means you should type the FutureNet command named

and press E . You may either enter the command, if you know it
or if it is mentioned, or you may select it from a menu.
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3.   Note the differences in the appearance of an uppercase alphabetic 0
and a zero, as shown on the following table.

Text

Screen
Example

Alphabetic Numenc

a0 00

4.   Pay special attention to the sections titled `Before You Begin."  They
tell you what you need to do first, so the session moves smoothly.

5.   Although we reeorrmend that you follow the sessions and produce
the drawings yourself, you can use the Data I/O-supplied drawings
for Sessions 1 through 5 (Chapters 7 through 11). The following files
are supplied with the FutureNet software:

clkres.ara
sr2bit.dwg
sessionl.dwg
session2.dwg
session3.dwg
session4.dwg
sessions.dwg

6.   If you are going to do the structured design sessions (Chapters 12 and
13), you need the following files supplied with the FutureNet
software:

scontrol.dwg
counts.dwg
dffl.dwg
dff2.dwg
equality.dwg
equtest.dwg
slogic.dw8

7.   Elefore starting the tutorials, review the information on using FNLIB
in Chapter 3, `Using FutureNet."  FutureNet must be able to find
the library system.sym in order for the sessions to work correctly.
Your system administrator may also be able to help you with this.
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About Session

®
This session introduces you to a broad range of FutureNet editing and
drawing commands that deal with manipulating symbols.

In addition, you begin to build the schematic used throughout the
sessions. The schematic represents a simple circuit composed of a CPU,
clock, various buses and other parts. A schematic reflecting all the steps
in a session appears at the session. Refer to those illustrations when
necessary.

These topics are discussed:

•   Symbol commands that let you load, move, copy, erase, rotate and
reflect symbols

•   Area commands that let you load, move, copy, erase, rotate, reflect
and save areas

•   Drawing commands that let you save, load, erase and clear drawings

•   Quitting FutureNet

Step 1.  Before You Begin
1.   Review at least these portions in Chapters 2 and 3:

•    Using theMouse

•    Entering commands

•    Using the Menus

•    Starting FutureNet

2.   Start FutureNet (enter fn).
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Step 2.  About Libraries
All symbols used by FutureNet are stored in libraries which may have
the filename extension .syin. A FutureNet library may be opened in one
of two modes:  reference or update.

Opened as reference, libraries are used exclusively as a source of
symbols loaded into your drawing.

Opened as update, libraries may be modified. The symbols within them
may be changed or deleted. You may also add new symbols you create.

Any library may be loaded in either mode, with the exception of the
default system library system.sym which may only be used as a
reference library. Be aware that system.sym is always loaded as the
default reference library (if it is found on startup), and that you may
have only one update library open at a time.

The Library
Commands

Create/Open an Update
Library

Figure 7-1
The PROFILE Screen

Library commands can be used to open and close update and reference
libraries. Library commands can also be used to display the contents of
a library.

.LIB                                            Opens the update library

.NOLIB                                      Closes the update library

LIB                                             Opens a reference library

NOLIB                                      Cancels all reference libraries except
SYSTEM.SYM

.DIR                                          Displays symbol Library Directory

Using the .LIB command, you can create and open an update library.

1.   Enter the PROFILE command. The PROFILE screen appears. The
upper right-hand comer (see Figure 7-1) shows which libraries are
currently in use. Because no update library has been specified the
UPDATE field reads .Nolib. Exit the PROFILE screen.

Opcl`ating  States Fumetion  kegs update  Llbral`g

Rubber.bdnding <rl>        ri,N[. I.Hollb                                           IRcf`ercnccLlbr`ar'lcs
Fast  Mode <F2>         L|]ll|

lloue  Elcc  PI]E <F3>       I.
Move   Gc"   POE <F4 >        11 c : `DATA Itr`L I E`sTs TEii . s¥

Snap  to  Grid <r5>      I '
Snap  to  Pin I,ES

S,lap   Slg  POE <F7>        z].

Text  Overlap <r8>        BN<r9>I:<FIB>ra:

Disp]au  StatesIIi111<DirectCo`in.
B,                                                             -11

I)rau1ng
Cuz`rent  Help  rile

|C : `I)AIf` IO`"`f n . h 1 pText  Boi`ndaru Slzc  EJ
Attr  number.s EE x EE ln i- LrdlPOEs EE I EE rm
Grid Grid EI, EI
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List Library Contents

Figure 7-2
The DIR Screen

On Your Own
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Session 1

2.   Create an update library (this automatically opens it, also). Enter the
.LIB command. You are prompted:

Enter   symbol   library   f ilename

The name you enter can be any legal 8{haracter filename. The
system automatically adds the filename extension .sym for you.

3.  Enter something easy to remember. It can even be your own name.
You are prompted:

Library   doesn't   exist   or   is   in   use.   Create   new   one?
(Y/N)  ?

4.  When you answer yes, the library is created. You can now check the
PROFILE screen to see that the library has been opened.

Using the .DIR command, it's possible to look at what is inside the
libraries.

5.   Enter the .DIR command. Your screen will look similar to Figure 7-2.

The Symbol Name Specification selects which symbols are displayed
in the List of Symbols window. The List of Symbols window
displays the contents of the selected library. If necessary, use the
scroll bar to view the portion of the library you are interested in. To
select another library, click on the library name.

Feel free to experiment with library commands. Try opening and
closing various libraries, noting the following:

•   You can open or close a library only if the drawing area is clear
(SAVE your drawing, if necessary, then use the CLEAR command).

•   AIl update or reference libraries, other than the default reference
library (system.sym), must be opened each time you start FutureNet
unless automatically opened using a command file. For information
on command fi.les, see Chapter 3, ``Using FutureNet."
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•   The environmental variable FNLIB provides library path
information. Refer to Chapter 2, ``Installation Cptious," in the
FwfwrcNc£ Jusf¢jhafro# Gwi.dc for information on using the FNLIB
environment variable.

(J

Step 3.  About Symbol Commands
Now that you know where symbols come from, you can begin working
with them. The symbol commands allow you to manipulate symbols in
a number of ways. Referring to the list below, take a look at some of
the most useful eymbol commands. AIL symbol commands, with the
exception of the * command, begin with a period (.).

.L                         Load a symbol

I.oad a symbol already tagged for move

Tag a symbol for moving

Tag a symbol for copying

Erase a symbol

Rotate a symbol

Reflect a symbol

Cancel symbol tag

Step 4.  Symbol:  Loading
1.  Position the graphic oursor anywhere on the screen and enter the .L

command by either entering it on the command line or by choosing
it from the menu.

The .L command appears on the command line, and you are
prompted for the name of the symbol to load:
Enter   symbol   name

2.  Enter on the command line the name of one of the syrhbols that you
saw previously, for example, enter:

8088

The symbol appears with its upper left corner on the cursor. The
dotted line is called the symbol cell boundary. Everything within
this line, such as pins, alphanumeric fields, etc., is part of the
symbol. The solid line is the actual symbol cell. Everything within
the symbol cell boundary prints, but the symbol cell boundary itself
does not.
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3.  Try loading a symbol on top of another symbol by positioning the
oursor inside the symbol you just loaded. You will see the message:

Symbol   boundary   conf lict

This message means that, at the very least, two dotted symbol cell
boundaries are overlapping. Move the cursor into another location
and try again.

Note:   You may also load a symbol by entering the .L cqmrmand and the
symbol name on the command tine at the sane time.

Step 5.  Symbol:  Move, Copy, Erase
As you can tell from the symbol commands, once a symbol is on the
drawing, it may be moved, copied, rotated, reflected and erased.

Method #1-By
Co-and

You can MOVE, COPY and ERASE a symbol by using the mouse or by
entering commands on the command line.  The command line is shown
first.

1.   First, try a move operation. Place the cursor anywhere inside the
dotted-line boundary of a symbol.

2.   Enter the .M command.

The symbol's boundary blinks (on monochrome  systems) or
changes color (on color systems), indicating it is tagged. Note that
MOVE appears in the MODE status field.
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3.   Begin to move the cursor to the new location. Notice the ``ghost"
attached to it.

4.  Press the left mouse button to complete the move operation. The
symbol snaps from its original position to the new cursor location.

Note:   The * (asterisk) command is a sinple combiraton of the .L and .M
commands; the symbol loaded is already tagged for an operation. Try it!

5.   The .C (copy) command works in the same fashion.  The .E (erase)
command erases the symbol.  Experiment with these commands.

Method #2-By Mouse  You can also MOVE, COPY and ERASE a symbol by using only the
mouse.

6.   Choose a symbol. Position the graphic oursor inside of it, in a location
where the cursor touches nothing else. Press the left mouse button.
The dotted symbol cell outline either changes color (on color
systems) or begins to blink (on monochrome systems). The symbol
is tagged.

The MODE field says MOVE.

Note:   If you positioned the cyrsor in th_e.w.r.on.g location, the `:itn.e .f¥rs?.r"ut
hafge ;rosshalrs-might appeqr._If .fh_is happe.us,_press the loft.button
again to actualy tag the symbol. (More on the line cursor later.)

7.   Press the middle mouse button a few times, slowly. Notice that the
MODE field eycles through MOVE, COPY and ERAS (erase)
operations. Cycle through to COPY.

Note:    If  you are usin_g a two-buttgn _mpuse,.y?u. ca.n 5±mndte p{psing tpe
iniddle button ky pressing the left and right buttons simultaneously.
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8.   Move the mouse to the right. Notice that the ghost detaches from
your symbol. Move the ghost clear of the symbol.
Press the left button to confirm the COPY operation. The MODE
field returns to MENU and the copied symbol appears at the cursor
position, replacing the ghost.

Note:    If you cycle to ERAs andpress the left mousebutton, the symbolis    .    I
erased.

Experiment with these commands, using both the command line and
the mouse. It is important that you understand both methods because
each will be used in different ways during your work. Most often you'1l
use the mouse to MOVE, COPY and ERAS. Later, you'11 be introduced
to command lists which can be used to create macros. For those, you'll
need to understand how the commands work.

Step 6.  Load Session Symbols
Using the commands you have leaned so far, do the following:

1.  Delete all symbols from your drawing.

2.  Load the following symbols. They are the symbols necessary to
complete the session.

•    Refer to the illustration at the end of this chapter, if necessary.

•    To get to a coordinate location, such as 57,96, enter
CURSOR 57,96 on the command line to move the cursor to that
location.

•    The symbols only need to be close to the locations mentioned,
not exactly positioned.

•    All of these symbols are loaded by entering the symbol name as
it appears in the left-hand colulnn. Use either the .L or +
command.

8088

8755

8185

CND

RES

AJIFJfl 96

At 133,96

AT 13433

Two CND symbols are needed:  one at the
lower left comer of the 8088 and one at the
lower left comer of the 8755

At 16,88
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Step 7.  Symbol:  Reflect and Rotate
This step introduces two more symbol commands, .RE and .R. Once a
symbol has been reflected and rotated it is often difficult to see the
change. The SYMB status field indicates if the symbol the cursor is on
has been rotated or reflected. Each time you perform a step in this
section, notice the change to the SYMB status field.

Reflection

Horizontal Reflection

Vertical Reflection

Rotation

Symbols may be reflected vertically or horizontally. The default setting
is horizontal reflection. In horizontal reflection all symbol elements
move horizontally around a vertical axis. In vertical reflection, just the
opposite happens:  all symbol elements move vertically around a
horizontal axis.

To reflect a symbol horizontally, use the .RE command.

1.   Position the oursor on a symbol, and enter the .RE command. The
symbol's ghost is tagged and reflected, and the MODE status field
says MOVE. You could move the symbol now, in addition to
reflecting it.

2.   Press the left button to confirm the reflection. The symbol itself flips
around an imaginary vertical axis through the center of the symbol
and the SYMB field is updated to say REFL.

At first glance it is difficult to see what happened because the text
remains oriented face out so it can be read. But if you look carefully,
you'll see that the symbol graphics have actually reflected, as if we
were looking at the symbol from behind.

3.   Experiment with this symbol, flipping it back and forth, observing the
changes to its appearance.

To reflect a symbol vertically, you must add a v to the .RE command.

4.   Position the cursor on the symbol and enter the command:

.REV

The symbol flips vertically around a horizontal axis (notice that the
part number and symbol reference designator appear to have
exchanged positions). Even though you've turned the symbol
``upsiderdown," the text remains oriented right-side up.

The SYMB field says R 180/REFL, indicating that reflection has
taken place, and that the effect of the reflection was also to rotate
the symbol 180 degrees.

You can rotate symbols clockwise or counterclockwise in 90-degree
increments around their gcographical center. The default is 90 degrees
clockwise. Counterclockwise rotation is indicated by using a minus (-)
sign.

5.   Position the cursor on a symbol (it can be one of the ones you have
reflected, if you prefer). Enter the .R command.
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6.   Press the left mouse button to confirm the rotation.

As with reflection, at first it is difficult to pick out exactly what has
happened, because the text always adjusts to read left-to-right or
down-to-up, even though the symbol graphics have tuned
upside-down.

7.  Put the symbol back in its non-rotated position by entering the
comrmnd:

•R-

8.   You can also specify a specific amount to rotate, in 90-degree
increments, for example,

.R 270

Experiment by rotating, in a number of ways, one of your symbols.

Step 8.  About Area Commands
The area commands allow you to do everything you have done with
symbols, but with groups of symbols. You decide the physical
dimensions and contents of the area. As long as you can completely
include symbols within the area definition, you can perform the same
type of operations on an area as on symbols.
In addition, an area can be saved and used to build a library of
standard designs.

All area commands begin with a left square bracket ( I ).

a

Define an area

Copy an area

Move an area

Erase area

Rotate an area

Reflect an area

Cancel area definition or area tag

Save Area

Load an area
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Defining an Area

Resizing an Area

Tagging an Area

On Your Own

Before an area command can be used, an area must be defined. Follow
these steps to define an area:

1.   Choose two symbols. Imagine them enclosed within a rectangle.
Position the cursor in the upper left-hand comer of the imaginary
rectangle. Enter the [D command. A small crosshairs appears where
the graphic cursor was.

2.   Move the mouse a very short distance down and to the right. The
crosshairs becomes a rectangle which expands as you move the
mouse. This is the area definition. Expand it to include the symbols
you want.

3.  When the area definition is where you want it, press the left mouse
button to confirm.

Once an area is defined, you can resize it.

4.   Position the cursor near a comer and enter the [D command (or press
the nriddle mouse button if the command is still on the command
line). The tag cursor appears. You can now enlarge or shrink the
definition by dragging the comer attached to the tag cursor to a new
location. Confirln the new dimensions by pressing the left mouse
button.

You may now tag the area just as if it were a symbol, anytime the
cursor is inside it. Be aware, however, that there is an order involved in
tagging.

5.   Position the cursor in empty space within the area definition
boundary and press the left mouse button: the line drawing cursor
appears. Press the left mouse button again to tag the area. (Untag
the area by pressing the right button.)

6.  Now position the cursor within a symbol within the area. Press the
left button to tag the symbol. Press the left button again to tag the
area.

7.   Press the right mouse button to untag the area.

The [K command is used to remove an area definition. This command
is not used often because you are only allowed to have one area per
drawingLueach time you define a new area, the former one is cancelled
automatically. Use [K to remove an area definition when the definition
is no longer needed if it's in the way. The cursor does not have to be
within the area for the [K command to operate.
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Step 9.  Using Area Commands
Once an area has been tagged, you can use the mouse shortcuts you
leaned earlier for MOVE, COPY and ERASE operations. All other
commands must be enterd from the command line.

Manipulating an Area    As with individual symbols, you can MOVE and COPY an area from
one location to another.

1.   Define and tag an area.

2.   Using the mouse shortcuts, either MOVE or COPY it to a new
location. As with symbols, once the operation is complete, the area
tag is canceled; but, notice that the area definition remains.

Saving and Loading
an Area

Note:   Take some time to use the command versions of MOVE ([M), COPY
([C) and ERASE ([ERASE).

3.   Define another area.  Note that you can only have one area defined
per drawing. Enter a command, such as rotation or reflection, on
this area.

One of the most practical uses of an area is that any area can be saved
under a unique name. This means that symbol groups that are used in
a number of different drawings can be standardized, and then called in
to any drawing.

4.   Define an area.

5.   Enter the [SAVE command. You are prompted:

Enter   f ilename

Enter any legal 8{haracter filename. The extension .ARA is
automatically added by the system.

Note:   You do not need to tag an area in order to save it-it only needs to be
dofined. Additiondly, because you may only have one area dap!ied at a
time, the cursor does trot need to be inside the area when the [SAVE
conmand is enterd.

You can now load this area back into your drawing.

6.   Position the cursor in a blank area of the screen. The location must be
big enough to contain the area you just defined. Be aware that the``origin" (the point attached to the cursor) of an area is the upper
left-hand corner.

7.   Enter the [LOAD command with an 8-character filename (you do not
need to specify the .ara extension). The area is loaded into your
drawing.

8.   The area clkres is needed for the session drawing. Load it into the
drawing in the upper left-hand corner (CURSOR 0,0).
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On Your Own Take some time to experiment with the area commands until you feel
comfortable.

•   Check for your area in your sessions directory. (You can get a listing
of files by entering the DIR command, or selecting DIR from the
menus.  Do not confuse it with the .DIR command, which is used to
select symbols.)

•   Keep track of the areas you create and delete the ones you do not
need once you have finished the sessions.

Step 10.  Cursor Movement
This step introduces the cursor commands and functions that help you
move around a drawing quickly.

Move Cursor to
Absolute Coordinates '

Move Cursor to
Symbol Reference

Look at the XY status field in the status bar. The numbers indicate the
XY coordinates of the cursor in the drawing. You can move the cursor
to specific XY coordinates using the CURSOR command.

1.   Enter the following on the command line:

oursor 50,100

As you can see by the XY status field, the oursor location is now at
50'100.

Each symbol you load into your drawing has a small number in the
upper left-hand corner. This is called the symbol reference number, and
refers to the order in which symbols were loaded. This number is
significant only to FutureNet-it is distinct from the reference
designator which is significant to other programs, such as printed
circuit board layout applications.

2.   Look at the symbols in your drawing. Decide which one you would
like to send the cursor to. In this example we'll use 7. Enter:

n7
The cursor moves to the seventh symbol loaded.
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Fast Cursor Movement   Normally, the cursor moves in 1-display unit increments. You can
temporarily change this unit to anything you wish. Doing so makes it
easy for you to move around your drawing using only the cursor keys,
and to move small increments accurately.

3.  Type on the command line (do not press E ):

20

4.   Press any cursor key. The cursor moves in the direction of the key
you press, and in the number of units you typed.

On Your Own Explore these cursor movement commands until you feel comfortable
with them. Learning them can make moving around a drawing very
easy.

Step 11.  Drawing Management Commands
The following commands relate to managing the drawings you create.
They are:

LOAD

SAVE

HLE

CONTEXT

CLEAR

ERASE

`  Using SAVE

Using ERASE, FILE
and CLEAR

Load a drawing

Save a drawing

Display the current filename

Restore editing context from last SAVE

Erase the drawing screen and reinitialize
FutureNet

Erase drawing without reinitializing
filename.

The SAVE command is used to save a drawing to disk.

1.   Enter the SAVE command. SAVE appears on the command line, and
the system displays:

Enter   file   name

2.   Enter the filename of your choice on the command line. If you do not
include an extension, .dwg is automatically added.

The drawing on your screen is saved to the filename you give.

Notes:  If you are using the comrrand _line, includ_e the ftlapane .!fre first time
irJu enter the SAVE conmnd_.  Opce a dr_qwing has a ft.Ierurme, you-can eriter the SAVE command without a ftlename to write over the

older version.  FutureNet verifies the overwrite.

Now that you have saved your drawing, you can clear the screen using
either ERASE or CLEAR, depending upon what you want to happen.

3.   Enter the ERASE command. The drawing screen clears, but you are
still editing the same drawing.
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Using LOAD

Using CONTEXT

If you were to SAVE now, the contents of the drawing
screen-nothing-would be saved to the file named here.

4.   Enter the FILE command. This command shows you which file you
are editing. The Current File is the one you named above.

5.   To betin a new drawing, enter the CLEAR command. If you enter the
FILE command again, FutureNet will display

No   specified   file   name

indicating that you are working on a new drawing.

The LOAD command is used to bring drawings to the screen for
editing.

6.   Load the drawing you just cleared by entering the LOAD command
(you may include the filename if you are entering from the
command line). The drawing appears.

A drawing just loaded displays at the greatest zoom level, with the
zoom window in the upper left-hand comer. The CONTExr command
returns you to the zoom level and the location as it was when the
drawing was last saved.

7.   Enter the CONTEXT command.

Step 12.  Clean Up the Drawing and End the Session
Only one major task remains in this sessionrfxiting FutureNet. When
you exit FutureNet, the program checks to see if all changes have been
saved.  If you have unsaved changes, the program asks if you want to
discard the changes, or cancel the command.

To see how this works, do the following:

1.   Referring to the illustration at the end of this session, remove all
unnecessary symbols. If you don't have any extra symbols, load any
symbol and remove it. To make this step work, the drawing must
have been modified.

2.   Enter the Q command. You are prompted:

OK   to   discard   changes   that   have   not   already   been
saved?     (Y/N)?

3.   Answer N or press the right mouse button (you want to save these
changes!). Answering no to the message, however, does not
automatically SAVE the changes to the drawing.

4.   Enter the SAVE command.

5.  Now quit FutureNet (Q). You are returned to the operating system.
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In the next session, you'll learn about creating symbols similar to the
ones you've been working with here. In addition, these topics are
covered:

•   Attributes and points of effect

•   Alphanumeric text entries

•   Corr-nd lists

This is a summary of the commands presented in session 1.

Looking Ahead

Summary

Library Commands

Symbol Commands

Area Commands

Command

.LIB

.NOLIB

LIB

NOLIB

.DIR

.L

*

.M

.C

.E

.R

.RE

.K

[D

[C

[M

[ERASE

[R

Function

Open the update library

Close the update library

Open a reference library

Cancel all reference libraries except
SYSTEM.SYM

Display Symbol Library Directory

Load a symbol from a library

Load a symbol already tagged for move

Move ; symbol

Copy a symbol

Erase a symbol

Rotate a symbol

Reflect a symbol

Cancel symbol tag

Define an area

Copy an area

Move an area

Erase an area

Rotate an area
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CURSOR x,y

N reference

units Alrow-Key

LOAD

SAVE

FILE

CONTEXT

CLEAR

ERASE

Cursor Movement
Co-ands

Drawing Commands

The Mouse

Left Button

Middle button

Right Button

Reflect an area

Cancel area definition or area tag

Save an area

Load an area

Move cursor to absolute coordinates given

Move cursor to symbol reference

Fast cursor movement the number of units
specified and in the direction indicated

Load a drawing

Save a drawing

Display the current filename

Restore editing context from last SAVE

Erase the drawing screen and reinitialize
FutureNet

Erase the drawing screen without resetting
the drawing filename.

Quit FutureNet and return to the operating
system

In MENU mode, tags symbols or areas when the cursor is in a valid
location. Once a symbol or area is tagged, yotl enter
MOVE/COPY/ERASE mode. Cince inside of MOVE/COPY/ERASE
mode, pressing the left button enters the function shown in the MODE
status field.

In MENU mode, reenters the command on the command line. In
MOVE /COPY/ERASE mode, eycles through those functions.

If you are using a two-button mouse, you can simulate the middle
button by pressing the left and right buttons simultaneously.

In MENU mode, calls up the menus. In all other modes, cancels any
function in progress and all in-progress actions, such as moving or
copying.
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sessionl.dwg

8088
8755
CLRES.ARA
corner
8185
GNDs
the 8088 and

RES

AJIFfl 96
At 133,96
In extreme upper left

At 134,33
One at the lower left corner of

one at the lower left corner of the 8755
At 16,88
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In this session you will build an 8185 symbol. This symbol is already in
the library, but symbol building illustrates a number of FuturINet
features which are crucial to producing accurate schematics. These
FutureNet functions are introduced:

•   Creating a block symbol

•   Adding pins to a block symbol

•   Using alphanumeric mode and setting field characteristics

•   Setting and displaying attributes

•   Using a command list (macro) to enter block symbol data

•   The ATIR, CELL and ALPH status fields

AboutsymbolEditin8::#nc£Foneria::e#cLhstfsn:u#¥et:n±¥s:o#inu:i;,8osrTy¥:ingthe
.8 command which is presented here. The same symbol built by either
method would be identical, but symbol definition mode is generally
reserved for creating intricate graphic shapes, such as gates.

The steps illustrated here can be used to build any symbol consisting of
a square or rectangular symbol with pins-which describes almost all
ICs.
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Step 1.  Before You Begin
1.   Start FutureNet

2.   Do one of the following:

If you do not want to use your own drawings, or if you have not
completed Session 1 :

•   LOAD the Data I/O-supplied drawing session2.

If you are beginning the sessions again and have completed Session 1:

•   LOAD the drawing you created in the last session.

•   SAVE the drawing you just loaded as gs2. This creates a copy of the
drawing you created in the last session.

•   LOAD the drawing gs2. This loads the copy of your drawing into
your madine. Thus, any changes you make to the drawing will be
made to the copy and not to the original.
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Step 2.  Build the Symbol Cell
The first step builds the symbol cell. The two commands that build
symbol cells are .8 and .F. The .F command builds a functional block
symbol which is discussed in later chapters. The .8 command builds a
standard symbol, and is the command we'll use.

_         Symbol cell tx]undary

Symbol oall

~tL     Lewhght side default space: 5 disday unto

Top/bottom default space: 3 display units

The illustration above shows the two components of a symbol. The
solid line is the actual symbol cell, which prints. The larger, dotted line
is called the syhool cell boundary and does not print. Its purpose is to
define the boundary of the symbol, so that no two can overlap.

Into the area between the symbol cell and the boundary are placed the
pin stubs, pin numbers, and part and reference numbers, as well as
other pieces of information which will be covered later.

1.  Position the cursor to the right of the 8185 in your drawing. It will be
used as a reference for the symbol you build.

2.  Enter the .8 command. You are prompted:

Ent,er   block   symbol   width,    height

3.  Enter the dimensions of the symbol cell in display units:

1532

The block eymbol appears in the drawing. Notice the following:

•   The eymbol loads in with the top left comer on the cursor.

•   The CELL field is updated and shows the dimensions of the
symbol cell boundary (dotted line), 25,38.

•    The actual symbol, shown as a solid-line rectangle, is 15 units
wide and 32 units high, as you specified in the .8 command. The
dotted symbol cell boundary is 3 display units larger on the top
and bottom of the symbol and 5 display units larger on the left
and right. These are the default values which you can change if
you wish. For more information, refer to .8 in the ``Command
Reference."

This symbol can be tagged, moved, copied, erased, and named and
saved just like any other symbol.
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Step 3.  About Pins
The next step in building the symbol is to add the pins. Before you do
this, however, it is important to understand just what makes up a
FuturchJet pin. Pins are composed of three components:  the pin
number, the pin stub and the pin name.

Pin Number ___      _;     i

.,ns,ub,

FII)0_       PinNamo

u

The Pin Number

The Pin Stub

The Pin Name

The pin number, in addition to its significance as the pin number,
carries electrical information about the pin to post processing packages
in the form of an attribute.  Attributes are attached to alphanumeric
text and are required elements in post processing a FuturINet drawing.

Later sections of this chapter explain more about attributes and how to
use them.

The pin stub is the graphic element that looks like a pin in the space
between the symbol cell and the boundary. Pin stubs come in all
standard variations: regular, inverted and dock. In addition, IEC/ANSI
pins are available.
Pin stubs are not electrically significant-they are graphic elements
which serve as a location for the pin number. which carries the
attribute. Although you wouldn't want to, you could build an accurate
schematic without pin stubs.

The pin name is a short bit of alphanumeric text which helps you to
determine the function of the pin. As with pin stubs, pin names carry
no electrical significance. Without them, you might have a difficult time
understanding the functions in a schematic, but if other elements were
present, the drawing could be successfully processed.
Pin names generally appear inside the symbol cell.
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Step 4.  Working with Pin Stubs
The pin stub                      The pin stub commands are:
Co-ands

C ommand         D escri

.a

.>

.>0

.-AI

.-AO

.>A

.<A

.D

Add pin stub

Add inverted pin stub

Add clock pin stub

Add inverted clock pin stub

Add IEC/ANSI pin stub with arrow pointing into the
symbol

Add IEC/ANSI pin stub with arrow pointing out of the
symbol

Add IEC/ANSI pin stub with arrow pointing into clock
input

Add IEC/iINSI pin stub with arrow pointing out of
dock input

Delete pin stub

When you add a new pin stub on top of an existing pin stub, the old is
automatically replaced by the new.  Use .D to delete a pin stub.

Placing pin stubs          :erfue.rsa##:t£:arne i:I::::I:;rfth::a::neft¥:rtos;d:n°df btho:t:Fb°]'
edges of the symbol cell.

Adding pin stubs          #efy::,,atdodaep£:#dba';t.a#:#:¥|¥£Pra:fihseosEayc:ofr£Totchaeted
at the correct vertical location.

1.  Position the cursor at the top left comer of the solid symbol cell.

2.  Press E three times to move down 3 display units.

3.  Enter the .- command. The pin appears, drawn from the symbol cell
to the boundary.

4.  Move down another 3 display units. Using the .a command, add an
inverted pin stub.

5.  Try adding different types of pin stubs over these pin stubs.  Note
that each new pin stub replaces the old pin stub.

On Your Own Experiment with all the pin stub commands. When you are finished,
delete all of them using the .D command.
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Step 5.  Using a Command List to Insert Pins
Refer to the symbol 8185 just to the left of the 8185 you are building.
All of the pins on the left side of the symbol are the same type. You
could add all of them by moving the cursor down 3 display units and
pressing either E or middle button after you add the first. There is a
simpler way to add the data:  use a command list ("macro").

A command list is made up of two or more commands, each separated
by a semicolon, typed on the command line. Command lists allow you
to enter cursor movement and data in one operation. You can enter
alphanumeric data by typing an insert command on the command line
and specifying what goes in the field.

Adding inforn`ation piece by piece is easiest when working with a
single field, or when working with data where every entry is very
different. Command lists come in handy when you have essentially
repetitive data to add.

1.   From the top left edge of the solid symbol cell, cursor down 3 display
units to the location of the first pin.

2.  On the command line, type the following:

.-; DO"3
What you have entered is:

The ADD/REPLACE PIN command

Conrmnd separator
The DOWN command indicating 3 display
units of movement

Note:   Cormmands in a command list can appear in either upper- or
tower<ase. Insert a space between the corrmand and the nuneric value.

3.  Press E or the middle mouse button. A pin is drawn, the cursor
moves down 3 display units, and the command list remains on the
co-d line.

3 display unto -I

4.  Repeat Step 3 until this side of the eymbol looks like the left side of
the reference 8185 (9 more pins). When complete, your symbol looks
like the gambol shown above.

5.   Use .D to delete extra pin stubs, if any.
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Step 6.  About Alphanumeric Text
At this point in the symbol, it's appropriate to label the pin stubs along
the left side of the symbol. Before we do that, take a look at the
alphanumeric comrmnd s.

Alphanumeric Text
Editing Commands
Text Appearance

Field Manipulations

EE

'1 justiftcatwn

'CH T justiftcahon

'0 orientation

'CH a orientation

'0 through '7

'CH 0 through 7

E-E'OVER

E-E'UNDER

'M

'C

'E

'1

Toggle alphanumeric mode

Set new field (default) justification

Change existing field justification

Set new field (default) orientation

Change existing field orientation

Set new field (default) font size

Change existing field font size

Toggle inversion bar

Toggle underscoring

Move alphanumeric field

Copy alphanumeric field

Erase alphanumeric field

Insert string and increment numbering
(repetitive operations)

Find alphanumeric string

Replace alphanumeric string

Toggle alphanumeric field boundary
display

AIl alphanumeric commands begin with an apostrophe ('). As you can
see, in addition to selecting font size, justification and orientation of
text, you can also tag, move and copy alphanumeric text, just like
symbols. There are other alphanumeric field commands which do not
form part of this discussion. Refer to the reference card at the end of the
Command Rfyere7Ife for more information.
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Controlling the Cursor  Controlling the cursor in alphanumeric mode is identical to controlling
it on the command line, with the following exceptions:

•   To move left and right nondestructively, just use the E and E]
keys. (You do not need to use them in combination with the E
key.)

•   Within a symbol, press EE to move sequentially left-to-right,
top-tc+bottom through text fields,  press E - E to reverse the
direction, and E to move straight down through fields.

The ALPH Status
Field

You have several options available when entering alphanumeric data:

•   Font-The size of the text.

•   Justification-Whether the text lines up left-, right-or center justified.

•   Chientation-Whether the text appears vertically or horizontally.

•   Printing-Whether the text prints with the drawing.

The ALPH status fields indicate to you all of these things.

Fdi 1                 =

Fqu 3                  =

NEW
F2
JL
0H =                        Field 4

Field 1

Field 2

Field 3

Field 4

OLD, NEW or ONP-When the cursor is outside of
alphanumeric data, the field says NEW, and the
parameters listed govern any new text added. When
the oursor is on alphanumeric data, the field says OLD
or ONP and gives the parameters of the current text.
ONP means ``old/non-printing."

F (FontLYou have 7 fonts available to you. Most
symbol text is in font 2. The command '/o»f# sets the
default font. The command 'CH F ¢#f# changes the
font of an existing alphanumeric field. The command

:O£Yulh;3#:sonthfuEjf::trs¥;fiss££sg:I:¥to
issuing a '/o#£# command for the next font.

I (]ustificationLYou have three justificatious available:
right, left and center. The command 'J /.us fr.4.cafro% sets
the default justification. The command 'CH J
/.us fr.rfe.cafrori changes the justification of an existing
alphanumeric field.

0 (OrientationLText can be oriented either
horizontally or vertically. The command '0 orfe#fafrori
sets the default orientation. The command 'CH 0
orie7ifafro» changes the orientation of an existing
alphanumeric field. Vertical text appears as horizontal
text rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise.
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1.  Position the cursor in empty space within the drawing. The ALPH
status field looks like this:

NEW
F2
JL
0H

"NEW" tells you that there is ourrently no alphanumeric field. The
remaining fields indicate the characteristics of any new text added
(font 2, left justification, horizontal orientation).  The first entry in
the ALPH status field, in this case `NEW," is displayed in the
default font, font 2.

2.  Position the cursor on a pin name, such as AD1, in the reference 8185.
When the name highlights, you know that the cursor is within the
text field. The ALPH status field looks like this:

``OLD" indicates that the remaining fields give the characteristics of
the highlighted text.

3.  Position the cursor on the small number 18 in the upper right-hand
comer of the reference 8185. The ALPH status field looks like this:

'`ONP" indicates that the remaining fields give the characteristics of
the highlighted text.
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Step 7.  Alphanumerics

Enter Text                                    To add text to a drawing, use EE to enter and exit alphanumeric
mode.

1.  Position the cursor in empty space. Enter alphanumeric mode by
pressing EE . The alphanumeric cursor appears. If you want, you
can move the graphic cursor out of your way using the mouse.

2.  Type a few characters. The cursor moves right as you type. This is
because you are typing with left justification.

3.  Exit alphanumeric mode by pressing EE again. If you moved the
graphic cursor, it returns to the position it had before you entered
alphanumeric mode.

Change Alphanumeric
Defaults

View Alphanumeric Field
Boundaries

When new text is entered, it is given the default characteristics for an
alphanumeric field. You can use the commands below to change the
default characteristics.

4.  Change the default justification to right and the font size to 3 by
entering the comrrrands:
'JR
'3

(Or, you could have pressed E until font '3 displayed in the ALPH
field.)  Notice the changes to the Au'H field. Enter alphanumeric
mode and enter a line of text. Note that the text is larger, and issues
from the cursor and moves to the left.

5.  Exit alphanumeric mode.

As with symbols, each block of alphanumeric text is enclosed in a field
boundary.

6.  Enter the '8 command to toggle the displaLy of alphanumeric field
boundaries. The dotted line around a line of text is the boundary,
and the srrrall dot is the justification point. If you had entered a field
with center justification, the dot would be in the center of the line.

Alchanumeho Fiord Bou nday

justificaton point   _Lfi.Iut.a...Fi.E.I.4     fl.I.rfu.I. I.I.ha.I

7.  Reenter the '8 command to disable the boundary displays.
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Step 8.  Manipulate Alphanumeric Fields
M ove/C opyfirase                   r£:, ¥t::t¥:Tdtg e£Chfa[£eed° faiedxtohpeasra£::d° :mb°uuchi#?.a¥jubseose, :fr

an area, except that you cannot reflect it. In addition to the specific
commands, you are able to use the mouse shortcuts for MOVE, COPY
and ERASE.

Be aware of the following:

•   Alphanumeric mode is used for entering and editing text and
adding over- or underscores. Commands such as MOVE, COPY,
and making changes in the size or appearance of the text are done
outside alphanumeric mode.

•   Each line of alphanumeric text is its own field.

1.  Position the cursor inside an alphanumeric field you created in the
last step, (you can tell you are in one when the text highlights).
Press the left mouse button. The alphanumeric field is tagged.
Experiment with the mouse shortcuts to move, copy and erase the
text.  (If necessary, review Session 1, Step 5.)

Note:    Alphanuneric fields inside Of symbols are lower in the taggivg
hierarcky, meaning that the symbol wi:Il be tagged before an
alphanunchc ftald. Keep pressing the left rrrouse button until the fteid
is tagged.

Overscore/Underscore In addition to changing font size and justification, you can also change
other alphanumeric attributes, including overscore and underscore.

2.  Any alphanumeric field can be overscored or underscored. Try these
co-nds:
•   The commands 'OVER and 'UNDER toggle an overscore or

underscore for the current alphanumeric field when you are not
in alphanumeric mode.

•   The key presses E - ill and E - H toggle an overscore or
underscore for the cuITent alphanumeric field when you are in
alphanumeric mode.
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Editing Alphanumeric
Fields

On Your Own

To edit an existing alphanumeric field, you use some of the cursor
control comn`ands you use when treating an alphanumeric field.

3.  To rake sure that you edit the correct alphanumeric field, position
the cursor in the middle of a field to be edited, then enter
alphanumeric mode. Be aware of the following:
•    The cursor moves to the left-most edge of the text, regardless of

justificafron.
•   When you first enter alphanumeric mode, new text types over

old text. Press E if you want to insert rather than type over
text.

•   When overtyping text in right-justified fields, the text types
straight over the old text until the right edge of the field is
reached, then the text begins to move to the left.

Now that you know how to add new text, edit existing text and change
default alphanumeric attributes, take some time to experiment with the
alphanumeric commands. Pay special attention to using different
justifications.

4.  Try changing the font of an existing field using the 'CH F /o»f#co-nd.
5.  When you are finished, delete all pieces of text in empty space in your

drawing. SAVE the drawing.
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Step 9.  Insert Pin Names Using a Command List
You have just seen how to enter individual bits of text, which might be
used to name isolated pins. But, looking at the reference 8185, you can
see that the pins running down the left side have very similar names.

The insert text command, 'Ifexf, used in conjunction with cursor
movement commands, can be used to make a command list that offers
a nice advantage:  it inserts the text for you, and numeric data
automatically increments.

1.   Verify, and set if necessary, the following:

•    Font2('2)

•    Left Justification ('J L)

2.  Position the graphic cursor to the top left comer of the solid symbol
boundary and then down 4 display units-1 display unit lower than
the pin. (Aligning the cursor exactly with the pin places the text too
high.)

3.  Type the following command list:
'1 ADO;DOWN 3

The '1 command inserts the alpha field (ADO) at the graphic cursor
location and the lrol^7N 3 instruction moves the cursor down the
specified number of display units to the beginning of the next
alphanumeric field.

Note that the `'0" is a zero.

4.  Press E or middle mouse button. Three things happen:

•   The pin name ADO appears.

•   The oursor moves down to the next location.

•   The pin name increments to ADl on the command line.

Note:   Not all nuneric data entered via a command list increments. Only the
righi-most nuneric fted increments. For irstanee, if you were rurming
pins begivndng with A2DX1, only the ``1" wound increment.

5.  Continue naming the pins through AD7.
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6.  When you complete pin AD7, you need to change the pin naming
convention slightly. Edit the pin name on the command line to look
like the one below (remove the ``D") which will make the next two
names A8 and A9:
'1 A8;DOWN 3

7.   Add those names. The 8185 should look like this:
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Step 10.  About Attributes
The pins are now ready to have their numbers added. Because the pin
number carries the electrically significant information, we need to
explain FutureNet attributes.

Attributes

How Are Attributes
Displayed?

An attribute controls the interpretation of the information in an
alphanumeric field. Attributes can either be electrical or graphic.

Electrical attributes are signal attributes such as POWER, GND, +5VDC,
and pin attributes such as PINI (input) PINO (output) and PNBT
(tri-state). FutureNet has many electrical attributes which are crucial to
producing schematics that carry the information you need. For instance,
when FutureNet sees an alphanumeric field CLK with an attribute of
SIC, it knows that it is looking at a signal line named CLK. When
this line connects to an alphanumeric field of 8 with an attribute of
PINI, it knows that it is looking at input pin number 8.

Graphic attributes are used to define nonrelectrical elements of a
drawing, such as PART, LOC (the reference designator) and TITL (the
drawing title).

Both electrical and graphic attributes are significant for drawing post
processing.  For instance, most PCB packages must have PART and
LOC information for packaging and placement routines.

An attribute is assigned to every piece of text (name or number) in a
drawing, except for the symbol reference number. The attribute for
each item is displayed in the ATTR field when the cursor moves onto
the item.

1.  Move the cursor into a blank area of the screen. Note that the ATIR
field says COM 0. This means comment or common, and is an
attribute of 0. It is not electrically significant (it is a synonym for
GROUND).

The attribute which is displayed when the cursor is in a blank area
of the screen is the default attribute.

2.  Move the cursor over a pin number (such as 1) of any pin on the
reference 8185.  The number highlights to let you know that the
cursor is actually on the field. The ATTR field is updated with the
name of the attribute and the attribute number.

3.   Move the cursor over various features of the reference 8185. You will
see values such as:

•   LOC 2 (the reference designator or U number)

•   PART 3 (the part number)
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Working with
Attributes

Point of Effect

Each alphanumeric field is assigned an attribute, whether it's the
default attribute COM 0 or one that gives more information about the
field. The easiest way to assign an attribute for an alphanumeric field is
to assign the attribute before you begin typing.

One of the attribute values for a pin is PNBT 22 ®idirectioml tri-state).
It can be assigned to any field that numbers a pin. There are two ways
to assign attributes to alphanumeric fields:

•   To set the default for new fields, use the 'A affri.ZJ#fc command. The
default attribute is automatically assigned to each new field as it is
entered.

•   For an existing field, 'al A 4ffri.bwfe changes the attribute currently
assigned to the field.

•   Note that you can enter either the name or the number of the
attribute. For instance, if you want the attribute PNBT 22, enter
either PNBT or 22.

4.  You can change the default pin attribute two different ways: either
from the command line or by using menus.

5.  If you want to use the command line to change the default pin
attribute, move the cursor to a blank area of the screen and enter the
'A 4ffrz.b%fc command. Enter either

'A PNIT

Or
'A22

The ATIR status field now shows PNBT 22. This is the attribute that
will automatically be assigned to any new alphanumeric data you
enter.

6.  If you want to use the menus to change the default pin attribute,
move the cursor into a blank area of the screen and enter the 'A
command. The Attibutes menu appears.

Select Pin from the Attributes menu and then select PNBT from the
Pin Attributes menu. The AITR status field now shows PNBT 22.
This is the attribute that will automatically be assigned to any new
alphanumeric data you enter.

As you move the cursor around looking at attributes, you may notice
that when the cursor moves into a field and the text highlights, a small
square also appears. The square is called the point of effect, and it lets
you know which item the alphanumeric field is linked to.
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Move the cursor over a pin number (such as 1) of any pin on the
reference 8185. When the pin number highlights, the point of effect
also appears.  The point of effect lies on the dotted symbol cell
boundary.

Move the cursor over a number of items, this time noting the location
of the point of effect.

Chapter 1, ``Understanding FutureNet," contains detailed descriptions
of attributes and their applications to your designs. Turn there for
infor"tion about your specific design challenges.
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Step 11.  Enter Pin Numbers Using a Command List
You are now ready to add the pin numbers.

1.   Position the graphic cursor at the top pin (ADO), at the left edge of the
dotted symbol cell boundary.

2.   Cia the command line, type command list:
'1  1;DOWN 3

3.  Press E or the middle mouse button until the pins for ADO through
AD7 have pin numbers.

4.  After numbering pin 8, edit the command line to read:
'1  10;DOWN 3

Add pin numbers 10 and 11. When you're done, the sereen looks
like this:
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Step 12.  Complete the 8185 Pins
You are now ready to begin work on the other side of the symbol.
Using all of the information, and using the reference 8185 as a guide,
complete the right side of your 8185. Keep the following in mind:

•   You won't be able to use a command list to add any of the data here
because it is all different.

.¥:i:¥[;thwanhuenm:£f;E5::pt:¥eutToe#Lcef,Le::ts,fit:,lsd:ToutsTgreessesaryEtfoor

the next line.

•   In all fonts, when E is pressed, the cursor moves to the next text
field. It is of special interest here that in Font 2, each text field is 3
display units lower than the last-similar to standard pin spacing.

1.  Add the required regular (.-) and inverted (.a) pin stubs, beginning
with pin 15 (which is 15 display units down from the top right
corner of the symbol cell, directly across from pin 5).

2.  Verify, and set if necessary, the following:

•    RIght justification ('J R)

•    AttributecoMO ('AO)

When we added the pin names to the left side of the symbol, we
used left justification. For adding text on the right of a symbol, use
right justification. In right justification, the cursor remains
stationary, and the text moves to the right as it appears. This allows
you to accurately place each bit of text.
To add the first piece of text, position the cursor 1 display unit
lower than the first right-side pin (directly across from AD4) and on
the symbol cell boundary.

While in alphanumeric mode, press E - Pl for each field you
want inverted (overscored). You can press it with the cursor located
anywhere in the field; either before you type anything or while
you're typing the field. If you press the key and then realize you
didn't want to invert that field, just press the key again to remove it.

When using an '1 or 'R command list, you use the 'OVER command
to overscore the field, as in 'R RD; 'OVER.

3.   Add the pin numbers. Set the default attribute at PINI 23 (enter the 'A
23 corr"nd).
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Step 13.  Assign Reference Designator and Part Number
As you can see by the reference 8185, a prototype circuit designator
UNI`IN and the part number 8185 are contained within the cell
boundary. Enter those fields for your 8185 now.

1.  Position the cursor centered on the symbol cell boundary at the
bottom of the symbol.

2.  Verify and change, if necessary, the following:

•    Attribute to LOC 2 ('A LOC)

•    Justification to center ('J C)

•    Fontto2('2)

3.   In alphanumeric mode, enter the reference designator:

U2

Return to graphic mede.

4.  Now add the symbol name. Position the cursor centered on the
symbol cell at the top of the symbol.

5.  Verify and change, if necessary, the following:

•    Attribute to PART 3 ('A 3)

•    Justification to CENTER ('J C)

•    Fontto2('2)

6.  In alphanumeric mode, type the symbol name:

8185

Return to graphic mode.

Your 8185 should look like this:

...--.........H2.
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Step 14.  Enter Power and Ground Pin Numbers
You have probably wondered what the small numbers are in the
corners of the reference 8185. Instead of cluttering the symbol with pins
which are always present, the POWER and GROUND pins are merely
noted in the comers of the symbol. These are referred to as ``implicit"
connections. It is possible to do this because, as we've seen so far, the
actual electrical value of a pin lies not in the graphic of the pin, but in
it's attribute. For instance:

1.  Move your cursor over the small 18 in the upper-right comer of the
reference 8185. This assigns the pin tied to the net POWER. Notice
the following:

•    The attribute is +5V 101.

•   The ALPH status field says ONP. This means ``old and
non-printing."  To make the schematics easily read, printing of
implicit power and ground pin numbers is often suppressed.

•    Font size is 1 (smallest).

Now make the power and ground connections.

2.  Prepare for adding the POWER pin number. Verify and change, if
necessary, the following:

•    Attribute to +5V 101 ('A 101)

•    Justification to RIGHT ('J R)

•    Fonttol('1)

3.  Move the cursor to the upper right comer of the symbol cell and then
2 display units dour.

4.  Enter alphanumeric mode and enter the pin number:

18

Exit alphanumeric mode.

5.  Move the graphic cursor to the lower right comer of the symbol cell,
right at the symbol cell boundary.

6.  Change the attibute to GND 100 ('.A 100).

7.  In alphanumeric mode, type the pin number:

9

Exit alphanumeric mode.
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Step 15.  Display Assigned Attributes; Change Attributes
Now that you have finished your 8185, you can check it against the
reference 8185 to see that all attributes are correctly assigned.

Display Assigned
Attributes

Change Attributes

Normally, the attributes of a symbol are hidden. Use the 'D command
to display the attributes assigned to elements in a symbol.

1.   Enter the 'D command. Your symbol will look similar to this:

The attribute types are displayed in reverse video in place of the
alphanumeric fields.

2.  Verify that your symbol is identical to the reference 8185.

As you ray notice, the attributes for pins 10 and 11 are wrong: they are
PNBT 22 instead of PINI 23. To change them, do the following:

3.  Reenter the 'D command to cancel the display of attributes.

4.  Type on the command line:
'CH A 23

5.  Position the cLirsor on the pin number of pin 10. Press E or the
middle mouse button. The AHR field is updated with the new
attribute of the field.

6.   Repeat Step 5 for pin 11.
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Step 16.  Save a Symbol in a Library
Now that you have completed this symbol, save it in a symbol library.
You must have an update library open for this step.

1.  Enter the PROHm command to check which libraries are in use.
Note whether an update library is open.

Exit the PROFILE screen by pressing EE or clicking on the
CANCEL action button. If you have an update library open, go to
Step 4.

2.   If you do not have an update library open, enter the .LIB command.
You are prompted:

Eriter   symbol   library   file   name

3.  Enter an appropriate name, such as your own, or the name of the
library you created in the last session. If the library you named does
not exist, you are asked if you want to create a new update library.

Answer yes to create and open it.

4.   Position the graphic cursor within the symbol. Enter the .SAVE
command from the menu. You are prompted:

Eriter   symbol   name

5.  Enter the name of the symbol:

8185

Symbol 8185 is now saved in the update library you opened.

Step 17.  Check a Library
If you want to check that symbol 8185 did get saved into your update
library, use the .DIR command to check.

1.   Enter the .DIR command. A list of the symbols in your update library,
a preview of symbols, and the reference libraries appears. Use the
left mouse button to page through the list.

2.  Once you find your 8185 listed, press E (or the right button on
the mouse outside of the window) to return to the drawing. If you
can't find it, repeat Step 16 to save the symbol.

Step 18.  Clean Up and Save the Drawing
1.   Delete the reference 8185 (use .E). You only need one in your drawing

at this point.

2.  Verify your drawing against the drawing at the end of this chapter.

3.  Save the drawing.
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Looking Ahead
In the next session, you complete placing all of the symbols in your
drawing and begin connecting them together. Some of the functions
you will learn are:
•   Reflecting a symbol

•   Drawing lines

•   Rotating an area

IfYouArecontinuin85fAydiu::e=::i;nfl;#o#ia::|ywTn£;ht¥:nnc%:tis::nJenterthe

If You Are Stopping
Here

Summary

Keys

If you are stopping here and plan on exiting FutureNet, enter the SAVE
command, then the QUIT command.

You have now completed Session 2. In summary, here are the
corrunnds you learned:

Command

TroNVN ##

E -Anow KeyE
IIb

E
jill - E

E-E
EE

E-EE
Block Symbols .B ayJ1

Function

Moves the cursor down the indicated
number of display units.

Moves the cursor on the command line.

Deletes a character on the command line.

Inserts a character on the command line.

Enters and escapes alphanumeric mode.

In alphanumeric mode, adds and deletes
an inversion bar.

In alphanumeric lrode, adds and deletes
an underscore.

Moves the cursor to the next alphanumeric
field in the symbol.

Moves the cursor to the previous
alphanumeric field in the symbol.

Creates block symbol.

Draws a pin stub.

Draws an inverted stub.

Deletes a pin.
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Session 2

Alphanumerics

Libraries

FutureNet User Manual

'1 text

'R

'OVER

'tJroER

'D

'8

'M

I A attribute

'Cn A attribute

'T justiftcahon

' ca I justif ication

'0 orientation

'Cm a orintaton
'font#

`CHFfont#

.LIB

.SAVE

.DIR

Inserts alphanumeric data (fcx£) and
increments a numeric field.

Replace alphanumeric text.

In a command list or from, the command
line, toggles an inversion bar.

In a command list or from the command
line, toggles an underscore.

Enables and disables attribute display.

Enables and disables alphanumeric field
boundary display.

Moves an alphanumeric field.

Sets default attribute for a new field.

Sets an attribute for aLn existing field.

Changes the default justification.

Changes the justification of an existing field.

Changes the default orientation.

Changes the orientation of an existing field.

Changes the default font.

Changes the font size of an existing field.

Specifies the update symbol library.

Saves a symbol to a library.

Lists synhols in libraries.
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Session 3..
Drawing Lines and Making
Connections

Eiil

The symbols in your design are connected with line drawing
commands. This session covers:

•   Drawing lines

•   Editinglines

•   Line types

Step 1.  Before You Begin
1.   Start FutureNet.

2.   Do one of the following:

If you do not want to use your own drawings, or if you have not
completed Session 2:

•   LOAD the Data I/0-supplied drawing session3.

If you are bectnning the tutorial sessions again and have completed
Session 2, do the three steps below. If you are continuing from the
previous session, skip the first step:
•    LOAD the drawing you created in the last session.

•    SAVE the drawing as gs3. This creates a copy of the drawing you
created in the last session.

•    LOAD the drawing gs3. This loads the copy of your drawing.
Thus, any changes you make to the drawing will be made to the
copy and not to the original.
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Step 2.  Introduction to Lines

The LINE Status Field    Lines in FutureNet can either indicate connectivity, or can simply be
notation. Both use specific line types. The LINE status field lets you
know the current line type.

Line Types

E
Wires and buses are lines that indicate conneetivity. The wire line t)pe
is /1, the bus line type is /2. These lines are meant to connect one pin
to another. It is their only purpose.

Notational line types are types /3 through /10. These lines can be
placed anywhere in the drawing, for example, to separate a comment
area or surround a detailed inset.

Changing Line Types The line type can be changed in two ways:

•   Enter the command that corresponds to the type of line you want to
use. For instance, to change to a /5 line, you enter the /5 command.

•   Enter the /0 command, which cycles to the next line type. The /0
command is also assigned by default to EE .

In either case, the LINE status field is updated with your choice.

6raphie

1.  Enter one of the line t)pe commands, for instance, /8. The LINE
status field is updated.

2.  Press EE repeatedly, watching the LINE status field.  The line
types cycle through.

Note:    Always check the LINE status ftald to make sure that _the itpe_ type is
set correctly before you start dra:wing. If you draw a itne of the wrong
type, just draw over it with a hne Of the right type.
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Making Cormections

The Connect Dot

A

Connected lines:1TTh
•   When a line ``dead ends" into another line, the two are considered

to be cormected.

•   A line may make any number ``jogs" and remain connected with
itself.

•   Lines that cross are connected when aL connect dot is present.

NomormectedL]neLL    EL

•   Lines may cross in any combination and frequency and are not
cormected.

As stated above, lines that cross are considered not connected. When it
is necessary to indicate a connection, FutureNet provides a connect dot.

irir
Not   Cot`nected        [onnEeted

A connect dot can be placed anywhere on a line to indicate connection
to a line that crosses it.

::feafi?acs°sEne:#oF%ieesfir=eeey:)dots.(The/Dcommandhasa
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Step 3.  Line Drawing Commands
Line Types                                     /0

/1 through /10

Draw/Erase

Miscellaneous /C
/D
/P
/R
/V

/J
coruncT

PINSNAP

Select next line type

Select line type

Begin/end line segment

Escape line drawing

Erase line

Draw/erase line

Erase line segments

Erase line network

Erase line segment

Erase temporary lines

Draw direct connection through symbol

Toggle cormeet dot

Convert temporary line to permanent

Change line routing

Move vertex

Draw junction segment

Enable/disable maintenance of line
cormections

Snap line to pin
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Step 4.  Line Drawing Basics

Line Drawing

On Your Own

a

Now that the line type has been selected, you are ready to begin
drawing lines.

1.  Position the cursor in a blank area of the screen. Press the left mouse
button. The line drawing cursor-a large crosshair-appears. The
MODE field says LINE.

2.  Move the cursor to the right about an inch and then down an inch.

These two segments, shown as dotted lines, are called routing
segments. They are not permanent lines, but show you where the
permanent lines would be drawn if they were set in place. A couple
of things are important to understand here:
•    FutureNet chooses the routing of the second routing segment.

You have the opportunity to reverse the routing by pressing the
middle mouse button or entering the /R command.

•    FutureNet only draws straight lines and right angles. Diagonal
line capability is limited to junction segments, which are actually
a symbol and not a true line (these are d.iscussed later).

3.   Move the oursor around. Routing segments expand and contract to
keep the starting point attached to the cursor.

4.  Press the middle mouse button. The routing of the segments changes.

5.   Suppose, however, that you decide against these lines altogether.
Press the right button. Both lines disappear because they were
merely routing segments, the MODE status field says MENU, and
the graphic cursor reappears.

6.   Re-create your two-line segment. Set the first segment by pressing the
left mouse button. It is now a permanent line. You could now move
in the other direction with a new routing segment, but for right
now, press the left mouse button again. The second segment is set in
place. Press the left mouse button to exit line drawing mode, and
the graphic cursor reappears.

Practice drawing simple and complex lines.

•   Draw lines using the command line and the cursor control keys by
following the steps above but, instead of using the left mouse button
in LINE mode, use the /L command, reentering it where necessary
by pressing the middle mouse button.

Note..    Once all routing segments are set in place, FutureNet is sti_ll in I.INE
mode, ready to coritinue drawing. If y_ou want to. exit tine drpavirg
mode, you-must press the loft mouse button again or enter the /L
command until the graphic cursor reappears.
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Step 5.  About Editing Lines
A number of commands exist enabling you to edit the line seglnents
you draw.

The /ES Command

The /EL Command

The /E Command

Move a Vertex

The /ES command erases individual segments of a line.

1.   Complete a 4-segment line. Position your cursor on any segment of
the line and enter the /ES command. The segment at the cursor
position disappears.
With this command on the command line, you can repetitively erase
segments by positioning the cursor and pressing the middle mouse
button or by pressing E .

The /EL command erases segments of a line until a eymbol or some
type of interconnection is reached.

2.   Complete another line of any number of segments. Position your
cursor on any segment of the line and enter the /EL command. The
entire line disappears.

With this command on the command line, you can completely
remove lines that are incorrect. The /EL command works by erasing
all segments of a line until a eymbol or some type of interconnection
is reached.

The /E command erases a portion of a line segment.

3.  Complete another line of any number of segments. Position your
cursor on any segment of the line and enter the /E command. You
enter LINE mode.

4.  Draw over a portion of the line, and the routing segment overlays the
permanent line. Press the left mouse button. The portion of the
permanent line drawn over disappears. Press the left mouse button
again to exit the /E command.

With this command on the command line, you can easily make
minor corrections to the way lines have been routed: press the
middle button to enter the /E command and draw over lines you
don't want; press the left button to begin a line that you do want.

With the /V command you can relocate a comer, thereby stretching or
shrinking the two lines connected to it, or a line, thereby stretching and
shrinking any other lines connected to it. Connections are maintained
wherever possible, allowing you to stretch and shrink lines that have
already been set in place. The start and endpoints of any lines affected
remain fixed. Connect dots are added where necessary. To see how this
works, do the following:

5.   Complete a 3-segment line.
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6.   Position the cursor on the middle segment. You can enter the /V
command from the command line, or by using the mouse. To use
the mouse, press the left button oncnthe line drawing cursor
appears; press the left button again-a small box appears. The small
box is the vertex marker.

12

ii                       ---i

On Your Own

A

1.    Tag   the   vertex                        3.    Confir`m   tlie   Tiew   location
2.    Move    it

7.   Move the vertex marker to a new location and press the left mouse
button to set the new vertex. The lines adjust to their new location.

Experiment with the line drawing commands. Pay special attention to:

•   The /EN command. This command erases entire networks of lines.
To try this command, draw a series of interconnecting lines (use`Ts" or connect dots). When you enter the /EN command, all lines
in the net are erased. Because this is a network command, it only
works reliably for /1-and /2-type lines. Use /EN carefully!

•   Work with the /ES command until you understand just exactly
what it removes:  portions of lines until a rymbol or interconnect is
reached.

•   The /V command. Because the /V command only moves a segment
of a line between connections, you can use connect dots (/D) to
define the vertexes to be moved.

Note:   Before going on, delete all of your experimedal tines.
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Step 6.  Straight Line Connections
With this background in drawing lines, begin the first set of lines. The
illustration notes the order in which the lines should be completed.
Follow the steps below for the first line.

1.   Place the cursor near pin 16 of the 8088, until the pin number's
alphanumeric field and the point of effect is highlighted. Do not line
th-e cursor up exactly on the edge of the pin stub.

IHTR       IO/M

EST          DEN
HLI'fl

ND     irfe

...Ut!HH.........z±

2.  Press the left mouse button to begin line drawing and move the
cursor to the right until the point of effect is not longer highlighted.
Notice that the routing segment is attached to the pin, even though
the cursor was not directly on the pin. This is a function of the
PINSNAP command, which automatically snaps line segments to
the point of effect, allowing you to route quickly.

Note also that the pin stub is a graphic element that is nc)t needed
for connectivity; it is the points of effect of the pin numbers that are
being cormected.

3.   Bring the routing segment over to the 8755, pin 12, until the point of
effect is highlighted. Press the left mouse button to set the routing
segment, and again to exit LINE mode. PINSNAP attaches the
routing segment to the pin stub at the point of effect.

Note:    If the pins do not tine up, press the rig_ht. mous? b_utto_n to. err.t LINE
inode, align the pins ly moving one of the symbds, then begin drawing
again.

4.   Complete the rest of the connections as noted in the drawing above.
To make drawing the lines easier, type 3 on the command line.
Then, once a line is completed, you can press E to move
immediately to the position of the next line and begin drawing.
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Step 7.  Drawing Multi-Segment Lines
Multi-segment lines are used to connect pins not directly opposite each
other. Drawing this kind of line is an extension of a single-segment line.
The following illustration shows the connections made in this step.

On Your Own

iE]
:..........U.NNN.....,..,..:

1.   First, draw the line from 8755 pin 11 to 8088 pin 25. Make the first
segment of the line 21 display units long. This is the least distance
required for all of the connections to fit in.

2.   Complete the remaining lines in this area in the order shown on the
illustration, noting the following:

•    Lines usually maintain a 3 display-unit spacing, duplicating the
pin spacing for most chips. Preserve this distance when making a
jog in a line by hugging other lines.

•   When connecting to CND, try to connect without making a jog
in the line.  You may need to move GND to the line.

As you go, experiment with changes in line routing by pressing the
middle mouse button when you have two routing segments on the
screen.
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Step 8.  Draw Using a Command List; Connect Dots
The following illustration shows where the next group of lines will be
drawn-the CND for the 8088.

Although these connect dots are not absolutely necessary here (lines
that dead€nd into other lines are considered to be connected), the dots
provide a way of not only making the connections dear, but preserving
the connections if the GND must be moved.

Ekeause this'group of lines is essentially a repeated series, it gives us an
opportunity to look at drawing using a comlnand list.

1.   Position the oursor at 8088 pin 17 on the left symbol cell boundary.

2.   Enter the following commands (which appear in the left column) on
the command line:

th;

LEFT  5;

A;

th;

Dorm 3;

RIGHT  5

Begin line drawing; the semicolon
separates the corrtmands

Move left 5 display units; command
separation

Set the routing segment in place; command
separation

Exit line drawing; command separation

Move to the next line location; comlrand
separation

Move back to the pin (no command
separator)

3.  Press E . The first line is drawn and the cursor positions itself
correctly for the next one.

4.   Complete the lines from pins 18, 31 and 23, then use the mouse or
cursor control to position the cursor at 1, right on the symbol cell
boundary, for the remaining two lines.

5.  Draw the vertical segment linking all of the horizontals to the GND
symbol (move the CND, if necessary).
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6.   And, just to show you how flexible FutureNet is, choose one of these
methods for adding the connect dots:

•    Add each one using the /D command.

•    Add each one using the EE key, to which the ,/D command is
assigned by default.

•    Write a command list, similar to the one above.

•    Use a combination of EE and 3 (on the command line) H .

7.  When complete, check your work against the illustration above.

Step 9.  Route the CLK Network
The next series of lines creates the CLK network. Using the following
illustration as a guide, complete the CLK network, keeping these things
in nrind:

•   The line from 8088 pin 19 to 8755 pin 3 hugs both symbols at a
3-display unit distance.

•   The horizontal segment from 8284 pin 3 should be 9 display units
long, to leave room for other connections.

•   Remember to add the connect dot.
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Step 10.  Route the RESET Network
These lines create the RESET network. Using the following illustration
as a guide, complete the RESET network, keeping these things in mind:
•   The line from 8088 pin 21 to 8755 pin 4 hugs the CLK line.

•   The horizontal portion of the line from 8284 pin 10 should be 3
display units long to leave room for other connections.

•   Remember to add the connect dot.

•  ;;£oe:in:eh:tncgs?=lhdel`i::guy¥uiFr:osenfeeria¥ct#3sdaisplay units         (a
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On Your Own

Session 3

With these lines in place, experiment with the /V command some
more. For instance, if you try to move the horizontal section of the CLK
line between the 8088 and the 8755, you'11 find that, because of the
connect dot, you'll have to actually move two segments of the line.
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Step 11.  Route The READY Network
You can build the READY network in two steps. The first involves a
connection between the 8284 and the 8088. The second creates a resistor
network.

1.   Referring to the following illustration, add the line from 8088 pin 22
to 8284 pin 5.
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Session 3

2.   Referring to the following illustration, build the resistor network.
Note the following:

•   You may have to move the resistor. Make sure that the line
coming from 8088 pin 40 maintains a 3rdisplay unit spacing
around the left edge of the resistor.

•   Observe 3rdisplay unit spacing on the horizontal segment going
into 8284 pin 4.
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Step 12.  On Your Own
There are many things that you can experiment with at this point.

•   Using the /V command (or tagging a vertex or line using the
middle mouse button), reroute some line segments. Be aware,
however, that if you inadvertently move a line segment on top of
another, the two become the same line.

•   Experiment with all the line editing commands.

•   Hone your skills in writing command lists. A key to using a
command list is to be aware of the commands that perform
functions similar to the mouse buttons.

•   Turn to the description of the FAST command in the Command
R¢cre#cc manual. Entering the FAST c.ommand places FutureNet in
FAST drawing mode. Try FAST drawing.

•   You can shorten and lengthen groups of lines by defining portions
of them as areas, and then moving or deleting them, as required.
Try this. (But SAVE the drawing first; if you need to return to your
original drawing, reLOAD the drawing, abandoning your changes.)

•   Depending upon what you do, FutureNet may display one or more
dotted red lines. These are temporary lines and indicate that
FutureNet could not adequately reroute the lines. Turn to Session 5
for a discussion on temporary lines, or to the Command Roferc#ce
manual, /ET command.

Looking Ahead
In the next session, you learn about the following:

•   Junction segments

•   Creating and naming buses

•   Manipulating points of effect

•   More information on area manipulations

IfYOuArec0ntinuing!fAy;E::e=::i;n££v¥o¥:`ayw¥igt¥:nnc%itipen::?n'enterthe

If You Are stopping        If you are stopping here and plan on exiting FutureNet, enter the SAVE
Here                                           command, then the QUIT command.
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You have now completed Session 3. In summary, here are the
commands and functions you learned:

Session 3

Summary

Line Drawing
Commands

The Mouse

Left Button

Middle Button

Right Button

a

Command

/0

/1 through /10

/L

/K

/E
/LE

/EL

/EN

/ES

/ET

/D
/R
/V

Function

Select next line type

Select line type

Begin/end line segment

Escape line drawing

Erase line

Draw/ erase line

Erase line segments

Erase line network

Erase line segment

Erase temporary lines

Toggle cormect dot

Change line routing

Move vertex

In MENU mode, begins line drawing when the cursor is in a valid
location. Once LINE mode has been entered, makes routing segments
permanent, and ends line drawing mode.

In MENU mode, reenters the command on the command line. In LINE
mode, switches the vertex of two routing segments. If you are using a
two-button mouse, press both buttons of the two-button mouse to
simulate the middle button of a three-button mouse.

In MENU mode, calls up the menus. In LINE mode, cancels all routing
segments and exits LINE mode.
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sessions.dwg
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10 Session 4..
Creating and Naming Buse2±

This session continues working with the 8088 processor design that was
begun in the previous sessions.

This session focuses on creating and naming buses and manipulating
points of effect.

Step 1.  Before You Begin
1.   Start FutureNet.

2.   Do one of the following:

If you do not want to use your own drawings, or if you have not
completed Session 3:

•    LOAD the Data I/O-supplied drawing session4.

If you are beginning the tutorial sessions again and have completed
Session 3, do the three steps below. If you are continuing from the
previous session, do the second and third steps:
•    LOAD the drawing you created in the last session.

•    SAVE the drawing on your screen as gs4. This creates a new
drawing but does not place it on your screen.

•    LOAD the drawing gs4.
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Step 2.  Add Junction Segments
As you can see in the following illustration, the 8185s hook up to two
separate bus lines. Using a diagonal junction graphic, the connections
are eaay to draw.

*.....-....V.2. .V.3..........,:

Junction segments are actually a second type of symbol: graphic
symbols. The syrrhols you've dealt with so far have been circuit
symbols.

Circuit symbols are electrically significant; graphic symbols aren't. The
symbol cell boundaries and reference numbers are displayed in the
drawing for circuit symbols and are not displayed for graphic symbols.
Both types of symbols are created and handled the same by FuturINet;
it's in the Data I/0 Drawing Preprocessor that they're processed
differently.

Look at a junction segment.

1.  Position the cursor in a blank area of the screen. Enter the command:

„ URj'D
•    UR is direction, in this case, Up Right from the cursor position.

Other directions could be DL (down left) and RD (right down).
As long as you specify a horizontal and vertical direction, the
order of the two is unimportant: UL and LU are both equally
valid.

•   5 is the sire, which actually denotes the boundary of the symbol,
in this case, a 5rdisplay unit square containing a diagonal line.
The size can be from 1 to 10 display units.

•    D is the type, in this case, Diagonal. The other type is C (curved).

2.   Enter the .DCON (direct connect) command to display direct
cormections.

Your junction segment looks like this:

Notice the dotted line that connects the ends of the junction segment.
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Junction segments are graphic symbols with a direct connection drawn
through them. Consequently, no line drawing or erasing commands
work on junction segments; you must use symbol commands on them.
For instance, to delete a junction segment, you must use the .E
co-nd.
Also notice that, when the irnction segment appears at the cursor
position, the cursor does not move. This is because a ivnction segment
is not a line+it's a symbol.

Note:    Each tine you enter the |J ?orr+:mand, wh?i you spfFify.b.people? fhe nTL7
dofault.If'youenterorty±he.I.Jcorrmnd,Ofour{I}get`.th.e!:st.rtye.o.i
s;gment.if eu requested.-The f rost tine you use FutureNet , the dofault is
UL£'D.

3.  Reenter the .DCON command to cancel the display of direct
connections.

4.   Experiment with the different types of junction segments. Before
proceeding, delete all of the ones you create.

Create Junction segments          Now that you have learned how to draw junction segments, you
should add them to the 8185.

5.   The lines and junction segments you need to add to the 8185 can be
created with a command list. The command list must do the
following:

•    Draw a 10-display unit segment to the left of the pin stub.

•   Draw a junction segment down and to the left that is 3 display
units long.

•    Return to the next pin. Remember, because the cursor doesn't
move when you add a junction segment, you only have to
reverse the LEFT instruction you gave when drawing the line.

Experiment with the command list until it performs correctly.

6.  Once it is debugged, add the line and junction segment to pins 1
through 8. (The command list is:
/L;LEFT 10;/L;/L;/J DL?,D;RIGIIT 10;DOWN 3)

Note:    Because you are drawing lines. of sp_e_cfftc lengths,.posttion t.he c.rTsor
exactly dt the edge of the symbol cell boundary when entering the
command list.
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Step 3.  Add Junction Segment Signal Names
Add a signal name at the edge of each straight line segment where it
attaches to the junction segment.

1.  Verify and set, if necessary, the following defaults:

•    Attribute to signal SIG ('A SIC).

•    Font size '2 ('2)

•    Justification left ('] L)

•   Onentation horizontal ('O H)

2.   Eieginning with a signal name of 0 (zero), whte a command list to
place signal names on the wire, just before the junction segment.
(Hint: '1 0;DOWN 3)

Your completed segments and names should look like this:

Step 4.  Create the Second 8185; Join the Two 8185s
Now that you have one 8185 completed, you can create the second one.
This is all possible using the area commands. The secret of this step is
to make the left boundary of the area snug with the edges of the
junction segments.
1.  Using the [D command, define the 8185 and its junction segments as

an area. Make sure that the left area boundary line joins the junction
segments (in the right position, it seems to overlay the edges of the
junction segments). Resize the area if necessary.

.........u3 .......... 9:       i
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2.   Once the area is defined, tag it and copy it. Don't change its vertical
positioning; place the ghost immediately to the left of the original
8185, with the ghost boundary touching the original 8185's area
boundary. Confirm the copy operation.

I-.-...-.--.----'--.-~---''.-'''"'-'~''-''''':

.U3 ,,.--..-.. 9;         i

......-....~_...._--..-..-..i

.U.3..........9:

3.  Using the IRE command, reflect the copied area so you have a mirror
image.

4.  If your area boundary was correct, the junction segments join
perfectly.
If they do not, resize the area boundary by reentering the [D
command with the cursor positioned near a corner on the side of the
symbol containing the junction segments. Resize the boundary until
it is on top of the junction segments and set it in place again. Then
tag the area again, and move it until the right area boundary line
touches the right 8185's junction segments.

5.  Cancel the area definition by entering the [K command.

The following illustration shows how the 8185s should look:

Step 5.  Create and Name the Buses
The following illustration shows the locations of the buses.

1.   Change the line type to /2.

2.  The first bus begins where the top two junction segments between the
8185s intersect and turns left 3 display units above the resistor net
line. It heads down again when it is about midway between the
8088 and 8755. The bus ends at the line mnring between 8088 pin 9
and 8755 pin 19.
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Check the Text Position

3.  The second bus, as you can see in the illustration, is just two
segments. .It starts to the right of the right 8185 and moves left, 6
display units above the previous bus. It traverses down the right
edge of the 8088, eight display units away from the symbol cell
boundary. It ends at 8088, pin 35.

4.   To name the buses, verify and change, if necessary, the following:

•    Justification center ('J C)

•    Fontsize3 ('3)

•    AttributeBUS9 ('A BUsor'A9)

5.   Both bus names are centered below the left 8185. Position the graphic
cursor on the line before entering alphanumeric mode. The bus
mmes are:

ADDRESS
ADR/DATA

It is crucial that the attribute carried by the bus name be associated
with the bus line. What makes this happen is having the point of effect
on the line itself .
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6.  Verify that the text is placed correctly by positioning the graphics
cursor in the bus name text field. Check the position of the point of
effect. As shown in the illustration below, the point of effect block
should be on the bus line segment.

:®..........u.2.

Step 6.  Connect to Bus and Name 8185 Signals
The following illustration shows the connections that must be made to
the ADDRESS bus.

Create and name the signals:

1.   Change to line type /1.

2.  Referring to the illustration, complete the wires and intercormect dots.

•    The horizontal segments of the lines on pins 10 and 13 on each
8185 should be 9 display units long so they don't crowd the
signal names.

•    The horizontal segments on the lines from pins 11 and 12 are 3
display units long.

3.  Enter the signal names. Verify, and set if necessary, the following:
•    AttributesIG 5 ('A SIG or'A5)

•    Fonttype'2 ('2)

•    Right justification ('| R)

FutureNet User Manual
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Right justification is used because text moves left from the cursor.
(Hint: Position the graphics cursor right on the interconnect dot,
then move 1 display unit up before entering alphanumeric mode.)

4.   If necessary, use the /ES command to shorten the ADDRESS bus,
ending it at the right-hand signal 12.

u

Step 7.  Complete Bus Connections
Notice that the 8088 is supposed to completely connect to the
ADDRESS bus, but some lines are missing. Referring to the illustration
below, complete the lines now using a command list.

(Hint: measure the distance from the pin to the bus with the cursor-a
change in the X direction.)

Step 8.  Name Bus Connections
The following illustration shows the infomation that needs to be added
at this point. Basically, it is a signal name and a connect dot. This can
be done with a command list.

1.   Verify and set, if necessary, the following:

•    AttributesIG 5 ('A SIGor'A5)

•    Fonttype2 ('2)

•    Justification right ('J R, so signal names move left from the
cursor.)

2.  Position the cursor at the intersection of the ADR/DATA bus and the
signal running between 8088 pin 16 and 8755 pin 12.
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0
I              8888 87S!
40 ucc            aooriNAD1flD2CI.KflD3REAI)VflD4RESETfll)5A06AD7fl8A9AleAllf\12AleA14A15AleAll 16: 2 I)aADlAI'2fll)3D405AI'6AD7•8f'9AIBflLERD10I0RlollRESE]CI.K
:33 15: 1 3

14 2 4
13 3 =
12 4 6
11 g 7
10 6 8
9 ? 9
8 8 •21

7 9 22
6 10 23
5 11 11

4 12
3 13
2 14
3 15 la
3 16 ::L'

3 I? ::......_:3

ftl8Alef'I.EEENnIHE'INTRIO/MHal.I'1',TEST5EFTHLI'a8NDifflGNIIRE 3 18 € EAD\
3 19 1 CE1
2 2

U5

:31:3:1:2@ 22323

:..........V.i.,............:

3.  Type the following command line (make sure that a zero follows the
'1 corrrmnd):

0;LEFT 2,1 0;DOWN 3;RIGHT 2
Press E to name the first 8 signals (0 through 7).

4.  When it comes time for signal 8, move the cursor to the intersection of
the ADDRESS bus and the signal running between 8088 pin 8 and
8755 pin 21. Add the remaining signals.

Step 9.  Open Up Space
There are still more connections that need to be made. If you started
your drawing with the symbols at the recommended locations,
however, you do not currently have room for them. The following
illustration shows the lines to add.

You can open up space for these connections by creating and moving
two areas.

Note:   Depending apo:n what you do, Futureyet may d.isp]ay on_e or rpo_re
dotted red tines. These are temporary lines that indicate FutureNet
could not adequately reroute the ti:res. Turn to Session 5 for a
discussion on temporary lines, or to the Corr\mand Reference
rrianul, |ET command.
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85                                                                       8185

15

AI'e 1®01 Oe

15

AD1 2112 D1

fl l' 2 32 2..3 f' I' 2
f]03ALEflll4 435'-''.''4 3..445 f\ I) 3AI'4       f'1E

1? ias      fll)5iji€f]D6i5BAD?lagCE2A9 65 5..                ? AD5      iEiJAI'6iii€oll7E§f\8t5ETA9CE2 I?16

8 14
18 13

1 8 9

11 12

11: 9: 11 12

UNNNcODREse UNNN

AIIR/DflTFl

I
I 0/M
WR

RD
f'LEI

8?§5
121314 f\DO             Pf'eADIPalf'02PA2ADaPA3AI'4Pa4AD5PASf'D6PA6f'D7Pf'?f'ef]9PB®AlePBlAI,EP82RDP€3[0P840PS5IHP86RESETP87 24

25
26

15 2?
1617 28

2930
18
19 31
2122

32
23 93
11's'7 34

36
36'8

1©
4 9e

1.  The 8088 and 8755 must be moved down, near the bottom of the
drawing. Create an area that encloses the 8088, 8755, the GNDs and
the resistor, as shown below.
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2.   Move the area to near the bottom of the drawing.

3.  Create an area that encloses the two 8185s. Make sure that you
include the alphanumeric field for signal 12, and make sure that the
buses are included, as shown below.

i

'''''``i'|'ii='''''````
1' I I I I ' 'i'l' ii±` I I I `  I 'i

iIII,2i

ADO®1'1A02AO9IEf'l),foAD6rfeADO53'®1',EIAOE2A8
`1

IloD|1'2Oa-D.     ALE-::#D?Eg8CE19CE2
2 11

a:2 2
<a al
F=, 4=
gE E€

6 G7
7 ?3 .

I

I112
11

I

1'

.......U.2.....ADDRESS . . . . .V.3 . . . . . .

Ai>n+DflTfi
I

4.  Move the area far enough to the right so that the connections can be
made. A rough guide for the placement would be to have the
left-most 8185 located above the 8755.

Step 10.  Make Connections
Referring to the illustration at the beginning of the previous step,
complete the lines and name them.

•   There are several ways to draw the lines. One of the easiest might be
to first complete the segments moving down from the left 8185 to
the 8755, then make the connections to the right 8185.

•   The signal names are attribute SIG 5.

•   Note that the signal names WR and RD are inverted.
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Step 11.   Start 8755 Buses
Connect pins 24 through 31 to a bus. These pine are located on the
upper right side of the 8755.

1.  Write a command nst that draws a line segment to the right 3 display
units long, adds a cormect dot for connection to the bus, and moves to
the next line position. Onnt: /LRIGITI` 3;/L;/L;/D;IX)WN 3;IEFT 3.)

2.  Change to line type /2 to add the bus.

3.  Draw a vertical bus from the segment connected to pin 24 to the
segment connected to pin 31. Add the connect dots if needed.

4.  Draw the horizontal bus segment from pin 27 to the right 30 display
units. Your completed bus looks like this:

:..........I.NN.H.........3ri

Stretch connections                    Now that the bus is connected to the 8755, you need to lengthen the
cormection between them to open up room for signal names.

5.  The segments you just drew need to be longer so you can fit signal
name fields on them. Position the cursor right at the symbol cell
edge above pin 24 and define an area that encloses all the segments,
as well as the bus.

6.  Tag the area and MOVE it to the right 10 display units. Notice how
the lines are stretched. This is called mbberbanding. Set the area in
place. It now looks like this:
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a    '    '8755

AI'8 PAO
AD| PA1
lflD2 Pfl2
AI)3 FAS

D4 PA4
f'05 Pfl5
AI)6 PA6
fll)7 PF17
AO

fl9 P80
Alo pal
AI.E P82
RI) Pea
10 PB4
I0E P85
ION P86
RESET P87
elk
REapy
CEl
CE2 UDD

25
26

•27

28
29
30
3'

.Ut!Ht'........3d

Step 12.  Complete 8755 Buses
You can now complete the first bus by adding the signal names.

¥......6-+gg...`

ADO Pfle
AI)i Pal
ADZ PA2
AD9 PA3
PD4 PA4
11)5D6

PA5Pfl6

D7 PAT
89

PBO
1®            PBlI.EP82I)pea10P84]ORPBglouP86

P)7UDO

EfloYE|E2

-iai

24:a
25 1

26 2
27 3
2e 4

129 5
3e 6
31 7

Duplicate the Bus

:..........U.NMN.........}*

1.  Verify and set, if necessary, the following

•   Fonttype'2

•   Justification right

•    AttributesIG 5

2.  Either manually or with a command list, add signal names as shown
above. (Hint: position the cursor 1 display unit to the right of the
dot.)

With pins 24-31 connected to the bus, you need to connect pins 32-39
to another bus. You could create a new set of connections and signal
names, or you can duplicate the existing bus.
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3.  Youcannowduplicatethebusandattachtoitpins32-39. Definean              u
2rca, Begin at the symbol cell boundary and include all of the
signals, text and bus lines.

4.  Position your cursor precisely where signal 0 and pin 24 meet. COPY
the area. Notice that the point of the tag cursor is in the same
location that the graphic cursor was. You now have a clear reference
point to use.

5.  To place the copy accurately, position the tag cursor right at the edge
of pin 32. Confirm the copy.

The completed 8755 buses appear below.

a         875§                 ,a
12 ADO            PAOAI'lPalAI)2PA2fll)3PA3AI)4PA4AD5PA5AD6PA6AI'7PATf)8A9PeeAlePBlAI.EP82RI)P8310P84I0RP88lowP86RESETP87CLKREADYCElCE2ul)D 24 0

3 25 i
14 26 2
15 27 3

6 28 4
:17 29 5
:18 30 6
:19 31 7
:21:2

32 0
33 I

:11 3 2
:9 35 3
7 36 4
€ 37 5
:10 38 6
4 39 ?
:3:6:i:2

5 +5u

:..........UHHt'.........3d

Step 13.  About Points of Effect
In Session 2, when we introduced attributes, we glossed over points of
effect. This was because at that time, the drawing didn't have
inforrmtion in it that could adequately demonstrate points of effect.
Now it does.

Point of Effect
Co-ands

The point of effect commands assist you in manipulating the point of
effect. The commands are:

MOVEPOEE

MOVEOEG

POER
'P

'PD

Enable/disable point of effect movement
for electrical attributes

Enable/disable point of effect movement
for general attributes

Point of effect range enable/disable

Set point of effect

Return point of effect to default position.
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FutureNet D efau[ts         I:fea:£]rtstse¥=g:°wffi:td:£Sdtet: abeb°cvhea:::: €:::;]ttusentdti:=g&eThmeosset

unusual circumstances (which will not be discussed here).  This
defaults are listed in the Prof.ile screen (enter PROFILE).

I Move Elec POE

E  Snap Sig POE

I Move Gen POE

Default is ON. Move Elec POE determines whether the point of effect
for electrical attributes moves when the alphanumeric text moves.
Electrical attributes are all those relating to signal and pin names. In
most all circumstances, you will want this option ON, meaning that if
you move a piece of text, you'll probably want the point of effect to
move with it. For example, if you give the wrong name to a pin or
signal, and move it to the correct one, you'll want the point of effect to
travel with the alphanumeric text. This option can be changed on the
command line with the command MOVEPOEE.

Default is ON. Snap Sig POE (Point Of Effect Range) influences how
the point of effect behaves for signal-related attributes only. When on,
the point of effect for alphanumeric text with a signal-related attribute
snaps to the closest line within a 10rdisplay unit distance. This allows
you a little greater freedom in placing signal and bus names.  This
option can be changed on the command line with the command POER.

When MOVEPOEE and POER are ON, you can move signal names to
other signal or bus lines, and the point of effect will attach to the
nearest bus or signal line within 10 display units. If there is nothing
within the 10-display unit limit, the point of effect moves to its default
position within the alphanumeric field of the signal or bus name, and
will not be attached to a signal or bus line.

When POER is off, the alphanumeric boundary of a signal name must
actually touch the line it names in order for the point of effect to be
placed correctly.
To see how this works, do the following:

1.   Draw a single-segment line, of either type /1 or /2.

2.   Position the cursor 5 display units above the line, near the left end.

3.  Enter the 'A 0 command to set the default attribute to COM.

4.  Enter alphanumeric mode. Type COM. Exit alphanumeric mode.
Notice that the point of effect is with the text.

5.   Change the default attribute to SIC ('A SIG). Move the cursor to the
right, but do not change the vertical position.

6.   Enter alphanumeric mode. Type SIC. Exit alphanumeric mode.
Notice that the point of effect is on the line.

Default is ON. Move Gen POE determines whether the point of effect
for general attributes moves when the alphanumeric text moves.
General attributes are all those relating to symbols, such as LOC 2 or
PART 3, and the drawing, such as TITL 50 (the attribute of the title in
the title block).  This options can be changed on the command line with
the command MOVEPOEG.
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In almost all circumstances, you will want this left on because, if you
move a piece of text, you'11 want the point of effect to move with it.

To summarize, FutureNet, operating with these defaults, behaves in
this marmer:

•   If you move any alphanumeric field, the point of effect moves with
it.

•   When entering new text, position the oursor to be as close as
possible to the item being labeled.

•   When moving alphanumeric fields, make sure the alphanumeric
boundary actually touches the object. The exception is:

•    Alphanumeric text with signal-related attributes may be placed
up to 10 display units away from the target. The point of effect
snaps to the closest item within 10 display units.

Step 14.  Manipulating Points of Effect
The remaining two point of effect commands, 'P and 'PD, allow you to
manipulate the point of effect once it is in place. As with changing the
defaults mentioned above, generally these commands are only used in
unusual situations.

Using ,P

Using 'PD

The 'P command is used when you want to actually move the point of               |J
effect itself . Do the following:

1.  Position the cursor on the alphanumeric field COM in the example
you created in the last step.

2.   Enter the 'P command. The point of effect changes to a diamond with
opposite sectors filled. This is the point of effect cursor.

3.  Move the mouse. Notice that the point of effect cursor moves as you
do. Position the center of the cursor on the line.

4.   Reonter the 'P command. The cursor disappears and the point of
effect is positioned on the line.

The 'PD command causes the point of effect to return to its default
location. (Refer to the FwfwreNc£ Com77{¢71d R¢rc#cc for details on
defaults.)

5.   Position the cursor in the COM field.

6.   Enter the 'PD command. The point of effect leaves the line and rejoins
the COM alphanumeric field in its default location.

Note:   With MOVEPOEE and POER on, the dofault location for the pohi of
effect for text with a signal attrivute will be on the closest line or bus
within 10 display units.

7.   Before leaving this step, delete all of the experimental lines and fields
you have created.
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Step 15.  Name the Buses
Referring to the illustration below, add the bus names:

¥'''''`6'i'=5''''_'''`''i'd
12 ADO             PAOADIPalADZPA2fll'3PA3aD4PA4AD5PA5AD6PA6flD7PF17A8A9PBOAlePalAI.EP82RDP8310P84I0RP85IONP86RESETP87 24 8
13 25 I.

26 2
27 3

16 28 4
•17 29 5
•18 30 6
:19 31 7

a2 a
33 i

:11 34 2
:9 35 3
:7 36 4
:8 3 5

38 6
:4 3 7
:3:6:i:2

CI.KREADYCE1CE2       uI)D

5 +Su

I,Ofl<t]?:Ba>    [2]

I/DB<07:E)B>    [Z]

A

®

.......... U.H Ntl......... 2 i

1.   Set and verify, if necessary, the following:

•   Fonttype'3

•    Justification left

•    Attribute BUS 9

2.  Position the cursor near the right end of the bus. Enter alphanumeric
mode and type the first bus name (in `'I/OA", the ``0" is
alphabetic):

I/oA<07m> [2]
Exit alphanumeric mode.

3.  Move to the end of the next bus and add the other bus name:

I/oB<o7an> [2]

Looking Ahead
In the next session, you leam about the following:

•   Temporary lines

•   The tasks in completing a drawing

•   Connecting to off-page power sources

If You Are Continuing  !fAy;= ::e=::ut:ngl:g;::iai:]ayVlY::hattharse;:1::ts,S:a:iecnot:::tee.

If You Are stopping        If you are stopping here and plan on exiting FutureNet, enter the SAVE
Here                                           command, then the QUIT command.
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Summary

session4.dwg

You have now completed Session 4. In summary, here are the
commands and functions you learned:

Co-nd
MOVEPOEE

MOVEPOEG

POER
'P

'PD

Function

Enable/disable point of effect movement
for electrical attributes

Enable/disable point of effect movement
for general attributes

Point of effect range enable/disable

Set point of effect

Return point of effect to default position
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Session 5..
Completing the Drav±ra

The last four sessions have focused on tasks related by system function,
such as symbols, alphanumerics, areas and lines. This session covers
the more diverse activities related to actually finishing a drawing, such
as:

•   Changing Lac data

•   Adding the title block

•   Connecting to off-page power sources

•   Temporary lines that result from symbol or area relorations

Step 1.  Before You Begin
Start FutureNet.

Do one of the following:

•   If you do not want to use your own drawings, or if you have not
completed Session 4:

•    LOAD the Data I/O-supplied drawing session5.

•   If you are beginning the tutorial sessions again and have completed
Session 4, do the three steps below. If you are continuing from the
previous session, do the second and third steps:
•    LOAD the drawing session4.

•    SAVE the drawing on your screen as gs5. This creates a new
drawing but does not bring it to the screen.

•    LOAD the drawing gs5.
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Step 2.  About Temporary Lines
When a symbol, area, or vertex is moved, FutureNet attempts to
maintain connections by rubberbanding the lines. Each line connecting
to the object is traced back, up to two line segments, until a connection
point, a connect dot, or a symbol is encountered. It is at this point that
rubberbanding begins. FutureNet attempts to draw permanent lines
between this point and the object. If this isn't possible, or if more than
two segments are needed to maintain the connections, temporary lines,
displayed as dotted lines, maintain the connections.

Note:    SAVE your drawing before beginning this step. You do not want to
keep the changes made during this exercise.

1.   Referring to the illustration below, create an area that completely
encloses the CND connection of the 8088. The right edge of the area
should overlap the symbol cell boundary.

2.   Move the area 20 display units to the left and up 3. Set it in place.
Your screen should now look like this:

FutureNet maintains the connections, but with a different type of
line. The dotted lines are temporary lines, because in order to
maintain the connections, FutureNet had to replace the original
single-segment lines with lines of 3 segments.

3.   Move your cursor on top of one of the lines. Notice that it highlights
and/or changes to a lessrdense dot structure. This allows you to
trace the connection back to its original point.
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Making Temporary Lines
permaLnent

a

n Reroutingmemoving
TemporaryLines
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These temporary connections are true lines. If you were to run a pinlist
on drawing at this point, they would perform as if they were
permanent lines. But temporary lines should be converted to permanent.
4.   The /P command converts a temporary line to a permanent line.

Position the cursor on the line from pin 17 and enter the /P
command. You are prompted:

New   connect.ion   would   be   created   due   to   overlap   or   T
intersec      Continue    (Y/N)?

You are being warned that the line you are about to make
permanent may actually connect with the line below on its vertical
segment. chswer Y. This creates a condition that you will correct in
a few steps.

5.   Make the line below it connecting to pin 18, permanent also.

6.   Tag the area and move it down one display unit.

You can now see the connections you were waned about in point 4.
The connections were created because the vertical segments of the
temporary lines touched each other, creating a connection which
was preserved when the lines were converted to permanent. Be
aware of this when converting temporary lines to permanent.

While you are able to convert temporary lines to permanent when the
routing of the segments is clear, many times you'll reroute the
cormections with permanent lines and delete the temporary ones,
ignoring the conversion process.

7.  Now that the vertical segments are no longer touching, do the
following:

•    Overdraw the temporary line connecting to pin 31. Notice that
the temporary line remains under it.

•    Overdraw the temporary line connecting pin 23, but choose a
different location for the vertical segment. Notice, again, that the
temporary line remains.

8.   Remove.completely the temporary lines by entering the /ET
command. You are prompted:

OK   to   erase   all   temporary   lines    (Y/N)?

chswer Y.
The temporary lines disappear. You would now have to reroute the
connections to pins 1 and 20.

9.   Abandon these changes by reLOADing the drawing. (Answer Y when
FutureNet asks if you want to discard the changes to the drawing.)
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Step 3.  Edit the Resistor's Value
Notice that the resistor's value is marked with XXXX as a place holder.
It must be changed to a valid 510.

RHNN,*.*X*.C..

Note:   Because you are editing an existing fied, you do rrot need change the
text attrivutes of the field if they are acceptahie. New text added to an
edsting fiald assumes the characteristics of the current text.

1.   Position the cursor in the value's field. Notice that the attribute is
VAL 4.

2.   Enter alphanumeric mode. Edit the field to be 510. Exit alphanumeric
mode.

Step 4.  Edit LOC Fields
You must now edit the LCX= fields, giving the proper number to each
symbol. As above, because you are editing an existing field, you do not
need to alter the defaults if they are acceptable.

1.   Position the cursor over the LOC field on the right 8185.

2.   Enter alphanumeric mode. Change the contents of the LCX= field from
U2 to U3. Exit alphanumeric mode.

3.  Use the same technique to change the LOC fields as'follows:

Step 5.  Connect to an Off-page Power Source
Refer to the following illustration to see how to connect to an off-page
power source.
1.   Verify and set, if necessary, the following:

•    Default attribute to SIGU 14 ('A SIGU)

•    Default justification to right ('} R)

•    Default font sizeto '2 ('2)

•    Default line typeto /1 (/1)
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2.   This first connection is between pin 1 of the resistor on 8088 pins 33
and 40 and a power source. Referring to the illustration above,
position the cursor on the connection and draw a 4-display unit line.
Include a connect dot.

3.   Move the cursor 1 display unit left and 1 display unit down from the
end of the line. Enter alphanumeric mode. Type the connection
name:

+5V

Exit alphanumeric mode.  Since the SIGU attribute was used with
the +5V text field, the Post processors know that these signals are
connected to the same source as the implicit power pins of the
symbols.

4.   Using the following illustration as a guide, complete the connection
for the 8755 in a manner similar to that used for the resistor.

Note:   You may want to use loft justifroation for this alphanumeric field.

.U.4 ............ I ri

Step 6.  Load Title Block
Usually you would load and fill in the title block when you start the
drawing, and then arrange the other symbols within it. The title block
is being loaded last so that you could make full use of the drawing area
on your screen. Follow these steps to load the title block.

1.   Switch to reduced zoom level by entering the command ZIN 2
(Zoom-In at level 2).

2.   I'osition the cursor at specific drawing reference coordinates~ by
entering 82. This puts you near the location for the title block, but it
will probably not load at that point.

3.   Load the symbol TITL ready for moving by entering the * TITL
command. If the title block does not load the first time, move the
cursor to a new location, and reenter the command by pressing the
middle mouse button until it does. The blank title block appears at
the cursor location. Your screen will look similar to this:
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4.   Move the ghost around, seeing if the drawing can fit inside the frame.
Notice that as you move the ghost up and to the left, it begins to
shrink once the top and left sides touch the edge of the workspace.
You can enlarge it again by pulling down and to the right until it
reaches full size. You can tell when the frame is full size because the
lines for the drawing reference coordinates appear (the coordinates
themselves do not appear until the title block is set in place,
however).

5.   If your drawing can fit inside the frame, set the frame in place by
confirming the move operation.

6.   If your drawing does not fit, press the right mouse button to cancel
the load-and-move operation of the title block.

7.  You'll need to tighten up spaces in the drawing. For instance:

•    Define an area that includes the original CLKRES.ARA. You can
then move it straight down, closer to the 8088. Avoid creating
temporary lines, if you can help it.

•    The same canbe done forthe 8185s.

•    You may need to shorten the distance between the 8088 and its
CND by moving the GND up closer to the 8088.
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•    An overall adjustment of the space in the drawing is a good idea.
The clock area was loaded flush with the top and left edges of
the drawing. You ray have moved it down, but not to the right,
so it crowds the left edge of the drawing. Notice that there is also
an abundance of space on the right side of the drawing. You can
recenter your shrunken drawing in the drawing area by defining
the entire drawing as an area, and then moving it down and to
the right.

8.   Once you have tidied up the spaces, load the title block and set it in
place.

Step 7.  Fill In the Title Block
The following illustration shows the details on filling in the title block.

I a Address
"'8 COM 0/nameinfont 3

IL

"  Your  Cclrpol`ation
as in font '2lTL50'n'3ER: Your   Address

Your   Citu,    State     ZIP
TITLE

BE88  pmcEssl]H
SIZE CODE

lNU::::1B

REV
lNUM 51nfom€E:)ATE54font'2

A.

I--
Ilf}TE28    Maw    1998                       I§HEET     1

2                                                       I                  I                                 11I

Alrrifuto  D
Number in

AIwhbeto DPAG  53
Number in font 2

1.  The top blank space contains the company name and address. Its
attribute is COM 0. The company name (first line) is usually entered
in font '3, the address lines in '2. To position the text correctly,
position the cursor on the upper left comer and then cursor down 4
display units and right 5 display units.

2.   For the TTrlE field, set the attribute to TITL 50, and enter the text in
font '3. To position the text correctly, place the oursor on the
upper-left comer of the field, (right above the first `T" in Trm),
and then cursor down 7 display units and right 5 display units. The
title is 8088 Processor.

3.  For the NUMBER field, set the attribute to DNUM 51, and enter the
text in font '3. To position the text correctly, position the cursor first
in the upper-left comer of the field, then cursor down 7 display
units and right 5 display units. The number is 405010.
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4.   For the DATE field, set the attribute to DATE 54 and enter the text in
foff``.i. '2. Position the cursor flush on the line under DATE and to
DATE's right, 2 or 3 display units. Type today's date.

5.   For the SHEET field, set the attribute to DPAG 53 and enter the text in
font '2. Position the cursor flush on the line under DATE and to
SHEETS's right, 2 or 3 display units. Type 1.

Looking Ahead
The general sessions end here. The next few sessions detail working
with structured designs, and using FutureNet symbol definition mode.
Continue with them if your work requires that you understand those
concepts.

If You Are Continuing  !fAy;E ::e=::ut;ngafv:#ia::]ayVlY£:hattharse£]=t=:::;ecnot:::tee.

If You Are Stopping
Here

Summary

If you are stopping here and plan on exiting FutureNet, enter the SAVE
command, then the QUIT command.

1.   Perform clean-up on your directory. Remove any unnecessary .dwg
(drawing), .ara (area) and .sym (library) files.

2.  With the drawing completed, you could run any of the various
Data I/0 Post processors through the EXPORT Generate Reports
menu.  The Post processors include the Drawing Preprocessor,
Design Rule Check, Pinlist Generator, Netlist Generator, and Parts
List Generator.

In summary, here are the commands and functions you leaned:

Command                               Function

Convert a temporary line to permanent

Erase all temporary lines within a drawing
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a
This session introduces these structured design concepts:

•   Structured designing

•   Creating functional blocks

•   Connecting signal and bus lines to functional blocks

•   Assigning pin names without pin stubs

•   Assigning filename pointers

Step 1.  Before You Begin
Start FutureNet. Or, if you are already running FutureNet, CLEAR any
drawing from your workspace.

Step 2.  About Functional Block Symbols
A functional block is a `black box" that represents a portion of the
circuitry in a design. It forms a part of structured design, because the
functional block represents items that are part of the design, but which
are detailed on another sheet.

FutureNet User Manual
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Functional Block
Attributes

The advar.tage of structured design is that when a design calls for
multiple appearances of a group of symbols, these symbols do not need
to be physically present on every sheet in which they are needed. A
functional block, substituting for the real items, can take their place. All
Data I/0 post processors, such as Pin List Generator and Parts List
Generator, understand structured designs.

Functional blacks may have a number of distinctive characteristics to
differentiate them from standard symbols. These are discussed below.

To be considered a functional block, there is only one thing any symbol
must have:  an alphanumeric field with an attribute of Hu 8 (printing)
or HLN 114 (non-printing). An alphanumeric field with one of these
attributes points to a drawing file of the same name, giving the location
of the drawings which contain the circuitry that the functional blow:k
represents. Any number of filenames may be referenced within a
functional block.

The PART and LOC Fields        As with all symbols, a functional block must have a PART and LCX=
field. The contents of these fields depends upon the ultimate function of
the functional block. If the block is entirely logical, meaning that it is
merely a pointer to other circuitry, the PART and LOC fields may
contain any entries that are significant to you.

If, on the other hand, the functional block represents circuitry that will
be entered in ASICs or in programmable devices, the PART and LCX=
fields would probably contain more conventional information that
indicates the function of the part and its reference designator.

In short, the PART and LCX= fields may be either Hogical," meaning
they give information, or "physical," meaning they refer to a physical
part.

Functional Block Form The physical form of a functional block is not restricted in any way: it
can look like anything you like. This session introduces one way of
creating functional blocks that makes them distinctive.

Creating the Block            The functional block symbol may be created with either the.B or.F
commands, or in symbol definition lrode. Using the .F comrmnd
creates some distinction because of its double line symbol cell.

Pins and Functional Blocks       Creating a functional block is easier than creating a standard symbol,
because you don't need pin stubs nor pin numbers.

Remember that the attribute infomation that defines a pin is carried by
the pin number, and not the pin name or pin stub. Pin stubs, residing
be(ween the symbol cell and its boundary, are a standardized way of
showing what must be connected on a symbol. Pin stubs can be
excluded from functional blocks because a functional block is created
for a specific purpose, and often doesn't have real pins.
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Building Functional Blocks Session 6

Step 3.  About this Functional Block
The scontrol functional block constructed in this chapter is used in the
next chapter, which contains the complete detail of the automobile
cruise control circuit. Turn there, if you wish, to see the inner workings
of the circuit. The scontrol functional block needs the following:

•   Inputs:  a reference speed, an input for drive shaft revolutions, and
an interval clock signal.

•   Outputs:  a signal that tells the car to speed up, and one that tells
the car to slow down.

Step 4.  Build a Functional Block
To understand how a functional block is built, do the following:

Move the graphics cursor near the center of the screen. Enter:

.F 20jo,0,

This specifies the following:

.F           Create a functional block.

20,         Make the rectangle 20 display units wide.

30,         Make the rectangle 30 display units high.

0,           Make the symbol cell boundary o display units in width on the left
and right edges of the block symbol.

3            Make the symbol cell boundary 3 display units in width on the top
and bottom of the block symbol.

¥ourfunctrom]bLocksysho]]ffihis

Note the following:

•   Because this functional block does not use pin stubs, you can have
the boundary overlap the symbol cell on the right and left edges.
This gives the functional block an additional distinguishing
characteristic.

•   Because we still need space for PART and LOC fields, that space is
provided at the top and bottom.
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Step 5.  Assign the PART and LOC Fields
Once created, the functional block must have the appropriate text
fields. The following illustration shows the location of the fields and the
characteristics and attributes of the alphanumeric fields.

:i.i.:=L.I.i: i...=. i                          AItrihote PART 3

iHii_
;.......F.I.i.-.....:;

Font 2 ('2)

Attribele LOO 2

RE

Assign the PART name

Assign the LOC Name

The next step in creating a symbol is assigning a PART name to the
symbol.

1.   Verify, and set if necessary, the following:

•    Font size'2 ('2)

•    Attribute PART ('A PART)

•    Justification center ('J C)

2.  Center the cursor between the right and left edges of the symbol,
right on the solid symbol cell at the top of the functional block.
Enter alphanumeric mode and type the symbol name:

scontrol

Exit alphanumeric mode.

After you have assigned a PART name to the symbol, you should
assign a locater to the symbol.

3.   Enter the 'A LOC command

4.  Center the cursor between the right and left edges of the symbol,
right on the dotted symbol cell boundary at the bottom of the
functional block. Enter alphanumeric mode and type the locater:

FBI

Exit alphanumeric mode.

This symbol now represents the speed controller device.

Step 6.  Create the Bus Line and Pin Name
It's now time to add the signal lines and pin names to the functional
block. Because the bus line type and alphanumeric font size differ from
the others needed on the symbol, we'll just add the bus in this step. The
complete bus and pin names are shown below.
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Note:    As you have learned, linpe want to Fo.rmect i.o tpe pot.nts .of.effect for
piris.Thisisimportaritfor.corm.e.ctivity,?ndThen.pi.n?tubs..qre'present,causes.npcos_rietiFprobl.em..Ip.fun_cti?:I?lbtocksz!ft,thoutpin
'stuls, however, the effect is not desirable. _For this reasop, it'5 necessary

to add the signal tin;first, then the text that serves as the pin number.

Make sure that you have the correct attribute at all times!

1.  Verify, and set if necessary, the following:

•    Fontsize'3('3)

•   Linetype /2 (/2)

•    Attribute Bus ('A Bus or 9)

•    Justification left ('J L)

2.  Position the cursor on the symbol cell, 6 display units down from the
upper-left outside comer of the symbol cell.

3.   Draw the bus line from this point 30 display units to the left.

4.  Without moving the cursor, enter alphanumeric mode and type:

REFSPD <7:0>

Exit alphanumeric mode.

5.  Return the cursor to where the line intersects the symbol cell. Enter
the /AR command to add the arrow symbol.

6.  Position the cursor at the intersection of the line with the symbol cell,
then move 2 display units down and 1 to the right.

7.   Enter the 'A BPIN command to set the new default attribute.

8.  Enter alphanumeric mode and type the pin name:

REF

Exit alphanumeric mode.

9.  Verify your work against the symbol at the beginning of this step.
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Step 7.  Add the Remaining Lines and Pins
The remaining lines and pins share their type size and line size, so
you'll add them now. The illustration below shows what needs to be
added.

A  BPIN  or 141 )
Font 3 (                        Bus line-type 2 (/2)i'i'=on,rol

BPIN  141  ('A BPBusPinname

xptge   -RE:FSPI)<7:B>     -
REF   ,UI]SSI)CK

§PI]L'P     _'r)ibute -DSHAFT,r5)cl.OCK
SI-OI'uN  _

\             pinnaPINO21(Pinnameattrr_:
lgna   lno-type

•......F.i.I........ PINl 23 ('A PIN

me attribute

('A PINO or 21 )

u

Bus name attribu
Bus  9 ('A Bus o

Signal name attn
SIC 5 ('A SIC a

1.   Verify, and set if necessary, the following:

•    Linetype/1 (/1)

•    Fontsize'2 ('2)

•    AttributesIG 5 ('ASIG or 5)

When adding the signal lines, names and pins, keep the following in
nrind:

•    The lines are 30 display units long.

•    The left-pointing arrows are added with the /AL command.

•    To correct placement of an arrow, delete it by reentering the
command which placed it (toggle it, in other words), and add a
new one at the correct location.

2.   Add the signal lines and names first:

DSHAFT      Line begins 6 display units below the REFSPD line.

CLOCK        Line begins 6 display units below the DSHAFr line.
SPDUP         Line begins 6 display units below the upper-right

outside comer of the symbol cell. Enter the signal name
in left justification about 15 display units to the right of
the symbol cell.

SLODWN    Line begins 6 display units below the spDUp line.
Enter the signal name in left justification about 15
display units to the right of the aymbol cell.

3.  Enter the 'A PINI command to change the default attribute for the
pins.

4.   Add thepins:

DS

CK

Use left justification. Position the cursor 1 display unit
down and 1 right of the intersection of the line and the
symbol cell.

!Erm:f:ti:,s,:iiiicgaI:oonf. tph:si:itoe:£etignro¥rthled,iisnpe':##|te          u
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5.   Enter the 'A PINO command to change the attribute for the pins.

6.   Add the pins:

SU

SD

Use right justification. Position the cursor 1 display unit
down and 1 right of the intersection of the line and the
symbol cell.

Use right justification. Position the cursor 1 display unit
down and 1 right of the intersection of the line and the
symbol cell.

Step 8.  Add Filename Pointers
The internal makeup of the speed controller consists of an equality
checker to test the revolutions of the drive shaft against the reference
speed, and logic circuitry to determine and control speed.

This suggests that the next node of the design tree should be a drawing
set that contains two drawing files: equtest.dwg and slogic.dwg.

It is necessary to establish a link between the root drawing and the files
that will become the detail drawings at the next lower level. This is
done by inserting filename pointers in the functional block.

:L3cotitrol       :

REFSPD<7 : 0>      _
REF             SU

SPI)UP     -

SL01luN  -D § H F' F I I)S                       SD

CLOCK CK®tut,i,51ogio

:.......F.E.I........:

1.   Verify, and set if necessary, the following:

•    Default attribute to FILE 8 ('A FILE or 8). This is a printing
attribute; FILN 114 is non-printing.

•    Justification left ('J L)

•    Font3('3)

2.   Position the cursor on the left edge of the inner rectangle of the
functional block, 7 display units below the pin name field, CK.

3.   In alphanumeric mode, type the first filename:

equtest

4.   Press E to move to the next line. Type the next filename:

slogic

Exit alphanumeric mode.

You have now assigned filename pointers to the files equtest.dwg and
slogic.dwg, which FutureNet will expect to find in the current drive
and directory.
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Step 9.  Verify Attribute Assignment
It is important that all text fields in the functional block have the right
attributes assigned. Check to make sure that they are correct.

1.   Enter the 'D command. The attributes for every alphanumeric field
are displayed. Compare them against the illustration below.

2.    If any are incorrect, use the command
'CH AL attribute

to change them.

Step 10.  Save the Drawing and Quit FutureNet
The drawing created in this session is provided for you (with title blcxk
and border added) under the filename scontrol.dwg.

1.   If you wish to save this drawing, use the SAVE command to do so,
but be sure to use a filename other than scontrol so you won't
overwrite the drawing file provided by Data I/0.

2.  Quit FutureNet if you will not be continuing with the next session.
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Adv anced Structured D±±ig!|

This session discusses the remainder of the design tree for the
automobile speed controller, and introduces these concepts:

•   .Loading a drawing file

•   Moving between drawing levels in the design tree

•   Associating signal nets between drawing levels

•   Moving between sheets of a drawing set

•   Displaying all accessed files

•   Saving aLll drawings in the design tree

•   Clearing the workspace

You will use the sample .dwg files provided by Data I/0.

Step 1.  Before You Begin
1.   Start FutureNet, if necessary.

2.   LOAD the drawing scontrol if you have not completed the previous
session. If you have completed it, load the drawing that contains the
functional block you created there.

If you are using your own version of scontrol, substitute that name
for scontrol when you perform the steps in this chapter.

FutureNet User Manual
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Step 2.  Move Down in the Design Tree
Recall that scontrol contains filename pointers to the drawing files
equtest and slogic. Assume that the first drawing you want to create is
equtest. To create a workspace for this file do the following:

1.   Move the graphics cursor into the alphanumeric field that contains
equtest.

U

Note:    Make sure the current workspace is naned bofore you move down the
design tree. If you started this Session by loading the scouFch
drawing, or if you have saved your drtwing_ tfrer your workspre is.
naned.-Make Sure your workspace is rianed bofore you proceed with
this Session.

2.  Press E -ill (on a Sun, press E -EE ). This causes
several things to happen:

•    First, the current workspace is saved into a temporary file in
your current directory.

•    Second, FutureNet searches for the drawing file equtest.dwg.
Because no device or path was specified in the FIIE 8 field,
FutureNet looks for this file in the current directory. If equtest is
not found, FutureNet prompts you to create the file. If you
choose to create the file, FutureNet displays an empty workspace

:#edsp£%PEa::S#t:[e£:I:n|:yedc:[nft;:: :: e#tcehs:od:Eon::tagtie          u
file, FutureNet returns you to the current workspace and does
not create the new drawing file.

•   Third, if equtest.dwg is found, the drawing is loaded and the
graphic cursor is moved into the top left comer. In this instance,
the completed drawing file has been provided for you and is
loaded into the workspace.

3.  Press H twice (on a Sun, press EEE twice) to zoom-in. The
drawing equtest looks like this:

;i ' I I ' ' ' I ' ' - ' I I I - I ' ` ' I ' ' ' ' ' I ' I :

DS tu
»QBCOUNIe

OBLrs

t:k
R

E®_
Im       82     EQuIreE0uAI,I,Y

REF

§R_-Ear N            ,a             aSHSR2BIT
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4.  Look around the drawing using the scroll bars and E3E (on a Sun,
press H ). Remember, when you press E  (or EE  on a Sun),
FutureNet centers the drawing around the current position of the
cursor. As you can see, equtest is an intermediate step drawing
composed of three functional parts:  an 8-bit counter, an equality
checker, and a 2-bit shift register. The details of these parts are not
included on this sheet. Instead, functional blocks that represent
these sections point to more detailed drawings.

Step 3.  Move Up in the Design Tree
Although scontrol and equtest both contain functional blocks, there are
several differences between the blocks in equtest and the block in the
root drawing scontrol.

To study the differences between the blocks, move back and forth
between the files, do the following:

1.  Press E -ill (on a Sun, press E -E ) to return to
scontrol. equtest is saved in a temporary file and the temporary
version of scontrol is reloaded into the workspace.

2.  Notice that the graphic cursor is positioned in the file name pointer
field for equtest.

3.  To return to equtest, press E -ill (on a Sun, press
E - E ) without moving the graphics cursor.
Look at the differences between functional blocks in the two
drawing files. In equtest, the .8 command and symbol definition
mode instructions were used to create the functional blocks. As a
result, the blocks have a single, rather than double outline. In
addition, because the blocks do not touch the symbol cell boundary
at all edges, some pin stubs were required in the drawing.

In equtest, no part name fields were used in the functional blocks.
These fields are optional, although they add to user readability. The
character size for filename pointers also makes no difference,
although in this example, the '2 size characters are used in equtest,
and the larger '3 size characters are used in scontrol.

Step 4.  Associate Signal Nets Between Drawing Levels
Now look at the signal names in equtest. Three of these names (DS,
CK, and REF) match pin names in the root level drawing, scontrol.

These matching names associate the signals DS, CK, and REF in equtest
with the signals that attach to pins DS, CK, and REF in scontrol:
DSHAFT, CLOCK, and REFSPD. As a result, when this structure is run
through the Pin List Generator, the signal names DSHAFT, CLOCK,
and REFSPD are substituted for the names DS, CK and REF.

Note:   Before leaving this step, make sure that equtest is on your screen.
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Step 5.  Move Between Files in a Drawing Set
The structure branches downward into three separate drawings,
count8, equality, and sr2bit. In addition, the current drawing level is a
two-sheet drawing set that also contains the file slogic. Any of these
four paths may be chosen to continue toward the completion of the
design tree.

Iife=pEj#:g:,:fig::sffii-:gilfi#g:adfiLlicafi#jt::i:1;g:bhye
Fr:gs:ic;fiso-rffie(f:lne=smuen'p;:::erE#:rfi±oj,i:uat:i£:?offersa
way to do this with a single command:

1.   Enter the #R command. equtest disappears and is replaced by
scontrol. After a moment, scontrol disappears, and is replaced by
the sample drawing slogic.dwg.

The #R command is the Move Right in Design Tree command.
When entered, equtest was saved into a temporary file. FutureNet
then reopened the temporary file for scontrol and searched for a
filename pointer in the functional block that was to the right or
lower than the pointer to equtest. When it found the slogic pointer,
it loaded that file into memory.

2.   Examine the detail of the slogic drawing.

3.   Enter the #L command to return to equtesL This is the Move Left in
Design Tree command. This command works just like the #R
command, except that it searches for a filename pointer to the left or
above the position of the pointer to the file that the command was
entered from.

4.  With #L still on the command line, press E or the middle mouse
button to enter the command. Your screen looks like this:
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What happened was that you moved up a drawing level in the
design tree. FutureNet loaded and searched the functional block in
scontrol for a filename pointer that was to the left or above the
pointer to equtest. But, because it did not find one, FutureNet was
unable to move back down to the current drawing level, scontrol
remained in the workspace. The message:

Drawing   not   found   in   data   structure

means that drawing to the left is nonexistent.

Step 6.  Move Through Multiple Drawing Levels
The previous section demonstrated a shortcut to move laterally
between sheets on a single drawing level. This section describes a
shortcut to move vertically between drawing levels.

7c°oumn°t::d;°gY:st±Legi£:£grinrir=ifeecdoeEf:a%:gaosfuT:p8r-:£counter
E - E ), it would be necessary to traverse several drawing files.
To simplify this procedure, FutureNet offers a more direct movement
command, ro.  Enter:

#D counts

This command saves the current drawing in a temporary file and loads
counts into the workspace. When jumping to files using this command,
E - EE (on a Sun, press E - H ) returns you to the file from
which the command was entered.

A similar command, #U fizeurme, enables you to move upward in the
design tree to any higher level drawing along the current drawing path.

Step 7.  Multiple Pointers to the Same Drawing File
The drawing count8 illustrates another stmctured design feature.

Note that the FILE attribute field in each of the eight flip-flops all point
to the single drawing file dff2. The drawing file count8 looks like this:

1 3

OBG:0>

4 ¥'''`'' 5''''`'

I,
DFF2

a:
:c

I)FF2

a: D

I)FF2

0: €D

OFF2
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a-;
b

a-:
b

a-:
:1'

a-;Cu €K tK X=K :CK

I
2 U3 U4

''''`'
€'  I  I  I  '  I ;,   I   '  I   `   I  ' f`` I '' I

I)FF2 ®FF2 I'FF2
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I'F F 2

D-: D-; a-:r`* ' :Cl(.

I
=
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When the structure is run through the Pin List Generator, this file is
accesscd eight times. Each access is given its own unique reference
number, allowing each access to be treated as if it were a single unique
sheet. As a result, you do not have to replicate drawing files when
creating a design.

Move through the structure to the 2-bit shift register detailed in the
drawing file sr2bit. To get to this file from counts:

1.  Press E -EE (on a Sun, press E -EE ) to return to the root
drawing.

Note:    Because count8 was accessed from the root drawing with #D,
Cth-Pgup (on a Sun, press Ctrl-R9) returns you to that drawing
level.

2.   Enter:

#D sr2bit

This loads the 2-bit shift register into the workspace. Press ill
(on a Sun, press EE ) to observe the detail of sr2bit.

sr2bit contains two flip-flops that are detailed in the drawing file
dff2. This file is the same drawing that was pointed to in the file
count8.  This shows how a file can be pointed to multiple times on a
single sheet, and on separate sheets in separate drawing levels.

Step 8.  Display All Accessed Files
It is sometimes helpful to see which files have already been accessed
during the session, and which files are along the current drawing path.

Enter the FILE command.

This display lists the following:

•   The path to the root drawing from which the current drawing was
traversed.

•   The current drawing.

•   All other drawing files that have been modified during the session.

Exit the display by pressing any key.

The FILE command is especially useful when using #D and #U, since
the file from which the current file was entered may not be on the next
higher drawing level.
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Step 9.  Save All Modified Drawings
In previous sessions you've learned that the SAVE command will store
the drawing file currently in the workspace. This command, however,
has no effect on the temporary files that have been created while
traversing the design tree.

To simultaneously save all files that have been modified in the session,
enter the SAVEALL command.

All temporary files are renamed with the extension specified in the
filename pointers (or the .dwg default).

Step 10.  Clear the Workspace
Once you have saved your drawings you may want to clear the
workspace in order to work on another design. The ERASE command
will clear the screen but will not affect any temporary files that have
been made during the session.

To erase both the screen and these temporary files, enter the CLEAR
comrmnd.
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This concludes the sessions on structured design. For further
information, refer to Chapter 1, `Understanding FutureNet," for
information on functional block and structured design implementation.
Also, see the Com#t„id R¢crc#ce manual for more information on all
structured design commands.

In sumrmry, here are the cornrrmnds covered in this chapter:

C ommand                              Function

#Dftleiane

#L

#R

#U ftlenane

CLEAR

FILE

SAVEALL

E-EEEorjill - iE
E-EEEorH-E!

Moves down in the hierarchical design
directly to the drawing named in A.Zcrzar»c.

Moves left to an adfacent drawing at the
same level in the hierarchical design.

Moves right to an adfacent drawing at the
same level in the hierarchical design.

Moves up in the hierarchical design
directly to the drawing named in f.Ze»amc.

Erases the contents of both the drawing
screen and the temporary files.

Displays the names of all drawing files in
the cunent drawing set that have been
loaded for editing.

Saves all drawing files that have been
modified during the editing session.

Moves down to the next lower level
drawing in the hierarchical design.

Moves up to the next higher level drawing
in the hierarchical design.

EE

Summary
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14 Session 8..

This is an advanced session for users who want to create custom
symbols that are not easily defined with the Create Block Symbol and
Add lnterconnect Stub commands.

This session introduces these FutureNet functions:

•   Enter and exit symbol definition mode

•   Define the symbol cell size

•   Move the eymbol definition cursor

•   Draw line segments

•   Draw diagonal lines

•   Drawpins

•   Insert symbol and graphic elements

•   Delete, replace, and insert instructions

This session guides you through the creation of a variable resistor
symbol. To create this relatively complex symbol, you must use the
FutureNet symbol definition mode.

Step 1.  Before You Begin
1.   Start FutureNet, if necessary.

2.  If you are already in FutureNet, save any work in progress, then enter
the CLEAR comlnand to clear your workspace.
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Step 2.  Enter Symbol Definition Mode
You can enter symbol definition mode from full scale, intermediate, or
reduced zoom level. For this session, work in full scale zoom.

Enter the .S command.

The symbol definition screen appears.

Step 3.  The Symbol Definition Screen
The symbol definition screen is pictured below, and its fields are called
out and explained.

Figure 14-1
The Components of the
Symbol Definition Screen

2-Instruction List

1-Status Fields

2-Instruction List

3-Target Line

+ -        5-oordinate Marker SYMO

t
SL2

6-The Dot                                                         1 -Status Fi8lds NEWF2JLOHCOM8

3-Target Line           4-Workspace II

B.P3e622®ee,INOI.©0263

Although the status fields are still displayed on the right side of the
screen, only the CELL field displays information pertinent to this mode.
Symbol cell information appears in the CELL field when entering
symbol definition mode to edit an existing symbol already in the
drawing workspace. During creation of a new symbol, however, no
information will be displayed in the CELL field.

The XY field shows where the upper left comer of the symbol will be
put in the drawing workspace and the SYMB field shows whether the
symbol has been rotated or reflected. Note that when you use symbol
definition mode to edit a symbol already in a drawing that has been
rotated or reflected, the symbol is shown here in it's original ori.c71£a£{.oH
in this mode.

The vertical area that borders the left side of the screen is the
instruction list, where the symbol definition instructions are displayed.

The area between the two horizontal lines in the instruction list is
called the target line. Only the instruction on the target line can be
deleted or replaced. In insert mode, lines are inserted before the
instruction on the target line.

If you make a mistake on the command line, use E and E or
E] to move the cursor.
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The main portion of the screen, to the right of the instruction list,
displays the symbol defined by the instruction list, and is called the
workspace.

When symbol definition mode is entered with the graphics cursor
positioned within a symbol boundary on the drawing screen, that
symbol is displayed here (uurotated and uureflected, if necessary).

If entered when the graphics cursor is not inside a symbol boundary, as
is the case here, the screen displays a cross symbol and a dot.

5-Coordinate Marker   The small cross is called the coordinate marker. It moves in absolute
X,Y increments relative to its last position, and its position reflects the
last x,y coordinate value after entering the symbol definition
instructions.

6-Dot

Entering Symbol
Definition
Instructions

FutureNet User Manual

The dot marks the lower right corner of a null symbol cell, with height
and width of one. The lines of the cross overlap the other four corners
of this cell. When a larger symbol cell size is entered, or when a symbol
from a drawing is being edited, the larger rectangle of that symbol cell
boundary is displayed.

Symbol definition instructions are entered on the command line or
chosen from the Symbol Definition menu.  The menu is called up by
pressing the right mouse button or entering menu on the command line.
When a command is entered, the command is copied to the instruction
list and the instruction list moves up.

The following commands manipulate the instruction list, moving it
through the target line.

„E

„m

BEE

Em
EEEb

Clears all symbol definition instructions.

Deletes the instruction on the target line.

Toggles insert mode on and off . In insert mode the
target line is solid above and dotted below, and the
instruction entered on the command line is placed
before the instruction on the target line.

Moves the instruction list down " lines through the
target line.

Moves the instruction list through the target line.

Moves the blank line at the end of the instruction list to
the target line.

Moves the first instruction in the instruction line to the
target line.

Centers the workspace window on the coordinate
marker.

14-3
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Step 4.  Define the Symbol Cell Size
To begin defining a new symbol, you must first specify the symbol cell
size. The symbol cell size instruction is a dot (.) followed by the width
and height of the symbol cell in display units.

Look at the variable resistor symbol:

The symbol cell size of this resistor is 12 display units wide by 11
display units high.

Enter on the command line:

.12'11

to set the symbol cell to this size.

A symbol cell of the specified dimensions is displayed as a dotted
rectangle. The symbol definition cursor remains at the upper left comer
of the cell.

While using symbol definition mode, the symbol you create is
simultaneously inserted into the drawing workspace. The upper-left
corner of the symbol cell is positioned at the location specified by the
XY status field.

If the symbol cell is too large to fit into the drawing at this location
without overlapping other drawing elements, you are prompted:

Boundary   conf lict

In this case, either redefine the cell to a smaller size or exit symbol
definition mode (using the .Q command) and move the graphic cursor
into a less crowded area of the drawing. In this example, we started
with an empty workspace so this problem does not exist.
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Step 5.  Move the Symbol Definition Cursor
To duplicate the resistor symbol, you must first move the coordinate
marker away from the left symbol boundary. This is done with a Move
Coordinate Along X-axis instruction.

Enter:

MXS2

This is the ``short" version of the instruction. It places the coordinate
marker two display units to the right of its previous location. MXS
instructions can specify values between -16 and 15. If a negative value
is used, the coordinate marker moves to the left.

The ``long" version of the Move Coordinate Along X-axis instruction,
MX, allows values between -128 and 127, but requires more memory
than the MXS version.

The coordinate marker moves along the Y-axis in a similar fashion by
using the MYS and MY instructions.

About Display Units
and Dot Units

a
The MX, MY, MXS, and MYS iustructious move the symbol definition
cursor in display unit incrementsr-the standard unit of distance in a
FutureNet drawing. Each display unit is, in turn, made up of four
pixels, or dot units.
There may be times where positioning in dot units is desired. The
Move in Dot Units instructions, MXD and MYD, enable you to do this.
These instructions can specify values between -128 and 127 dot units.
There is no ``short" form for these iustructious.

Step 6.  Draw Line Segment
To draw the upper interconnect stub of the resistor, use the Draw Line
Along Y-axis instruction.

Enter:

DYS4

Again, this is the '`short" version of this instruction. It draws a line of
the length specified in the instruction and relocates the symbol
definition cursor at the end of it. If a negative value is entered, the
segment is drawn upward.

The `1ong" version of the instruction, DY, could also be used here, but
requires more memory. DY can use values between  -128 and 127,
while DYS values can only range between -16 and 15.

To draw segments along the X-axis, use the DX and DXS instructions.
Negative values draw lines to the left. Positive values draw lines to the
right.
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You can also use the DXD and DYD instructions to specify line lengths
in dots, rather than in display units. DXD draws a segment along the
X-axis. DYD draws along the Y-axis. Both instructions can contain
values between -128 and 127. There is no `'short" version of these
instructions.

If you have entered the instructions properly to this point, the screen
looks like this:

Step 7.  Draw Diagonal Lines
Now you are going to draw several diagonal lines. The first line is two
dot units down and to the right of the current coordinate marker
location.

1.   Enter:

DXYD 2,2

This is a Draw Diagonal in Dot Units instruction. It can
accommodate values between -128 and 127. Like other
coordinate-relative commands, positive values move down or right,
while negative values move up or left.

Use the Draw Diagonal in "splay Units instruction to draw the
next three segments, each of which is a single display unit (four
dots) long.

2.   Enter each of the following commands:

DXY -1'1
DXY 1'1
DXY -1,1

If you entered these instructions correctly, the screen looks like this:
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3.   Like the first segment, the final diagonal segment is two dots toward
the lower right. To draw this segment, enter:

DXYD 2,2

Step 8.  Draw Interconnect Stubs
Now draw an interconnect stub to the symbol boundary. Although you
already know how to do this using the Draw Line Along Y-axis
instruction, a simpler method enables you to draw the interconnect
stub without having to calculate its length.

1.   Enter:

DYL

This is the Draw Y to Lower Symbol Cell Boundary instruction. It
draws a segment from the current marker position to the bottom
edge of the symbol cell.

As a result, your screen looks like this:

Unlike other drawing instructions, this command does not update the
position of the symbol definition cursor.
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You can also draw a third interconnect stub using this type of
col-nd.
2.   Reposition the symbol definition cursor one display unit to the right

and two display units up by using the single command that allows
movement along both the X and Y-axis simultancously. Enter:

MXY 1,.2

The cursor moves one unit in a positive direction (right) along the
X-axis and two units in a negative direction (up) along the Y-aDtis.

3.  You can now draw the interconnect stub to the right symbol
boundary with the Draw X to RIght Symbol Cell Boundary
command. Enter:

DXR

The screen looks like this:

Other Draw to Symbol Cell Boundary interconnect stub instructions
include DYU and DXL. These instnictious draw stubs to the upper and
left symbol cell boundaries, respectively.

Step 9.  Insert Symbol Element
To complete the symbol, place a left arrow at the current location.
FutureNet provides an online library of common solid eymbol elements
(such as arrowheads and dots) that can be inserted while in symbol
definition mode. A table of the available elements is provided in
Appendix 8 of this manual.

The left arrow you want to use is eymbol element 31. This element can
be placed in the symbol so that the center of the element, or the comer
or center of any edge is positioned at the coordinate marker. In this
instance, place the element so that the tip of the arrow touches the
current coordinate marker location.
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Enter:

ISLC 31

The screen looks like this:

Note that the dymbol definition cursor position does not change.

To lean the command formats needed to position other edges of the
symbol at the coordinate marker, refer to the symbol definition
commands in the Command R¢ercure manual.

Step 10.  About Graphic Elements
FutureNet also provides an online library of graphic elements. These
elements are ready-made instruction lists that generate many of the
basic shapes used to create electronic symbols. They are inserted with
the IG command.

Most gate types (interconnect stubs included) are available as graphic
elements. Shapes used in making symbols for transformers, capacitors,
resistors, and other diserete parts are also included.

Among these elements are the jagged diagonal lines used to make
resistor symbols. Recall that you used diagonal drawing commands to
create these lines. Although the variable resistor symbol is acceptable as
is, replacing the diagonals with graphic elements introduces you to
several other symbol definition mode features.

You can find a table of these elements in Appendix A of this manual.
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Step 11.  Manipulate the Instruction List
Before you can edit the instruction list, you must first lean how to
manipulate the position of the instruction list in relation to the target
line:

•   Press EE to move the first instruction in the list down to the
target line. It is the instruction list, rather than the target line itself,
that moves. (Note that in many applications, you move a ``window"
over data in a list. Here, you are actually moving the list.)

•   Press EE to move the blank following the last instruction up to
the target line.

•   Press in and H to move the instruction list up or down one or more
lines.

Normally, ill and E] move the instruction list up or down in one

i.incer:=::roennttsrieT:omi:Vaen¥T£]ntiep;en]jntge:tpar:£semfi#±h.edesired

Manipulate the Target Line       Move the instruction list down 9 spaces, so the target line is resting on
the third item in the instruction list.

1.  Type 9 on the command line and press H .

The instruction list shifts downward to leave DXYD 2,2 between the
target lines. This is the position of the first line that you must change.

Replace Instruction Now you are going to place graphic element 32 at this point in the
drawing. This element comprises half of the complete resistor symbol.

2.   Clear the command line by pressing I Backspace I , then enter:

IG32
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Delete Instnictions

Insert Instructions

A number of things occur simultaneously:

•   The instruction that was previously on the target line is replaced by
the new co-and.

•   Several elements in the symbol display shift upward. This is because
these elements are drawn relative to previous coordinate marker
locations. When a line is changed or deleted, all successive
instructions are affected.

•   The doubling of lines, forming a tiny parallelogram, occurs because
the position of the symbol definition cursor is not changed when
inserting graphic elements. As a result, both the element and the line
drawn by the first DXY instruction start at the same point.

3.   Press in to move the instruction list up one line. This places
DXY -1,1 on the target line.

At this point you could continue changing commands. Instead, delete
the unwanted instructions.

4.   Enter:

.D

5.  Press E 3 more times.

Each time you press E , the instruction on the target line disappears
and the iustmctions below it shift up a line. As a result, the
remaining diagonal line commands are removed.

Now, insert additional commands into the instruction list. Insert mode
is used to do this.

6.   Enter:

I
You can enter and exit insert mode by entering the I command.

When you enter insert mode, the lower segment of the target line
becomes dotted. Any instruction typed on the command line is inserted
into the list just above the target line. The instruction that was on the
target line remains unchanged.

7.   Try entering the other segment of the resistor symbol. Enter:

IG32

Although the new instruction is inserted in the list, the symbol
display appears unchanged. This is because the symbol definition
cursor is not updated by the IG command. As a result, the two
graphic elements overlay each other.

8.:i`:ssfsifaosi]£r:omt#aftedth:yin::Lt£[n8:n¥trouvcet£Sio£:go:-tahxefs#eT]:#:.n.

Then type MYS 2 and press  E .

The cursor shifts down two display units (the length of the graphic
element) before entering the second IG instruction.
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9.   Now complete the symbol. Move the instruction list up two lines,
pressing in so that DYL is on the target line. With the MYS 2
instruction still on the command line, press E once again to insert
another command.

The screen looks like this:

Step 12.  Exit Symbol Definition Mode
Type .Q on the command line and press E to exit symbol definition
mode.

FutureNet returns to normal editing mode. The graphic cursor is in the
same position it was in when you entered symbol definition mode. The
only difference is that the symbol you defined, if any, is now in the
drawing.

Once a symbol is defined, you can use it just as you used the block
symbol in Session 3. Use alphanumeric mode to annotate it. When it is
complete, save it in a symbol library for future use.

Step 13.  About Editing an Existing Symbol
lf you decide the symbol you just defined needs to be modified,
reenter symbol definition mode by typing .S and pressing E while the
graphic cursor is in the symbol. The symbol definition instructions of
that symbol are then available for editing.

Note:    Symbds created in eymbol.4rfjhiapn.mode_cannot b? mopefied ?: the
d;rowing screen withiout ad_dig rorgiv st.eps. For exanpl.e., pips. qr !ir.es of a
symborcreatedinthes.:yrnbold.Ofind.fSnpro¢?.f?rm?tpedelftofo:
ceded in the drawing 6ase mode withou_t additiopa,1 steps: Refgr te
inforrrationabo.ut_the.S85.cor!:irnand.fo.rpeg.re.i.nformapnabout
rriodifying syindols created in the symbol dofindtion mode.
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Summary

Notes

You have now completed Session 8.

In summary, here are the commands you learned:

C ommand         Function

.S                         Enters symbol definition mode.

.co,h                       Creates a block symbol.

•Q                         Exits eymbol definition mode.

Moves the cursor along the X axis.

Draws a line along the Y axis.

Draws a diagonal in dot units.

Draws a diagonal in display units.

maws a line along the Y axis to the rylhool cell
boundary.

Moves the cursor along the X and Y axis.

Draws a line along the X axis to the right symbol cell
boundary.

IS                         Inserts a symbol element.

EE               Moves the first instruction to the target line.

ill               Moves a blank line at the end of the instructions to the
target line.

#m or H          Moves the instructions up or down one line or the
number of lines specified by #.

IGxx                    Inserts a graphic element.

.D                        Deletes an instruction on the target line.

.I                          Inserts an instruction on target line.

EE               Centers the workspace window on the coordinate
rmrker.

Draw Instructions begin to draw from the end cursor position of the
previous instruction, so they're like drawing on a piece of paper
without lifting the pen. Move, Save and Restore Coordinates
Instructions all move the cursor without drawing; they're commands
for ``picking up the pen."  While most instructions are performed
relative to the end cursor position of the last instruction, MXYA moves
the cursor to absolute coordinates in the symbol cell. Save and Restore
instructions allow you to return to a relative cursor position by entering
a save instruction in the instruction list, then restoring it later.
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Session 9..
Advanced Sym± Definitiq±

This session introduces these FutureNet symbol definition mode
functions:

•   Moving the cursor in display units and dot units

•   Drawinganarc

•   Drawing lines in display units and dot units

•   Drawing diagonal lines

•   Drawing curves

This session guides you through the creation of the NOR gate
illustrated below.

:£''b'riiih.'''''.'i*

UHNNA

Step 1.  Before You Begin
1.   Start FutureNet, if necessary.

2.   If you are already in FutureNet, save any work in progress, then enter
the CLEAR command to clear your workspace.

3.   Position the graphic cursor in the center of the screen.

4.   Enter symbol definition mode. Enter the .S command. The coordinate
marker and dot appear on the symbol definition screen.
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Step 2.  Begin the NOR Gate
Now refer to the illustration at the beginning of this session and draw
the NOR gate:

1.   Define the symbol cell boundary, by entering the command:

.20'11

A dotted boundary 20 display units wide by 11 display units high
appears. The CELL status field shows the cell size is 20/11.

+.-.....

8,11

You will draw the NOR gate inside this dotted boundary.

2.   Begin drawing the gate. To move the cursor right (indicated by the
positive x value) 14 dot units and down (indicated by the positive y
value) 12 dot units., enter:

MXYD 14,12

3.   Draw the arc that makes up the left side of the symbol by entering:

DA 5'5'2

The first parameter 5 specifies the radius of the arc in display units.
The second parameter 5 spedfies the center of the arc relative to its
start point. The third parameter 2 specifies the number of eighths of
a circle to draw as an arc.
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Step 3.  Draw the First Curve
Now draw the curves that make up the top and bottom of the gate:

1.  To draw a horizontal line right (indicated by the positive x
coordinate) 26 dot units long, enter:

DXD 26

2.  To move the oursor diagonally to a point that is right (indicated by
the positive x coordinate) one dot unit and up (indicated by the
negative y coordinate) one dot unit, enter:

MXYD 1,-1

3.   To select decrement mode, enter:

SD

This mode was developed for drawing curves using short stepped
lines. Decrement mode automatically decrements the opposite
coordinate by one dot unit after each Draw Short Line (DXS or DYS)
command. So when you use DXS, the oursor automatically moves
up one dot; when you use DYS, it moves left one dot.

Note:   The Select Increment Mode (SI) increments the opposite coordinate.
DXS autonatiedly moves the cursor dorwn one dot unit, while DYS
moves the cursor right one dot unit.

4.   Enter the following instructions to draw short lines:

DXS3
DXS2
DXSI
DXSI
DXS1

The lines are all horizontal and to the right (because of the positive x
values). The first is three display units long; the second is started
one dot above the first line's endpoint and is two display units long,
and so on until short lines have been drawn in incremented steps to
form a curve.
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5.  Tocompletethebottompartofthegate,draw adiagonalline sixdot              u
units right and six dot units up. Enter:

DXYD 6,-6

6.   Save the current x,y coordinates. You will use these coordinates later
to move the cursor back to this position with only one command.
Enter:

SXY

7.  To draw a line one display unit up, enter:

DY-1

8.  Draw a diagonal line seven display units left and seven display units
up. Enter:

DXYD -7,-7

Step 4.  Draw the Second Curve
1.  Use the Draw Short Lines command to draw the stepped sets of

horizontal lines that make up the top curve of the gate. Enter each
of the following separate commands:

DXS -1
DXS -1
DXS -1
DXS -2
DXS -3

2.  You are through drawing the decremented parts of the symbol, so
exit decrement mode. Enter:

SN

3.   Complete the outline of the gate by entering the command which
draws a horizontal line left 26 dot units.

DXD -26
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PXSDXVDSXVDVDXVDDXSPXSPXSPXSPXS 16,i-1-7,-7-1-1-1-2-3 :D,

s-3

SXYDyDXYDDXSI'XSPXSDXSPXSSMDXI' -1-7,-7-1-1-1-2-3-26 :b':

d-26

Session 9

Step 5.  Drawing Input and Output Pins
Now draw input pins 1 and 2 and output pin 3:

1.  To move the oursor one display unit right and two display units
down, enter:

MXY 1,2

2.   To draw a horizontal line to the left symbol cell boundary, enter:

DXL

3.   Move the cursor down three display units and draw the second pin to
the symbol cell boundary. Enter each of the following instructions:

MYS3
DXL

4.   Move the cursor to the x,y coordinate you saved with the SXY
command above. Enter:

RXY
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5.   To move the cursor up two dot units, enter:

MYD -2

6.  Draw a horizontal line with a bubble to the right symbol cell
boundary. Enter:

BXR

DXS        -3SMDXI'-26HXYI,2DXLnvs3DXLRXYrlYI'-2BXR ir

You are now through drawing the outline of the NOR gate. You must
still fill in all the appropriate alphanumeric data and assign attributes
to the alphanumeric fields.

7.  Exit symbol definition mode with the .Q command before typing
alphanumeric data. The program returns to the drawing screen.

Step 6.  Enter Alphanumeric Data and Attributes
1.   Set the default font to size '2 by entering the command:

'2

(Remember that the current character size is displayed in the ALPH
status field.)
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2.   Move the cursor to the area for the part name of the symbol, near the
top-left comer of the gate (refer to the illustration at the begiming
of this chapter, if necessary). To assign this field an attribute of
PART/3, enter:
'A PART

3.  Press EE to enter alphanumeric mode. Type:

tJNNNA
Exit alphanumeric mode by pressing EE .

4.   In a similar manner, complete the following:

a.   Move the cursor to the area. for the circuit designator, in the center
of the symbol, on the same level as and one display unit to the
right of the bottom input pin.

b.  Assign this field an attribute of LOC (for LCX=/2) by entering the
'A LCX= command.

c.   Enter alphanumeric mode and type its name: UNNNA

d.  Move the cursor to the intersection of the left symbol cell
boundary and input pin 1.

e.   Assign this field an attribute of PINI (for PINI/23) by entering the'A PINI corrmnd.

f.   Enter alphanumeric mode and type its pin number: 1

9.  Press H to move the cursor to the next alphanumeric field at pin
2 and type: 2

h.  Exit alphanumeric mode.

i.   Move the cursor two display units left of the right symbol cell
boundary and above output pin 3.

j.    Assign an attribute of PINO (for PINO/21) by entering the 'APINO co-nd.
k.  Change the justification to right justified by entering the '| R

command.

I.   Enter alphanumeric mode and type: 3

in. Exit alphanumeric mode.

n.  Change the character size to '1 by entering the '1 command.

o.  Move the cursor to the area for the power supply pin, two display
units down and three display units left of the upper right comer
of the sylhool cell boundary.

p.  Assign an attribute of +5V (for +5V/101) by entering the 'A 101
command.

q.  Enter alphanumeric mode and type: 14
r.   Exit alphanumeric mode.
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s.   Move the cursor to the area for the pin to ground, two display
units left of the lower right corner of the symbol cell boundary
along the bottom boundary line.

t.   Assign an attribute of CND (for GND/100) by entering the 'A 100
command.

u.  Enter alphanumeric mode and type: 7

v.  Exit alphanumeric mode.

When you're through, the screen looks like the following illustration.

5.   Follow the instructions in Session 2 to save this NOR gate in
a symbol libr,any called SESSION9. Then quit the editing session.
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Session 9

You have completed symbol definition sessions. The Comm4"d R¢crcHce
manual contains complete information on all of the symbol definition
commands. In summary, here are the commands you learned:

Command

BXR

DA

DXD

DXL

DXS

DRTD

DY

MXY

Mro
WD

WS
FLXY

SD

SN

SXY

Function

Draws a horizontal line with a bubble to the right
symbol cell boundary.

Draws an arc.

Draws a horizontal line in dot units.

Draws a horizontal line left to the symbol cell
boundary.

Draws a short horizontal line in display units.

Draws a diagonal line in dot units to specified
coordinates.

Draws a vertical line in display units.

Moves the cursor to new coordinates  in display units.

Moves the cursor to coordinates in dot units.

Moves the cursor in dot units and changes the y
coordinate.

Moves the cursor and changes the y coordinate.

Restores and moves the cursor to the previously saved
x,y coordinates.

Selects decrement mode.

Selects no increment/ decrement mode.

Saves the x,y coordinates.

Summary
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•G38±I-6EjT
n

rt

a

•G39±
I-o±
I-1±
I-2=

I-7±
:€€=:I---

I-9±
I-3±.G50=
I-4±.G5.I
I-5±.G52±
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•GseE
•c54=
ie55=
•cse=

IG59

IG6a

IG61

IG?8
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mbol Elements
This appendix consists of two tables of symbols which are accessed by
using the ISxx corrmand.

The default symbol element table lists the graphic elements available by
default each time FutureNet is started, and loaded when the RS
command is executed.

The ASCII symbol element table lists the graphic elements available
when an ST ri comlnand is executed.

Refer to the appropriate command for further information.

I Sxx  Command/St]mbo I

ISxx   11     .
ISxx   12     ,
ISxx   14      >
ISxx   15      {
ISxx   16      =,
ISxx  30
ISxx  31
ISxx  32
ISxx
ISxx

ISxx
ISxx
ISxx
ISxx
ISxx
ISxx  48
ISxx  41
ISxx  42     }
ISxx   43     1
ISxx   44     I.
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ISxx  45    '
ISxx  46     `
ISxx  4?     -
ISXx  48     I
ISxX  49     r
ISxx  58   -
ISXX  51    r`
ISxx  52   -
ISxx  53     x
ISxx  54     n
ISxx  55    v

ISxx  56
ISxx  5?
ISxx  58
ISxx  59
ISxx  60   v
ISxx  61   -
ISxx 62  -
ISxx  63  r-
ISxx  64  Jtl
ISxx  65    X
ISxx  66   n
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ASCII Symbol Element Table
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a

I§xx   32

I§xx   33

ISxx   34

I§xx   35

ISxx   36

ISxx   37

ISxx   38

ISxx   39

ISxx   40

ISxx   41

ISxx   42

ISxx   43

ISxx   44

ISxx   45

ISxx   46

ISxx   47

ISxx   48

ISxx   49

ISxx   58

ISxx   51

ISxx   52

ISxx   53

ISxx   54

ISxx   55

ISxx   56

ISxx   57

ISxx   58

I§xx   59

ISxx   6©

I§xx   61

I§xx   62

I§xx   63

ISxx   64
ISxx   65

ISxx   66

ISxx   67

ISxx   68

ISxx   69

ISxx   70
ISxx   71

I§xx   72

ISxx   73

ISxx   74

ISxx   ?5

ISxx   76

ISxx   77

ISxx   78

ISxx   79
ISxx   80

ISxx   81

ISxx   82

ISxx   83

I§xx   84

ISxx   85

ISxx   86

ISxx   87

ISxx   88

ISxx   89

ISxx   90

ISxx   91

ISxx   92

ISxx   93

ISxx   94

ISxx   95

ISxx   96
ISxx   97

ISxx   98

ISxx   99

ISxx    loo

ISxx    101

ISxx    102

ISxx    183

ISxx    104

ISxx    105

ISxx    1©6

ISxx    187

ISxx   log

I§xx    109

I§xx    118

ISxx

ISxx

ISxx    114

ISxx    115

ISxx    116

ISxx    126

ISxx    127

ISxx    128

ISxx    135

ISxx    142

ISxx    143

ISxx   144

ISxx    145

ISxx    146

ISxx    147
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Altri:butes and Prop er±±i±±

Introduction

Attributes and
Properties

Attributes

This appendix lists the FutureNet attributes and properties.  Attributes
are listed in both alphabetical and numerical order.  Properties are
listed after both attribute listings.

Both attributes and properties are assigned to schematic elements
through alphanumeric fidds.  An alphanumeric field is a displayed line
of text on the schematic with an associated attribute, layered text, point
of effect, and points of justification and orientation.

An attribute is a set of properties, represented by a name or number,
that is characteristic of a schematic element.  One attribute is assigned
to each alphanumeric field in a FutureNet drawing.  Attributes can be
referenced by either their name (mnemonic) or number.  Attributes
provide part of the information about a schematic element that is
needed by the Post processors.  For example, an attribute can indicate
that the displayed text in an alphanumeric field is a signal name, part
number, pin name, etc.

Table C-1 lists attributes in alphabetical order.  Table C-2 lists them in
numeric order.
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Attributes and Properties

Table C-1
Attributes Listed in
Alphabetical O rder

+12V           105

+5V             101

-12V            106

BN"     132
BPIN          141

BUS9

BUSN        115

CD AT        150

CENG        153

CNUM      148

COM0

C ONE        26

C ONI         24

Symbol power pin (+12V) identifier.  Used with
emitter- coupled logic.  This attribute implies an
implicit signal name +12V is connected to this pin,
and will be part of any signal net explicitly named
+12V.

Symbol power pin (+5V) identifier.  This attribute
implies an implicit signal name +5V is connected
to this pin, and will be part of any signal net ex-
plicitly nannd +5V.
Symbol Power pin (-12V) identifier.  Used with
emitter- coupled logic.  This attribute implies an
implicit signal name -12V is connected to this pin,
and will be par( of any signal net explicitly named
-12V.

Set bus identifier.  Salne as BUS/9.

Bus pin identifier.  Used to pass a bus to within a
functional block.

Drawing set bus signal identifier.

Set signal bus identifier. Same as BUS/9, except
that will not print as part of the drawing unless
you specifically command the editor to do so
(used with older editors to selectively turn off the
print capability).
Date of the circuit.  This attribute defines the text
as the date on which the design was last modified.

Circuit engineer.  Thisattribute defines the text as
the name of the project engineer for the complete
design or circuit.

Circuit number.  This attribute defines the text as
the number of the complete design or circuit.

Indicates a comment field.  The text fidd is passed
on to post processors.

Connector bidirectional pin identifier.  This at-
tribute denotes a connector pin that serves as an
input or an output.

Connector input pin identifier. This attribute
denotes a connector pin that serves as an input
only.
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CONO       25

CREL          152

CREV         149

CRLT         158

CRRL         163

CTIT          151

D ATE        54

DING       154

D-51
DPAG        53

DREV        52

D NIT       159

DunL      129

ELE8

Connector output Pin identifier.  This attribute
denotes a connector pin that serves as an output
Only.

Circuit release.  This attribute defines the text as
the release number of the complete design or cir-
cuit.

Circuit revision.  This attribute defines the text as
the revision of the complete design or circuit.

This attribute is assigned to displayed text that is
to be treated as circuit related layered text.

Circuit related text field that is comment data on
the drawing. Associated layered text is design re-
lated.

Circuit title.  This attribute defines the text as the
title (name) of the complete design or circuit.

Drawing date.  This attribute denotes the dis-
played text field as the date.
Drawing engineer.  This attribute defines the text
as the name of the engineer responsible for the
drawing.

Drawing number.  This attribute denotes the dis-
played text field as the drawing number.
Drawing page.  This attribute denotes the dis-
played text field as the page number of the draw-
ing.

Drawing revision.  This attribute denotes the dis-
played text field as the revision level of the draw-
ing.

This attribute is assigned to displayed text that is
to be treated as drawing related layered text.

Drawing related text field that is comment data on
the drawing. Any associated layered text is draw-
ing related.

File name pointer.  This attribute is assigned to the
displayed name(s) assigned to a functional block
in a hierarchical design structure.  The name
references a drawing file within the drawing sys-
ten.  The name is a printable text field.  If layered
text is associated with the field, the displayed text
is treated as comment data.  The layered text con-
tains a list of the drawing files that represent the
functional block.
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FILN          114

GATE         155

G ND          100

GND S        157

GNL S         168

LOC2

LOCL         146

LOGC        165

NULL        128

PART        3

PIN1

PINE          28

PINI           23

u
File name pointer.  Same as FILE/8, except that it
will not print as part of the drawing unless you
specifically command the editor to do so (used
with older editors to selectively turn off the print
capability).

Multi-gate part (e.g. hex inverter, quad two-input
AND,  etc.). This attribute is assigned to the gate
identifier of a multi-gate part.

Symbol ground pin (signal ground) identifier.
This attribute implies an implicit signal name
CND is connected to this pin, and will be part of
any signal net explicitly named CND.

Universal ground signal identifier.

I+ocal ground signal identifier. In a post processor
listing, a text field with this attribute is appended
with ***ref, where ref is the unique drawing cx:-
ourence number.

Circuit location or reference designator, such as
Ull, C81, R22, etc. This attribute causes the loca-
tion name to be unique within the design.

L£¥r::a:o:n:d#?ti¥jota=:,::TfiSe:ad:;b#!:E:::ae:ILh:          u
tribute is appended with ***ref, where ref is the
unique drawing occurence number.

Ijogical page connection. (Reserved for future
products)
Indicates a comment field.  The text field is not
passed on to post processors.
Part number (e.g.  74LS04) or part name (e.g.  HEX
nNIRTER).

Symbol pin identifier.  This attribute conveys no
input or output information regarding the pin and
is generally used in resistors, capacitors, and
similar analog type of symbols.

Symbol bidirectional pin identifier.  This attribute
denotes a symbol pin that serves as an input or an
Output.

Symbol input pin identifier. This attribute denotes
a pin that serves as an input only.

u`
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PIEN         103

PINO         21

PINT          20

pN"     169

Symbol pin identifier.  Same as PIN but default
printability of the text field is off .  See SGNU in
Table 3-5.

Symbol output pin identifier. This attribute
denotes a pin that serves as a TrL output only.
This type of output cannot be an openeollector
type and cannot be a wiredoR type.
Symbol output pin identifier for an output that
can be switched to a high-impedance state.

This attribute is assigned to displayed text field
that is the logical pin name of a symbol, such as
CLK, Q1, etc.

(pin name)alphabetic,  the _FNAM-ir;i-er'ty  will_ b; _ de.r.ive_a...fro.in  the  i.ield..thant`T£T:.i5_I_S_t±.
'ideritifidr.  If the pin ipen±.ifj-T .is p nurber,..the Fry|PALr?rerty
-wiiir I;e deribed i.;bin the ft;ld that assigns the pin identifter.

the  pin  identifier  isNote:   If

PNBT         22

PNLT         162

PNB O        29

PNO C        27

prmL        145

PNUM       144

Symbol bidirectional 3-state pin identifier.  This at-
tribute denotes a pin that serves as an input or an
output, and can be switched to a high-impedance
state.

This attribute is assigned to displayed text that is
to be treated as pin related layered text.

Symbol open collector bidirectional pin identifier.
This attribute denotes a pin that serves as an input
or an output, and can also be switched to an open
collector output.

Symbol open collector pin identifier.  This at-
tribute denotes a connector pin that can be
switched to an open collector output.

Pin related text field that is comment data on the
drawing. Associated layered text is pin related.

This atthbute is assigned to a displayed text field
that is the physical pin number of a symbol.

(pin  name)alphabetic,  the  PNAM-¢r;per:ty  will_ b6 .de_r_ive_i.-.fro.in  the  i.ietd..tha_t`,3:::.iE_:_S__t_h.f.
'ideheif tir.  If the pin ipeu±_if tar .is ? mquber,..the Fry|Pd.Toperty
-will te deribed fri>m the fi6ld that assigns the pin ideatifter.

the  pin identifier  isNote..   If
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PRLS          167

prms       1 56
SGLP          166

SGLT         160

S GNU       104

SGRL         136

SIG5

SI GB          12

SI GI           10

SI GL           147

SI GN         102

SI GO         11

Local power signal identifier. In a post processor
listing, a text field with this attribute is appended
with *Href, where ref is the unique drawing or-
curence number.

Universal power signal identifier.

IIocal paclcaged signal name. Names a signal that
uses a bus for connection purposes within a draw-
ing sheet, but is not identified with the bus. In a
post processor listing, a text field with this at-
tribute is appended with "*ref, where ref is the
unique drawing occurence number.

"splayed text field that is to be treated as signal
related layered text.

Universal signal identifier, similar to SIGU/ 14, ex-
cept that will not print as part of the drawing un-
less you specifically command the editor to do so
(used with older editors to selectively turn off the
print capability).
Signal related text field that is treated as comment
data on the drawing.  Associated layered text is
signal related.

Drawing set signal identifier (e.g.  clock enable,
mQ, SRQ).

Drawing set signal identifier for a bidirectional sig-
nal name. This attribute denotes an signal that
goes to, or originates from, off the drawing.
Input signal name.  This attribute denotes an input
that originates from off the drawing, such as from
a cormector.

Local signal identifier; used to identify a signal as
existing only within the drawing sheet.  In a post
processor listing, a text field with this attribute is
appended with "ref, where ref is the unique
drawing occurence number.

Set sigml identifier, similar to SIC/5, except that
will not print as part of the drawing unless you
specifically command the editor to do so (used
with older editors to selectively turn off the print
capability).

Drawing set signal identifier. This attribute
denotes an output that goes off the drawing, such
as to a conneetor.
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SIGP           164

SI GU          14

SNAM       130

SPIN          139

Sm7
SYLT          161

smL        138

Tm50

Table C-2
Attributes Listed in
Numerical Order

EiE

a
TOL6

VAL4

VEE             107

0COM

IPIN

2LOC

Packaged signal identifier. Names a signal that
uses a bus for connection purposes, but is not iden-
tified with the bus.

Universal signal identifier. This attribute should be
assigned to signal name fields that are to be univer-
sal in scope.

Set signal identifier.  Same as SIC/5.

Signal pin identifier.

Component stress (e.g.,  60vac, 0.25 watts)

Assigned to displayed text that is to be treated as
symbol related layered text.

Symbol related text field that is treated as com-
ment data on the drawing.  Associated layered
text is symbol related.

Drawing title.  This attribute denotes the displayed
text field as the title of the drawing.

Component tolerance (e.g., 5%).

Component value (e.g., 75 ohms, 0.002
microfarads).

Symbol power pin identifier. This attribute implies
an implicit signal name VEE is connected to this
pin, and will be part of any signal net explicitly
named VEE.

Indicates a comment field.  The text field is passed
on to post processors.

Symbol pin identifier.  This attribute conveys no
input or output information regarding the pin and
is generally used in resistors, capacitors, and
similar analog type of symbols.

Circuit location or reference designator, such as
Ull, C81, R22, etc.  This attribute causes the loca-
tion name to be unique within the design.
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3                  PART

4VAL

5SIG

6TOL

7STR

8                   FILE

9BUS

10                SI GI

11                 SIGO

12                 SIGB

14                 SIGU

20               PINT

21               PINO

22                PNBT

23               PINI

Part number (e.g.  74LS04) or part mme (e.g.  HEX
nNIRTER).
Component value (e.g., 75 ohms, 0.cO2
microfarads).

Drawing set signal identifier (e.g.  dcx:k enable,
mQ' SRQ).

Component tolerance (e.g., 5%).

Component stress (e.g.,  60vac, 0.25 watts)

File name pointer.  This attribute is assigned to the
displayed name(s) assigned to a functional block
in a hierarchical design stnicture.  The name
references a drawing file within the drawing sys-
ten.  The rrame is a printable text field.  If layered
text is associated with the field, the displayed text
is treated as comlnent data.  The layered text con-
tains a list of the drawing files that represent the
functional block.

Drawing set bus signal identifier.

Input signal name.  This attribute denotes an input
that originates from off the drawing, such as from
a cormector.

Drawing set signal identifier. This attribute
denotes an output that goes off the drawing, such
as to a cormector.

Hawing set signal identifier for a bidireetional sig-
ml name. This attribute denotes an signal that
goes to, or orictnates from, off the drawing.
Universal sigml identifier. This attribute should be
assigned to signal name fields that are to be univer-
sat in scope.

Symbol output pin identifier for an output that
can be switched to a high-impedance state.

Symbol output pin identifier. This attribute
denotes a pin that serves as a TTL output only.
This type of output cannot be an open{ollector
type and cannot be a wiredoR type.
Symbol bidirectional 3-state pin identifier.  This at-
tribute denotes a pin that serves as an input or an
output, and can be switched to a high-impedance
state.

Symbol input pin identifier. This attribute denotes
a pin that serves as an input only.
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24                CONI      Connector input pin identifier. This attribute
denotes a connector pin that serves as an input
Only.

25

26

27

CONO    Connector output pin identifier.  This attribute
denotes a connector pin that serves as an output
Only.

CONE     Connector bidirectional pin identifier.  This at-
tribute denotes a conneetor pin that serves as an
input or an output.

PNOC     Symbol open collector pin identifier.  This at-
tribute denotes a connector pin that can be
switched to an open collector output.

28               PINE

29

Symbol bidirectional pin identifier.  This attribute
denotes a symbol pin that serves as an input or an
Output.

PNBO     Symbol open collector bidirectional pin identifier.
This attribute denotes a pin that serves as an input
or an output, and can also be switched to an open
collector output.

n

fi

fi

50               TITL       Drawing title.  This attribute denotes the displayed
text field as the title of the drawing.

51                DNUM   Drawing number.  This attribute denotes the dis-
played text field as the drawing number.

52                DREV     Drawing revision.  This attribute denotes the dis-
played text field as the revision level of the draw-
ing.

53 DPAG     thawing page.  This attribute denotes the dis-
played text field as the page number of the draw-
ing.

54                DATE     Drawing date.  This attribute denotes the dis-
played text field as the date.

loo              GND       Symbol ground pin (signal ground) identifier.
This attribute implies an implicit signal name
CND is connected to this pin, and will be part of
any signal net explicitly named GND.

101               +5V Symbol power pin (+5V) identifier.  This attribute
implies an implicit signal name +5V is connected
to this pin, and will be part of any signal net ex-
plicitly named +5V.
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102

103

104

105

106

107

114

115

128

129

SIGN

PIEN

Set signal identifier, similar to SIC/5, except that
will not print as part of the drawing unless you
specifically command the editor to do so (used
with older editors to selectively turn off the print
capability).

Symbol pin identifier.  Same aLs PIN but default
printability of the text field is off.  See SGNU in
Table 3-5.

SGNU     Universal signal identifier, similar to SIGU/14, ex-
cept that will not print as part of the drawing un-
less you spedfically command the editor to do so
(used with older editors to selectively turn off the
print capability).

+12V

•12V

VEE

FILN

BUSN

Symbol power pin (+12V) identifier.  Used with
emitter- coupled logic.  This attribute implies an
I;:gl#:]s#g##:n+y]:]y£]c:#eeexp#ctEyth=£]£'
+12V.

Symbol Power pin (-12V) identifier.  Used with
emitter- coupled logic.  This attribute implies an
implicit signal name -12V is conneeteq to this pin,
and will be par( of any signal net explicitly named
-12V.

Symbol power pin identifier. This attribute implies
an implicit signal name VEE is connected to this
pin, and will be part of any signal net explicitly
named VEE.

File mme pointer.  Same as FILE/8, except that it
will not print as part of the drawing unless you
specifically colnmand the editor to do so (used
with older editors to selectively turn off the print
capability).

Set siglul bus identifier. Salne as BUS/9, except
that will not print as part of the drawing unless
you specifically command the editor to do so
(used with older editors to selectively turn off the
print capability).

NULL     Indicates a comment field.  The text field is not
passed on to post processors.

DWRL    Drawing related text field that is comment data on
the drawing. Any associated layered text is draw-
ing related.

SNAM    Set signal identifier.  Same as SIG/5.

BNAM    Set bus identifier.  Same as BU575T
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Attributes and Properties

136

138

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

SGRL

SmL

Signal related text field that is treated as comment
data on the drawing.  Associated layered text is
signal related.

Symbol related text field that is treated as com-
ment data on the drawing.  Associated layered
text is symbol related.

EE

n

SPIN       Signal pin identifier.

BPIN       Bus pin identifier.  Used to pass a bus to within a
functional block.

PNUM    This attribute is assigned to a displayed text field
that is the physical pin number of a symbol.

PNRL      Pin related text field that is comment data on the
drawing. Associated layered text is pin related.

LOCL      Local location designator. This attribute causes the
location name to be local to the drawing file.  In a
post processor listing, a text field with this at-
tribute is appended with *"ref, where ref is the
unique drawing occurence number.

SIGL       Local signal identifier; used to identify a signal as
existing only within the drawing sheet.  In a post
processor listing, a text field with this attribute is
appended with "+ref, where ref is the unique
drawing occurence number.

CNUM   Circuit number.  This attribute defines the text as
the number of the complete design or circuit.

CREV     Circuit revision.  This attribute defines the text as
the revision of the complete design or circuit.

CDAT     Date of the circuit.  This attribute defines the text
as the date on which the design was last modified.

CTIT       Circuit title.  This attribute defines the text as the
title (name) of the complete design or circuit.

CREL      Circuit release.  This attribute defines the text as
the release number of the complete design or cir-
cuit.

CENG     Circuit engineer.  This attribute defines the text as
the name of the project engineer for the complete
design or circuit.
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154 DENG    Drawing engiveer.  This attribute defines the text
as the name of the engineer responsible for the
drawing.

u
155              GATE     Multi-gate part (e.g. hex inverter, quad two-input

AND,  etc.). This attribute is assigned to the gate
identifier of a multi-gate part.

156              PWRS     Universal power signal identifier.

157              GNDS     Universal ground signal identifier.

158              CRLT      This attribute is assigned to displayed text that is
to be treated as circuit related layered text.

159              DWLT    This attribute is assigned to displayed text that is
to be treated as drawing related layered text.

160              SGLT      msplayed text field that is to be treated as signal
related layered text.

161              SYLT       Assigned to displayed text that is to be treated as
symbol related layered text.

162             PNLT      This attribute is assigned to displayed text that is
to be treated as pin related layered text.

163              CRRL      Circuit related text field that is comment data on

::teed?.raving. ASsodated layered text is design re-               (j

164               SI GP

165

166

167

168

Packaged signal identifier. Names a signal that
uses a bus for connection purposes, but is not iden-
tified with the bus.

LOGC     Logical page connection. (Reserved for future
products)

SGLP      I+ocal packaged signal name. Names a signal that
uses a bus for connection purposes within a draw-
ing sheet, but is not identified with the bus. In a
post processor listing, a text field with this at-
tribute is appended with "ref, where ref is the
unique drawing occLirence number.

PRLS       Irocal power signal identifier. In a pest processor
listing, a text field with this attribute is appended
with *coref, where ref is the unique drawing oc-
ourence number.

GNLS     Local ground signal identifier. In a post processor
listing, a text /field with this attribute is appended
with *"ref, where ref is the unique drawing oc-
curence number.
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169

Properties

Table C-3
Circuit Related Properties

Table C-4
Drawing Related Properties

a
PNAM    This attribute is assigned to displayed text field

that is the logical pin name of a symbol, such as
CLK, Q1, etc.  (See note below.)

Properties identify a single characteristic about a schematic element.
They identify and describe lines, symbols, and their components.  They
can be used to imply connections.  They are assigned to schematic ele-
ments through alphanumeric fields.

This properties '1isted in Tables C-3 through C-8 are the reserved proper-
ty names recognized by the DASH Post post processing tools.  Proper-
ties are grouped according the type of schematic element they are as-
sociated with.

CNUM         The CNUM property is the circuit number.  It can    be
derived for the CNUM attribute or from text.

CREV           The CREV property is the circuit revision.  It can    be
derived for the CREV attribute or from text.

CDAT           The CDAT property is the circuit date.  It can    be derived
for the CDAT attribute or from text.

CTIT            The cITr property is the circuit title.  It can    be derived
for the CI`IT attribute or from text.

CREL            The CREL property is the circuit release.  It can    be
derived for the CREL attribute or from text.

CENG           The CENG property is the circuit engineer..It can    be
derived for the CENG attribute or from text.

TITL             The TITL property is the drawing title.  It can    be derived
for the TITL attribute or from text.

DNUM        The DNUM property is the drawing number.  It can    be
derived for the DNUM attribute or from text.

DREV           The DREV property is the drawing revision.  It can    be
derived for the DREV attribute or from text.

DPAG.        TheDPAGpropertyisthedrawingpage.  Itcan    be
derived for the DPAG attribute or from text.

DATE           The DATE property is the drawing date.  It can    be
derived for the DATE attribute or from text.

DENG          The DING property is the drawing engineer.  It can    be
derived for the DENG attribute or from text.
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Table C-5
Syndal Rehated Praperties

Table C-6
Pin Related Properties

LOC The LOC property is the circuit location or reference
designator. It can be derived from the LOc or Lor=L    at-
tribute or from text.

PART           The PART property is the part number or part name.    It
can be derived from the PART attribute or    from text.

VAL              The VAL property is the component tolerance.    It can be
derived from the VAL attribute or    from text.

STR              The STR property is the component stress.    It can be
derived from the STR attribute or    from text.

GATE           The GATE property is a mul(i-gate part designator.    It
can be derived from the GATE attribute or    from text.

The pin related attribute mnemonics PNUM and PNAM are identical
with the reserved pin properties and can be used in the property assign-
ment statement to assign tool-specific or nonrdisplayed property infor-
rmtion.

PNAM

PNUM

The PNAM property is the alpha numeric name of a pin. It
maybe derived from the display text of a alphanumeric
field with a pin attribute or from layered text. If the pin
display text is alphanumeric and the PNAM property has
not be specified, the PNAM property value will be the pin
display text.
The PNUM property is the pin number. It maybe derived
form the display text of a alphanumeric field with a pin at-
tribute or from layered text. If the pin display text is
numeric and the PNUM property has not be specified, the
PNUM property value will be the pin display text.
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Attributes and Properties

TYPE The TYPE property specifies the pin characteristics. Values
for the TYPE property are predefined by DASH and
derived from the pin attribute.
This property and the associated values are not user-
specifiable.
The following values are possible:

Attributes

PIN'PEN'SPIN
PINT
PINI
PINO
PNBT
CONI
CONO
CONB
PNOC
PINB
PNBO
CND
+5V
+12V
-12V
VIE
BUSP

Values    Definitions

SiBE`t:Pin
input

8rdTru:tionaitristate
input cormector

8rdTru#:fani=:°nrnector
3Ei:£Otil:=?r

;i¥i§£:::riiinc°"eetor

Table C-7
Signd Rehated Properties

The reserved signal property NAME can be used in the property assign-
ment statement to assign a tool-specific signal name.

NAME          The NAME property specifies the signal NAME. If a
NAME property has not be assigned, a value for the
NAME property is derived. Name values may come from
display text and signal attributes; or assigned by Dash
through implici( connection of pins with attributes +5V,-
5V,+12V,-12V,VEE, or CND; or though Dash assigned
names for unnamed signals.

Note:  The property  NAME  cannot  be  used in property  assignmerit
statements  to  alias  signals.    The  NAME  value  is  used  in
post-p.'ocessor output only, not in determining comectivity.
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Attributes and Properties

mE
FrethTELpfop¥o¥fypen=fiepsrgE£:fahabryacDte&SEc:L¥aLues
derived from the signal attribute.
This property and the associated values are not user-
specifiable.

The following values are possible.

Attributes

SIC,SIGR,SIGU
SIGN,SGNI,SNAM,
SIGL,SIGP,SGLP,
BUS,BUSN,m"

SIGI

SIGO

SIGB

PWRS,PRLS

GNDS,GDLS

SCOPE

Valu es            D efinitions

S                        signal or `bus

input

0                     Output

8                      bidirectional

PWR                power signal

GND               ground signal

The SCOPE property specifies the range of connectivity of
a signal.  Values for the SCOPE property are predefined by
DASH and derived from the attribute.
This property and its associated values are not user-specifi-
able.
The following values are possible:

Attributes

SIGU,SGNI,PWRS,
GNDS

SIG,SIGR,BUS,
BUSN,SIGN,BNAM,
SIGP,SIGI,SIGO,
SIGB

SIGL,SGLP,PRLS,
GDLS

Values    Definitions

U             universal

S              drawing set

L              drawing
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DEFxu%#tpttoen°afiBiockModularty

Figure D-1
Adder

a
The following series of FutureNet drawings serves to illustrate the
concept of functional blocks as they might be integrated into a larger,
hierarchical design.

In Figure IT1, a 4-bit adder with carry is functionally depicted.  Besides
the CLK (clock) and Vcc, the inputs to this adder are two buses (XIN
and YIN), each containing four signals.  The binary count of each
four-signal bus is summed in a functional block called BCDADDR and
the sum is output, again in binary form, on the output bus (BIT).  Any
carry generated as a result of the summing operation is passed to an
edge-triggered D flip-flop shown in the drawing as DFF-E.  The carry
signal, CARRYO, is the output of DFF-E.

_3

:..'.e'eSa.b'bE..   :

I!IT<3:B>  D.

lN3             SuMe 0
..     Xlt'<3:a>      I      2 2I                SUHle3Slm22ISUH3eCARRY

i2I
-a

CARRYO         D

..     YIH<3:0>      I      2 3I'0

CI.K

1' F F -

:         Pool P"

P002

a
D

OHCLK

UCC

Cl.RN
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Example of Functional Block Modularity

The BCDADDR symbol is an example of a functional block.  The inputs
and outputs are shown, but the logic is not evident.  Figure D-2 shows
a schematic of what is contained within the BCDADDR functional
block of ADDER.DWG.  Note that within BCDADDR still more
functional blocks are found.  There are some discrete logic components
at this level but most of the logic is still represented by functional
blocks.  Of particular significance are the HALFADDR and FULLADDR
blocks; they will be seen again and examined in detail at a deeper level

u

U

Figure D-2
BCD Adder

Figure D-3
4-bit Adder

Figure D-3 reveals the functional contents of the 4ADDR functional
block in BCDADDR.DWG.  As you can see, 4ADDR consists of four
identical full adders, each represented as functional blocks named
FULLADDR.  These FULLADDRs are the same as the one seen at the
previous level.
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Example of Functional Block Modularity

Input signals, output signals and interconnecting symbols are clearly
labeled.  You can follow the logic of each full adder as each pair of bits
is summed and carries, if any, are passed on to the next successive
stage.  The full adders, however, are still represented by functional
blocks.

Figure D4 shows the schematic of the elements that comprise a
FULLADDR.  The full adder consists of two half adders and associated
logic.  Again inputs and outputs are labeled and other interconnection
circuitry is illustrated. The half adders depicted by functional blocks in
Figure D-4 are identical to the half adders shown at the second level of
this design (shown in Figure D-2).  There are no restrictions on when
and where functional blow:ks may be used within a design.

Figure D-4
Full Adder

Figure D-5
Half Adder

n One final level remains.  The half adders that make up the full adder
are illustrated in Figure D-5.  At this level, all of the discrete gates are
shown.  This is the lowest level of detail for this drawing set. It is
important to note that half adders were used at two levels of this
design.  Both levels used a reference to a single, lower level drawing
that showed the complete circuitry in detail. Full adders were also used
in this manner, referencing the lower level half adder circuitry as
needed.
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Example of Functional Block Modularity
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EE#up]teverd°#Sapardeshect

The FutureNet drawings on the next several pages illustrate the concept
of separate sheet modularity.  The design shown is a multifunction
serial/parallel I/0 board.  All drawing sheets have been created at the
same level; that is, there are no subordinate drawing levels.  By
examining each sheet, you will note that each drawing sheet contains a
separate functional area of the overall design.
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Example Of Separate Sheet Modularity

Figure E-1 shows the schematic for the computer bus connection and                  u
associated circuitry.

Figure E-1
NLultif unction S erial I P arallel
Ilo Board - Sheet 1
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Example Of Separate Sheet Modularity

Figure E-2 depicts the parallel interface circuitry for the multifunction
I/0 board.

Figure E-2
Multifronetionsendl|Parallel
Ilo Board - Sheet 2

a
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Example Of Separate Sheet Modularity

Figure E-3 contains the details of the serial interface circuitry.
Figure E-3
Niultrf unction Serial| P arrallel
Ilo Board - Sheet 3
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Drawip8±FC_onversion.of`Fxist_ingi_to New Format
Existing drawings in earlier DASH/FutureNet formats are
automatically converted when they are loaded into the new software.
For conversion to proceed smoothly, cheek the following items:

•   An FNPRO.CMD file must be processed (this is normally done on
startup).

•   Use the LOAD command (with a complete path and filename if the
drawing is not in the default directory).

•   Use the SAVE command to save the drawing in converted format.
Note that once the existing files are converted and saved to disk,
you cannot use them with earlier versions of the software.  You may
want to save the converted file under a different name.

As the file is loaded for dynamic conversion, you will see the following
message:

Analyzing   graphics   to   supply   points   of   ef fect.

This message is only seen during conversion of older version FutureNet
drawings to the current format.  Chce the drawing has been loaded and
displayed, it has been converted. You may edit the drawing or save it
in the new format.

Note:   When saving frha, FutureNet changes t_pe file extension of tfae .ori.gival
drwing fro iv .BAK.  If you a€cidentalky cp:ey over ygur o.rigiv4,
dravwig-froe,youcanrinethe.aprnerte¢fiterurme.twgtoadiffereut
none or -renane fherurme.bck to ftlenane.dwg
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Conversion of Existing Drawings to New Format

DASH-4
Point-of-Effect
Conversion

Figure F-1
DASH-3 Point-of-affect

The Solution

Because of differences in the way that pow.#£-a/-gffecf is handled between
DASH-2 or DASH-3, and DASH4, during conversion some signal
names may give ambiguous information about the real point-oheffect
with respect to associated symbols.

For example, DASH-2/3 provides that a signal outside a symbol, but
adjoining a symbol boundary and touching a pin field, is connected
electrically to the pin.  Releases of DASH4 prior to version 4.00 did
NOT necessarily reeognize the connectivity.  They instead looked for
lines (wires) within 10 display units.  Because DASH4 supports
placement of the pointroheffect not irrLmediately adjacent to the
alphanumeric field, it was possible for the conversion to erroncously
attach a line that was not previously connected.  If no wire was found
within 10 display units, the point-oleffect for the alphanumeric field
would be at its justification point, that is, the point from where the text
was justified, either right, center, or left (using the DASH4 'J
command).  In any case, both of these possible alternatives would be
erroneous.

Figure F-1, below, illustrates the problem. The symbol and
alphanumeric field boundaries are shown for clarity.  Notice that both
Enable 1 and Enable 2 are clearly abutted to pin 1 and 19 respectively,
of the 74LS244 symbol. It is clear that they are NOT associated, in any
way, with the signal lines around them.

¥'-`*'jrs'i'd;`';i,.
= :i'A-l':;i'¢'l' t','< :16

*' :I,

S ;i'6±'d
'j:'1'; ;i'+i±'j'l'±'jz :I 2

:11 S
:13; •? Ou,2'
:IS S'
:I?: ±`6*:i-¢1ii6;'''`' S '6Ut'*`

i.All;.i.j''':I:

:Ii:i:i;:i:j`::'19 asin.66.I.

Figure F-2, illustrates what happened before the problem was solved.
After conversion to DASH4, the points of effect for both Enable 1 and
Enable 2 were affixed to the signal coming from pin 17 of the 74LS244
symbol.  This is obviously NOT intended.

In Conventions

The following conventions describe the cuITent resolution of possible
signal ambiguity when converting from earlier format drawings to
DASH4 or later format.

For any given signal external to a symbol:

•   If the signal touches a pin, but not a line, the pointoheffect is placed
at the pin's pointoheffect.
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Conversion of Existing Drawings to New Format

Figure F-2
DASHA P oinf-of-effect
Conversion E rample

a

Ei]
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* I
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:17 3

Fnablo  1_-1911
..I

11 11

•   If the signal touches a line, but not a pin, the pointoheffect is placed
on the line.

•   If the signal touches neither a line nor a pin, the point-oheffect is
placed at the justification point. Because this results in an
unassigned signal name, you are informed of an unassigned signal.

•   If the signal touches both a line and a pin, and they are not
connected to each other, the pointoheffect is placed at the
justification point. You are informed of the ambiguity and the
drawing must be edited by hand to properly place the
pointroheffect.

•   If a signal touches more than one pin of a symbol, the point-of-effect
defaults to the lower, left-most pin that the signal touches.

•   If a signal touches more than one pin and the pins are on two
different symbols, you are infomed of the possible ambiguity, and
told where 0(,Y coordinates) to look.
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Conversion of Existing Drawings to New Format

In FutureNet FutureNet informs you of the occurrence of possible pointoheffect
ambiguities during file conversion.  If there is at least one possible
ambiguity, you receive the following message on the FutureNet
corr-nd line.
Possible   point-of-effect   ambiguity--See   file   c!rawing.poe
--Press   any   key   to   continue

d7ifltor.ng is the same unique name as the original drawing file.  The file
drflzor.»g.poe contains a listing of all possible problems. Explicit X,Y
cursor position information is provided so you know where to look for
the possible problem.

A typical dxflor'rzg.poe file follows:

Possible   point   of   effect   ambiguities   in   signal(s)   at:

59,     12

63,     15

(Unassigned   signal   at   the   next   location   listed  below)

83,     36

77,     99

99,     107

129,     56
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#  (pound)
#D, using, example of, 13-2, 13-5
#L, using, example of, 134
#R, using, example of, 134
#U, using, example of, 13-3, 13-5a

a

(apostrophe)
'A, using, example of, 8-16
'8

on Profile screen, 3-11
using, example of, 8-10

'CH, using, example of, 8-22
'D

on Profile screen, 3-11
using, example of, 8-22

'1, using, example of, 8-13
'P, using, example of, 10-16
'PD, using, example of, 10-16
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Index

.    (period)
.ara (filename extension), 2-32
.8, using, example of, 8-3
.D, using, example of,14-11
.DCON

on Profile screen, 3-11
using, example of, 10-2

.F, using, example of, 12-3

.I, using, example of,14-11

.L, using, example of, 74

.LIB, on Profile screen, 3-12

.M, using, example of, 7-5
NOLIB, on Profile screen, 3-12
.Q, using, example of, 14-12
.R, using, erample of, 7no
.RE, using, example of, 7-8
.S, using, example of, 14-2
.SAVE, using, example of, 8-23

/    (slash)
/D, 9-3
/E, using, erample of, 94
/EL, using, example of, 9<
/EN, using, example of, 9-7
/ES, using, example of, 96
/ET, using, example of, 11-3
/J, using, example of, 10-2
/L, using, example of, 9-5
/P, using, example of, 11-3
/V, using, erample of, 96

I    (bracket)
[D, using, erample of, 7-10
[LOAD, using, exalnple of, 7-11
[SAVE, using, example of, 7-11

A       fiti;°Hniuot::#24
ALPH status field, 36

eramples of, 8-8
Alphanumeric cursors, 56
Al phanumeric Fields

attribute assignment, default, 2-3
oursors, 5{
definition, 2-2
displaying attribute numbers, 3-11
editing, example of , 8-12
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Index

a

entering, example of, 8-10
in AUTOLOG files, 3-18
inversion, indicating, 2-2
justification, changing, example of, 8-10
layered text feature, 2-3
overlapping symbol boundaries, 3-11
overscore, using, example of, 8-11
point of effect, explained, 2-2
point of effect, purpose of, 2-2
properties, assigning, 24
text line, length of display text entries, 2-2
underscore, example of, 8-11
used for, 2-2
within symbols in libraries, 2-33

Arc, drawing, example of, 15-2, 154
AREA mode, 5-9
Areas

defined, 2-32
defining, example of, 7-10
loading, example of, 7-11
resizing, example of, 7-10
saving, example of, 7-11
tagging, example of, 7-10

Arrows
AUTOLOG translation, 3-19
command translation, 3-15

Attr Numbers, on Profile screen, 3-11
ATTh status field, 3<
Attribute

rmemohic, 2-7
number, 2-7

Attributes, 24
assigning, 2-7
assigning default, example of, 8-16
changing, example of, 8-22
circuit-related, 2i}
classes of, 2-7
cormectivi ty-related, 2-17
default, 2-7
displaying,3-11
displaying, example of, 8-22
drawing-related, 2-9
examples of, 8-15
general, 2-7
miscellancous, 2-18
pin identifier assigned by, 2-10
pin identifier not assigned by, 2-11
pin-related, 2-9
See also Properties
signal identifier assigned by, 2-13
signal-related, 2-13
symbol-related, 2-16

AUTO, 3-17
AUTOEX, 3-17
AUTOLCX=, 3-18
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8          Bifui,d:::rofilescreen,3-11
overlapping, 3-11
text, displaying, 3-11

Bulletin Bcrard Service, xx
Bus

signals allowable, 2-28
sigrLals, mapping  in/out of functional blocks, 241

Bus pins, connection to symbols, 2-31
Buses

attributes used with, 2-24
common name, connected by, 2-30
connected by signal lines, 2-30
cormections and crossovers, 2-24
cormectivity scopes, 2-26
creating, example of, 10-5
defined, 2-24
general, 2-24
local names, 2-27
name/scope conflicts, 2-28
-es, 2-26
naming, example of, 10-5
set names, 2-27
signal line connections, 2-25
universal names, 2-27

BXR, using, example of, 156

c         €E;L:gs%uysofu='fa3::ss,xx
Check boxes, 44
Circuit designators, assigning, example of, 8-20
CLEAR, using, example of, 7-13
Command file, running, 3-1
Corrunnd files, 3-17
Conmand language, 3-14

See Command lists
See aha Maaos

Corr-nd line, 46
editin8' 4-7

Comrrrand lists
adding junction segments, example of, 10-3
characteristics, 3-14
defined, 3-14
drawing with, example of, 9-10
entering pin numbers, example of, 8-18
inserting pin names, example of, 8-13
used to insert pins, example of, 8{

Corr-nd rmcros
See Macros

Col-nds
entering from command line, 4{
running command files, 3-17
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Index

1

a

types, 4-7
CONNECT, on Profile screen, 3-10
Connections

direct, displaying, 3-11
maintaining, 3-10

Connectivity
in FutureNet, 1-3
intersheet, notation for, 2-22
rules related to scope, 2-20
signals, denoted by, 2-20
signals, scope determined by, 2-20

Connector Symbol, exception to input/output pin convention, 2-19
CONTEXT, using, example of, 7-14
Coordinates, 1-2
COPY mode, 5-9
CURSOR, using, example of, 7-12
Cursors, 54

alphanumeric cursors, 56
alphanumeric, controlling, 5-7
design cursors, controlling, 54
design cursors, definition, 54
graphics oursor, 5-5
hourglass cursor, 56
line drawing cursor, 5-5
point of effect cursor, 5-5
symbol definition, 5-7
tag cursor, 5-5
vertex oursor, 56

Customer Support Offices, xvii - xviii

D        Bft'au££gs,er4ampleo"5-2
used for, 4-5

Data I/0
addresses, xvii - xviii
Bulletin Board Service, xD(
contacting via BBS, "
contacting via electronic mail, xix
contacting via phone, xix

Decrement mode
exiting, example of, 154
using, example of, 15-3

DeMorgan equivalents, in libraries, 2-36
Design cursors, definition, 54
design hierarchy

moving down in, example of, 13-2
moving up in, example of, 13-3

design, modularizing
See Structured designs

Dialog boxes
action buttons, 44
check boxes, 44
data boxes, 44
entry fields, 44
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fea tunes, 4-3
mode buttons, 44
purpose of, 4-3
stroll bars, 4-5

Direct Conn., on Profile screen, 3-11
"splay states, on Profile screen, 3-11
Display Text Property Entry, described, 26
Display unit, defined, 1-2
Display units, 1-1
drawing (area on Profile screen), 3-12
Drawing levels, associating signal nets between, example of, 13-3
Drawing reference coordinate, defined, 1-2
Drawing screen, 34
Drawing sets, lower-level, 2-39
Drawings

moving around in, 3-8
names in functional blocks, 2-39
sets in structured designs, 2-38
size, viewing, 3-12
sizing measurements, 1~2
tutorial, 6-2

DXD, using, erample of, 15-3 - 154
DXL, using, example of, 15-5
Din, using, example of, 14-8
DXS, using, example of, 15-3
DXY, using, example of, 14<
DXYD, using, example of, 146 - 14-7, 154
DY, using, example of, 154
DYL, using, example of, 14-7
DYS, using, example of, 14-5

E           E::::::|C#cP+0:: Of effect. moving with alphanumeric field, +io

See Technical assistance
End user registration, "
Entry fields

described, 44
used for, 44

ERAS mode, 5-9
See ERASE mode

ERASE, using, example of, 7-13
Error files, specifying, 4-9
Event locations, reporting, 3-19
Event Sequences, 3-15
EXEC, 3-17

changing to Auro, 3-18
Exit, Profile sereen, 3-12
Exiting FutureNet, 3-1
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F            Fas:nMfrdoef'ii:-8=reen,3-10

FILE, using, example of, 7-13
Filename pointers, adding, example of, 12-7
Files

error, specifying, 4-9
fnrpro.cmd, 3-20
input, specifying, 4-9
output, specifying, 4-9
startLip, 3-20

flat designs, 2-38
FNPRO, 3-20
Function keys, 3-9

on Profile screen, 3-12
viewing assignnents, 3-9

Functional blocks, 2-39
attributes, example of, 12-2
creating, example of, 12-2
drawing names in, 2-39
filename pointers, example of adding, 12-7
mapping signals into and out of, 240
sapping bus signals in/out, 241

FutureNet
described, 2-1
drawing editor, used as, 2-1
Post, role of, 2-1
quittin8' 3-1
schematic design tool, used as, 2-1

FutureNet command language
See Cornrrrand language

G         8::;i?:sP:°:i;°rf, ;::eet; moving with alphanumeric field, `+|o
Grid

scale, on Profile screen, 3-12
status, on Profile screen, 3-11

GRID SNAP
on Profile screen, 3-11

Ground, connections, adding, example of, 8-21
Guided Sessions

See Tutorials
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H        HeLsP#T1::)iassistance
Help file, on Profile screen, 3-12
hierarchical designs, 2-38 - 2-39
Hierarchy, tagging, 5-3
HOME, 3no
Hourglass oursor, 5{

I           ::e:atiifiir8s:Ss'jfrHi:rra£:Si'ri2n-g2.13
IG, using, example of, 14-10
Initialization, fnpro.cmd, 3-20
Input files, spedfying, 4-9
Iustmction list, manipulating, example of, 14-10
Inversion, alphanumeric fields, of, 2-2
ISLC, using, example of, 14-9

I packages, in libraries, 2-36
Junction segments, example of, 10-2
Junction Symbol, signals, use of, 2-18
Justification, changing, example of, 8-10

K       K:#:::,o4:ration
+ , 4-3
- , 4-3

arrow keys, 4-3
Esc, 4-3
PBDn, 4-3
Pgup' 4-3
R15, 4-3
R9, 4-3

Keys
arrow, AuroLac translation, 3-19
arrow, command translation, 3-15
Backspace, 4-8
Control-Badspace, 4-8
Control-Left Arrow, 4-8
Control-R13, 4-8
Control-R7, 4no
Control-RIght Arrow, 4S
Pelete, 4ng
Down-Anow, 4no
Esc, command translation, 3-15
P8Dn, 4no
Pgup' 4-8
R7, command translation, 3-15
R7, 4-8
R9, AUTOLOG translation, 3-19
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R9, command translation, 3-15
Rll, 4-8
R13, 4-8
R15, AUTOLOG translation, 3-19
R15, command translation, 3-15
Return, 4-8
right-arrow, 4-8
Shift-TAB, 4-8
Spacebar, 4-8
TAB, 4-8
up-arrow, 4-8
translations for command files, 3-15
key press translations in AUTOLOG files, 3-19

L          hay:rne&T::ribed,2-5
property entry, 2-5
alphanumeric fields, adding to, 2-3
attributes, 26
entries in AUTOLOG files, 3-19
properties, used to specify, 24
property assignment statement, 24
property sheet, 2-3
purpose of, 2-3

HB, on Profile screen, 3-12
Libraries

defined, 2-36
forrmt, 2-33
listing contents, 7-3
on Profile screen, 3-12
system, 2-36

Libraries, update, example of opening/creating, 7-2
tine drawing, oursor, 5-5
LRE mode, 5-8
LINE status field, 36
tines

changing types, example of, 9-2
drawing, erample of, 9-5
general, 1-2
routing, changing, example of, 9-5

LOAD, using, example of, 7-14
Local names, buses, 2-27
Location designator

See reference designator
Location designators, changing, example of, 114

MMacros, 3-16
saving, 3-17
verifying, 3-16

hAIMK status field (ms only), 3-8
Menu, attribute, 34
Menu Mode, 3-10, 5~7
Menus
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accessing command menu, 3-3
defined, 4-3
exiting' 4-2
making selections, 4-3
mouse functions, 4-2
moving in, 5-7

Message line, 3-5
MOD status field, 3-8
Mode

ALPH, 5-12
AREA, 5-9
COPY, 5-9
ERAS, 5-9
FAST, 5-8
LRE, 5ng
MENI, 5-7
MOVE, 5-9
rm, 5-10
S"D, 5-12

Mode buttons, 44
MODE status field, 3-5
Modes

q' 4-10
-s, 4-9

query, specifying, 4-10
silent, spedfying, 4-9

Mouse, 3-2
buttons, 4-2, 5-2
cursor described, 4-2
lef I button used for, 4-2
overlapping button functions, 4-2
right button used for, 4-2
tagging with, 5-3
used for, 4-2
usin8' 5-2

Mouse buttons
command translation, 3-15
in AREA Irode, 5-10
in COPY mode, 5-9
in ERASE nude, 5-9
in FAST mode, 5nl
in LRE mode, 5-8
in MENI mode, 5-7
in MOVE mode, 5-9
in rm mode, 5-11

Move Elec POE, on Profile screen, 3-10
Move Gen POE, on Profile screen, 3-10
MOVE mode, 5-9
MOVEroEE, using, example of,10-15
MOVEPOEG, using, example of, 10-15
MSI elements, in libraries, 2-37
us, using, example of, 14-5
MXY, using, example of, 14nl
MXYD, using, example of, 15-2 - 15-3
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N        ¥£::,a8:S±T#::atiEe;'22.-2376
Naming conventions, symbol libraries, 2-36
nap to Pin

See on Profile screen
NOLIB, on Profile screen, 3-12

0          8petiroafn8 States,onprofilesereen, aio
error files, specifying, 4-9
input files, specifying, 4-9
output files, specifying, 4-9

Output files, specifying, 4-9
OVERLAP, on Profile screen, 3-11
0verscores, alphanumeric fields, example of, 8-11

a

®

P          E::k:g:££rg:Ss'i#ig, exampleof, 8-20
PAUSE, 3-18
Pin, identifier, assigning, 2-35
Pin Alphanumeric Fields, 2-33
Pin Identifiers, alphabetic, 2-12
Pin Identifiers, creating, 2-12
Pin Identifiers, numeric, 2-12
Pin stubs, 2-32

adding, example of , 8-5
use in functional blocks, 241

PINSNAP
on Profile screen, 3-11
using, example of, 9-8

Pixel, 1-2
Pixels,1-1
POEDISP, on Profile screen, 3-11
roER

on Profile screen, 3-11
using, example of, 10-15

roEs, on Profile screen, 3-11
Point of Effect

displaying,3-11
extended range, 3-11
moving with alphanumeric field, 3-10
signals, associating with, 2-20
stacking, 2-3

Points of effect
erample of, 8-16
illegal, 2-35
within symbols in libraries, 2-33

Power
connecting to off-page, example of, 114
connections, adding, example, 8-21

Profile, 3-10
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Profile screen
Attr Numbers, 3-11
Blink, 3-11
mect Com., 3-11
Display States, 3-11
exithg, 3-12
Fast Mode, 3-10
Function Keys, 3-12
Grid scale, 3-12
Grid status, 3-11
Help File, 3-12
Libraries, 3-12
Move Elec POE, 3-10
Move Gen roE, 3-10
Operating States, 3-10
roEs, 3-1 1
Reference Libraries, 3-12
rubberbanding, 3-10
saving settings, 3-12
SrzE, SIZED and SIZEM, 3-12
Snap Sig roE, 3-11
Smp to Grid, 3-11
Snap to Pin, 3-11
Text Boundary, 3-11
Text Overlap, 3-11
Update Library, 3-12

Properties
assigning, 24
See 4iso Attributes
attributes, role of, 24
attributes, used in place of, 24
circuit-related, 2-8
cormectivity related, 2-17
display text, 26
drawl ng-related, 2-9
entry format, 24
general, 2-3
layered and display text, 2-5
layered text, derived from, 2-5
layered text, specified in, 24
miscellancous, 2-18
precedence in design hierarchy, 2-3
predefined set of, 24
specifying, 2-3
symbol related, 2-17

Properties, pin-related, 2-12
Property Assignment Statement

display text, 26
layered and display text, 2-5
layered text entry, 2-5
use of, 24
used in layered text, 24

PTR mode, 5-10
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Query mode, specifying, 4-10
QUIT, using, example of, 7-14
Quitting FutureNet, 3-1

R          R:i:::::: [£:r£*e:;,02:3P2rofile sereen, +12
Reflecting, symbol, example of, 7-8
Registration, xx
Repair inforrmtion

See Customer Support Offices
root drawing, 2-39
Rotating, symbol, example of, 7-8
Rubberbanding, on Profile screen, 3-10
RXY, using, example of, 15-5

Save
Profile screen, 3-12
using, example of, 7-13

SAVEALL, using, example of, 13-7
Schottky, in libraries, 2-36
Scope

connection rules for, 2-20
local, 2-20
set, 2-20
signal name/scope conflict within drawing, 2-21
signal name/ scope conflicts across drawings, 2-21
signals, of, 2-20
universal, 2-20

Scopes, bus connectivity, 2-26
Scroll bars, 3-8

how used, 4-5
SD, using, example of, 15-3
Set names, buses, 2-27
Signal lines, connecting buses, 2-30
Signal nets, associating between drawing levels, example of, 13-3
Signals

allowable on a bus, 2-28
.  breaking out from buses, 2-25

bused, 2-28
cormections, 2-18
connections, adjacent symbol, 2-22
connections, direct, 2-22
cormections, implicit, 2-22
c::#:=;=;n:I;f#£i;-i2n:2_22
connector symbol, use of, 2-18
crossovers, 2-18
general, 2-18
identical nanes, 2-26
identifier required by, 2-13
identifiers, accepting more than one, 2-13
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identifiers, signals accepting only one, 2-13
intersheet, notation for, 2-22
junction symbol, use of, 2-18
local scope, 2-20
mapping into and otlt of functional blocks, 2{0
name, assigning local, 2-21
name/scope conflicts aeross drawings, 2-21
name/scope conflicts within drawing, 2-21
names outside of functional blocks, 241
names, assigning set, 2-21
names, assigning universal, 2-21
rmmes, creating, 2-20
names, identical, 2-20
names, rules for using multiple, 2-20
names, used to denote connectivity, 2-20
naming restrictions, 2-20
packaged and not bus-identified, 2-29
point of effect, associating with, 2-20
power and ground symbol, use of, 2-18
scope in structured designs, 2-38
scopes, cormectivity, 2-20
set scope, 2-20
symbols, lines through, 2-23
universal scope, 2-20

Silent mode, specifying, 4-9
SIZE, on Profile screen, 3-12
SIZE status field, 3-7
SIZED, on Profile screen, 3-12
SIZEM, on Profile screen, 3-12
SN, using, example of, 154
Snap Sig POE, on Profile screen, 3-11
Snap to Grid, on Profile screen, 3-11
SSI elements, in libraries, 2-37
Starting FutureNet, 3-1
Startup, fnpro.cnd, 3-20
Status bar, 3-5

ALPH, 36
ATTh, 36
CELL, 3-7
LINE, 36
MEMK (Das only), 3-8
MOD, 3-8
MODE, 3-5
SIZE, 3-7
SYMB, 3-7
XY, 3-8
ZcOM, 3-8

Status fields
See Status bar

STOP, 3-18
Struc tured designs

creating, 2-38
tutorial, 6-2
types, 2-38

Submenus, defined, 4-3
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Support
Scc Customer Support Offices

SXY, using, example of, 154
SYMB status field, 3-7
Symbol, block, 2-32
Symbol Alphanumeric Fields, 2-33
Symbol boundaries, overlapping alphanumeric fields, 3-11
Symbol cells, building, example of, 8-3
Symbol definition

screen, example of, 14-2
screen, 3-12

Symbol definition cursor, 5-7
Symbol reference designator, definition, 1-2
Symbols

cell boundary, defined, 2-32
connections, signal/ symbol pin, 2-22
connector symbol, use of, 2-18
defined, 2-32
defining pins, 2-35
erample of loading, 74
example of moving, copying, erasing, 7-5
example of reflecting and rotating, 7-8
general, 1-2
library naming conventions, 2-36
moving, example of, 7-5
power and ground, 2-18
saving, example of, 8-23
signals through, 2-23
within libraries, 2-33

SYMD mode, 5-12
Syntax, in command language, 3-14
system.sym, 2-36

a

T          TagE:nrgr:i3y,5.3
tag cursor, 5-5

Target line
manipulating, example of, 14-10

Technical assistance
before you call, xix
via BBS, xix
via electronic mail, xix
via phone, xix

Technical support
See Customer Support Offices

Temporary lines
example of, 11-2
making permanent, example of, 11-3

Text, general, 1-3
Text Boundary, on Profile screen, 3-11
Text Overlap, on Profile screen, 3-11
Title blods

filling in, example of,11-7
loading, example of, 11-5
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Translators, writing your own, 24
Tutorials, 6-1

drawings, 6-2
Typographic conventions, exi

U         E:fveerrsesa°Lr:'=:grb:=,efi27fields; erample of, gill
Update library, on Profile screen, 3-12

VVertex
changing, example of, 96
vertex cursor, 54

W        Waninafaonfutfon,xfx
service, mx

XY status field, 3-8

ZEN, 3-8
Zoom, status field, 3-8
ZOUT, 3-8
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Introduction
The Command R¢greure manual contains descriptions in alphanumeric
order of all the commands used in FutureNet®. A comment on the first
line of the 'Remarks" section indicates commands not supported by
FutureNet OEM products.

This manual` provides a quick reference to FutureNet commands for
users who already understand how FutureNet operates.  You should be
familiar with the FwfwreNef Liser Mariur! before using this reference.

The Corrrmnd Reference Card found in the inside cover of this binder
gives short descriptions of each command arranged by qpe of
corruends.

The command reference is also available online by using the HELP
corr-nd.

Types of Commands
Below is a list of the command types available in FutureNet; short
descriptions of their purpose follow the listing.  The "Command
Reference" chapter lists all commands in alphanumeric order, and not
by the type of command; however, some types of commands can be
distinguished by the first symbol in the command.  For example, all
comrmnds beginning with a slash (/) are line drawing commands, and
all commands beginning with a left bracket ([) are area editing
commands.  The descriptions below give the special synfrol, if any, that
distinguishes that type of command.  The Command Reference Card
lists all commands by type of command.
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Introduction

Most commands are available from either the menu or the command
line.  The types of commands available in FutureNet are

•   System commands

•   Session commands

•   Drawing file corrmands

•   Cursor commands

•   Line drawing commands

•   Alphanumeric commands

•   Area editing commands

•   Symbol management commands

•   Command file command

•   Symbol definition commands

System commands        #t&mc:=nandg)Staiet:penr::i::t:¥:ie¥oC:#t=fsFitthuart£'e:°S °r

Session commands          Session commands control FutureNet operation during an editing
session, such as AUTOSAVE, COLOR, HELPFILE, PRn\ITOPT, and
PROFILE.

Drawing File
Co-ands

Cursor Commands

Line Drawing
Commands (/)

Drawing file commands allow you to manipulate or change an entire
drawing and perform a few frequently-used operating system file
commands without exiting FutureNet.

The drawing file commands allow you to load an existing drawing,
save and print a drawing, and erase the drawing currently displayed.

Also included are commands that allow you to specify the size of the
drawing and renumber all of the symbols loaded into a drawing, as
well as commands that allow you to list the files in the current
directory, change directories, or delete a file from the hard disk.

Some drawihg file commands begin with a pound sign (#).

The cursor movement commands described in this reference are
entered from the keyboard and are valid in these modes: tag and drag,
line drawing, area definition, and menu and fast drawing modes.
These cursor movement commands do not work in alphanumeric entry
and Symbol Definition Modes, or when the menu is displayed.

Line drawing commands are used to draw and erase lines, add graphic
items (arrows), select the line type, and invoke various functions like
PINSNAP and CONNECT.

AIL line drawing commands begin with a slash (/).
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Introduction

Alphanumeric
Co-ands (')

Area Editing
Co-ands (I)

Symbol Management
Co-ands (.)

Co-and File
Co-ands

a

®

Alphanumeric fields are used to name signals, label parts, number and
name pins, add comments, and more.  In conjunction with attributes
and properties, alphanumeric fields provide the information used by
the post processors.

Alphanumeric fields can be manipulated using commands and edited
using a special alphanumeric mode.

Alphanumeric mode is entered and exited using E .  A text cursor
appears at the location of the graphics cursor when alphanumeric mode
is entered.  ALPH appears in the MODE status field.

Most alphanumeric commands begin with an apostrophe (').

ch area is a user-defined rectangular region of the drawing that can be
any size and include any number of symbols, lines, and alphanumeric
fields.  Once defined, an area can be tagged and moved, copied, erased,
saved, and loaded. Portions of a drawing can be saved as an area and
then loaded later (in the same or a different drawing session).

When an area is defined, the region of the drawing in the area is
outlined by a dotted line boundary.

Symbols and alphanumeric fields are considered part of an area only if
they are completely inside the area boundary.  Lines are broken at the
area boundary.

All area editing commands begin with a left bracket (I).

Symbol management commands include commands to load an existing
symbol from the library into a drawing, to manipulate symbols in the
drawing, and to create and edit simple block symbols.

These commands also include how to specify a library for use and how
to save or delete entries in that library.

Except for the * version of .L (load a symbol command), all symbol
editing commands begin with a dot (.).

Several commands exist to support using command files with
FutureNet.  These commands are used to run command files, modify
the visual effect of commands on the screen and control of the
command file session.

A command file is composed of FutureNet editing commands.  A
corrmand file can be created with a text editor and can contain one
command per line or more than one command per line provided the
colnmands on the same line are separated by semicolons (;).  Each line
must end with a complete command (that is, a command cannot be
broken by a carriage return) and no line can exceed 256 characters,
although we suggest keeping the lines to 80 characters or less.  When a
command file is read, the commands are run in the order listed.

Most of the commands described in this manual can be entered in some
form into command files.

Function keys cannot be used in command files.  Use the command
equivalent instead.
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Introduction

Symbol Definition
Co-ands

Running commands automatically with a command file also works in
Symbol Definition Mode.  See the section on symbol definition
commands for details.

Symbol Definition Mode is used to create new symbols and modify
existing symbols by precisely specifying each line and element of the
symbol.  This special mode uses a different set of commands than the
other FutureNet modes.  In the "Command Reference" chapter,
commands used for symbol definition are indicated with a comment:
Symbol Definition Mode.

Symbol definition editing commands are used to enter and exit Symbol
Definition Mode and edit symbol definition instruction lists.   The
editing commands available in Symbol Definition Mode allow you to
define the size of a symbol cell, and replace, delete, or insert symbol
definition instructions in the list that defines a symbol.

Symbol definition commands are not supported in FutureNet OEM
products.

14 FutureNet Command Reference
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Command Ref erng
This chapter contains all of the FutureNet commands in alphanumeric
order.  The reference card contains a listing of commands by type.

FutureNet Command Reference
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! - Enter Operating System Command
Fomat                                    ! [comma»tl

Purp°S e                                    ;ouenn:enr°cg::;:::;nngd:ystem command, Or (On pc only) enter a DOs shell

R emark s                          E:u!r:%#oanfe:::e:SDtts cs°hFtrndo gov=::e}T¥vre::Ly leaves

This command can also be used in the Symbol Definition Mode.

Note:    For PC systems, if there isn't glougf a 4isk _spqce tp.operate.the POE
shell, yoti will be -returned to Fu_t¥i_eN.et:. Ftt`t.ureNet requires qbo¥t
500KB of disk space to start a D9§ spell.  (No error message is given
when givu are retuned to FutureNet.)

Note:   You canrrot run FutureNet (fn command) from wi.thin.a DOS shell
calledfrornFutureNct;youinnlosefrhesandautologging.

Related commands        Dos
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.- .> .= .0 .>0

.- .> .= .-0 .>0 - Add/Replace Pin Stub
Format

Purpose

Remarks

:.®.....

.-  I  .>   I  .=  I  .-0  I  .>0

Add or replace the specified pin stub at the edge of a symbol outline.
The pin stub commands are intended to be used in symbols created
with the .A, .8 and .F commands.

.-                           Creates a pin stub.

.>                          Creates a pin stub with a clock designation.

:       .=                          Createsabuspinstub.

.a                      Creates a pin stub with an inversion bubble.

.>0                      Creates a clock pin stub with an inversion bubble.

The graphics cursor must be positioned between the symbol cell and
the symbol block outline where the pin stub is to be drawn.

The stub is drawn from the symbol cell to the eymbol cell boundary at
the location of the graphics oursor.

If a stub is already present at the graphics cursor position, it is replaced
by the specified stub.

If the cursor is not in a symbol boundary, then the command is ignored
and the system displays

Cursor   not   in   symbol

The error message

Block   symbol   bit   not   set

means that the special identifier flag for block synfools is not set.  Using
the symbol editor on a block symbol will clear the flag.  Use the .SBS
command inside the symbol editor to set the flag.

The error message

Not   a   block   symbol

means that the symbol was created in such a way that it was never
intended to have block eymbol pin stubs.  You will be unable to add
pins stubs to this symbol.  The .SBS command will be unable to convert
this eymbol to a block symbol.

Related commands        .-AI
.A
.8
.F
.SBS
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.-AI .-AJO  .>A .<A

.-AI .-AO .>A .<A

Format

Purpose

Remarks

-  Add/Replace IEC/ANSI Pin Stub

.-AI  I  .-AO  I  .>A  I  .<A

Add or replace the specified pin stub to the left or right side of
IEC/ANSI symbol outline.  The pin stub commands are intended to be '
used in symbols created with the .A, .8 and .F commands.

.-AI                     Creates an input pin stub.

.-AO                    Creates an output pin stub.

.>A  I.<A           Creates a pin stub with a clock designator.

The graphics cursor must be positioned between the symbol cell and
the symbol block outline on the left or right side of the symbol.

The stub is drawn from the symbol cell to the symbol cell boundary at
the location of the graphics cursor.

If a stub is already present at the graphics cursor position, it is replaced
by the specified stub.

If the cursor is not in a symbol boundary, then the command is ignored
and the system displays

Cursor   not   in   symbol

No IEC/ANSI pin stubs can be added at the comer, nor top or bottom,
of a symbol.  If the graphics cursor is in one of these areas, or inside the
symbol block outline, the command is ignored and the system displays

Cursor   not   on   symbol   outline

The error message

Block   symbol   bit   not   set

means that the special identifier flag for block symbols is not set.  Using
the symbol editor on a block symbol will clear the flag.  Use the .SBS
command inside the symbol editor to set the flag.

The error message

Not   a   block   symbol

means that the symbol was cTcated in such a way that it was never
intended to have block symbol pin stubs.  You will be unable to add
pins stubs to this symbol.  The .SBS command will be unable to convert
this symbol to a block symbol.
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'0...'7

'0...'7 - Select Font

Format

Purpose

Remarks

a

'0  I  '1  I  '2  I  '3  I  '4  I  '5  I  '6  I  '7

Select font.

The name of the current font is displayed in the ALPH status field.

When entering text between lines, either horizontally or vertically, leave
sufficient room between the lines to accommodate the size font being
used.

•i        A.                      .3        Aa                   i5        Aa                .7        AA

•2       Aa                   i4       Aa                i6       Aa

'0                         Cycle through the available font sizes.  Each time the
command is given, the font size will be changed to the
next higher font number.  Font 7 wraps to font 1.

'1

'2

'3

'7

2x2 display unit font

2x3 display unit font

2x4 display unit font

2x2 display unit font.

For font 7, all characters are uppercase.  However, any
characters entered without either the Shift key or the
Caps Lock key on will be underlined to indicate they
were entered in lowercase.  If the 'CH F command is
used to change these characters to another font having
a lowercase, the characters will appear as lowercase
characters in the new font.

Note:   The fofhowing fonts, Fonts '_4 through :6, are inteded for use when
confbri'ning to MIL-D-1000 specifications.

'4                         3x5 display unit font.

'5                          5x6 display unit font.

'6                         6x7 display unit font.

Fonts cannot be changed while in alphanumeric mode.

The font of an existing alphanumeric field can be changed using the'CH F co-nd.

Related commands        'CH F
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/0.../ro

/0.../10 -Select Line Type

Format                                                 /o1fl1/21/31/41/51/61#I/81/91no

Purpose                                    Select the style of line to be used when lines are drawn.

Remarks                                  The name and sample of the current line type are displayed in the
LINE status field.

/0                        Cycles through the available selections (/1 through
/10).  Line type 10 wraps to line type 1.

/1                         Selects wires.  This is the default value when FuturchTet
is started.  /1 lines can be rubberbanded.

/2                        Selects bus lines, which are the thickness of three wires.
/2 lines can be rubberbanded.

/3 -/10              Selects a variety of dashed or dotted lines.  These lines
have no electrical significance and cannot be used to
establish connectivity.  They are available as graphics
only and can be used as comment lines.

Note:    Although tine type |6 and |7 wok the sa:rae as |1 and |2,_thfy are
treated differently by post processing.  I;he types |1 _and |2_are treated
as electrically slgrtificant, but |6 arid P are for graphics only.
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? - Read Custom Menus
Format

Purpose

Remarks

®

a

? [["]help_string["]]

Access custom menus and help screens.

The ? command provides access to custom menus and help screens that
are treated with FutureNet and the HELPSAVE command.  An
erample of a custom menu library is supplied with FutureNet
(SAMPLE.MNU).  Refer to the  FwfwreNef Lrser Ma7®MZ for more
information on creating custom menus and help screens.

Note:   This corm:mand does not provide access to the online Fommand
roference.  Use the HELP command to access the online command
reference.

If a "help_sfrz.#g" is not entered, then the default menu, "?HELP" is used.
If it does not exist, then following error message appears on the status
line:

Symbol   not   f ound

If a "help_sfri.ng" is included in the "?" command, then the the help
symbol "?help_string" is loaded if it is in either the update library or
one of the reference libraries (see .LIB or LIB commands).   `

If the "?help_string" rymbol does not exist in an open library, then the
symbol "help_string" is used.  If neither symbol is found then the
colrm`and you will receive the following error message:

Symbol   not   found

lf the SAMPLE.Mr`ru library is loaded then the sample custom menu
can be used.

Note that any symbol can be loaded as a help screen.

You can choose a custom menu selection the same way the standard
FutureNet menu selections are chosen, by pressing the left mouse
button or the  E key.

Exit a custom menu by pressing the right or middle mouse button or
the EE key.

Move in the menus by moving the mouse or using the arrow keys.  All
other keys on the keyboard are disabled during custom menu mode.

Relate d commands        HELp
HELlrsAVE
LIB
.LIB
.DIR
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'A

'A - Set Attribute for New Alphanumeric Field

Format

Purpose

Remarks

'A name  1  number

Set the default attribute to be assigned to new alphanumeric fields.

Specify the default attribute type using an attribute name or number.
Attribute names and numbers are explained in the chapter
"Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwrcNcf User Md#urz.

Until the eystem default attribute type is changed using the 'A or 'S
commands, the system default of COM 0 will be assigned.

The attribute specified with 'A will be assigned to future alphanumeric
fields.  It does not affect the attribute assignments of existing fields.

When the cursor is not on an existing alphanumeric field, the attribute
specified with the 'A command is shown in the ATrR status field.  Both
the attribute's mnemonic and numeric values are displayed.

If 'A is entered without specifying an attribute, the screen will display a
menu of available attributes.  Use the mouse to select an attribute on
this menu.

To change the attribute of an existing field, use 'S or 'CH A.

Note:   The 'D corm,land can be used to display the nuneric attributes of all
existing fteds in the drawing.  Another way to check the _attribute
assignment for an alphanuneric fted is to phce the graphis oursor on
the fted and check the value in the A:ITR status fted.  The ALPH
status field wit:I change froi'n NEW to OLD or ONP to verifty that you
are in an existing ftald,

Related commands        'CH A'D
'S
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.A

.A - Create IEC/ANSI Symbol Outline
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

a

a

A co,Jifr,frrfuco§ Lfrs]]

Create an IEC/ANSI block symbol outline with a ``hat."

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

ay                         The width of the rectangle and hat in display units.

hh                         The height of the hat.

hr                         The height of the rectangle.

cos, hs              #:odisT=;eoffr== rt:cet=dg:: :::kean#=TCE|: t|ofpay:ris

not specified, the system default of 7 display units is
used.  ds has a default of 3 display units.

The combined numeric value of co and two times Cos (one cos per side)
cannot exceed 127.  Similarly, the combined numeric value of h#, Jir,
and two times ds cannot exceed 127.  If the value exceeds 127, or if 0 is
entered for any value, the system will display Value out of range
and the command is ignored.

The symbol is created with the top left comer of the symbol cell
positioned at the graphics cursor.
If another symbol, an alphanumeric field, a line, or the drawing edge is
in the area to be allocated to the new symbol cell, a eymbol boundary
conflict will exist, preventing the rymbol from being placed.  The
system will display Symbol boundary conf lict.  The conflict must
be resolved before the new syrhool can be entered into the drawing.

A unique reference number is assigned to the block symbol in the
upper left-hand comer.

.A uses symbol definition instructions to generate a symbol. Symbol
definition instmctions are described in the chapters on symbol
definition in the FwfwreNcf Liser MdH"!.  The list of instructions used to
define the block symbol can be viewed by entering Symbol Definition
Mode (.s command), and even edited.  However, once a symbol has
been viewed or edited in Symbol Definition Mode, a bit is set that
prevents it from being edited using symbol definition commands,
namely the Add/Replace Pin Stub commands.  In order to use these
commands on eymbols that have been edited in Symbol Pefihition
Mode, enter the .SBS command prior to exiting Symbol Definition
Mode.

.>

.-AI

.-AO
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/ AD  I A:i  I  AIR /  AIM

/AD /AL /AR /AU - Draw/Erase Arrowhead
Format                                       /AD  I  /AL  I  /AR  I  /AU

Purpose                                    Insert or delete the arrow type specified.

Remarks                                  /AU                   Inserts/deletes an arrow pointing up.

/AD                   Inserts/deletes an arrow pointing down.

/AL                    Inserts/deletes an arrow pointing left.

/AR                   Inserts/deletes an arrow pointing right.
Arrows may be inserted anywhere on any type of line. The point of the
arrow will be located at the graphics cursor. Arrows can be deleted by
placing graphics oursor at the point of the arrow and entering the
command option that corresponds to the direction of the arrow.

An arrow pointing into a line cannot be at the end of the line. Also, an
arrow cannot be drawn on a line segment shorter than three display
units.

If the graphics cursor is not located on a line, the system will display
the error message

Cursor not. on a vertex or line

Related commands        /D
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A1...D8

a

a

•®

A1...D8 - Move to Coordinates
Format                                        AI  I  A21...D8

Purpose                                   ¥Otx: t±:eeorn:Phics oursor and drawing viewpoint to a particular recton

Remarks                                   The coordinates available varies with the drawing size.  The grid of the
coordinates is about 1 /8 of the drawing width by 1 /4 of the drawing
height.  The Al comrmnd will place the drawing viewpoint in the
lower right corner, approximately 1 /8 the drawing width from the
drawing's right edge and 1 /4 of the drawing height from the bottom.

The D8 command will place the drawing viewpoint in the upper left
comer of the drawing.

In full or intermediate zoom, this command will, if possible, update the
display so that the cursor is centered on the screen.

In fit zoom, this command moves the cursor to the intersection of the
requested coordinates.

Related commands        PAN
WINDOW
CuroR
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Add/ Replace Target Line

Add/Replace Target Line
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

I.»sfrocfz.o% E

Add a new instruction to the symbol definition instruction list.

Not sapported by FutureNet OEM products.

This colnmand adds a new instruction to the symbol definition list or
replaces an existing instruction.

To add an instruction, enter the instruction on the command line and
enter. The instruction list will move up, leaving a blank target line that
is ready for the next instruction.

To replace an existing instruction, position the instruction to be
replaced on the target line and enter a new instniction on the command
line and enter. Note that the instruction list will not move up, but will
remain at the newly added instruction.  You can replace this
instruction, move to another instruction and replace it, or move the
target line to the end of the list and continue adding instructions.

The entire symbol definition iustniction must be retyped if any changes
are to be made to it; no provisions are made for editing an existing
symbol definition line.

The instruction is checked for syntax errors before the target line is
replaced.

Related commands        .D
.I
.CLR
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Arrow Keys

a

®

Arrow
Format

Keys

Purpose

Remarks

Keys - Move Multiple Display Units
LEFT %#mber
RIGHT %#mber
UP „„mbe,
DO" „„"be,

[„„mber] E
[„„mber] EI
[„„mbe,I H
["mbe,I E

Move the graphics cursor the specified number of display units or grid
units in the direction indicated.

Default cursor movement is one display unit, or one grid unit when
Snap to Grid is errabled.

Typing a number on the command line and then pressing any of the
anow keys moves the cursor the specified number of display units or
grid units in the direction of the arrow.  While the number remains on
the comrmnd line, subsequent use of any of the arrow keys moves the
cursor the number of display units or grid units specified.

When the graphics cursor is being operated from the command line, it
can move in any direction until it encounters the edge of the drawing
screen.  At that point, continuing to enter the command in the same
direction has no effect.  Once the graphics cursor encounters the edge
of the streen, it can be centered again using the HOME command, then
moved further in the same direction until the edge of the drawing or
screen is again encountered.

When automatic panning is on, and the cursor reaches the edge of the
screen, the cursor is automatically centered to allow further cursor
movement.  The cursor can move in any direction until the edge of the
drawing is reached.

If the number value given would take the cursor past the edge of the
drawing, the cursor moves to the edge of the drawing.

For command line or command file operation, use the commands LEFT,
RIGITr, UP and DOWN.

Relate d commands        CURSoR
GRID
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Arrow Up/Down Keys

Arrow Up/Down Keys - Move Symbol Definition List
Up/DOwn
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Keys

Purpose

Remarks

UP ro#mber
D orm #zfmber

[„„"ber] H
[„z'„ber] E

Move the symbol definition instruction list up or down past the target
line.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

The symbol definition list moves up or down one line at a time, if no
number is specified. If a number is specified, the list moves up or down
by number of lines specified.

Note:   If you specify 8 - Arrow Up and tSere _ere only 5 lines clove the
cursor, the cursor will move up only 5 tines.

The symbol definition list can also be traversed using the mouse.
Clicking the left button on the desired command will move that
command to the target line.  Clicking the left button above or below the
list will cause a Page Up or Page Down.

For command line or command file operation, use the commands UP
and DOIN.

Related commands        PC
IRE
BEE
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AUTO

a

a

®

AUTO - Automatic Command Execution
Format                                    AUTO /I.Jc"4"e

A:rmoEX ftlename

Purpos e                                    Run the specified command file automatically.

Remarks                                   A filename is required.  AUTO will search for command files with the
default .cnd command file extension unless a different file extension is
specified.

This command can also be used in the Symbol Definition Mode.

The command file named must be a standard Asal text file and must
follow the command file format.  That is, commands on the same line
must be separated by semicolons (;), a line cannot exceed 256
characters, and commands must include all required parameters.
Commands are entered in sequence.

During automatic command file execution, commands can be typed on
the command line.  After the command on the command line has been
entered, automatic command execution will resume, unless the
command is one that affects command execution, such as PAUSE or
STOP.

A second command file can be initiated from within the first by
including the AUTO f.Jelzamc command within the first command file.
Naming one command file within another command file stops the
execution of the first command file and starts execution of the second
command file.  It does not clear the current drawing work space, and
there is no return to the first file.

Note, however, that AUTO f.Je}t4me must end the line it is entered on.
Any commands on the same line that follow AUTO will not be entered.

When a command file is being processed with AUTO, comlnands that
require a yes or no response are automatically given a yes so execution
is not halted.  -

Commands which call dialog boxes are ignored.

To automatically run a command file when initiating FutureNet, see the
reference for the fn command.

Related commands        EXECNor
PAUSE
Srop
VIEW
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AUTOPAN

AUTOPAN - Enable/Disable Automatic Panning
Format                                      AUTOPAN [ON  I  OFF]

Purpose                                   Turn automatic panning on and off.

Remarks                                 Autopanning is enabled by default.
When automatic panning is enabled, and the graphics cursor moved
with the mouse reaches the edge of the display screen, the display
shifts so that the cursor is centered on the screen.  Automatic panning
occurs at the edge of the drawing space when the graphics cursor is
moved with the arrow keys.

When automatic panning is off, the HOME command must be used to
reposition the display.

Entering AUTOPAN without parameters toggles the setting.

When AUTOPAN is entered, a status message appears indicating
whether automatic panning is enabled or disabled.

Related commands        PROFILE
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AUTOSAVE

a

a

AUTOSAVE - Save Drawing Automatically
Format

Purpose

Remarks

AUTOSAVE [[comma%ds ]Lmi.##tes I  I  [ON]  I  [OFF]  I  [STAT]]

Periodically save drawing contents to temporary file.

The drawing saved automatically is whtten to a temporary file.  If the
current drawing session should terminate abnormally, this temporary
file can be copied and used in lieu of the original drawing file.

On PC systems, drawing data is saved to the current directory.  On Sun
systems, drawing data is saved to the user's home directory.  The files
are given a filename following these conventions:

dzuat.femme.%»»        (If a drawing filename has been given)
autotemp.###           (If no drawing filename has been given)

where daygfl.Zcurme is the name of the drawing file being edited, and »rz»
is the number of successful automatic saves of the drawing, rangivg
between 1 and 999.  Each time an automatic save is successful, the
previous AUTasAVE file is deleted and a new one created.
AUTOSAVE ON is the default, with the commflmds and m!.nwfes
parameters set as outlined below.
Command parameters work in this fashion:

comma»ds         Causes an automatic save after the given number of
commands have been entered.  The default is 50.

mt.%wfes               Causes an automatic save after the given number of
minutes have passed.  The default is 30 minutes.

ON                     Turns on AUTcrsAVE with current/default parameters
active.

OFF                     Turns off AUTOSAVE.

STAT                  Returns the current status of AUTOSAVE.

no options          TogglesAUTOSAVE onoroff.

Entering AUTasAVE with one option changes only that option.  For
instance, the following command causes an automatic save every 5
rhinutes, and the number of commands between saves is unaffected:

AUTOSAVE i

Automatic saves occur when either option is reached, then both
counters are reset.  Using the default options as an example, if an
automatic save happens at 30 minutes and only 15 commands have
been entered, both the coi'i'Imand and m!.#wfe counters are reset.

Automatic saves occur only if the drawing has been modified, and only
if a command has been issued since the last automatic save.

You may standardize how AUTasAVE functions for you by including
the command in your fnpro.cnd file.  Temporary files created by
AUTOSAVE are not deleted automatically at the end of a session.
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'8 - Enable/Disable Alphanumeric Field Boundary
Display
Format

Purpose

Remarks

'8 [ON  I  0FF]

Display or hide all alphanumeric field boundaries.

The default setting is OFF.

When ON, each alphanumeric field is displayed with a dotted
boundary and its point of justification.  The point of justification is the
round dot that appears in the lower left, center, or right of the field.

When OFF, alphanumeric field boundaries and points of irstification
are not displayed.

If no parameter is specified, '8 toggles the current setting,

Displaying alphanumeric field boundaries aids in the positioning of
text fields, particularly signal name or pin name fields.

The boundaries are displayed at all zoom levels.

This feature can be particularly useful for solving boundry conflict
situations at zoom levels greater than full zoom (when alphanumeric
fields are not visible).
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.8

a
.8 - Create Block Symbol
Format

Purpose

RemaiT

®,,,,®®,,,,..,...

Related Commands

.8 zo,fr Ltos Lfzs I I

Create a block symbol of the specified size.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

zo is the width of the symbol rectangle expressed in display units; fe is
the height of the rectangle.

ays is the distance between the sides of the rectangle and the symbol
cell.  If Cos is not specified, the system default of 5 display units is used.

he is the distance between the top or bottom of the rectangle and the
symbol cell.  If ds is not specified, the system default of 3 display units
is used.

The combined numeric value of co and two times zus (one Cos per side)
cannot exceed 127.  Similarly, the combined numeric value of A and two
times ds cannot exceed 127.  If the value exceeds 127, or if 0 is entered
for any value, the system will display

Value   out   of   range

and the command will be ignored.

The eymbol is created with the top left comer of the symbol cell
positioned at the graphics cursor location.  A new reference number is
assigned to the block symbol.

If another symbol, an alphanumeric field, a line, or the drawing edge is
in the area to be allocated to the new symbol cell, a symbol boundary
conflict will prevent the symbol from being placed.  The message

Symbol   boundary   conf lict

will be displayed.  The conflict must be resolved before the new symbol
can be entered into the drawing.

.8 uses symbol definition instructions to generate a symbol. Symbol
definition instructions are described in the chapters on symbol
definition in the Fatfz/reNcf LJsc7. Ma«zmz.  The list of instnictions used to
define the block symbol can be viewed and edited by entering Symbol
Definition Mode (.s command).  However, once a symbol has been
edited in Symbol Definition Mode, a bit is set that prevents it from
being edited using drawing mode commands, such as the Add/Replace
Pin Stub commands.  In order to use these commands on symbols that
have been edited in Symbol Definition Mode, enter the .SBS command
prior to exiting Symbol Definition Mode.

.F

.SBS
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BLINK

BLINK - Enable/Disable Blinking
Format                                       BLINK [ON  I  OFF]

Purpose                                   Turn blinking on and off.

Remarks \                                 The BLINK command controls blinking for the following:
•   Zoom window (visible when in fit zoom).

•   Alphanumeric fields the graphics cursor is lcx:ated in.

•   Tagged alphanumeric fields, symbols, and areas.

•   The direct{onnection cursor (/C command).

•   Temporary lines.

Blinking is the default value on monochrome systems.  Non-blinking is
the default value on color systems.

Entering BLINK without parameters toggles the setting.
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BX, BY

a

a

1

BX, BY - Draw Broken Line
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

BX length
Try length

Draw a textured line of the specified lc"gfb along the x or y axis.

Not supported by FutureNct OEM products.

The texture of the line to be drawn is determined by the SL command.
The default texture type is a dotted line.  The line type can be seen in
the Line Status box, along with the appropriate SL command.

The line begins at the current r,y coordinates.

Le#gfh is in display urrits and can have values between +127 and -128.

BX Je%gfh draws a textured horizontal line along the x axis from the
current ny coordinates.  If Zcngfh is negative, the line is drawn to the
left; if Zc#gffo is positive, the line is drawn to the right.

BY fe7zgfh draws a textured vertical line along the y axis from the
current ny coordinates. If Zc7zgth is negative, the line goes up; if Zc7tgffr is
positive, the line goes down.
The symbol editor coordinate marker is relocated to the end of the line
drawn as a result of this instruction.

Related commands        SL
BXD
BYD
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BXD, BYD

BXD, BYD - Draw Broken Line in Dot Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

u
BXD length
BYD length

Draw a textured line of the specified Je"gffa along the x or y axis.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

The texture of the line to be drawn is determined by the SL command.
The default texture type is a dotted line.  The line type can be seen in
the Line Status box, along with the appropriate SL command.

The line begins at the current x,y coordinates.

Lc7igfh is in dot units and can have values between +127 and -128.

BXD Ze»gth draws a textured horizontal line along the x axis from the
current x,y coordinates.  If le#gffe is negative, the line is drawn to the
left; if Zc#gffr is positive, the line is drawn to the right.

BYD Zcng£# draws a textured vertical line along the y axis from the
current x,y coordinates. If Je7Igffa is negative, the line goes up; if !engffo is
positive, the line goes down.
The symbol editor coordinate marker is relocated to the end of the line               q,J
drawn as a result of this instniction.

Related commands        SL
BX
BY
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BXL, BXR

0

®

a

BXL, BXR -Draw x to Symbol Cell Boundary with
Bubble
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

BXL
BXR

Draw a line to the left or right symbol cell boundary along the x axis
from the current *,y coordinates, placing a bubble at the ny coordinates.

Not supported by .FutureNet OEM products.

This command is particularly useful in drawing line stubs to the
symbol cell boundary.

BXL places a bubble on the symbol cell at the current *,y coordinates
and draws a line along the x axis to the left symbol cell boundary.

BXR places a bubble on the symbol cell at the current I,y coordinates
and draws a line along the I axis to the right sylhol cell boundary.

The symbol editor coordinate marker location is not changed by these
instructions.
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BYU, BYL

BYU, BYL - Draw y to Symbol Cell Boundary with
Bubble
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

BYU
BYL

Draw a line to the upper or lower symbol cell boundary along the y
axis from the current I,y coordinates, placing a bubble at the I,y
coordinates.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

This comrmnd is primarily used to draw une stubs within the symbol
cell.

BYU places a bubble at the current x,y coordinates and draws a line
along the y axis to the upper eymbol cell boundary.

BYL places a bubble at the current x,y coordinates and draws a line
along the y axis to the lower symbol cell boundary.

The symbol editor coordinate marker location is not changed by these
instructions.
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'C

a 'C - Copy Alphanumeric Field

Format                                 'C

Purpose                                    Toaftt;:en.ouITent alphanumeric field and move a copy of it to a different

Remark s                            :i:::etdh,e£:r#5#?::futhsefi:]rd8:thf:]gde': f¥oumndth¥c'ua:fn:n:eord'ec;owhen
COPY and the graphics cursor becomes the tag oursor.

When the tag cursor is moved, a dotted boundary detaches from the
field and can be moved around the drawing using the mouse or cursor
movement commands.  The tagged field retains a highlighted
boundary.  The ghosted boundary aids in locating the text field so that
it can be positioned without causing a boundary conflict.  You can also
use '8 to display boundaries of all alphanumeric fields.  On
monochrome systems, BLINK causes the tagged field to blink so that it
is easier to see.  On color systems, the tagged field changes color.

When 'C is entered again, the field is copied into the new cursor
location, assuming there are no boundary conflicts with other symbol
cells, alphanumeric fields, lines, or the edge of the drawing.  To resolve
boundary conflicts, move the copy to a valid location, or move or erase
conflicting objects.

The location of the original alphanumeric field remains unchanged.
The tag adjusts only the location of the copied field.

After the field is copied and tag and drag are canceled, control returns
to the previous mode, and the graphics cursor is restored.

Related commands        '8'K
BLINK
'M
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'CHA

'CH A - Change Attribute for Existing Field

Format                                             'CH A »aore  I  rzzfmz7e7.'CH ATTRIBUTE #4"e  I  #w"ber

Purpose                                     Change the attribute of an existing alphanumeric field.

Remarks                                   This command changes the attribute for the field where the graphics
cursor is located.  The attribute is shown in the AITR status field.

Attribute names and numbers are listed and explained in the chapter
on "Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwreNcf User M¢riunz.

If the name or number is not specified, a menu of available attributes
will be displayed and can be selected with the mouse.

Note that the current attribute assignments of all fields can be seen by
entering 'D command.

Related commands        'A'D
'S
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'CHF

a

a

'CH F - Change Font

Format                                               'CHF[olll21314151617]

Purpose                                    Change the font size of an existing alphanumeric field.

Remarks                                   This command changes the font size for the current alphanumeric field.
The font size is shown in the ALPH status field.

Any of the seven font sizes can be selected.  If you do not specify a font
size, 'CH F will cycle through the font sizes in ascending order,
beginning with the current font size, showing them in the ALPH field.

Changing a field's font to a laLrger size means the size of the field will
increase to accommodate the larger font. If this is impossible because of
the field's proximity to other fields or graphic items, a boundary
conflict will prevent the change from occurring until the boundary
conflict is eliminated.

Changing a field's font to a smaller size means the size of the field will
decrease to accommodate the smaller font.  As the field decreases in
size, the graphics cursor may be left outside the field boundary.  This
may be important when a command file is being used because it can
result in a previously selected alphanumeric field no longer being
selected and commands left unentered.

Relate d comnLands         '0...'7
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'CHJ

'CH J - Change Justification

Format                                       'CH][L  I  R  I  C]'CHTUSTIFICATION [L  I  R  I  C]

Purpose                                :]F=ieu£:i:Sf¥efi:?tion (left, right, or center) of an edsting

Remarks                                  This command changes the justification for the current alphanumeric
field. The rrinimum entry is 'CH J, which cycles through the options
from left to right to center.  The justification is shown on the center line
of the ALPH status field.

Select left, right, or center justification.  Left, L, enters text to the right
of the initial cursor position.  Right, R, enters text to the left of the
cursor position.  Center, C, enters text evenly on either side of the initial
oursor position.

Note that the '8 command displays the field boundary and the point of
justification, which is the dot appearing at the lower left, center, or
right of the field.

Related commands        '8'J
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'CH0

'CH 0 - Change Orientation

Format

Purpose

Remarks

a

a

'cH 0 [H  I V]
'CII ORIENTATION H  I  V]

Change the orientation of an existing alphanumeric field.

This command changes the orientation of the current alphanumeric
field.  The orientation, which is shown on the fourth line of the ALPH
status field, can be either horizontal (H) or vertical (V).

If no orientation is specified, the command toggles the setting.  The
default setting is horizontal.

If changing a field's orientation is impossible because of the field's
proxirity to other fields or graphic items, a boundary conflict message
is displayed, and the orientation is not changed.  The center of the field
is the pivot point for changing orientation.  Ensure that there is
adequate space for the text field in the new orientation or a boundary
conflict will prevent the field from being placed.

In the vertical orientation, text is displayed and read from bottom to
top.  In the horizontal orientation, text is displayed and read from left
to right.

Note:    when using 'CH 0 in co.'nmand filps_, !iip]se sure. the grap_f apes cprsor.is
positoned in the center o_i the teit field it is to change.  Otherwise, the
conmandwitlbeignored.
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'CHP

'CH P - Change Printability

Format                                       'CHP ION  I  OFF]
'CH PRINTABILITY ION  I  0FF]

Purpose                                    Identify an existing alphanumeric field as being printable or
non-printable.

Remarks                                  This command operates on the current alphanumeric field.  Printability
is shown on the top line of the ALPH status field.  OLD = printable.
ONP = old non-printable.

ON sets a field to printable; OFF sets a field to non-printable.

If no parameter is specified, entering 'CH P toggles the current setting.

Printability may be determined by the default attribute.

Note:    AIl ron-printable fields can be forced to print , rtythout changivg eafh
individual fted, using the R|RNO option of the printopt_ coTnmand.
This is useful for checking a drawing for completeness of information
not normally printed on a finished drawing.

Related commands         PRINTOFT
PROFILE
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'CHR

a 'CH R - Change
Field

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Reverse Video State of Alphanumeric

'CH R ION  I  OFF]

Toggle the reverse video display of an existing alphanumeric field.

This command toggles the reverse video display on the current
alphanumeric field.

ON causes the field to appear in reverse video in the drawing.

OFF causes the field to appear in normal video.

If no parameter is specified, reverse video toggles on and off.

Reverse video is useful for emphasis in custom menus or help screens.
Refer to the F#fwreNef User Mfl#tAIJ for more information on creating
custom menus and help screens.

Related commands         HELPSAVE
?
'CHV
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'CHV

'CH V - Change Visibility of Alphanumeric Field

Format                                      'CH V ION  I  OFF]

Purpos e                                     Toggle the visibility of an existing alphanumeric field

Remarks                                   This command toggles the visibility for the current alphanumeric field.

ON causes the field to be visible during the editing session.

OFF causes the field to invisible during the editing session.

If no parameter is specified the visibility toggles on and off.

Invisible alphanumeric fields follow the same boundary conflict rules
as visible text.

To edit invisible text, place the cursor on the text and the text will
appear.  When the cursor is not on the field, it is invisible.

To locate invisible text, use the '8 (Display Alphanumeric Boundary
Display) command.  The boundaries of all alphanumeric fields, visible
or invisible, are displayed.

Invisible text is used in custom menus and help screens. Refer to the
FwfwreNef User Mamtaz for more information on creating custom menus
and help screens.

Related commands         HELPSAVE
?
'CHV
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.C

1

4

.C - Copy Symbol
Format                                  .C

Purpose                                    Copy the tagged symbol to the current cursor location.

Remarks                                  When the symbol to be copied is not tagged, first move the cursor into
the symbol and enter .C or press the left mouse button to tag the
symbol and press middle mouse button to cycle through
MOVE /COIry/ERASE mode.

When the symbol to be moved is tagged and the cursor is moved, the
boundary detaches from the symbol and moves around the drawing
with the mouse or cursor movement commands.  The tagged symbol
boundary and cursor blink on monochrome systems or change color on
color systems so that the symbol and its new location are obvious.
When .C is entered again, the symbol is copied into the boundary.

The Copy command enters only if the symbol is being copied to a
location clear of symbol cells, alphanumeric fields, and lines, and does
not overlap the edge of the drawing.  If there are any interfering
drawing elements, the command is ignored and the system displays

Symbol   boundary   conf lict

A new reference number is assigned to the copied symbol.

The original symbol remains unchanged. When a symbol is copied,
MOVE/COPY/ERASE mode is canceled.

Related commands        .K
.M
BLINK
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.CLR

.CLR - Erase Symbol Definition
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

.CLR

Clear the symbol definition list and the symbol definition workspace,
so that a new symbol can be created.

Not supported ky FutureNet OEM products .

The symbol cell size ren`ains as previously defined and the symbol cell
boundary is still displayed.

All symbol definition instructions are deleted from the symbol
definition workspace.

Following a .CLR command, the symbol definition coordinate marker is
in the upper left comer of the symbol cell.

Related commands        .D
.S
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/C

a

a

a

/C - Draw Direct Connection Through Symbol
Forma t                                /C

Puap o s e                                   Draw intrasymbol connections.

Remarks                                  /C is used to electrically connect two pins on the same symbol by
drawing a line through the symbol.  /C cannot be used to connect pins
on different symbols.

If a pin is connected to a signal and the pin is also directly connected to
other pins in the symbol, all of those pins are considered to be
connected in the same net.

Position the graphics cursor on the desired pin stub and then enter the
/C command.  Draw a line to connect the two pin stubs and rerenter
the command or click the left mouse button.

Direct connections are only displayed when the .DCON command is
on.  The direct connection appears as a dotted line inside a symbol.

If the graphics cursor is not located on a symbol boundary when the
first /C command is entered, the command is ignored and the message
line displays

Invalid  line   start   location

If the direct connection dues not end on a symbol boundary, the line is
not drawn and the system displays

Direct   connect   segment   must   end   on   a   pin   stub   or   symbol
boundary

lf a second /C is entered when the cursor is in a different symbol than
the first /C, the rystem displays

Direct   connect   segment   must   end   in   same   symbol

If two symbols are 2 display units apart or closer, then when the first
/C command is entered, the line drawing may snap to an adjacent
symbol. You may need to turn PINSNAP off temporarily or move the
symbols farther apart.

Related commands        .DCoN
/ES
/EL
/EN
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[C

[C - Copy Area
Format

Purpose

Remarks

[C

Copy the tagged area to the current cursor location.

The area to be copied must first be defined using [D, and then tagged
using the [C command or the left mouse button.

When [C is entered, the area to be copied is tagged and a boundary
detaches from the area.  The boundary can be moved to the desired
location using the mouse or cursor movement commands.  When [C is
entered again, the area is copied to the new cursor location, assuming
there are no boundary conflicts.

Symbols and alphanumeric fields are treated as being within the area to
be copied only if they are completely within the area boundary.
Symbols and alphanumeric fields intersecting the area boundary are
excluded from the copy. Line segments are broken at the area boundary
and the segments inside are copied.  The densely dotted area boundary
is moved with the area.

New symbol reference numbers are assigned to copied symbols.

The Copy coinmand works only if the new location is clear of symbol
cells, alphanumeric fields and lines, and does not overlap the edge of
the drawing.

If the area cannot be copied because of a boundary conflict, the
command is ignored and the system displays

Boundary   conflict

To resolve the boundary conflict, move or erase the conflicting drawing
elements or reposition the area.

The original area remains unchanged.  The dotted boundary stays with
the copied area.  After the area has been copied, tag and drag is
canceled and control returns to the previous mode.

Related commands        [D
[K
[M
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CD

h

A

CD - Change CuITent Directory
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

CD  [drl.z7c]tyflf#]
CHDIR [drjtje]ty4fJi]

Change the current path to the one specified.

The CD comlnand operates a little differently in FutureNet than in
[WDS.  If a drive is specified in the FutureNet CD command, then the
current drive, as well as the current directory, is modified.  Under DOS,
only the current directory of the specified drive is modified.  The
current drive is not modified.

The CD command operates similar to the UNIX CD command on a Sun
platfo-

Din
DEL
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CLEAR/ERASE

CLEAR/ERASE -
Current Drawing
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Clear Drawing Hierarchy or Erase

CLEAR
ERASE

CLEAR clears the current drawing in the work space and all drawings
in the hierarchy that have been accessed and modified.

ERASE erases only the current drawing from the work space, and does
not erase other drawings in the hierarchy that may have been accessed
and modified.

Use the CLEAR command to clear the current drawing in the work
space and any drawings in a structured design hierarchy that have
been accessed using the #D, #U, #R, and #L commands and then
modified. The portions of the drawing structure that have not been
accessed or modified will not be affected.

To help avoid clearing drawings that may have been accessed and
modified elsewhere in the hierarchy, the CLEAR command will ask for
verification before clearing the memory. If no files have been modified,
the command clears the memory without asking for verification.

If a cuITent version of the drawing has not been saved when the ERASE
command is entered, the ERASE command will ask for verification
before erasing the drawing from memory.  If the drawing file in
memory has not been modified, the command erases the drawing
without asking for verification.

Neither CLEAR nor ERASE removes the last-saved version of the
drawing from the hard disk.

The CLEAR command clears the UNDO/REDO stacks.  The ERASE
command can be reversed using the UNDO command, if UNDO is
enabled.
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COLOR

®

a

COLOR - Modify Color Palette
Format                                       COLOR [co [orl{oror2 ,... coror8|

Purp°S e                                 S:yl#e{{j;:sbpa€k:§B:::£j:i:rd:nd modify the cunent color palette used

Remarks                                   This command performs two functions: selects the background color,
which is always assigned to position five (color5) on the palette; and
selects which colors are assigned to the remaining seven positions on
color palette.

The colors of the color palette are used by the DISPGRP# command,
which assigns colors to the elements of the FutureNet display.

The COLOR command changes the color settings of the current palette.
The color palette has eight color positions, numbered colorl through
color8.  One color can be assigned to each position.

The COLOR command has eight positional parameters, separated by
commas  t). Each position represents one of the colors on the color
palette.  To change a color on the palette, assign a different color to a
given position.  For example
COLOR,,,,,G

only affects the color assignment for position 6 (color6), which would
have its present color assignment changed to G (green).   All drawing
components that have been assigned the position 6 color (as specified
by the DISPGRP# command) will be changed to green.  Drawing
components that have been assigned position 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8
colors on the palette will retain their current color assignments.

There are three ways to assign colors:  enter the initial(s), the number,
or the name.

For example

c OLOR GREEN,wlurE,R,B,B LACK

Note:   Conponents that are the sane color as the background will be
indistinguishable, even though they are dispkyed.

Default color assignments are

ment                       Name

Color 1
Color 2
Color 3
Color 4
Color 5
Color 6
Color 7
Color 8

Yellow
Light-White
Light-Red
Light{yan
Blue
Light€reen
Brorm
Magenta
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COLOR

Thereare 16 colors available.  Specify colorsby their initial(s), number,                u
or rrame.

NameInitial              Numb er

Related commands         DISPGRpn
PALEm

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Black
Blue
Green
Cyan Glue-green - BG)
Red
Magenta
Yellow
Vvhite
Grey
Light-Blue
LightGreen
Light{yan (light-blungreen - LEG)
Light-Red
Light-Magenta
Broom
Light-White
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CONNECT

a

a

®

CONNECT - Enable/Disable Maintenance
Connections (Rubberbanding)

of Line

Format                                         COP`INECT ION  I  OFF]

Purp 0 S e                                  ££h=:I::rvl:nnga:1:;::|ebTo]:I:i:taerneaa?Ce of line connections (mbberbanding)

Remark s                        Fn:n££ogge] =::t:r:£tsuE::efn#fd€£3¥ugge,rsa:r,:adt,e£:: [f this
occurs, temporary lines are created.  Temporary lines are dotted (they
also change color on color systems), and overlay everything in their
path.
Only /1 and /2 line types can be rubberbanded.

When Cor`INEer is disabled and a symbol or area is moved, lines are
broken at the symbol or area boundary.

If CONNEer is enabled and a symbol is tagged and moved but not set,
entering CONNECT will disable rubberbanding as well as cancel any
rubberbanding in progress for the current symbol.

When CONNECT is entered, a message appears indicating whether
CONNECT is enabled or disabled.

Enabled is the default setting.

Relate d comlnands        PROFIIE
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CONTEXT

CONTEXT - Restore Drawing Context
Fo rma t                                     C ONTEXT

Purpose                                    Restore the context of a drawing.

Re mark s                             €::::;: i::::Sd:% :huersso:t;o°sfft:odn:adwr;nwg£:: ¥er£:ej;tn¥::I,aas:e=Ved.

definition, discrete zoom level (not dynamic zoom level), font type,
attribute type, and line type.  All are saved with the drawing.  When
the CONTEXT command is entered after a Load Drawing command,
the drawing is restored to the state it was in when last saved.  No
command is necessary to store the information that CONTExr restores.
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Ctrl - Backspace Keys

a

a

Ctrl - Backspace Keys -Erase Alphanumeric Data
Keys                                          E -LPpekspaco I

Purpose                              {#::en:na]a#:=:::i:±#e, this command erases the data in the

Remarks                                   After erasing the data, the oursor is placed at the beginning of the field.

[faEh_anrfu#£e£Sfi:#gdHe¥£fartoeLytahf:e:reanj:£g.g
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Ctrl - Home or Ctrl - R7 Keys

Ctrl - Home or Ctrl - R7 Keys -
Move Cursor to Beginning of Alphanumeric Field

Ctrl - End or Ctrl - R13 Keys -
Move Cursor to End of Alphanumeric Field

Keys

Purpose

Remarks

Sun

E-EE        E-E
E-EE         E-E
Move the cursor to the beginning or end of an alphanumeric field
(when in alphanumeric mode) or the command line.

E - EE or E - EE moves the cursor to the beginning of the
current alphanumeric  field, or to the beginning of the command line.

E - EE or E - E moves the cursor to the end of the current
alphanumeric field, or to the end of the command line.

Moving the cursor with these commands does not affect the
alphanumeric field.
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CusOR

CURSOR - Set Cursor to Absolute
Format

Purpose

Remarks

®

®

Location

cuRsOR £,y Le",yco]

Specify up to two sets of coordinates:  one set to specify the graphics
cursor location (I,y) and a second optional set to specify the location of
the upper left comer of the display area (xzt),!/zt7).

The ny are required; xz[7,!/zi7 are optional.

If both x,y and xu),yu; are specified, the upper left comer of the window
is placed at the intersection of the A:I(/,3/zt7 coordinates and the oursor is
placed at the intersection of the I,y coordinates.  If the x,y coordinates
fall outside the window area specified by the xzt7,g/zu coordinates, the
a;Cur,yut coordirrates are ignored and the window is centered around the
x,y coordinates specified for the oursor. If the xztJ,!/zt) coordinates are too
close to the border to accommodate the entire window, then the
location of the window is adjusted so that the upper left comer of the
window is placed as near to the xct),]/zt) coordinates as possible.

This command is intended primarily for use in automatic command
exoution sequences.
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#D

#D - Move Down in Design Hierarchy
Format                                          #D lfz.Ze»4me]

Keys

Purpose

Remarks

pC                                        SUN

E-BEE         E-E
Move down in the design hierarchy to the specified file or create a new
file with the specified name.

#D /i.Zc7z4me loads the specified drawing file from a lower level in the
hierarchy or creates a new file with the specified name at a lower level
in the design hierarchy.  It saves the current drawing, its status, and the
graphics cursor location in a temporary file.  Drawings that are saved
into temporary files when #D is entered are given unique filenames
based on the root filename with a number for the extension.  If a file of
the same name exists, then the number will be incremented until the
filename is unique.  The drawings must be saved using the SAVEALL
and SAVE commands before exiting FutureNet.

This command requires that a root drawing be loaded with the LOAD
command before #D is entered.  If the root drawing is just being
created, then it must first be saved before #D is entered.  If #D is
entered before the root drawing is saved, the system displays

Drawing   must   be   saved   before   moving   down   in   the   drawing
structure

The optional parameter f.Ze»amc is available ordy with the #D form of
the command.  E -ill or E - EE does not accept a filename.

#D and E - ill or E - E can be used to create a lower level
drawing without specifying a filename, if the cursor is located on an
alphanumeric field that has been assigned the FILE or HLN attribute.
These attributes (file name pointers) are assigned to the displayed name
of a functional block in hierarchical drawings.  A newly created file will
use the field's display text as the name of the file.

If the graphics cursor is not on an alphanumeric field with attribute
FILE or FIIN and no filename is entered, the command has no effect.

If the file named or located by the graphics oursor does not yet exist,
the system displays

File   not.   found.       OK   t.a   creat.e   new   file    (Y/N)?

Y creates a new blank file with that name; N cancels the command.

If the file named or located by the graphics cursor has already been
viewed at a higher level in the hierarchy, and therefore is presently
saved in a temporary file, the system cancels the command and displays

File   already   accessed   in   drawing   structure
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#D

Related Commands

a

•®

If the drawing named or located by the graphics cursor exists, has been
viewed in this session and left again, and is at a lower level in the
design hierarchy, then it is loaded with its status and the graphics
cursor as they were when it was left.

#D fi.rename can be used to jump lower in the design hierarchy without
accessing intermediate drawing levels by specifying the file to be
opened.

#U
#L
#R
SAVEALL
SAVE
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'D

'D - Enable/Disable Attribute Display

Format                                      'D ION  I  OFF]

Purpos e                                    Display alphanumeric field attribute assignments.

Remarks                                  When oN, a reverse vidco field displaying the attribute number
appears in place of the alphanumeric field(s) on the drawing.

When OFF, alphanumeric fields appear in their normal manner.

Specifying 'D without any parameters toggles the setting.

Related commands        'A
'CHA
'S
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.D

a

a

®

.D - Delete Pin Stub
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

.D

Delete an existing pin stub.

The graphics cursor must be positioned between the eymbol cell and
the outline to delete a stub.  This is the same location used when the
stub is created or replaced.  If the cursor is not in an appropriate
location, the command is ignored.

Only block symbols created with the .A, .8, or .F commands, and edited
with the standard pin stub commands have the intemal symbol
definition instmction sequences that can be processed by this command.
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.D

.D - Delete Target Line
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

.D

Delete the symbol definition instruction currently in the target line.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

When a symbol definition instruction is deleted, the next symbol
definition instruction in sequence moves into the target line.

Related commands        .I
.CLR
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.DCON

.DCON - Enable/Disable Display of Direct Connections
Format                                      .DCoN [ON  I  OFF]

Puap°S e                                  i::gl;any:heir;:;::;[::lections across a symbol, instead of all other graphic

Remarks                                  Use of the.DCON command is the only way to view direct connect
lines.

This command updates the setting in the current user profile.

If no paralneter is specified, the setting in the current user profile is
to88led.

When tuned on, .DCON turns off the display of all other items in a
symbol and instead displays any direct connections drawn across the
symbol.

Related cominands        /c
PROFILE
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.DEL

.DEL - Delete Symbol from Update Library
Format                                      .DEL symboJ#a"c

Purpose                                    Delete the specified symbol from the update symbol library.

Remarks                                   .DEL only deletes symbols from the update library. The update library
is specified using the .LIB command.

Relate d commands        .LIB
.DIR
.SAVE
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.DIR

.DIR - Display
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

E]

Symbol Library Directory
.DIR

Display a list of library contents.

When the .DIR command is entered, the symbol directory dialog box is
displayed.

The Symbol Name Specification field filters the list of symbol names.
To change the filter, edit the field and press E .  Wildcards are valid:  a
for any number of characters; ? for a single character.

The List of Symbol Libraries data box lists all open libraries, one of
which.is selected (highlighted).  The List o£ Symbols data box displays
the symbols in the selected library that match the symbol name
specification.  Select a different library by clicking on it with the mouse.

Use the scroll bars in the List of Symbols data box to browse the
various symbol names available.  To load a symbol, highlight it on the
list and click on the LOAD action button.  If there are no boundary
conflicts, the symbol is loaded at the drawing cursor, tagged for
moving. If a symbol or line is already at that location, the symbol is not
loaded, and you receive the message: Syltool boundary conf lict

Exit the .DIR dialog box without selecting a symbol by clicking on the
OK action button, by clicking on the CANCEL action button, by
P[;;=irgtheleftmousebuttonoutsideofthedialogbox,orbypressing

.L

.DEL
LIB
.LIB
.SAVE
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.DIRPR

.DIRPR - Print Symbol Library Directory
Forlnat                                    .DIRPR

Puap o s e                             ::=aa[:it, :i:hLe[£#Egsafnndt,hi`ibaaeris;s:pemqsf# Egrtah;.last.LIB

.DIRPR uses the relevant print options as set up in the PRINTOPT
corrmand.

Related commands         .LIB
LIB
.DIR
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/D

a

a

®

/D - Insert/Delete Interconnect Dot
Fomat                            ro

Purpose                                     Insert or delete an interconnect dot at the graphics cursor location.

Remarks                                  An interconnect dot is required when two lines which cross are
connected.  Interconnect dots are allowed, but not required at T
intersections.

If there is an interconnect dot at the intersection located by the graphics
cursor, /D deletes it.  The location of the graphics cursor is not changed.

Interconneet dots cannot be placed within symbol cells.  They can only
be placed on intersections of line types /1 and /2.  No other line types
will accept interconnect dots.

Interconnect dots can be drawn and displayed in any zoom level less
than or equal to full zoom (1.00).

The graphics cursor must be located on a line segment when /D is
entered; if not, the command is ignored.

The /D command is equivalent to the middle mouse button when in
FAST drawing mode.
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[D

[D - Define Area
Fo rma t                                 [D

Purpose

Remarks

Define an area.

An area needs to be defined before it can be moved, copied, erased, or
saved.

When [D is entered, area definition is initiated; the area definition point
appears at the graphics cursor location and the MODE status field
displays AREA.  The area definition point marks the fixed comer of the
area to be defined.  Define the area by moving left or right and up or
down from that fixed point.  Reenter [D or press the left mouse button
to save the newly defined area.  The finished area boundary is a dotted
rectangle.

Area definition can be initiated anytime.  However, only one area at a
time can be defined.

When an area is already defined and the graphics cursor is outside of
that area, entering [D cancels the currently defined area and begins a
new area definition at the cursor location.  If this area is canceled before
[D is re{ntered, that is, if it is canceled while still in area definition
mode, area definition is canceled and the previous area is restored.

When an area is already defined and the cursor is inside that area,
entering [D restarts area definition.  The comer of the area closest to the
cursor ``snaps" to the cursor location.  This corner becomes the
movable corner of the area rectangle and the corner opposite becomes
the fixed comer.  Area definition can then proceed as described above.

Area definition can be initiated from the menu or from the command
line using the mouse or keyboard.

The cursor movement commands, and Pan and Zoom can be entered
from the keyboard without canceling area definition.  Entering any
other command from the keyboard automatically cancels area
definition and returns to the previous mode.

Related commands        [C
[ERASE
[K
[LOAD
[M
[R
IRE
[SAVE
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DA

®
DA - Draw Arc in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

Ill

DALradius,centerfaghths

Draw the specified arc in display units.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

The current I,y coordinates mark the beginning point of the arc.

mdjus specifies the radius of the circle that the arc is taken from and is
expressed in display units.  There are four dot units per display unit.

cc7!fcr specifies the line on which the center of the arc will fall, relative
to the current x,y position (see the figure accompanying this entry).
The center will be rfld{.us display units away from the start point of the
arc.  cc#fcr can take values from 0 to 7.

cjghfhe specifies the length of the arc in eighths of a circle and the
direction of travel:  clockwise or counterclockwise.  Positive numbers
from 1 to 8 draw the arc in a clockwise direction; negative numbers
from -1 to -8 draw the arc in a counterclockwise direction.  1 draws 1/8
of a circle, or a 45 degree arc; 8 draws an entire circle.  A value of 0 is
not valid.

The symbol editor coordinate riarker moves to the end of the arc
drarm.

DAD
DC

EXAMPLE:   DA 4,3,2

\

I

: 3 'S'

:    posslb',
1       Gen,er

I

I`-`-.i..~-
S (-3) '

1       -_iJ_(.-Z)

Possible (2 (4)

3  (-5)

I

I

'
I----i_---

5  (-3) \

EXAMPLE:
DA 4£,-2
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DAD

DAD - Draw Arc in Dot Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

2-58

D A:D radios,centerf ughths

Draw the specified arc in dot units.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

The current x,y coordinates mark the beginning point of the arc.

radi.us specifies the radius of the circle that the arc is taken from and is
expressed in dot units.  There are four dot units per display unit.

cenfcr specifies the line on which the center of the arc will fall (see the
figure accompanying this entry).  The center will be radius dot units
away from the start point of the arc.  ce#fcr can take values from 0 to 7.

cjghfhe specifies the length of the arc in eighths of a circle and the
direction of travel:  clockwise or counterclockwise.  Positive numbers
from 1 to 8 draw the arc in a clockwise direction; negative numbers
from -1 to -8 draw the arc in a counterclockwise direction.  1 draws 1/8
of a circle, or a 45 degree arc; 8 draws an entire circle.  A value of 0 is
not valid.

The symbol editor coordinate marker moves to the end of the arc
drawn.

DA
DCD
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DASH

See fn.

DASH
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DC

DC - Draw Circle in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

DC radius

Draw a circle with the radius specified in display units.

Not sxpported by FutureNet OEM products.

tifldi.us is a required parameter and gives the radius of the circle in
display units.  ndl.us may have values from 0 to 255.

The center of the circle is at the current x,y coordinate location, which is
not changed by this instruction.

Related commands        DCD
DA
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DCD

DCD - Draw Circle in Dot Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

®

DCD r4d..ws

Draw a circle with the radius specified in dot units.

Not supported ky FutureNet OEM products.

rad!.us is a required parameter and gives the radius of the circle in dot
units.  rtzdi.us may have values from 0 to 255.

The center of the circle is at the current x,y coordinate location, which is
not changed by this instruction.

Relate d commands        DC
DAD
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DD

DD - Draw Dots
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

DD a,a

Draw two dots.

Not sapported ly FutureNet OEM products.

The first dot is placed 1 dot unit from the current x,y coordinate, along
the line indicated by parameter ¢, according to the figure below.  The
second dot is placed 1 dot unit from the first dot along the line
indicated by parameter b, relative to the first dot.

This instruction updates the x,y value to the location of the second dot
drawn.

The possible values of a and b are 0 to 7.  Relative to an x,y coordinate
they are as follows:
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DEL

®

®

®

DEL -  Delete File
Format                                        DEL [dr..t7e] tyafJI]ft.Jen¢"e

Purpos e                                    Delete the specified file from the current directory.

Remarks                                  See your rystem documentation regarding the DEL command.  A drive,
path, filename and extension can follow the DEL command.  The global
file characters * and ? cannot be used.

Related commands        CD
DIR
EN
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DIR

DIR - List Directory
F o rmat                             E Fo fo„m4%Z„,f„zc,.Zerfr##st s&c,,

Purpose                                     List all directory entries or only specified files.

Remark s                         Fee:t:tL: c£#:t€±,:SST:::tit a: f{;:£:Eedi:aj:gen¥:££rseedt£:¥az¥.
satisfy the file specification given as an argument for the command.
This list is placed in a data window, which can be scrolled.

The Directory Specification field filters the list of files.  To change the
filter, edit the field and press E . Wildcards are valid:  use * for any
number of symbols; ? for a single character.  mawing, Area, Library,
Command File and File commands can be performed by selecting the
desired file, then clicking on the desired action button.

Use the scroll bars in the file data box to display the filenames
available.

Related commands        ls
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DISPGRP„

®

®

®

DISPGRP7i - Display Group Setup
Format

Purpose

Remarks

DISPGRP1:

DISPGRpl complcolor,comp2color ,... comp7colo_r
DlseGTrp2comp8color,comp9color,...compl5color_
DISH GRP3 compl6color,compl7cot or ,... comp23col_or
DISPG:RT4 comp24color,comp25color ,... comp31cotor

Change the color of the components that make up a drawing.

There are 31 drawing components arranged in one group of seven and
three groups of eight components.  Each component has an assigned
position within its group.  The number assigned to a position specifies
the color from the palette (see COLOR) assigned to the component
associated with that position.  To change the color of aL component,
assign a different color from the color palette to that position.

DISPGRP" is used to specify the display group and the color from the
color palette.  For example

DISPGRP3 ,7

will change the cursor, which is in position 2 of display group 3, to the
color assigned to position 7 of the palette.  Other colors are unchanged.

Sindlarly, entering

DISPGRP4 ,,1£,,

with the default color palette will cause direct connection lines to be
yellow, and the pin cursor to be magenta.
The following tables list the components in each display group, their
position numbers, and the default color assignments.  The items that
are marked with an asterisk (*) are fixed colors and cannot be changed.

Pos#         Component Name Comp#     Defaultcolor
Border
Status headings
MODE status field value
Other status field values
Signal and bus lines
Symbol graphics
Symbol boundary
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DISPGRP„

DISPGRP2:

DISPGRP3:

DISPGRP4:

Pos#          Comp onent Name                    Comp # Default Color

Alphanumeric text
Corr-nd line*
Message line*
Symbol reference number
Unused
Tagged object
Unused
Menu text+

Pos#          Comp onent Name

81
9                  White
10                  White
114
12
133
14
15                    Black

Comp#     Defaultcolor
Menu headings*
Cursor
Line target
Area target
Rubberbanded line
Area definition outline
Full scale window
Preset WINcOWs

Pos#         Comp onent Name

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Comp#     Default color
Al phanumeric cursor
Alpha mode insert cursor
Direct connection line
Pin cursor
Grid
Unused
Symbol edit instructions
Symbol edit target line

Note:   The background color is hard4oded to palette position number 5 in the
COLOR conmnd.

'  Related commands        CoLOR
PALETTE
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DOS

a

®

a

DOS - Enter DOS Command
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

DOS [com"4#fl

To run a eystem comrrund or enter a cos cheu without leaving FuturINet.

Ch the Sun, grfy conz#zand with the ms command; the results of the
specified command will be sent to the window from which FuturINet was
run.  If ro command is specified, the ms command dues nothing.

Cia the PC, the DOS command operates as follows:

1 .  FuturINct win taprarily dose and a ms chal wfll be opened. Within the
DaschdLcomrlndsshouldfLmctionnormallywiththefolk>wingexceptions.

•   The Non-Extnded Memory executable uses a "swapping" nrdanism
whichrermvesFutuENetfrommemory,andwhtesittoaIralfile
acated on the hard disk named ZTCx~.TNT (where x~ are
uniquecharacters).This"swappir\g"providesmoremernoryforthe
command to be nm.  Ifowever, at least 500KB of distc apace is reqLiired.
Ifinsufficientdickspaceisavailable,themscommandwillnotrun.
0`ToermormessageisgivenwhenyouareretlrmedtoFutulINet.)

•   Programs that permanently allcx:ate memory cannot be run in the
Das chen.  Tis indudes all rsR O`eminate Stay Resident) pngrams
and DOS functions such as MODE, PRn\IT, ASSIGN, GRAPIHCS,
SHARE, and GRAFTABL.  Using these programs can cause
FutuENet to fail Oosing changes done during the FuturINet session).

Note:    As a precaution, you may warit to save your drawings bofore
performing the DOS command.

•   Using the SET colnmand will only set environment variables for the
Dcrs shell+t will not effect FuturchTet.

2.   If a command is spedfied, the command will rLm in the ms shdl, didykying
its results on the sa`een When the command has compled, the message

Press any key to continue

will appear.  Pressing any key will return to FutureNet.

3.   If no command is specified when the DOS shell was entered, the DOS
prompt will appear.  The ms prompt should include a FutureNet
string.  To return to FutureNet, use the DOS EXIT command.

Note:    If the DOS prorxpt does net_ irrdude the stri.ng Futu=.e¥?t in its
6ntirety, yo-ur sy-stem's environment space is_ t_oo_ small.  you may need
to eddrde the e-nvironment space; see your DOS marmal.

Do not run FutureNet from within a DOS shell.  This will cause loss of
logging files and cause disk clusters to be lost.
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DR

DR - Draw Rectangle in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

DR width,length

Draw a rectangle of the specified length and width in display units at
the current x,y coordinates.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

zor.dth and Jc»gffr are specified in display units.

".dffr and Je#gfh can take any value from +127 through -128.

If the width is specified using positive numbers, the rectangle extends
right from the ny coordinates; if the width is specified with negative
numbers, the rectangle extends left.

If the length is specified using positive numbers, the rectangle extends
down from the x,y coordinates; if the length is specified using negative
numbers, the rectangle extends up.

The symbol editor coordinate marker remains at the current r,y
coordinates.

Related commands        DRD
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DRD

®

a

DRD -Draw Rectangle in Dot Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

DRD width,length

Draw a rectangle of the specified length and width in dot units at the
current r,y coordinates.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

or.dfh and Zc«gfh are specified in dot units.

ow.dffr and Jc"gth can take any value from +127 through -128.

If the width is specified using positive numbers, the rectangle extends
right from the r,y coordinates; if the width is specified with negative
numbers, the rectangle extends left.

If the length is specified using positive numbers, the rectangle extends
down from the x,y coordinates; if the length is specified using negative
numbers, the rectangle extends up.

The symbol editor coordinate marker remains at the current x,y
coordinates.

DR
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DX, DY

DX, DY - Draw Line in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

DX length
DY length

Draw a line along the x or y axis, specifying the length in display units.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

Zc7tgfJl is in display units.

Zengffr may take any value from +127 through -128.  If Je#gffr is between
+15 and -16, use the D)a and DYS (Draw Line Short) instructions to
save memory.

DX Ze#gth draws a line of the specified length along the x axis.  If Zc7!gth
is specified using negative numbers, the line is drawn left; if !c#gffe is
specified using positive numbers , the line is drawn right.  The y
coordinate is not changed by the DX instruction.

DY Zc«gffr draws a line of the specified length along the y axis.  If hagffr
is specified using negative numbers, the line is drawn up.  If !c#gf# is
specified using positive numbers, the line is drawn down.  The x
coordinate is not changed by the DY instruction.

Alter a DX or DY instruction, the symbol editor coordinate marker is
located at the end of the line drawn.
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DXD, DYD

DXD, DYD - Draw Line in Dot Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

a

®

DXD length
DYD length

Draw a line along the x or y axis, specifying the length in dot units.

Not supported ly FutureNct OEM products.

Jc71gfh is in dot units

Je#gth may take any value from +127 through -128.

DXD !e»gffr draws a line of the specified length along the x axis.  If
Ze»gffo is specified using negative numbers, the line is drawn left; if
Zc#gfh is specified using positive numbers , the line is drawn right.  The
y coordinate is not changed by the DXD instruction.
DYD Jc#gfh draws a line of the specified length along the y axis.  If
Ze»gfh is specified using negative numbers, the line is drawn up.  If
Jc»gfh is specified using positive numbers, the line is drawn down.  The
x coordinate is not changed by the DYD instruction.

After a DXD or DYD instruction, the symbol editor coordinate marker
is located at the end of the line drawn.

Related commands        DX
DY
DXYD
DXS
DYS
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DXL, DXR

DXL, DXR -Draw x to Symbol Cell Boundary
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

DXL
DXR

Draw a line along the current y coordinate to the left or right symbol
cell boundary.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

This corrrmnd is particularly useful in drawing line stubs to the
symbol cell boundary.

DXL draws a line along the x coordinate to the left symbol cell
boundary.

D)en draws a line along the x coordinate to the right symbol cell
boundary.

The symbol editor coordinate marker location is not changed by these
instructions.

BXL
BXR
DYU
DYL
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DXS, DYS

DXS, DYS - Draw Line Short in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

a

a

DXS length
DYS length

Draw a short line (+15 through -16 display units in length) along the x
Or y axis.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

This instruction is used for lines between +15 and -16 display units in
length.

Zc7igffo is in display units.

For lines between +15 and -16 display units in length, using this
irrstruction will save memory.   For longer lines, use the DX or DY
instruction.

DXS hagffr draws a line along the x axis beginning at the current x,y
coordinates.  If !c#giv is negative, the line is drawn left; if length is
positive, the line is drawn right.
DYS Jc7igth draws a line along the y axis beginning at the current x,y
coordinates.  If length is negative, the line is drawn up; if Zc7tgth is
positive, the line is drawn down in the symbol cell.
AIter a D)G or DYS instruction, the symbol editor coordinate marker is
located at the end of the line drawn.

DXS and DYS are also used with Increment and Decrement modes,
which are described under the SD and SI commands.
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DXY

DXY- Draw Diagonal in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

DXY #,y

Draw a diagonal line, in display units, from the current I,y coordinates.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

x and y are in display units, and can take any value from +127 through
-128.

The DXY r,y instruction draws a line in any direction, begivning at the
current x,y coordinates and ending the specified I and y distance from
the original x,y coordinates.

Positive numbers draw x to the right; negative numbers draw I to the
left.

Positive numbers draw y down; negative numbers draw y up.

Positive and negative ny value combinations will draw lines into the
quadrants indicated:
Following the DXY instruction, the symbol editor coordinate marker is

located at the end of the line drawn.

Note that this instruction can be used to draw lines along the current x
Or y axis.

Related commands        DX¥D
h4XY
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DXYD

C\

a

DXYD - Draw Diagonal in Dot Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Duo #,y

Draw a diagonal line, in dot units, from the current x,y coordinates.

Not supported ly FutureNet OEM products.

x and y are in dot units, and can take any value from +127 through -128.

The DXYD x,y instruction permits a line to be drawn in any direction,
begivning at the current x,y coordinates and ending the specified I and
y distance from the original x,y coordinates,
Positive numbers draw x to the right; negative numbers draw x to the
left.

Positive numbers draw y down; negative numbers draw y up.

Positive and negative x,y value combinations will draw lines into the
quadrants indicated :
Following the DXYD instruction, the symbol editor ccordinate marker
is located at the end of the line drawn.

Note that this instruction can be used to draw lines along the current I
Or y axis.

Related commands        DX¥
MRTD
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DYU, DYL

DYU, DYL - Draw y to Symbol Cell Boundary
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

DYU
DYL

Draw a line along the cunent I coordinate to the upper or lower
synfrol cell boundary.

Not sxpporied by FutureNet OEM products.

This command is primarily used to draw line stubs to the symbol cell
boundaries.

DYU draws a line along the y coordinate to the upper symbol cell
boundary.

DYL draws a line along the y coordinate to the lower symbol cell
boundary.

The symbol editor coordinate marker location is not changed by these
instructions.

Related commands        DXL
DXR
BYU
BYL
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'E

®

®

'E - Erase Alphanumeric Field

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

'E

Erase the current alphanumeric field.

iin alphanumeric field can be erased by placing the graphics cursor on
the desired field and entering the 'E command or by entering the 'E
command while a field is tagged, which erases the tagged field and
cancels the tagging.

The entire field is erased.
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.E

.E - Erase Symbol
Fo rma t                                  .E

Purpose                                   Erase a symbol from the drawing.

Remarks                                  A symbol does not have to be tagged to be erased, as long as the cursor
is located somewhere within the symbol boundary.

The entire symbol cell, including the alphanumeric fields and reference
number, is erased from the drawing.  Interconnects to the symbol are
not changed.

When no symbol is tagged or the cursor is not inside a symbol when
this command is entered, the command is ignored and the system
displays: Cursor not in symbol

The graphics cursor location does not change when the symbol is
erased.

Related commands        .C
.M
.L
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/E

/E - Erase Line
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

fi

Erase the line segment or the portion of a line segment overlapped by a
new line segment.

The /E command initiates line erase from either MENU or FAST
drawing.

/E works like /L except that it removes lines rather than draws them.

/E erases any portions of a permanent line that are overlapped by a
routing segment.  The line start point is relocated to the end of the
routing segment when the command is entered, so additional
connecting segments may be erased.

The line being erased may be of any type, not necessarily the line t)pe
displayed in the LINE status field.

Note that routing segments drawn by the /E command, whether
drawn over existing line segments or not, can be made permanent by
terminating the /E operation with the /L command.  That is,
terminating /E with /L cancels the erase operation and makes all
routing segments permanent lines.

The mode status field shows LINE.
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/EL

/EL - Erase Line Segments
Forma t                                     meL

Puapos e                                   :g::;se;=;I:oi:.terconnected line segments between two points of

Remarks                                   /EL traces a line and erases all segments until a connection with a pin,
a junction, an interconnection, or another line is encountered.  A line
interconnection is indicated by an interconnect dot where two lines
meet or by a `T" connection.  The "T' may or may not have an
interconnect dot.  The interconnect dot is not erased.

Temporary lines will also be deleted if encountered.

The line being erased may be of any type, not necessarily the line type
displayed in the LINE status field.

The location of the graphics cursor does not change.

Related Commands
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/EN

AIN - Erase Line Network
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

a

®

fiN

Erase a line and all interconnecting lines.

The graphics cursor is the starting point for the erase line network
operation.

The line is traced and erased along with all interconnected lines.
Interconnect dots are erased.

Lines are erased along any branch of the network and erasing stops
when line ends are reached, including symbol cell boundaries and
alphanumeric fields (signal names).  Lines emerging from interconnect
dots and 'T" intersections will be erased.

Temporary lines and direct connect lines (see /C command) will also
be ddeted.

If the cursor is on an electrically signficant line type (/1 or /2), only
electrically significant line types are traced and erased.

If the cursor is on a line type that is not electrically significant, /EN will
erase the line segment the cursor is lor=ated on, and any electrically
significant lines networked to the segment.  The line type erased is not
necessarily the line type displayed in the LINE status field.
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/ES

/ES - Erase Line Segment
Format                               fls

Purp°S e                                   :::s=rtrse]g:a:;::::rent or temporary line segment on which the graphics

Remarks                                   The cursor may be located anywhere on the line segment to be erased.
The line segment is erased to an intersection, that is, a comer, symbol
boundary, interconnect dot, or 'T' connection.

If the cursor is not on a line segment, the command is ignored.  If the
cursor is at the intersection of two lines, the command is ignored and
the system displays

Ambiguous   cursor   location

Temporary lines resulting from rubberbanding will also be erased by
the /ES coinmand when the cursor is located on them.  If the cursor is
located on a temporary line which also overlays a permanent line
segment, /ES erases only the temporary line.

When temporary lines are touched, they will become dotted on
monochrome systems or change color on color systems.

The line being erased may be of any type, not necessarily the line type
displayed in the LINE status field.

The location of the graphics cursor does not change.

The /ES colnmand is equivalent to the right mouse button when using
FAST drawing mode.

Related Commands
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/ET

®

A

®

AIT - Erase Temporary Lines
Fo rna t                                 n=T

Purpose                                   Erase all temporary lines in the drawing.

Remarks                                  The connection information maintained by the temporary lines is lost
when this command is entered.  Therefore, permanent lines should be
drawn to replace temporary lines before this comlnand is entered.

/ET can be used at any time.  The temporary lines do not have to be
rerouted and made into permanent legal connections before using this
col-nd.
When entered, the system will prompt

OK   to   erase   all   temporary   lines    (Y/N)?

Note:    It is rwt necessary for the cursor to be on a terxporary line for this
conmnd to take affect.

Related commands        /ES
/P
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[ERASE - Erase Area
Format                                     [ERASE

Purpos e                                    Erase all objects completely contained within an area.

Remarks                                  The area must already have been defined, though it does not have to be
tagged; see [D.  The cursor may be located either inside or outside the
area when the [ERASE command is entered.

When the [ERASE command is entered, the system displays

OK   to   erase   area    (Y/N)?

When the response is Y for yes, all objects within the area definition are
erased and the area definition is lost.

When the response is N for no, the area is maintained.

[ERASE indudes all symbols, alphanumeric fields, and lines completely
inside the area boundary, as well as the area definition.  Any lines
intersecting the area boundary are broken at the boundary and the
segments inside the area are erased.

If an area is erased during a MOVE/COPY/ERASE operation, control
returns to the previous mode.

Related commands        [D
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ERASE

See CLEAR.

ERASE
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Esc Key

Esc Key - Enter/Exit Alphanumeric Mode
KeyE
Purpos e                                   Toggle alphanumeric mode.

Remarks                               Pressing E toggles alphanumeric mode.

ALPH appears in the MODE status field when alphanumeric mode is
enabled.

If the graphics cursor is located in an existing alphanumeric field when
alphanumeric mode is entered, the cursor is positioned on the character
at the left end of the field.  If the graphics cursor is not located in an
existing field when alphanumeric mode is entered, a new alphanumeric
field will be created. The graphics cursor marks the lower left comer of
the first character position in the new field, and the alphanumeric
cursor appears at this character location.

Entering and immediately exiting alphanumeric mode will not affect an
existing alphanumeric field nor create a new alphanumeric field.

See the chapter "Mouse, Modes, and Cursors" in the FwfwreNef User
Ma»z"I for more information on using alphanumeric mode.

Note:   Esc is also used to ca:reel the menus and dialog boxes.
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®

EXEC - Single-step Command Execution
Format                                     EXEc f£Je#¢"e

Purpose                                    Invoke single-step command file execution.

R emarks                         %rf::e:Cd:Lnesbew#edeeda:fg:::?c:ed£::=r:a. fL¥x¢e:;::nse::Ci:ss
a different file extension is specified.

This comlrmnd can also be used in the Symbol Definition Mode.

EXEC places each command on the command line and waits for
a E by the operator to enter it.  After the command is entered, the next
command in the sequence is placed on the command line.

The command file named must be a standard Asal text file created by
a text editor and must follow the command file format.  That is,
commands on the same line must be separated by semicolons (;), a line
cannot exceed 256 characters, and each line must end with a complete
colnmand-they cannot wrap to the next line.

EXEC can be interrupted momentarily at any line by typing a
command on the command line and entering it.  After the user-initiated
command(s) has been entered, the bypassed command file command is
again placed on the command line.

SingleLstep execution invoked by the EXEC command can be changed
to autormtic execution by typing AUTO without a command filename.
See the AUTO command for more information.

A second conrmand file can be initiated from within the first by
including the EXEC f.Jc"me command within the first command file.
Naming one command file within another command file stops the
execution of the first command file and starts execution of the second
command file.  It does not clear the current drawing work space, and
there is no return to the first file.

Any command following an EXEC A.Zc7a4mc command will not be
entered.

Related commands        AUTo
NorE
PAUSE
STOP
VIEW
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EXPORT

EXPORT - Enter Post Processing Menus
Fo rmat                                    EXP ORT

Purp°S e                                :::i;rtst:endpoftnperr:::Srs:;;8lt¥nus to ereate custom post processing

Remarks                                   The EXPORT menus can also be accessed by selecting EXPORT
Generate Reports from the main menu.

Complete information on operating the EroRT menus is given in the
FutuieNet Post User Man:ual, and the FutureNet to EDIE 2 0 0 Netlist
Writer User Mnral.

The following reports can be generated through the EXPORT menus:

Menu selection                 Re ort Generated

Connect Design

Check Design Rules

Generate Pinlist

Generate Netlist

Generate Parts List

EDIF 2 0 0 Netlist
Generator

Drawing Connectivity Model (.dcm)

Design Rule Check Report (.drc)

Enhanced or compatible pinlist (.pv4 or .pin)

Enhanced or compatible netlist (.nv4 or .net)

Parts List (.prt)

EDIF 2 0 0 netlist
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'F

®

'F - Find Alphanumeric String

Format                                       'F r']sfro.#g["I

Puxp 0 S e                            g#uthmee€,rcaE::rd8£#n±Egatji*ti g:Psh#;i::sOcL;:::::::'f:9„rg:ny

Remarks                                   A search string must be specified. If one is not specified, the system
will prompt for one and position the comlnand line cursor at the end of
the command, ready to enter the search string.  To include leading or
trailing spaces in the string, use the double quotations.  Otherwise
FutureNet will search for the string from the first non-blank character
to the last non-blank character.

The drawing is searched from the current graphics oursor position, left
to right and top to bottom, for an alphanumeric field starting with the
specified character string.  If the string is not found below the cursor
position, then the search will resume at the top of the drawing.
Only fields starting with the specified string are located.

Uppercase and lowercase occuITences of the specified string are located,
as well as partial strings at the beginning of the text field.

The display shifts to center on fields that are located outside the current
drawing area.

Since the original command remains on the command line, pressing
E again causes the system to search for the next orourrence of the
string.

If the requested string is not found, the system displays

Not   f ound

To search and replace at the same time, use a command list of 'F and
either 'R or '1 as follows:
'F ["]sfro.»8rT,Th I"]sfro.ng[']

searches for the 'F string and replaces it with the 'R string.
'F I"]sfrf.„g["I,1 ['Tsfro.»gI"]

searches for the 'F string and replaces it with the '1 string, incrementing
the value specified by '1.

Note:   The entire fied is rerfuced ly the 'R or '1 string, not just the string
speciftedwith'F.
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'F

Related Commands

For example, when the '1 string is a circuit designator, entering

F U-',I Ul
replacesthefirstfoundoccurrenceofUNI`INwithU1,andincrements
the command on the command line to 'F UNNN;'I U2. Pressing
Hagainentersthiscommand,incrementsthenumber,andsoon.
'Fisespeciallyusefulwhenlookingforsignalnamescausingerrorsin
the Pinlist Generator or for finding circuit designator fields that need to
be filled in.

If a double quote ('') or backward slash (\) is to be included in the
string, precede the character with a backward slash.  For example, to
find the string
"status\pinl"

use the following 'F command:
'F "\"statrs\ \pinl\"'

'FA
'1
'R
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'FA

®

®

'FA - Find Attribute

Format                                          'FA #flmc  I  #cimbcr [['Tsfro.#g['1]

Puap o s e                            ¥ttan?£:tteh:£,rawineEtf:LiaLpeh::un:infrs e:£i,h£:¥inciut£:ds,i:eciq# ng

with the specified sfrz.»g.

Remarks An attribute (name or number) must always be specified.  Specifying a
string is only required when the 'FA command is to be used as part of
a command list, otherwise it is optional.  To indude leading or trailing
spaces in the string, use the double quotations.  Otherwise FutureNet
will use the string from the first non-blank character to the last
non-blank character.

The drawing is searched from the current graphics cursor position, left
to right and top to bottom, for an alphanumeric field with the specified
attribute and, if included, the specified character string.  If the graphics
cursor is within an alpha field, the search begins at the top of that field.
If the attribute and/or string is not found below the cursor, then the
search will resume at the top of the drawing.

Uppercase and lowercase occurrences of sfri.ng are located, as well as
partial strings at the beginning of the text field.
The FutureNet drawing screen shifts to center on fields with the
attribute/ string combination that are located outside the currently
viewed drawing area.

Since the original command remains on the command line, it can be
entered as often as required.

If the requested attribute is not found, the message Not found appears.
The same message appears when a string is specified and the system
finds the specified attribute but not one with a string match.

To search and replace at the same time, use a command list of 'FA
4ffrz.Z7wfe sf7i.rzg (note that in a command list, both the attribute and
string are required parameters) and either 'R or '1 to search and replace
as follows:
'FA a#r!.bwfe sfro.#g,'R ["]sfr..#g["I

searches for the attribute and string specified in 'FA qffr{.bwfe sfrz+!g
command and replaces the current string with the string specified in
the 'R sfrjng corrmand.
'F AL attribute string/I TrlstrinIr`l

searches for the 'FA flffn.bwfc sfri.7!g and replaces it with the '1 sfri.7!g,
incrementing the value specified by '1.
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For example, when the '1 sfrjng is a circuit designator, entering
'FA LOC UNNN,`I UI

will find the first occurrence of the text field UNI`IN, with attribute
LOC, and replace it with U1.  At the same time, the '1 command
increments the string specified in '1 string command from 'FA LCX=
UNNN;'I Ul to 'FA LOC UNNN;'I U2.  Entering the command list
again locates the next occurrence of an alphanumeric field with the
LOC attribute and UNNN text field and inserts the incremented U
value, and so on.
'FA is also useful when looking for signal names causing errors in the
Pinlist Generator or for finding component value fields that need to be
filled in.

If a double quote (") or backward slash (\) is to be included in the
string, precede the character with a backward slash.  For example, to
find the string
"status\pinl"

use the following string:
"\"status\\pinl\"'

Related commands        'CH A'D
'F
'1
'R
'S
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.F

®

®

®

.F - Create Functional Block
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

.F ov,ilLeosLris]]

Create a functional block symbol with a double outline.

co is the width of the symbol rectangle expressed in display units; fe is
the height of the rectangle expressed in display units.

zus is the distance from the sides to the symbol cell.  If zus is not
specified, the system default of 2 display units is used.

ds the top and bottom of the rectangle to the symbol cell.  If he is not
specified, the system default of 1 display unit is used.

Specifying 0,0 for cos,he causes the symbol boundary to overlap the
symbol cell. This means that wires and buses can be drawn right to the
symbol cell, eliminating the need for pin stubs.  However, if you prefer
using pin stubs, the pin stub commands work with the .F command.

The combined numeric value of zu and two times Cos (one Cos per side)
cannot exceed 127.  Similarly, the combined numeric value of fe and
two times ds cannot exceed 127.  If the value exceeds 127, or if 0 is
entered for any value, the system will display

Value out of range

and the command will be ignored.

The symbol is created with the top left comer of the symbol cell
positioned at the graphics cursor location.
If another symbol, an alphanumeric field, a line, or the drawing edge is
in the area to be allocated to the new symbol cell, a symbol boundary
conflict wfll exist, preventing the symbol from being placed.  The message

Symbol boundary conf lict

will be displayed.  The conflict must be resolved before the new symbol
can be entered into the drawing.

A new reference nurhber is assigned to the block symbol.

I uses sylhol definition instructions to generate a symbol.  Symbol
definition instructions are discussed in the eylrhol definition chapters in the
Fftfwttchrct user Mdnitaz.  The hist of instructions used to define the block
symholcanbeviewedandeditedbyenteringSymbolrmnitionMede(.S
command).  However, once a s)mbol has been edited in Symbol "inition
Mode,abitissetthatpreventsitfrombeingeditedusingdrawingmode
commands, such as the Add/Replace Pin Stub commands.  h order to use
thesecorrurrundsoneymbolsthathavebeeneditedinSymbolrmnition
Mode, enter the SBS command prior to exiting Syrrhol definition Mode.
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FAST

Format

Purpose

Remarks

FAST ION I OFF]

To select FAST or MENU mode.

FAST ON selects FAST mode, which operates as described below.

FAST OFF selects MENU mode, which allows access to the menus with
the right mouse button.

FAST without parameters toggles between the MENU and FAST modes.

The FAST mode makes the most frequently-used drawing functions
accessible from the mouse.

The mouse in FAST mode differs from MENU mode in the following
ways only:

Left button                         No difference

Middle                                Add/Remove Interconnect Dot.  When the
graphics cursor is on a /1 or /2 type line, the
middle button toggles an interconnect dot
(/D).

Right Erase Line Segment.  The right button erases
the line segment at the graphics cursor (/ES).

AIl other modes are accessible from the FAST mode, allowing you to
perform move, copy and erase operations, and enter commands on the
corrmnd line.
The FAST mode cursor is the graphics cursor.

You can access the menus from FAST mode without exiting FAST
mode by entering MENI.

Related commands        MENU
/D
/ES
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®

®

®

FILE - Display Filenames
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

FILE[S]

Display the name of the current drawing file.

File`names are displayed in the FILE dialog box:

In a structured design, FILE displays the names of all files accessed in
the current session and their status since the last CLEAR, SAVEALL, or
LOAD command.  The files are displayed in the following order:

•   Current higher level files - The current path of files is displayed
from the root drawing to the current file, excluding any drawing
levels that were bypassed with the #D command.

•   Current file -The current file.

•   Other files modified - Any other files in the drawing stnicture
that have been changed, but not yet saved.

To the left of each filename the word SAVE is displayed for any file
that was modified in this session.  Files that have been viewed but not
modified have no status next to their name.

If there are no filenames to display, or if the loaded file has a .bak
extension, the following message appears:

No   current   filename

Exit the FILE dialog box by either selecting the OK button, by pressing
the left mouse button outside of the dialog box, or by
pressing E .

#D
#L
#R
#U
SAVE
SAVEALL
LOAD
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fn

fn - Start FutureNet
Format                                       fn [dratuI.ngfl.Zc]

fn [@][com„a»d fz.Ze]

Purpos e                                 :ofa=Fau::rfe;¥:t and, optiomlly, load the specified drawing or inn a

R emark s                          T£¥ic:T=t:£si:::taerree:of:°u=g?eF:¥rrea£:8f:rsstt::SUC:¥:od¥.nEf
file extension (.cmd).  If the file does not exist with a .cmd extension,
FutureNet assumes a drawing file extension (.dwg).  To load files with
extensions other than .cmd or .dwg, the extension must be specified
explicitly.

If the @ character is used, the specified command file runs in EXEC
mode.  Otherwise, the command file runs in AUTO mode.  See the
EXEC and AUTO commands for more details.

Note:   You canrlot run fn from a DOS shell sfarted_ frcrr!i a FutureNet
dra:wing session; you can lose files and autaloggivg.

Related commands        AUTo
EXEC
NOTE
PAUSE
STOP
VIEW
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.G

®
.G -Change Symbol Type
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

.G

Change a symbol from a circuit type symbol to a graphic t)pe symbol,
or vice versa.

Not su:pported by FutureNct OEM products.

There are two types of symbols, circuit and graphic.  Circuit symbols
are electrically significant, graphic symbols are not.  The symbol cell
boundaries and reference numbers are displayed in the drawing for
circuit symbols, but not for graphic symbols.  Both types of symbols are
created and handled the same by FutureNet, but post processors use
them differently.  Graphic symbols are ignored by post processors.

.G toggles the setting for a symbol.

While the setting may not be immediately obvious in Symbol Definition
Mode, when you re€nter drawing mode, cell boundaries and reference
numbers are affected.
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GRID - Display Grid/Toggle Grid Snap
Format                                       GRID ION  I  OFF]

GRID x['y]
NOGRID
GRID SNAP [ON  I  OFF]

Purpose

Remarks

u

Toggle the grid setting.

GRID is valid in both drawing and Symbol Definition modes.

A grid is a framework of horizontal and vertical tic marks.  Entering
GRID without specifying any parameters toggles the grid display on
and off.  A default grid of 3 x 3 display units is used when no grid size
has been previously specified.

A grid size other than the default can be selected by specifving just the
x value or both the x and y values.  For example

GRID x

Or

GRID x'y

;°e:;eiLsiiEf:f;:;'::1;Sn;u¥%efs;;;e::±;;i;Lg8;;:di:,i::fr:wdntghewL]L          u
grid Off .

The grid is displayed in full and intermediate zoom levels.  The grid
can be printed by specifying R (reference parameter) in the PRINTOPT
command or selecting the Print Non-Printable Attributes checkbox in
the PRINTOFT dialog box.

Entering NOGRID turns off the grid display.

GRID SNAP without any parameters toggles the snap-totld setting.
GRID SNAP ION  I  OFfl enables or disables grid snap as specified.

The snap-to-grid feature will constrain line drawing, rymbol placement,
and text placement to the current grid.

Related commands         PRINTOPT
PROFILE
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HELP

HELP - Read Online Command Reference
Format

Purpose

Remarks

HELp I I " ]heJp_sfro.no I " I I
EE

Accesses online help.

The HELP command provides quick access to an online command
reference.  The text for the online reference is similar to the text for the
`^witten FutureNet Corrmand Roference.

The HELP cornlnand is available in MENU, FAST or Symbol Definition
modes.

The default command reference file is fu.hlp, which is distributed with
the FutureNet product.  FutureNet accesses this file during
initialization, searching the system using the following pattern:

•   Current directory

•   Directory containing the FuturdNet executable

•   Directories on the system PATH

The help file can also be set by the IiELPFlu command.  Only one
command reference file can be active at any time.

;;;nsvt:meg:::LLCE££ea,,po:s¥=,d#oerfthfiTT¥eps#::¥a,:y±o:,:ywed
FutureNet command as well as some phrases which describe the
command.  If no string is provided, the IHLP dialog box appears with
help on the most common commands.

Aunllat)lc  loplcs

hel|]  about  futul.enet
he)p;set  help  rile
he lpf I le
hclpsaue
toplc  Dcscrlptlon
LlrlES
L     Dr,I,

/I   Erase
/LE  Dreiu/Erase
/rs  Erase  scgneTit
/EL  Erase  line
/EI  Erase  tcnps
/I    hake  permanent
^   Dlr'cct  cormect

ALPHFINurm1cs
H     lloue'C     Copy

'E    Erase
'r   rlnd
'rfl  rind attr
'R    RcplAcc/lusrt
'1.    Layered  text
'P    I'olnt  I]f  effect

S"B0LS
*      Load  a  houe

mtatc
I  Ref lect

~     Tag  ucrtcx+llnc       'PD  Set  dcrdu]t  POE            ALprJA  CHANGES
/D    fidd/Erase  dot          'fl    Set  attribute              'CH  fl  flttrlbute

;i   Uri=  !i:: :g=      ::   a:: °j:i:#::i:Ton     :8: : #±:T#:i:TDn'8    Set  font  size              'CH  I  Font  slze
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The IIELP dialog box contains the following items:

•   Available Topics -This data window contains a list of all topics
which can be accessed using the HEIJ? command.  The list contains
all FutureNet commands plus some equivalent phrases which
describe the commands.

If a command is selected on the command line, it is highlighted in
the topics data window.

To select a topic, use the scroll bars to the right of the data window
to scroll the list and select one of the topics by placing the mouse
cursor on the desired item and clicking the left mouse button.  The
command reference text for the selected command will appear in the
lower data window.

To use the keyboard to select the item, see the Fwf#reNcf Liter
M¢7iMJ for information on keyboard equivalents for the mouse.

•   Topic Description -The lower data window will contain the
actual reference text for the chosen topic.  Use the scroll bars to the
right of the data window to scroll the reference material.

•   Cancel - The cancel button is used to leave the IHLP dialog box
and return to previous mode.

You can also exit the IHLP dialog box by pressing EE or clicking
the mouse cursor outside of the dialog box.

Related commands         HELPFILE
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HELPHLE

a

®

a

HELPFILE - Open Online Command Reference File
Forma I                                           HELPFILE fecJpji.Jc7ffl mc

Purpose                                     Specifies a help file for use by the FutureNet RELP command.

Remarks                                  The HELPFILE command can be used to set the current command
reference filename for the HELP command.   .

Note..    Conrrand refere:nee fibs are not _ASC|I files.  .Specir.I tcois.are re.gt!i!ed
to create a c6mmand refereme file.  These tools can be made avatlalle
upon requst.

The IHIPFldi command requires a file specification.  The file
specification is searched for using the following pattern:

•   File specification as given

•   Directory containing the h executable file

•   "rectories on the system PATH

Only one command reference file can be active at any time.

Related commands        HELp
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HELPSAVE

HELPSAVE - Save Custom Menu or Help Screen
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

2-102

HELPSAVE mane

Save the current drawing as a custom menu or help screen to the
update library.

rra7%e is a required parameter.

Custom menus and help screens are saved into the update library
which is specified with the .LIB command.  If update library has not
been specified the following error message will appear:

Update   library   not   specif led

The ? command is used to retrieve the custom menus.  When the ?
command is used without a parameter, then the synfrol ?HELP is
retrieved.  To save this default menu, use the fonowing HELPSAVE
command:

HELPSAVE ?HELP

Refer to the  F«f%reNcf user Ma#ur! for more information on creating
custom menus and help screens.

?
.LIB
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HOME - Home Cursor
F o rlna t                                   HOME

Keys

Purpose

Remarks

PC SUN

E3EE                      E

Center the work area around the cursor location.

The cursor location does not change with this command.  In full or
intermediate zoom,  the display shifts so that the cursor location is
centered on the screen.

When the cursor is at, or very dose to, the edge of the drawing, the
cursor cannot be centered on the screen when HOME is entered,
because the system does not move the display beyond the edge of the
drawing.

The HOME command has no effect in fit zoom.

HOME can be entered in command files.

Related commarLds         CURSOR
wnunow
PAN
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HOME

HOME
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Keys

Purpose

Remarks

2-104

HOME

PC SUN

'EHH                     fi

Reposition the display window with the current eymbol editor
coordinate marker location as the center of the graphics portion of the
sereen.

Not supported by FutureNct OEM products.

HOME, and E or EE are primarily used with syThools too large
to display on one Symbol Definition screen.
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'1

'1 - Insert Alphanumeric

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

®

String and Increment Numbering
'1 ["]sfrl'„g["I

Insert an alphanumeric string in the field at the cursor location and
automatically increase the numeric part of the sfr{.7ig by one.

A string must be specified.  To include leading or trailing spaces in the
string, use the double quotations.  Otherwise FutureNet will use the
string from the first non-blank character to the last non-blank character.
'1 replaces an existing alphanumeric field or creates a new one.

The number must be at the end of the string, for example
'IUI

After the corrmand is entered, the command and the incremented
numeric value are displayed on the command line, for example
'1U2

Moving the cursor and entering the command again causes the system
to insert the incremented string at the new cursor location and repeat
the process.

This command is especially useful when labeling pin fields, signal lines,
etc.
'1 will not increment multiple instances of numerics in strings; only the
last instance is found.  For example, incrementing Ulal will result in
Ula2, not U2a2.

If a double quote (") or backward slash (\) is to be included in the
sting, precede the character with a backward slash.  For example, to
insert the string
"status\pinl"

use the following string:
'1 "\"status\ \pinl\"'

'F
'FA
'R
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.I

.I -Enter/Exit Insert Mode
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

I
Toggle symbol definition insert mode.

Not sapported by FutureNct OEM products.

In insert mode, an instruction entered on the command line is inserted
above the instruction currently on the target line.  When not in insert
mode, the current target line instruction moves up and the instruction
entered on the command line becomes the new target line instruction.

In insert mode, the horizontal line below the target line appears as a
dotted line.

Related commands        .D
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ID - Insert Dot Matrix
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

ID roco I,rozo2,rozo3,roco4

Insert the specified four-by-four dot matrix at the current x,y
coordinates.

Not sapported by FutureNet OEM products.

The matrix is a four-by-four square of dots, where each dot may be on
or off. The parameters, rozol through rouJ4, identify the rows of the
matrix; roayl is the top row, raetJ2 is the next, etc.  The matrix is placed
at the current I,y coordinates, beginning at row 1 dot 1, and moving to
the right and dorm.

Parameters are specified in hexadecimal (0 through F), but are
translated by the instruction into their 4-bit binary equivalents 0000
through 1111, where Os indicate dots that are not illuminated and ls
indicate dots that are illuminated.  Hexadecimal and binary equivalents
are provided in the table accompanying this instruction.

Hexa d e cimal                         B inary

For example, the following matrix has all dots off:

0000
0000
0000
0000

In hexadecimal, the command would be coded as

ID 0,0,Ofl
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ID

The following matrix has all dots on:

1111
1111
1111
1111

In hexadecimal it would be coded as

ID F'F'F'F

Once the matrix has been defined, you can use it repeatedly during the
current design session.  The command

IS#x 10

inserts a copy of the current matrix at the location given in the ISxx
command.  See the ISxDt command for more information.  Using the IS
command instead of repeated ID commands will save memory.

The symbol editor coordinate marker location is not changed by this
instruction.

Related commands        ISxx
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IG - Insert Graphics Element
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

1G number

Insert the specified graphics element at the current x,y coordinates.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

Nw"ber is a required parameter.  Refer to the appendix in the fwf wreNc£
User ^dr#w¢J that lists the available graphics elements by index number.

FutureNet includes a built-in table of commonly used graphic elements,
such as AND gates, OR gates, etc.  They are referenced by an index
number.  When the IG instruction is entered, the specified symbol is
displayed at the cursor location.

Graphic elements are placed at the cursor location beginning at the top
of the element and moving down and to the right.  The symbol editor
coordinate marker location will not be changed by this instruction.

Relate d commands        Ism
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Ins and Rll Keys

Ins and Rll Keys - Insert Alphanumeric Character
Keys

Purpose

Remarks

pc                                      SUN

q=                            iiiiE

Toggle alphanumeric insert mode.

The default setting is Insert Off.

Pressing E or EE toggles the setting.

The alphanumeric cursor is a solid underscore for Insert Off, and a
dotted underscore for Insert On.

Characters are inserted at the alphanumeric cursor location as they are
typed. They are inserted according to the justification set for the current
alphanumeric field (left, right, or center).

Cince the field encounters another drawing element (symbol,
alphanumeric field, etc.), or the edge of the drawing or screen, no more
characters can be inserted.  Move the alphanumeric field to allow the
additional characters to be inserted.
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ISxx

ISxx - Insert Symbol Element
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

a

ISxx #wmbe7'

Where xx is

TC  I  Th  I  RC  I  BR  I  BC  I  BL  I  LC  I  Th  I  C

Insert the specified symbol element at the cunent x,y coordinates.

Not su:pported by FutureNet OEM products.

Nwmber is a required parameter.  Refer to the appendix in the FwfwreNef
User Md#ow! that lists the available graphics elements by index number.

FutureNet includes a built-in table of commonly used dot-matrix
symbol elements, mostly aITows of varying shapes and sizes.  They are
referenced by an index number.  When the IS instruction is entered, the
specified symbol is positioned at the cuITent x,y coordinates according
to the arguments specified with the IS instruction.

ISTL                    x,y at top left of symbol

ISTC                    x,y at top center of symbol

ISTR                   r,y at top right of symbol

ISRC                   x,y at right center of symbol

ISBR                    x,y at bottom right of symbol

ISBC                   ny at bottom center of symbol

ISBL                     x,y at bottom left of symbol

ISLC                    x,y at left center of symbol

ISC                       x,y at center of symbol

See the Select Symbol Element Table (ST) instruction for information on
selecting symbol element tables.

The symbol editor coordinate marker location is not changed by the
instruction.
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'J

'J - Set Justification

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

'J [L  I  R  I  C]

Set the default justification to be assigned to future alphanumeric fields.

This command sets the default justification that will be assigned to new
alphanumeric fields.  The justification for existing alphanumeric fields
is not affected.  The minimum entry is 'J, which cycles through the
options, from left to right to center.  The justification is shown on the
third line of the ALPH status field.

Left, L, enters type to the right of the initial cursor position.  Right, R,
enters type to the left of the cursor position.  Center, C, spaces the type
evenly on either side of the initial cursor position.

Note that the '8 command displays the field boundary and the point of
justification, which is the dot appearing at the lower left, center, or
right of the field, depending on the justification set for the field.

'8
'CHJ
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/J

/J - Draw Junction Segment
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

®

®

U [dl.recfl.orl] L[sf zc] I,ftype I I

Draw a curved or diagonal line segment.

The /J options must be specified in order with commas t) used as
delirniters.  D..rcc£}.o# can be specified without any other options.  If you
want to specify s{.ze, you must either specify di.rccf{.o# or use a conuna; if
you want to specify ftypc, you must either specify the dl.rccfjo# and size
or use co-as.
Used to join signal wires to buses, as an alternative to orthogonal (right
angle) signal/bus connections.

Di.recffo7i is the direction the segment is to follow from the current
cursor position.  The direction can be

DR (or RD)        Down and RIght

UR (or RU)        Up and Right

DL (or LD)         Down and Left

UL (or LU)         Up and Left (default)

When drawing diagonal segments, the order of the direction indicators
doesn't matter; that is, DR and RD are equivalent.

When drawing curved segments, the order is important because it
indicates the segment's initial direction.  For example, DR causes the
segment to be drawn down and then right, that is, counterclockwise;
RD causes the segment to be drawn right, then down, that is, clockwise.

S}.ze is the segmenYs size in display units.  It can be from 1 through 10.

Type is the t)pe of segment you want drawn.  D is diagonal; C is
curved.

Any unspecified parameters default to the values specified the last time
/I was used during the current session.  If /I has not been used during
the current session, the defaults are

„ UL,'D

Junctions lines are actually graphic symbols.  They have undisplayed
squareboundariesinthesizespecifiedanddirectconnectionsbetween
opposite comers.  Other objects, such as alphanumeric fields, symbols,
and lines cannot be drawn within these boundaries.  You should use
symbol commands to manipulate them, (for example, .E to erase one),
rather than line commands.  However, the line erasing commands /ES,
/EL, and /EN usually work to erase the segments.

.E
/ES
/EL
/EN
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'K

'K - Cancel Alphanumeric Field Tag

Format                                 'K

Purpose                                    Cancel an alphanumeric field's tag and return to the previous mode.

Remarks                                  The 'K command can be performed anytime during tag and drag, and
is equivalent to pressing the right mouse button.

The location of the graphics cursor will be where the tag cursor was
located at the time 'K was entered.  The tag cursor will disappear and
the graphics cursor will appear in its place.

Related commands        'C'M
'E
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.K

.K - Cancel Symbol Tag
Format                                 .K

Purpose                                    Cancel a symbol tag and return to previous mode.

Remark s                           Ej5:,:OThT=fangd ::[T E cpe=::Ee:nadn&:TreadvlT:£ggw:f|gr::if:g of a
unchanged.  The tag cursor will disappear and the graphics cursor will
appear in its place.

Related commands        .C
.E
.M
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/K

/K T Escape Line Drawing
Fo rma t                                 AI

Purpose                                    Escape line drawing and return control to the previous mode.

Remarks                                  When /K is entered, the line drawing cursor is replaced by the graphics
cursor.  The cursor location does not change.

All routing segments disappear.

When line drawing is terminated, the system returns to the mode that
was in effect when line drawing was initiated.

The /K command is equivalent to the right mouse button during line
drawing.
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[K

[K - Cancel
Fomat

Purpose

Remarks

Area Definition or Area Tag
[K

Erase the aLrea definition or cancel tag and drag, depending on the
system mode.

The area must already have been defined; see [D.  If not, the command
is ignored.

[K erases the existing area definition boundary.

When [K is entered or the right mouse button is pressed while in
MOVE/COPY/ERASE mode, the mode is canceled and the eystem is
returned to MENU or FAST mode.  Entering [K again cancels the area
definition.

Sinceonlyoneareacanbedefinedatatime,thecursorcanbelocated
anywhere in the drawing when [K is entered.

Related commands        [C
[D
[M
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KEY

KEY - Assign a Function to a Function Key
Format                                        KEY <key> cofflma#d(s)

Purpose                                      Assign a function to one of the "F" function keys (F1 -Flo).

Remarks                                   <Key> is the name of the function key, for example, <F2>.  Angle
brackets are required.

Command(s) is the function the key is to perform; any commands that
can be used in a command file or command list can be assigned to a
function key.  Com7#and(s) can be up to 127 characters long.

For example,

KEY <F1>  .=;down 3

will allow the <F1> key to add bus pin stubs to a functional block and
move down 3 display units, ready to add the next bus pin stub.

If comrrmnd(s) is omitted, KEY prompts with the current key definition,
leaving the cursor at the start of the command string.

This command updates the current user profile.

Function key assignments are for the current editing session only,
unless they are entered into an fnpro.cnd file.

Related commands        PROFlm
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!LB, !MB and !RB

!LB, !MB

Format

Purpose

Remarks

a

a

and !RB- Emulate a Mouse Button Click
!LB
!MB
!RB

Allow emulation of a mouse click from the keyboard.

!LB emulates the left mouse button click.

!MB emulates the middle mouse button click.

!RB emulates the right mouse button click.

The commands are all valid in MENU or FAST drawing modes.  !RB
brings up the Symbol Definition menus in Symbol Definition Mode.

These commands are not operational in dialog boxes, such as PROFILE,
PALETTE or DIR.  Use the key bindings described in the FwfwreNc£ User
Mfl#"Z for operation of a dialog box from the keyboard.

Note:   Eariy versions of F_ytureNe_t_on tie._S_un _used the cornmqnds L.B, If p
and.RB, iusteed of !LB, !MB and !R:B.  These commands are treated as
eyrorryms.
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#L and #R

#L and #R- Move Left or Right in Design Hierarchy
Format                                  #L

#R

Purpose                                    Move between neighboring sheets in a drawing set.

Remarks                                   #L and #R only allow movement between adjacent drawings in the
same functional block drawing set, and only after the following
sequence of events has happened:

1.   The cursor is located on one of the alphanumeric fields associated
with the drawing set (these fields must be in a functional block
symbol at the drawing level immediately above the drawing set and
the alphanumeric fields must have a FILE or FIIJ\T attribute
assignment).

2.   One of the files in the functional block drawing set was accessed by
entering E - EE , E - E or #D without a filename. If the
functional block drawing set was accessed using #D ¢.!en¢me, #L and
#R will not work.

Once one of the drawings in the functional block drawing set has been
accessed, #L and #R can be used to move between adjacent files in the
set.

If there is no adjacent file to move to, the higher level drawing is
redisplayed with the graphics cursor at the first or last file name in the
list.

To move to a file in the functional block drawing set that is not
adjacent to the current file, enter #L or #R until the desired file is
reached or return to the next higher level using #U and specify the
desired file.

These commands are provided for moving between adjacent files in a
multifile drawing set.

Related commands        #D
#U
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'L

®

®

'L - Create, Edit or View Layered Text

Format

Purpose

Remarks

The Layered Text
Dialog BOx

'L

Create a new property sheet or display an existing one for a single
alphanumeric field in order to add, edit, or view layered text, or view
all layered text entries of the same class for an entire symbol.

Not sapported by FutureNet OEM products.

Layered text is used to add drawing information required by design
tools and translators.  Layered text is stored on what are called
property sheets that are attached to displayed alphanumeric fields.
Layered text may be added to the text associated with a symbol.  When
the symbol is saved into a symbol library the layered text is saved as well.

The purpose, use of, and syntaDt for layered text are explained in the
chapter `Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwreNef Liter Mariw4!.

Exiting the layered text dialog box saves the edits made to the property
sheet.  The drawing must be saved before ending the session or loading
another drawing in order for the new property sheet to be saved to the
drawing file.

Pressing EE will cancel the layered text dialog box, ignoring changes
made during the editing session.

When the 'L command is entered, the layered text dialog box appears.

What appears in the dialog box depends upon the location of the cursor
at the time the 'L command is entered:

•   If the cursor is on a text field, the layered text for the dass of objects
defined by the text attribute class is displayed.
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'L

Attribute Class

Displayed Text

Layered Text
Property Sheet

•   If the cursor is not on a text field, but the cursor  is within a symbol
boundary, then the object is assumed to be SYMBOL  and all
symbol-related layered text for the current symbol is displayed.

•   If the cursor is not on a text field and is not in a symbol, then the
object is assumed to be DRAWING and all drawing-related text is
displayed.

The operation of the dialog box is discussed below.

Attributes are divided into five classes.  (See the chapter
`Understanding FuturINet" in the FwfwreNcf user M¢riac! for complete
explanations of the classes).  Depending upon the lcx=ation of the cursor,
the layered text entries displayed belong to one of these classes:

Pin                      Lists layered text for all text with pin-related attributes
that share the point of effect of the selected text and are
unambiguously associated with that pin.

Drawing

Circuit

Similar to PIN except that the text has been assigned
signal-related attributes.

Lists layered text for all text with symbol-related
attributes whose point of effect falls within the symbol
boundary, according to OVERLAP mles (see
OVERLAP command).  Note that text with attribute
COM(0) that has its point of effect within the symbol
boundary is considered to be symbol related.

Lists layered text for all text with drawing-related
attributes.  Note that text with attribute COM(0) that
has its point of effect outside of symbol boundaries is
considered to be drawing related.

Lists layered text for all text in the drawing that haLs a
circuit (design) related attribute.  Note that the
property sheet dues not list text from other sheets in
the drawing set.

Lists all displayed text that has attributes in the given attribute dass.  If
the cursor was in a text field when 'L was entered, that text is
highlighted in the data window. Otherwise, the first displayed text in
the list is highlighted. The syntax for the display is

attribute  name  attribute_number  text_string

You may select thighlight) any ently in this list, and the associated text
in the Layered Text Property Sheet is selected.

Lists all layered text associated with the listed displayed text.  Entries in
this list are either headings or layered text.  Headings (text in a row of
dots) cannot be edited.  Unless changed, selected text is the first layered
text associated with the current Displayed Text.  When a line in this list
is selected, the associated text in the Displayed Text list is also selected.
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'L

Layered Text Entry
Field

Editing Mode

Syntax Checking

The Message Line
and Syntax Errors

OK Button

Reset Button

Cancel Button

Related Commands

TheLayeredTextEntryFieldisusedtoenternewlayeredtextoredit
existinglayeredtext.Ininsertmode,textisenteredbelowtheselected
entryinthepropertysheet.Ineditmode,thetextthatisselectedinthe
property sheet is copied to the entry field for editing.

EditingmodesthatareavailableareDelete(deletetext),Edit(edittext)
and Insert (add new text).  Default setting is Insert.

To edit text, select the Edit mode button, then select the text to edit. .
The text appears in the erty field.  Edit the text in the entry field, and
press E when finished.  The text is updated on the list.

To insert new text, select the Insert mode button.  Select the layered
text item after which the new text should be inserted. Enter the text in
the entry field, and press E when finished.

To delete text, select the Delete mode button, then select the layered
text to be deleted.  The selected text is removed from the list.

Two-state mode button that allows you to adjust the sensitivity of
syntax checking.  Strong dues not allow incorrect syntax to be inserted
intotheLayeredTextPropertySheet;Weakallowsincorrectsyntax,but
wams you of the problem.

The Message line gives you information on how to correct the layered
text entry if there is a syntax error.  Some common syntax errors are
shorn below:
•   Layered text syntax requires a colon after tool specification if the

tool is specified.  A colon is not allowed anywhere else, with the
exception of the value field.

Misplaced   colon.      Entry   ignored.      /strong/
Possible   misplaced   colon.       /weakJ

•   Syntax requires a property string.

Missing   property.      Entry   ignored.      /strong/
Possible   missing   property.      /weak/

•   Syntax requires an equal sign following the property string.

Missing   equal   sign.      Entry   ignored.      /strong/
Possible   missing   equal   sign.      /weak/

Accepts all changes and returns to the drawing.

Abandons all changes made during the current layered text editing
session.

The Cancel button cancels the layered text modifications and returns to
the drawing.

To cancel the diaLlog box without saving the changes, use EE or click
the left mouse button outside of the dialog box.

'LE
'LR
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'LE

'LE - Erase Layered Text

Format                                       'LE I"]sfri.#g["I

Purpose                                     Erase the specified layered text entry in the current alphanumeric field
Or symbol.

Re"rks                                  Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

The purpose, use of, and syntax for layered text are explained in the
chapter "Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwreNcf Liscr Mfl#w4J.

The graphics cursor must be on the alphanumeric field or symbol
containing the target entry.  The LE string needs only the information
necessary to uniquely identify the entry.  If the layered text entry to be
erased is tool specific, begin the string with the tool, then add property
and value information as necessary to uniquely identify the entry. If the
layered text entry is not tool specific, start with the property
information and add the value if needed to uniquely identify the entry.
'LE searches for the specified string and erases it.  If no string is
specified or the string is not found, no text will be erased.  To include
leading or trailing spaces in the string, use the double quotations.
Otherwise FuturchTet will use the string from the first non-blank
character to the last non-blank character.

If the cursor is on a symbol and is either on a symbol-related
alphanumeric field or on no alphanumeric field, then all symbol-related
text in the symbol will be searched.  Otherwise, if the graphics cursor is
on an alphanumeric field, then only layered text associated with that
field will be searched.

To use a double quote (") or backward slash (\) in the string, precede
the character with a backward slash.  For example, to erase the string
"status\pinl"

use the following string:
'LE "\"status\ \pinl\"'

This command will not affect the displayed text field information.

Note:   Be caroful, especially when eritering this conmand within a symbol,
since only partial strings are necessary to alhaL] a match.

Related commands        'L'LR
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'LR
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'LR - Replace/Insert Layered Text

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

'LR I"]sfr,'„g["I

Replace an existing value within a string in a layered text entry or
insert a new layered text entry consisting of the string in the current
alphanumeric field or symbol.

Not supported ky FutureNet OEM products.

The purpose, use of, and syntax for layered text is explained in the
chapter `Understanding FutureNer' in the FwfwreNcf LJscr M¢#urJ.

String must be in the form of one of the following syntaxes:

tool:propertyay4r«e
toolapropertyfty4z#e
pTOpertyapalue
propertytoalue
In order for the I)¢Ztte to be replaced, an exact match must be made up
to and including the = or # characters:

1.  If the cursor is on a symbol and is either on a symbol-related
alphanumeric field or on no alphanumeric field, then all
symbol-related text in the symbol is searched.

2.  If the graphics cursor is on an alphanumeric field, then only layered
text associated with that field will be searched.

If sfr}.7Ig (nc)t including the value) is found, the current value is replaced
with the value specified in the string.  For example, if the field you are
searching has the string toolaproperty€ and you enter the command
'LR toolaproperty=yy, the value xx: will be replaced with ere/.

If string is not found, then the entire string is appended to the list of
layered text entries, according to `these guidelines:

1.  If the cursor is in a symbol but not on an alphanumeric field, the
string is appended to the last symbol-related text field.

2.  If the cursor is on an alphanumeric field, sfrz.ng is appended as the last
entry for the alphanumeric field.

To include leading or trailing spaces, use double quotation marks.
Otherwise, FutureNet uses the first non-blank character to the last
non-blank character.  If a double quote (") or backward slash (\) is to be
included in the string, precede the character with a backward slash.
For example, to replace the string "status\pinl" use the string'LR"\"status\\pinl\"'

'L
'LE
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.L

.L - Load Symbol from Library (*)
Format                                       .L sy"boJ#a"e I,[d..I /i!e#ame]

* symbolname I,\d..1 filenamd

Purpose                                     Load the specified symbol at the graphics cursor location.

Remarks                                   .L loads the syinbol at the graphics cursor location.  * loads a symbol
and initiates tag and drag.

When fi.Ze""c is omitted, the libraries are searched for symboz"r#c in
the following order:

1.  Update library specified in the last .LIB command.

2.   Reference libraries specified by a LIB command.

3.   System symbol library, system.sym.

Note:    The eystei'n.s:yin ttbrary is loaded whap F.t±tur?Ne_i_ ±_ i_pitidized.  This
librdy is either in the directory specifigiv_ ty.the FNI.IB .endr.orment
variable or in the current directory.  This library contalus a large
subset of FutureNct symbols whirh are sapphed with the FutureNet
products.

When f.Jc7zame is specified as a symbol library, ordy that library is
seaLrched.

The symbol is placed in the drawing so that the upper left comer of the
symbol cell is located at the graphics cursor.

The inserted symbol cannot overlap other symbol cells, alphanumeric
fields, or lines, or the edge of the drawing.  The area must be clear
before the symbol can be inserted into the drawing.  If there is any
conflict, the symbol is not inserted into the drawing and the system
displays

Boundary   conf lict

Either the graphics cursor must be moved, or the interfering drawing
elements must be moved or erased.

Symbols inserted into the drawing are automatically assigned a
reference number.  This number is displayed in the upper left comer of
the symbol cell.  The reference number is used to identify the eymbol to
the system and may be used to find the symbol on the display screen
using the N command (Move to Symbol Using Reference Number).

Related commands        .DIR
.LIB
LIB
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.L

.L - Print the Symbol Definition List
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

.L

Print the instnictions for current symbol.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

This command is entered while in Symbol Definition Mode to print the
synhol instruction list.  It is not entered as part of the instniction list.

.L uses the print relevant options as set up in the PRINTOpr command.
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.LIB

.LIB -Update Symbol Library
Format                                         .LIB [d..]fl.!c7.amc

NOLIB

Purpose                                 :%:]%otj};e aurrt:t§ts¥vtfil. library file into which new symbol

Remarks                                   The filename extension.rym is automatically added unless an extension
is explicitly specified.

If the file already exists, it is assumed to be a library to which
additional symbols will be added; otherwise, a new file is created.

Entering the .LIB command supersedes use of a library previously
specified by .LIB, if any.

Once an Update Symbol Library has been specified, use the .SAVE
command to place symbol definitions in the library.

Entering NOLIB terminates use of the update symbol library.

Note:    (For PC Users) If a symbol ttibrary is specified on a diskette using the
.LIB command, the diskette must not be removed undss access to the
library is praperly terminated with the .NOLIB command.  If _this is
not done, further access to the tibrary may read random_data from a
subsequerit diskette that could da:mage the drawing in the FutureNet
merrory workspace.

Related Commands
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/L

®

®

a

/L - Draw Lines
Format

Key

Purpose

Remarks

A.

Left mouse button in MENU and FAST modes.

Begin and end line drawing in MENU or FAST mode.

When line drawing is initiated, the graphics cursor is replaced by the
line drawing cursor, a large cross hair.  The line drawing cursor is used
to route line segments.  Up to two routing segments can be defined at
one time, the first of which must be set-before another can be started.
Routing segments are dynamic and, until set, can be rerouted or
abandoned altogether.  Setting a line segment requires re€ntering the
n. command or pressing the left mouse button.

Routing segments cannot start or end inside a eymbol or alphanumeric
field, nor pass through either drawing element.  If the graphics cursor
is lcx:ated in an invalid line drawing location, inside a symbol or
alphanumeric field, the A command is ignored.

If there are any boundary conflicts between routing segments and other
drawing elements, the routing segments cannot be set.

The MODE status field shows LINE.

Lines can be drawn at any zoom level.

The type of line that will be drawn is shown in the LINE status field.

nL can be used to connect or extend existing lines, provided the line
types are the same.
A is equivalent to the left mouse button in line drawing mode.

If line drawing is initiated but no line is drawn and the cursor is not
moved, entering A again will cancel line drawing mode.

Related commands        /v
/LE
/E
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/LE

/LE - Draw/Erase Line
Format                              „E

Purp o s e                              :#e:rtse(nudp]i:efroa:#e°nrt:)r:£tt::L=a¥ert*°£¥h °nfe:X'rsotiuntignL;ne

segments.

Remarks The Draw/Erase Line colnmand can be used to draw new lines or erase
existing line segments.  frE operates like the H command if the routing
segment coincides with an existing line, but draws a new line like A. if
the routing segment does not coincide with an existing line.

frE is useful when modifying existing drawings because it allows lines
to be drawn and erased with the same command.

Related commands        /E
/EL
/L
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[LOAD

a

®

[LOAD - Load Area
F orma t                                        ELOAD /I. !c"flme[.ara]

Purpose                                    Insert a previously saved area into the drawing at the graphics cursor.

Remarks                                  The area must first have been saved using the [SAVE command.

Fz.Zcmme specifies the area file to be loaded into the drawing.  The
system adds the extension .ara unless an extension is explicitly specified.

The area is inserted into the drawing so that the upper left corner is
positioned at the graphics cursor.
The area loaded is automatically defined (marked by an area
boundary), canceling any previously defined areas.

The [LOAD command completes only if the graphics cursor is located
in a portion of the drawing that is at least the same size as the area to
be loaded, that is, clear of symbol cells, alphanumeric fields, and lines.

If the saved area cannot be loaded due to a boundary conflict, the
command is ignored and the system displays

Boundary   conf lict

The conflict must be resolved before the command can be entered.

Area definition can be canceled using [K  Loading another area or
creating a new one will also cancel the current area definition, as will
saving an area as a file.

Load Drawings as Areas A drawing file with a .dwg extension can also be specified for the
[LOAD command.  However, the whole drawing in the file must fit
into the area in the current drawing for this command to work.

If a drawing is loaded, instead of an area file, then the system-assigned
reference numbers will be from bottom up, rather than top down.

If a drawing-sized area is loaded, the area definition boundary may be
difficult to see because of its proximity to the drawing edge;
nevertheless, areas are loaded with their area definition boundary
displayed.

Related commands        [D
[SAVE
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LIB

LIB - Specify Symbol Library for Reference
NOLIB

Format

Purpose

Remarks

LIB I/I.Je»4mcLfl.Ze»aaee] [...]]
NOLIB

Specify symbol libraries to be accessed in addition to system.sym.

LIB allows symbols from libraries other than system.sym to be loaded
with the * or .L command.  NOI.IB cancels the library specification.

Entering the LIB command without specifying a library causes the
system to prompt for the name of the library.

Note:    FutureNct allows you to apedfy ap to ten referepee_libraries.  However,
if you are going to specify more thpn or!e_?ymbol tiprary
Sinultaneously , an adequate number of files must bf apecifted_ ipr
CONFIG.SYS first with the FILES--n co.rmand_.   See tire_ D.9S manual
for iustructioas on how to change the nunber of accessivle files.

Related commands        .DIR
.LIB
.L
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LOAD

LOAD - Load Drawing
Format

Purpose

Remarks

LOALD fitename

Load the specified drawing file into the system workspace.

F].le"me specifies the name of the drawing file to be loaded.

FutureNet will automatically look for a file with the .dwg file extension
unless a different file extension is given.

When a drawing is loaded, an automatic CLEAR command is
perfomed, and the drawing is displayed in fit zoom.  Various line,
symbol, and area tags are reset and the graphics cursor is positioned at
the upper left comer of the drawing.

The size of the drawing is reset to the sire stored with the drawing.  If a
grid was displayed when the drawing was stored, the same grid
appears when the drawing is reloaded.  Note that the grid does not
display in fit zoom.

If the workspace contains a drawing that has been modified and not
saved when you load a new drawing, the system displays

OK   to   discard   changes   that   have   not   already  been   saved
(Y/N) ?

Y clears the workspace and loads the drawing. N cancels the LOAD
corrmand.

Whentheworkspacecontainsadrawingthathasnotbeenchanged
since it was loaded, verification is bypassed.

In a structured design, the LOAD command ends the previous session
with a CLEAR corrmand before loading the requested root drawing.  It
displays the same message as the CLEAR command.  This means that
drawings modified during a stnictured design session can be lost if
they are not saved before the LOAD command is entered.

If a structured drawing is already loaded, you can use the #U, #D, #L
and #R commands to traverse the drawing structure represented by
that root.

If no file was previously loaded, or if LOAD is immediately preceded
by SAVEALI. or CLEAR, no message is displayed, and the file is
loaded as requested.

Related commands        SAVE
DEL
CLEAR
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ls

1s - List Directory
See DIR.
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'M

a

a

®

'M - Move Alphanumeric Field

Forma t                                'M

Purpose                                   Move an alphanumeric field.

Remark s                            ;i::: :#: gf::ro:£hiL:tToen t::gti:[t a:]f{'es[disuFadgaygaryed.anrfueennteern't¥rfr, the

MODE status field changes from the current mode to MOVE and the
graphics cursor becomes the tag cursor.
When the tag cursor is moved, a dotted boundary detaches from the
field and can be moved around the drawing using the mouse or cursor
movement commands.  The tagged field retains a highlighted
boundary.  The ghosted boundary aids in locating the text field so that
it can be positioned without causing a boundary conflict.  You can also
use '8 to display boundaries of all alphanumeric fields.  On
monochrome systems, BLINK causes the tagged field to blink so that it
is easier to see.  On color systems, the tagged field changes color.

When 'M is entered again, the field is moved into the new cursor
location, assuming there are no boundary conflicts with other symbol
cells, alphanumeric fidds, lines, or the edge of qu drawing.  To resolve
boundary conflicts, move the copy to a valid location, or move or erase
conflicting objects.

After the field is moved, tag and drag is canceled, control returns to the
previous mode, and the graphics cursor is restored.

Related commands       '8'C
'K
BLINK
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.M

.M - Move Symbol
Forma t                               M

Pu]Pose                                    Move the tagged symbol to the current cursor location.

Remarks                                  When the symbol to be moved is not tagged, first move the cursor into
the symbol and enter the M command or press the left mouse button
as required to tag the sylnbol and enable MOVE/COPY/ERASE mode.

When the symbol to be moved is tagged and the cursor is moved, the
boundary detaches from the symbol and moves around the drawing
with the mouse or cursor movement commands.  The tagged symbol
boundary and cursor blink on monochrome systems or change color on
color rystems so that the symbol and its new location are obvious.
Entering the M command again or pressing the left mouse button
moves the symbol to the current cursor location assuming there are no
boundary conflicts.

A symbol cannot be moved to a location where its cell overlaps another
symbol, the edge of the drawing, an alphanumeric field, or a line.  If
the move results in interference, the command is ignored and the
system displays

Boundary   conflict

The boundary conflict must be resolved before the move can be
successfully completed.

The symbol reference number moves with the symbol.

Whenever a symbol with connections is moved, the connections are
maintained only if connection maintenance is enabled with the
CONNECT command. If a two-segment line can be drawn connecting
the points without conflicts, then it is drawn as a permanent line.
Where there are conflicts, the connections are drawn as temporary
lines.

The area previously occupied by the eymbol is left blank.  When the
move is complete, MOVE/COPY/ERASE mode is canceled, and control
returns to the previous mode.

Related commands        .C
.K
.E
.L
CONNECT
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[M

®

a

®

[M - Move Area
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Cormection
Maintenance

[M

Move the tagged area.

The area must already have been defined; see [D.

When [M is entered, the area is tagged and a boundary detaches from
the area.  The boundary can be moved using the mouse or cursor
movement commands to the desired location.  Entering [M again or
pressing the left mouse button sets the area in its new location,
assuming there are no boundary conflicts.

Boundary conflicts are caused by other symbol cells, alphanumeric
fields, lines, or the edge of the drawing.

If the tagged area cannot be moved due to a boundary conflict, the
command is ignored and the system displays

Boundary   conflict

Resolve the conflict by moving or erasing the conflicting drawing
elements or repositioning the area.

When an area is moved with the CONNECT command enabled,
existing signal lines that connect to elements outside the area boundary
are maintained. Signal lines are maintained from the point at which
they cross the area boundary to their point of connection outside the
area.  When the area is moved and set in place, connections that can be
drawn without boundary conflicts are made permanent; connections
that conflict with other drawing elements are drawn as temporary lines.

When an area is moved with the CONNECT command disabled,
existing signal lines that connect to elements outside the area boundary
are broken at the area boundary when the area is moved.

Symbols and alphanumeric fields are treated as part of the tagged area
only if they are completely within the area boundary.  Symbols and
alphanumeric fields intersecting the area boundary are excluded from
the move.

Related commands        [C
[D
[K
coruncT
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MENU

MENU
Format

Purpose

Remarks

MENU

The MENU command brings up the menus.

The MENU command brings up the menus in MENU mode, FAST
mode and Symbol Definition Mode.  If you are in FAST mode, the
MENU command brings up the menus without exiting FAST mode.

Related commands        FAST
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MOVEPOEE

a

MOVEPOEE - Enable/Disable Point of Effect Movement
for Electrical Items

Format                                       MOVEPOEE ION  I  OFF]

Pulp °S e                                 ¥a:XeoatE:i:o:uk=e5tcthf:e|dtso::tdheT:ir points of effect independently o f

Remarks `                                 This colnmand applies to alphanumeric fields that have electrical
significance, for example, pin and signal name fields.

MOVEPOEE applies when tagging and moving

•   an alphanumeric field

•   a symbol that an alphanumeric field's point of effect is located in

•   an alphanumeric field or symbol as an area.

If MOVEPOEE is ON, the point of effect returns to its default location
within the alphanumeric field.

If MOVEPOEE is OFF, the point of effect does not change, as long as
the field is within 127 drawing units of the point of effect location.  If
the alphanumeric field is more than 127 drawing units from the point
of effect, the point of effect will return to its default location.

The default setting is ON.

Entering MOVEPOEE without specifying a parameter toggles the
setting.

When moving a symbol, electrically significant fields located within the
symbol whose points of effect are also located within the symbol move
with the symbol regardless of the MOVEPOEE setting.  If a field's
point of effect is outside the symbol, or the alphanumeric field is
outside the symbol, the MOVEPOEE command works as described
above.  If on, and either the field or symbol is moved, the point of effect
retuus to its default location within the alphanumeric field.  If off, the
point of effect remains at its assigned location.
For nonelectrically significant items, see the MOVEPOEG command.

Related commands        MoVEPoEG'P
'PD
POEDISP
POER
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MOVEPOEG

MOVEPOEG - Enable/Disable Point of Effect Movement
for General Items
Format

Purpose

Remarks

MOVEPOEG ION  I  OFF]

Move nonelectrically significant alphanumeric fields and their points
of effect independently or keep them together.

This command applies to alphanumeric fields that have nonelectrical
significance, for example, comment and filename fields.

MOVEPOEG applies when tagging and moving

•   an alphanumeric field

•   a symbol that an alphanumeric field's point of effect is located in

•   an alphanumeric field or symbol as an area.

When MOVEPOEG is ON, the point of effect returns to its default
location within the alphanumeric field.

When MOVFTOEG is OFF, the point of effect does not change, as long
as the field is within 127 drawing units of the point of effect location.  If
the alphanumeric field is more than 127 drawing units from the point
of effect, the point of effect will return to its default location.

The default setting is ON.

Entering MOVEPOEG without specifying a parameter toggles the
setting.

When moving a symbol, non{lectrically significant fields located
within the symbol whose points of effect are also located within the
symbol move with the symbol regardless of the MOVEPOEG setting.
If a field's point of effect is outside the symbol, or the alphanumeric
field is outside the symbol, the MOVEPOEG command works as
described above.  If on, and either the field or eymbol is moved, the
point of effect returns to its default location within the alphanumeric
field.  If off, the point of effect remains at its assigned location.

For electrically significant items, see the MOVEPOEE command.

Relate d commands         MoVEPOEE'P
'PD
POEDISP
POER
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MX, MY

MX' MY- Move Coordinate in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

MX distance
MY distance

Change the cursor location by specifying the distance to move the x or
y coordinates in display units.

Not sapported by FutureNet OEM products.

D{shanec is in display units.

Subsequent instructions originate at the new cursor location.

Distoace may be assigned any value from +127 through -128.  If
distance is between +15 and -16, use the MXS and MYS (Move Short
instmctions) to save memory.

MX disfaacc changes the x coordinate cursor value.  If distance is
negative, the x coordinate moves left.  If distance is positive, the I
coordinate moves right.  The y coordinate is not changed by the MX
instruction.

MY disfonec changes the y coordinate cursor value.  If distance is
negative, the y coordinate moves up.  If distance is positive, the y
coordinate moves down.  The x coordinate is unchanged by the MY
instruction.

The symbol editor coordinate marker moves in the direction and the
distance specified by the instniction.

Related commands        MXS
WS
hrm
h4YD
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MXD, MYD

MXD, MYD- Move Coordinate in Dot Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

MXD distance
MYD distance

Change the cursor location by specifying the distance to move the I or
y coordinates in dot units.

Not sapported by FutureNet OEM products.

Disfaurc is in dot units.

Subsequent instructions originate at the new cursor location.

Distoace may be assigned any value from +127 through -128.  If
distance is between +15 and -16, use the MXS and MYS (Move Short
instnictions) to save memory.

MX disto»cc changes the x coordinate cursor value.  If distance is
negative, the I coordinate moves left.  If distorzce is positive, the I
coordinate moves right.  The y coordinate is not changed by the MX
instruction.

MY disfaacc changes the y coordinate cursor value.  If disfu#cc is
negative, the y coordinate moves up.  If distance is positive, the y
coordinate moves down. The * coordinate is unchanged by the MY
instmction.

The symbol editor coordinate marker moves in the direction and the
distance specified by the instniction.
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us, MYS

®
MXS, MYS - Move Short in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

MXS distance
MXS distance

Change the cursor location by specifying the distance to move the x or
y coordinate in display units (use for short moves, between +15 and -16
display units.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

Distorroe is in display units.

If disfaure is between +15 and -16, use this instmction to save memory.
For larger disfo#ce vaLlues, use the MX and MY instructions.

MXS disfunec changes the x coordinate cursor value.  If di.stoacc is
negative, the x coordinate moves left.  If disfflHce is positive, the x
coordinate moves right.  The y coordinate is not changed by the MXS
instruction.

MYS disfaure changes the y coordinate cursor value.  If disfmce is
negative, the y coordinate moves up.  If disfamce is positive, the y
coordinate moves down. The x coordinate is unchanged by the MYS
instruction.

The symbol editor coordinate marker moves in the direction and the
distance specified by the instruction.
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iv4XY

MXY - Move to New Coordinates in Display Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

MXY x,y

Move the cursor in display units the specified distance from the x,y
coordinates.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

Both I and y must be specified.

X and y are specified in display units.  They may be assigned any value
from +127 through -128.

MXY moves the x and y coordinates relative to the current x,y
coordinates.

Specifying x in negative numbers moves the I coordinate left;
specifying x in positive numbers moves the x coordinate right.

Specifying y in negative numbers moves the y coordinate up;
specifying y in positive numbers moves the y coordinate down.

The figure accompanying this instruction shows which direction the
possible combinations of positive and negative numbers will move the
x,y coordinates.

The symbol editor coordinate marker moves in the direction and the
distance specified by the instruction.

Related commands        MxyD
MXYA
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hexYA

MXYA - Move to Absolute #,y Coordinates
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

MXYA x'y

Move the cursor to the specified x,y coordinates.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

X and y are specified in display units.  They may be assigned any value
between +127 and -128.

MYXA moves the cursor to the specified x,y coordinates.  It does not
move relative to the current location, but the specified distance from
the upper left corner of the editing area: x,y equal to 0,0.

Specifying I in negative numbers moves the x coordinate left;
specifying x in positive numbers moves the x coordinate right.

Specifying y in negative numbers moves the y coordinate up;
specifying y in positive numbers moves the y coordinate down.

The figure accompanying this instruction shows which direction the
possible combinations of positive and negative numbers will move the
x,y coordinates.

The symbol editor coordinate marker moves in the direction and the
distance specified by the instruction.

Related commands        Mx¥
hAVD
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MXYD

MXYD - Move to New Coordinates in Dot Units
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Mxrm x'y

Move the cursor in dot units to the specified x,y coordinaLtes, starting
from the current cursor location.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

Both x and y must be specified.

X and y are specified in dot units.  They may be assigned any value
from +127 through -128.

MXYD moves the x and y coordinates relative to the current ny
coordinates.

Specifying x in negative numbers moves the I coordinate left;
specifying x in positive numbers moves the x coordinate right.

Specifying y in negative numbers moves the y coordinate up;
specifying y in positive numbers moves the y coordinate down.

The figure accompanying this iustniction shows which direction the
possible combinations of positive and negative numbers will move the
x,y coordinates.

The symbol editor coordinate marker moves to the x,y location
specified by the instniction.

Related commands        Mx¥
MRTA
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'NAME

a

0

a

'NAME - Assign a Name to an Unused Attribute

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

'NAME „#mber %ame

Assign names to unaLssigned attributes.

Both come and in/mz7er are required parameters.

Note that this command is for users who are writing custom
translators. You cannot take an unassigned attribute and define it to be
a signal or pin attribute and have FutureNet and the post processors
treat it as such.  This command allows entry of information that
FutureNet and the post processors do not use, but will pass on through
to a custom post processor via the pinlist.

For example, an unassigned attribute, such as a cost field, can be
defined by the user.  Any text entered in the field would specify the
cost for the item the field was associated with.  A custom post
processor would read these fields in the pinlist and total the cost for the
item represented by the schematic.

Nwmz}er is the number of the attribute you wish to assign a name to.
Hwmber must be an unused attribute.  Attribute numbers range from 0
to 255.  UrLassigned attribute numbers are:

•   Unused signal-related attributes:
15 to 19

•   Unused pin-related attributes:
30 to 49

•   Unused unassigned attributes:
55 to 99
108 to 113
116 to 127
131, 133, 135, 140, 142, 143
170 to 255

Name is the name (or mnemonic) you wish to assign the specified
attribute number. A name can be 1 to 4 characters long and cannot
match any of the existing attribute names.  See the chapter
"Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwreNcf Liscr M¢#MZ for more

information on attributes.

Unless this command is set up in the fnpro.cnd file, the setting is only
active during the current editing session.

'A
'S
'CHA
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N

N - Move to Symbol Using Reference Number
Format                                        N #zforz7er

Purpose                                    Move the cursor to the specified symbol.

Remarks                                  Each eymbol is automatically assigned a reference number when it is
loaded in the drawing.  N #w7#bcr moves the cursor to the upper left
corner of the specified symbol.

In fit zoom, the cursor moves to the symbol.  In full and intermediate
zoom, if the symbol is located off the screen, the display is updated so
that the cursor at the symbol is centered on the screen.

If there is no symbol with the specified reference number, the cursor is
not moved, and the message line displays

Not   Found

Note that only electrically significant symbols have reference numbers.
Graphic Symbols, which can be created using the .G symbol definition
command, are not found with this command.

Related commands        RENUM
.G
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NOTE

a

rb

a

NOTE - Insert Prompt
Format                                        NOTE [ I"]fcxf I"I I

Purp°S e                            #:E:a£#:°gTftft°hr ec{°th¥indro3 tohreEcgand line while a co-nd

Remarks                                      Comr»and A.!c orzzy.
NOTE is used in command files to add user prompts or to display     .
comments, like information about the previous or next command.

Comments are limited to 80 characters, including NOTE and any
spaces.  To include leading or trailing spaces in the text, use the double
quotations.  Otherwise Futurer\iet uses the string from the first
non-blank character to the last non-blank character.

If a double quote (") or backward slash (\) is to be included in the
string, precede the character with a backward slash.  For example, to
display the string
"status\pinl"

use the following string:

NOTE "\"status\ \pinl\'"

Relate d commands        AUTo
EXEC
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'0

'0 - Set Default Orientation for Alphanumeric Fields

Format                                     'o [H  I  V]

Purpos e                                 =#:udifea::tf:e¥::.tation, horizontal (H) or vertical (V), for future

Remarks                                    The orientation can be either horizontal or vertical.

Horizontal text reads from left to right.

Vertical text reads from bottom to top.

Entering '0 without specifying an orientation toggles the current
setting.

Related commands        'CH o
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'OVER

®

®

'OVER -Add/Delete Overbar to/from Alphanumeric
Field (Signal Inversion)

Format                                      'OVER ION  I  OFF]

puxpos e                                fn:::,ro:voerr3gett: gne ecxui::nn: :lvpeTb::.meric field to indicate signal

Remarks                                  Entering 'OVER without a parameter adds an overbar to the current
alphanumeric field if one is not present and deletes one if it is present.

Position the graphics cursor on the target text field and enter the
command. Use in base mode on existing alphanumeric fields.

Spaces within the text field will not cause a break in the overbar.
'OVER can only be entered on an existing field.

#:Lget£#eaE:uEekn:Cy=r°odke:=nq:::rcbe¥Canbeaddedordeletedby

When an existing field that already has an overbar is edited, the
overbar will be added or deleted as text is added or deleted.

Related commands        'UNDER
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OVERLAP

OVERLAP -Allow Alphanumeric Fields to Overlap
Symbol Boundaries
Format                                        OVERLAP [ON  I  OFF]

Purpose                                    When oN, alphanumeric fields may overlap symbol boundaries.

Remarks                                   Entering ovERLAp toggles the current setting; entering OVERLAP
ON or OVERLAP OFF sets the value directly.  OFF is the default.

When overlap is ON, a symbol "owns" any alphanumeric field whose
point of effect is inside or on the border of the symbol boundary, even
when the alphanumeric field lies partially or entirely outside the
symbol boundary.  The following are also true:

•   Alphanumeric fields associated with the symbol are saved (.SAVE)
or loaded (.L) with the symbol, and are moved (.M), copied (.C),
rotated (.R), or reflected (.RE) with the symbol.

•   The relationship of the alphanumeric field and the symbol remain
constant during all operations involving the symbol, rngardless of
the MOVEPOEE/MOVEPOEG state.

•   Alphanumeric fields are only permitted to overlap symbol
boundaries, not lines or other alphanumeric fields.

•   When symbols are tagged for any operation, boundaries are checked
for any alphanumeric field that is outside the symbol boundary.

The only time that alphanumeric fields are not "owned" is when one or
more of the following are true:

•   Both the point of effect and the text origin of the alphanumeric field
are shared by two or more symbols.

•   The point of effect resides in two or more symbols and the text
origin resides in another.

•   When the point of effect is shared by two symbols, and the
alphanumeric field is outside bo(h symbols, the field will be
considered to be owned by the tagged symbol.

The above rules do not apply to AREA manipulations, even in
OVERLAP mode.
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'P

a 'P - Set Point of Effect

Format                                'P

Purp°S e                                %9Xea:ne,a|Ptrtcn:rm;ra[;£:lit:SmTint of effect in order to aesodate it

Remarks                         L°r::Voenat#¥:tufTe:i:i{:led;:ert[inet ,°pf ::f=Pn`::eih: #8PDhicstafus
field will display PTR.  Move the point of effect cursor using any
method of oursor movement and re€nter the 'P command to set the
point of effect at the new location.

Related commands        iv[oVEPoEE
MOVEPOEG
'PD
POER
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'PD

'PD - Reassign a Point of Effect to Its Default Location

Format

Purpose

Remarks

For Signal-related
Attributes

For Pin-related
Attributes

For Other Attributes

'PD

Restore the current alphanumeric field's point of effect to its default
location.

'PD will return the point of effect for the current alphanumeric field to
its default location.

The default location for the point of effect is determined by the dass of
the attribute assigned to the text field, using the following rules:

If POER is enabled, then the point of effect defaults to the nearest line
within 10 display units.

If POER is disabled or no line is within 10 display units of the text
field, then the point of effect defaults to the justification point of the
field.

If the alphanumeric field is within a symbol, then the point of effect
defaults to the side of the symbol which is closest to the alphanumeric
field, and is in the same orientation as the field.  For horizontal text, the
appropriate sides are the left and right.  For vertical text, the
appropriate sides are the top and bottom.

If the text field is outside of a symbol, then the default point of effect
location is the justification point of the field.

The point of effect defaults to the justification point of the field.

The graphics cursor must be on the alphanumeric field that owns the
point of effect that is to be returned to its default location.
This comlnand is probably most useful for returning the point of effect
to its alphanumeric field when the alphanumeric field has been moved
or when a graphic item has been placed between an alphanumeric and
its point of effect.

Related commands        'CH I
'J

MOVEPOEE
MOVEPOEG
'P
POER
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'PRNI

®

®

1

'PRINT - Print All Text for Alphanumeric Field

Format                                       'PRINT [apfl] Lapf2]...Lapfrd

Puap 0 S e                            FpeL;P:¥ri:°fE,rndc,:[|Ergs ,¥;:rte°d°t:;£,uttoaftfe±efitf:[°er. a paltfou `ar

Remarks                                  Move the graphics cursor onto the field to be printed and enter the'PRINT command.  This command uses the print options specified in
the PRINTOPT command except the Strip option.  You can override
any options by specifying them in the 'PRII`IT command.

See the PRINTOFT command for the options available.

Use the PRINTOPT command to check your current print defaults.

A minus sign (-) following any text field in the printout indicates an
overbar.

Related commands        .PRINT
PRun
PRINTOPT
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.PRINT

.PRINT - Print All Text for Symbol
Forlnat                                       J'RINT [apfl] Lapf2]...Lapfrd

Purp°S e                            #i£#uC&¥a?:r£°t¥xst,yt°ouatn° #Hutf£¥e]. the text for a particular

Remarks                                  Move the graphics cursor onto the symbol to be printed and enter the
J'RII`IT command.  This command uses the print options specified in
the PRINTOPT command except the Strip option.  You can override
any options by specifying them in the .PRINT command.

See the PRINTOPT command for the options available.

Use the PRn`ITOFT command to check your cuITent print defaults.

A minus sign (-) following any text field in the printout indicates an
overbar.

Relate d commands        'PRINT
PRNI
PRINropT
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/P

/P - Convert Temporary Lines to Permanent
Format                            „

Purpose                                    Convert the temporary line the cursor is on to a permanent line.

Remarks                       #L=:=n: Fnues.t E:n„t::=po:aw¥|ii::=haatni: ::n¥e:?:;ero¥#:ea
temporary segments, assuming no illegal line routing.

Related commands        /ET
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PALETTE

PALETTE - Assign FutureNet Colors
F o rlna t                                     PALETTE

Purp ° S e                                ::£Ci#:nct:I:f:£:rFtuh:FeuNfue:ee¥e;rdo£#:Xi.assign colors to selected

Remarks

Note:    If you use a morwchrone monitor you have no_ choices to {r|ftke.
FritureNet Groap Color 5 and the background must be white.  AIL
other choices must be black.

Entering the PALETTE command causes a dialog box to appear that
lets you choose 8 FutureNet colors from a palette of 16, and then assign
any one of those 8 colors to 28 components of the FutureNet display.
The dialog box appears below.

I

Slgml  aT.d  bus   llncs

teI

Alplta  bodc  Insert  cursor
Symbol  gmpllies Direct  con"=ction  line
s9hboi  houndqu Sgmbl)1  edlt  tar`gct   llnc
fllphanunerlc text Border
Llne  target status  headlng
Ar.ca  ttLrgct Sgriho I  rcfcrcncc  muLnber
Area  dcrinition  outline Pin -sop
fllphamunerlc -Or Background
Sgnhol  edlt lTtstructlo"s Othcr' status  I lelds
mDE  status  f leld cLLrsor
Tagged  all.haTrmcrlc  I lcld Full  scale  .lndt]-
hggcd  sgrbo I p-ct liiTrdus
hgged a- Grid
Rubbcrband  I Ire

e ae IIE ITIIIFTi__                 -__I

EIDD
i.I

Auallable  Colors or  Palette -1111[-1111
||  Default  I                                                                                                     I  Cancel   I

The Palette area contains the range of available colors.

The I'alette color boxes contain the colors that are used for all
FutureNet display items.  Up to 8 colors may be used.  To assign a
Palette color, dick the left mouse button on the  color of your choice in
the Available Colors for Palette.  The cursor changes to a hollow box
in that color.  Place the cursor on the appropriate Palette box and press
the left mouse button again.  AIL items assigned to that Palette group
change color. Alternatively, you can press the left mouse button when
the pointing cursor is located inside of a Palette box.  The box and its
associated items cycle through the colors in the Palette.  To return the
cursor to the pointing cursor, select the Reset Cursor button.
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pALETrE

Display components may be assigned to a color group in two ways.
The first method is to pick up a Palette color and assign it to an item.
Do this by pressing the left mouse button when the pointing cursor is
in the appropriate Palette box.  The cursor changes to solid block in
that color.  Place the cursor in the color box of the item to be assigned
and press the left mouse button again.  The item's color changes to that
of the new Group.  To return the cursor to the pointing cursor, select
the Reset Cursor button.  The second method is to place the pointing
cursor on the color box of the item itself .  Press the left mouse button to
cycle through the colors available in the Palette.

If you attempt to place a color from an Available Colors box in an item
color box, the cursor changes to a stop sign.  aick on Reset oursor to
return to the pointing cursor.

The RIckground box cannot be assigned a different Palette color.  You
can only change the background color by changing the color of the fifth
Palette box.

a

a

Action Button Choices

Reset Cursor

Reset Colors

Reset Default

OK

Save

Cancel

Returns any Palette cursor to the pointing cursor.

Returns Palette colors to their previous assignments.

Returns Palette colors to the program default colors.

Saves the changes rmde, exits the Palette dialog box, updates graphics

:feE::edroryn,tahnedser::nT:ret&eTftdhrea:nfnsebryeepnr.e:£Z:uifL=gesaren,t
(or E ) then fi (or E ).

Saves drnges made to the palette to the current fnpro.cnd file.
DependinguponyourFNPROvariable,thismaystandardizeyour
color choices regardless of the directory from which you start
FutureNet.  The changes you have made are appended to the end of the
command file using DISPGRP and COLOR command syntax.  You
must have write permission to fnpro.cnd.

Leaves the Palette dialog box, cancelling any changes done.

You can also cancel the Palette dialog box and discard the changes, by
pressingtheEkeyorclickingtheoursoroutsidethedialogbox.

Related commands        DISPGRp#
COLOR
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PAN

PAN - Pan to Window Locations
Format                                          PAN1121314

Purpose                                    Move to the specified window.

Remarks

Note:   Windorw I.ocatious must first be saved using the WINDOW conmand.

A number is required.

PAN rapidly displays a preset window lou:ation. Preset window
locations will appear in full zoom, regardless of the zoom level in effect
at the time PAN is entered.

If PAN is used and no window with the specified number exists, the
command is ignored and the message line displays

Pan   not   set

Relate d commands        WINDoW
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PAUSE

PAUSE - Change from Automatic to Single-step
Execution

Format

Purpose

Remarks

a

PAUSE

Change command file execution from automatic (AUTO) to single-step
("EC).

To enter, type PAUSE on the command line and press E] while AUTO
execution is taking place.

The PAUSE command can also be entered in a command file.

The PAUSE command suspends AUTO execution.  The system goes
into single-step EXEC mode, displaying each command on the
corr-nd line.
Resume automatic file execution by entering the AUTO command
without specifying a filename.

Related commands        AUTo
EXEC
Srop
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Pgup or R9 Keys

Pgup Or R9 Keys-Move to Beginning of Command List1-,J{,          JL                                                            ,

PgDn or R15 Keys - Move to E-nd of Command List
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Keys

Purpose

Remarks

SUN

Move the beginning or end of the symbol definition instruction list to
the target line.

Not supported ky FutureNet OEM products.

H or E moves the first symbol definition instruction line into the
target line.

EE or E makes the target line the one after the last symbol
definition instruction line.  When the line after the last symbol
definition instruction is positioned as the target line, additional symbol
definition instructions entered are added to the end of the list.

Note that EEE , EE , EE and E
have a different function when not in Symbol Definition Mode.  See
ZIN/ZOUT commands.
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PINSNAP

PINSNAP - Snap Line to Pin
Format                                       PINSNAP [ON  I  OFF]

Purpose                                   Enable or disable pinsnap.

Remarks                                  Pinsnap is the automatic connection of lines that come within two
display units of a pin-related text point of effect.

If no parameter is specified, the command toggles the current condition.

Enabled is the default setting.

Related commands        PROFIIE
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POEDISP

POEDISP - Display Points of Effect
Format                                        POEDISP ION  I  OFF]

Purpose                                    Display points of effect.

Remarks                                   POEDISp displays the points of effect for all alphanumeric fields in the
drawing.  A line will connect the point of effect and the field.

Points of effect can be moved while POEDISP is ON and the line that
associates a point of effeet with its alphanumeric field will track the
point of effect as you move it.
The default setting is OFF.

Entering I'OEDISP without any parameters toggles the setting.

Related commands        'p'PD
MOVEPOEE
MOvEroEG
POER
PROFILE
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POER

a

®

POER - Point of Effect Range
Format                                       POER [ON  I  OFF]

Puxp°S e                                    :f08f8fl::.he snap-to feature for signal-related alphanumeric field points

Remarks                                  When oN, the points of effect for signal-related alphanumeric fields
will snap to a signal line from up to ten display units away, or snap to
the nearest of two signal lines.

When OFF, the signal-related alphanumeric field boundary must be
touching the signal line in order to affix the point of effect to that line.

If no parameter is specified, the command toggles the current condition.

This command only applies to alphanumeric fields which have been
assigned signal-related attributes.

Refer to the chapter ;'Understanding Futurchlet" in the FwfwreNc£ User
Md»z"I for a list of signal-related attributes.

In areas where signal lines are crowded together, it may be necessary to
use the 'P command to place point of effect in the exact location desired.

Enabled is the default setting.

Related commands        MoVEPoEE
MOVEPOEE
'P
'PD
PROFILE
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PRINT

PRINT - Print Drawing
Format                                         PRINT [apfl] Lop£2]...Lopfro]

NOPRINT

Purpose                                   Print the current drawing.

Remarks                                  Print the drawing currently in the work space.
PRINT uses the relevant print options as set up in the PRINTOPT
command, or options can be specified on the command line.  Options
specified in this command temporarily override any conflicting options
in the PRINTOFr command.

Printing in progress can be canceled by pressing any key during direct
output to the printed, or by typing NOPRn`IT during spooled printing.
In either case, FutureNet will ask for verification

Halt   printing    (Y/N)?

See the I'RINTOPT command for valid options.

Use the PRINTOFr co]rm:Land to see current settings.

Related commands        'PRn`IT
.PRNI
PFrmopT
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PRINTOPT

PRINTOPT - Set Print Options (Sun)
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Output Control

Filemevice
E1_

E]po.oj:rcommand

a

pRINIOpT [apfi]Lopf2]...Lopfro]

Select the printer, width and other print characteristics to be used when
you enter a I'RINT command.

You can list options in any order (using commas as delimiters is optional).
A conflicting option in a PRINT command will override the one specified
with PRINTOpr for that print isb. Entering the PRINTorT command
with no parameters brings up the Printer Setup dialog box shown below.

Printer  Selection
Oupu        onroFi1e/Devlce

I

hip-I-Ill
dash.ps

Spooler  Ccmand
lJrJr   -Plu   Es

H  Print  Nan-Printable  Attributes

Paper  size                          Postscript

i:H:R                 i       EconpresstoFtt

cancel   IE  I   oK   I

The available print options are listed below.  The dialog box selection is
on the left, and the option syntax for the PRINTOPT command line
entry is given across from it on the right.

This option specifies the name of the file or device to which the printer
output will be directly written.  (FILE=4-Zerz4mc/dedcc)

To choose the direct print option, select the box to the left of the
file/device name. (F)

A printer output file that has been created can later be printed by using
the spooler (see "Spooler Command" below).  The default filename for
direct printer output is fn.psc.

The device that you are sending output to must be directly connected
to the local workstation.

This option specifies the system command string that will invoke the
system spooler.  The command string must contain the name of the
spooler and a filename place holder (%s). Each time the system spooler
is invoked, FutureNet will replace the %s place holder with the
appropriate filename.  The default command string is lpr -Plw 7os.
(5isooHE:R=``spoaler_co:i'nrnand_strin9`)
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PRINTOPT

H  Print  Non-
printable Attributes

Strip

Laser Options

Paper Size

I  Compress to Fit

Printer Selection

RE

Related Commands

To choose the spooled print option, select the box to the left of the
spooled corrmand string. (S)

Prints all non-printing attributes, the symbol boundaries, the symbol
reference number, and the grid defined with the GRID command. The
default is do not print non-printing attributes. (R  I  RNO)

I    ALL             Prints all strips. If your drawing is wider than one
strip, then multiple strips will be sent to the printer
with each strip starting on a new page.

E1-5 Selects a specific horizontal strip of a drawing to be
printed. The strip width is the paper width specified by
the paper width minus 0.5-inches (13 mm) for laser
printers.1 isthedefault.   (ALL   11    12    1314    15)

These options are used by laser printers only.

LETTER              Denotes printer paper size of 8.5-inches by 11 inches.

LEGAL               Denotes printer paper size of 8.5-inches by 14 inches.

A,B,C,D,E           Denotes English standard drawing sizes.  See the SIZE
command for size of drawings.

AO,A1,A2,          Denotes metric standard drawing sizes.  See the SIZE
A3,A4,A5           command for size of drawings.

Fits entire drawing on one page, if printer has the capability.  FTI-   I  NOFI'D

Sets the printer type with a name that uniquely identifies a particular
printer.  The nalne must be exactly as shown in the list of printers in
the PRINTOPT dialog box (printers are also listed when you enter
Help printer list on the FutureNet command line). AIL supported
printers are listed in the PRINTOPT dialog box. (PRINTER=""me")
To pick a printer from the Printer Selection list, position the cursor
over the printer of choice and click the left mouse button to highlight it.

This button prints the current drawing with the selected options.

This button accepts the changes made in the dialog box.

This button exits the dialog box cancelling changes.  You can also
press E or click outside the dialog box with the left mouse button.

See the FwfwreNcf user Md#waz for information on how to use dialog
boxes.

'PRINT
.PRNI
PFrm
.L (Symbol Definition Mode)
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PRINTOPT

PRINTOPT - Set Print Options (PC)
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Output Control

DeviceffileI_

a

pRINTOpT [apfl]Lopf2]...Lopfro]

Fo]ueretnTe::rinRtELW:g#::d°grerrinicifect.eristicstobeusedwhen

Options can be histed in any order and the use of commas as delimiters is
optional.  A conflicting option in a PRINT command will override the one
specified with PRINTorr for that print fob. Entering the PRINTOPT
command with no parameters brings up the Printer Setup dialog box
shorn below.

-_-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------._-__

Prlntcr  Selection

C.   Itoh  1558  con|iressed
C.   Itoli  1558  con|)rcss  11
C.   Itoh  8510  Pr'otiplter'
C.   Itch  EroBa
C.   Itch  C-318  EI'/CXP
C.   Itoh  C-715F
C.   Itoh  C-815
c.   Itch  cl-35oa
C.   Itch  Jet-Scttcr  11
C.   Itch  I'ro.miter   11
CIE  CI"ao
Canon  er-10c
Canon  LBP-8IIdllt
Canon  Ill-1048A
Conon  PIJ-1156A
Ct=ntl.onlx  -  rb.st  rtodels
Ccntl`onlx  GIJ'   11

ill RE EH

The available print options are listed below.  The dialog box selection is
on the left, and the option syntax for the PRINTOPT command line
entry is given across from it on the right.

This option specifies the name of the device or file to which the printer
output will be written.   (FILE=dez7z.cc/fi.Zcrza77zc)

A printer output file that has been created by direct print can later be
printed from Das using the following command:
COPY filenane port  |b

where pert is the port connected to the printer (LPT1, COM2, etc.) and
/b (required) specifies binary mode for cos.
Do not use the Das PRINT command to print a direct print output file.
The PRn`IT command acts as a filter, removing essential escape
sequence information.
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PRINTOPT

I  Direct/Spooled
Options

I  Print Screen
Enabled

I  Print  Non-
printable Attributes

Strip

Dot--matrix Only

Paper Width

Form Feed

Direct print writes directly to the device or filename you specify in the                 |J
FILE= parameter at the end of the command.  The default device is
LPT1.  Spooled printing first writes to a temporary file in the root    '
directory (during this time you cannot edit), then prints the temporary
file (releasing the system so that you can continue to edit while the
printer is still printing). (F  I  S)

This option allows you to enable the normal PC E - EE
function. (SSYES  I  SSNO)

Prints all non-printing attributes, the symbol boundaries, the symbol
reference number, and the grid defined with the GRID command. The
default is do not print non-printing attributes. 0`  I  RNO)

I    ALL             Prints all strips. If your drawing is wider than one
strip, then multiple strips will be sent to the printer
with each strip starting on a new page.

H1-5 Selects a spedfic horizontal sthp of a drawing to be
printed. The strip width is the paper width specified by
the N, M, or W setting for dot-matrix printers or the
paper width minus 0.5-inches (13 mm) for laser printers.
1 isthedefault.   (ALL    11    12131415)

These options are used by dot-matrix printers only.

8.0 in./203 mm   Narrow 0`1).  Specifies printing on an 80-character,
8-inch (203 mm) wide printer.

11.0 in./279 mm Medium (M).  Specifies printing on a 110{haracter,
11-inch (279 mm) wide printer.

135 in./343 mm Wide (W).  Specifies printing on a 132{haracter,
13.5-inch (343 mm) wide printer.

Narrow is the default value.  (N  I  M  I  W)

I   Before

I   After

Form feeds to a new page at the beginning of a print
operation.  (PAGETOP  I  PAGETOPNO).

Form feeds to a new page at the end of a print
operation. (PAGEBOT  I  PAGEBOTNO)
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PRINTOPT

Laser Only Options

Paper Size

I  Compress to Fit

Printer Selection

ill

iiiE

These options are used by laser printers only.

LETTER              Denotes printer paper size of 8.5-inches by 11 inches.

LEGAL                Denotes printer paper size of 8.5-inches by 14 inches.

A,B,C,D,E           Denotes English standard drawing sizes.  See the SIZE
command for size of drawings.

AO,A1,A2,          Denotes metric standard drawing sizes.  See the SIZE
A3,A4,A5           command for size of drawings.

Fitsentiredrawingononepage,ifprinterhasthecapabilityO'ostscript
printers only).  (FIT   I  NOFIT)

Sets the printer type with a name that uniquely identifies a partioular
printer.  The name must be exactly as shown in the list of printers in
the PRINTOPT dialog box (printers are also listed when you enter
Help printer list on the FutureNet command line). AIl supported
printers are listed in the PRINTOFT dialog box. (PRINTER="7Mt#c")

To pick a printer from the Printer Selection list, position the cursor
over the printer of choice and click the left mouse button to highlight it.

This button prints the cuITent drawing with the selected options.

This button accepts the changes made in the dialog box.

This button exits the dialog box cancelling changes.  You can also
press E or click outside the dialog box with the left mouse button.

See the FwfwreNet user Ma#waz for information on how to use dialog
boxes.

Related commands        'pRn`IT
.PRrm
PRINT
.L (Symbol Definition Mode)
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PROFILE

PROFILE - Display Profile Options
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Operating States

E  Rubberbanding

I  FastMode

I  Move Elec POE

PROFILE

Display system settings.

The profile screen is a dialog box that, from one location, lets you
review or modify a selected set of FuturINet environment parameters
that would otherwise have to be reviewed or modified individually.

Dpcrat ing  States rulutio Tl-L'll11.1'1I/II/I,II/III/( XcysXI. Update  Llbrary

mbbEI`handlno erl> I.Holib                                                     I

Fast  Hodc ¢2>
:IT heferciicc  Llbrarlcshour  Else  POE tr3>

none  Gen  mE <r4>
INN

c:ufimll]ulB`syslEH.sy
Sna|)  to  Grid G5>
Snap  to  I'in ¢6>
Snap  Sig  POE a?>
Tcxt  Ouerla|] ¢8>¢9>¢10>

0
Dlsplau  StatesBlinkDlrEctCo"n. : I-

Din,ing

x EE lnXEI-EI.EI

CLLrrent  Hel|i  TILE

|C :ufllAlo`FM`rn.I`lp          IText  Boundary Slze EI
Attr  numbers EE

I    oK    11  L±l
PDEs ill
Grid Grid   3

See the FutureNet User Manual for basic operation in dialog boxes.

Each section of the PROFILE screen is described below.  Capitalized
words in parentheses, such as (COpuncT), identify the command to
which the profile seledtion is napped.

Default: ON.  Indicates whether or not connections should be
maintained by rubberbanding lines when moving areas or symbols.
(CONNECT)

Default: OFF.  Indicates whether the drawing screen is in MENU or
FAST mode. (FAST)

Default: ON.  Indicates whether points of effect for electrical fields
(signals and pins) should return to default locations or be left where
they are, when the associated field is moved.  ON indicates the point of
effect moves with alphanumeric fields.  (MOVEPOEE)
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PROFILE

H  Move GenpoE

I  Snap to Grid

I  Snap to Pin

E  Snap Sig Poe

I  Text overlap

Display States

E  Blink

H  Direct corm.

I  Text Boundary

I  Attr Numbers

E  POEs

a

e E  Grid

Default: ON.  Indicates whether points of effect for non{lectrical fields
(not signals or pins) should return to default locations or be left where
they are, when the associated field is moved.  ON indicates the point of
effect moves with alphanumeric fields.  (MOVEPOEG)

Default: OFF.  Indicates whether the cursor will snap to the closest grid
point in the left and upward direction when a grid is displayed.  When
ON, the cursor moves only between grid points.  (GRID SNAP)

Default: ON.  Indicates whether a line that is being drawn will snap to
a symbol pin that is within two display units.  When ON, lines that are
being drawn snap to symbol pins. (PINSNAP)

Default: ON.  Indicates whether the extended point of effect range is
active.  When ON, points of effect for alphanumeric fields with signal
attributes snap to the closest type /1 (signal) or /2 (bus) line that is
within 10 display units.  (POER)

Default: OFF. Indicates whether alphanumeric fields can overlap
symbol boundaries.  See OVERLAP for more information. (OVERLAP)

The BLINK command controls blinking for the following:

•  Zoom window (visible when in fit zoom)
•  Alphanumeric fields at the graphics cursor
•  Tagged alphanumchc fidds, eymbols and areas
•  The direct-connection cursor (/C command)
•  Temporary lines

Blinking is the default value on monochrome systems.  Non-blinking is
the default value on color systems.  (BLINK)

Default: OFF.  Indicates whether direct connections will be displayed in
place of other graphical elements.  (.DCON)

Default: OFF.  Indicates whether the boundaries of all alphanumeric
fields will be displayed.  When on, the dotted boundaries and
justification points for all alphanumeric fields are displayed.  (B)

Default: OFF.  Indicates whether the attribute for each alphanumeric
field will be displayed instead of the alphanumeric text.  When on, the
attributes are displayed in reverse video.  ('D)

Default: OFF. Indicates whether points of effect will be displayed for all
alphanumeric fields.  When ON, the points of effect for all
alphanumeric fields are displayed.  Points of effect are cormected to
their corresponding alphanumeric field by a line in order to show
which point of effect belongs to which text field.    (POEDISP)

Default: OFF.  Selects whether a grid is displayed in the workspace.
When ON, the grid is displayed.  (GRID)
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PROFILE

Function Keys I_

Drawing

Size

Grid

Libraries

Update Library

Reference Libraries

Current Help File

ERE

Displays the function currently assigned to each function key.  See the
chapter"UsingFutureNet"inthef%fwrcNefUserManwa!forinformation
on setting up and using the function keys.

These fields can be edited by clicking the left mouse button on the
desired field.  You can display commands to the right using  E -E .
CompleteeditinginstructionsaregivenintheFwfwrcNefLrscrM7iMZ.

Shows the size of the current drawing.  You cannot directly edit this
field.  It must be changed by command. (SIZE, SIZED, SIZEM)

Shows the grid defined in the xy plane.  The grid appears as dots on
the drawing screen.  You cannot directly edit this field.  It must be
changed with the GRID command. (GRID)

Displays the name of the Update Library, if one has been opened, to
which you can save symbols or from which you can load symbols.  You
cannot directly edit these fields.  They must be changed by command.
(.LIB and .NOLIB)

Displays the names of the reference libraries from which you can read
symbols.  Use the scroll bars to reveal long names, or to view
additional reference libraries.  You cannot directly edit this field.  It
must be changed by command.  (LIB, NOLIB)

Display path and filename of help file.  You cannot directly edit this
field.  It must be changed by command.  (HELPFILE)

This button saves the changes made in the dialog box.

Quit the PROFILE screen without saving any changes.

Press E or click the left mouse button outside of the dialog box to
cancel the PROFILE dialog box and discard any changes made.
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.Q

e

a

n

.Q - Exit Symbol Definition Mode
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Q
Qur
.Q
END

Exit Symbol Definition Mode and return control to the drawing screen.

Not sapported by FutureNet OEM products.

If Symbol Definition Mode was entered with the graphics cursor
located in an existing eymbol, the edited symbol definition replaces the
original definition of that sylhool in the drawing.

If a new symbol was created, it is placed in the drawing with the upper
left comer of the symbol cell at the location of the graphics cursor.

Related commands        .S
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QUIT

QUIT - Quit Editing Session
Fo rna t                                QUIT

Q
END
SYSTEM

Purpose

Remarks

End the FutureNet editing session and return to the operating system.
Or, if you are in Symbol Definition Mode, exit that mode and return to
the drawing screen.

If the drawing in the work space or a drawing in a structured design
was modified and not saved, the system displays

OK   to   discard   changes   that   have   not   already   been   saved
(Y/N)  ?

Y erases the contents of the eystem work space. N cancels the
command, allowing schematic editing to continue.  In a structured
design, you can use the FILE command to see the status of all files
accessed in this session and decide whether or not to save them.  Use
the SAVE command to save a specific file.  Note that the drawing
being saved must be in the current workspace to be saved using the
SAVE command.  Use the SAVEALL command to save all changed

:S:nquittingFufureNetwithadrawingthathasbeenviewedbutnot              u
changed, this verification is bypassed.  Commands that affect only how
the drawing is viewed do not change the drawing.  These commands
include cursor moves, Zoom In, Zoom Out, the Home command, and
setting default attributes, character size, and line type.

If a drawing is being printed using spooling, the QUIT command will
issue the following waming:

Halt   printing    (Y/N)?

If you answer Y for yes, printing stops.  If you answer N for no,
printing and schematic editing continue.

u
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'R

EiE

®

'R - Replace Alphanumeric String

Format                                      'R ['Tsfro.#g[1

Purpose                                    Insert the specified alphanumeric string at the cursor location.

Remark s                           f#.:gthii; ru=ut£:¥dB:rba,::tue:ia::::.C]8dthee[re|q±nE:i:£i=gws£P|a::: [Ee
stringfromthefirstnon-blankcharactertothelastnon-blankcharacter.
'R either replaces an existing alphanumeric field or creates a new one.

The original command remains on the colnmand line, making it
possible to move the cursor to a new location and enter the command
again.

If sfr{.ng replaces an existing alphanumeric string, it will retain the font
type, attribute, orientation, justification, and printability values of the
text it is replacing.  If it creates a new field, it will assume the default
font, attribute, orientation, irstification, and printability values which
are displayed in the status fields.

If a double quote (") or backward slash (\) is to be included in the
string, precede the character with a backward slash.  For example, to
replace the string
"status\pinl"

use the following string:
'R "\"status\ \pinl\"'

Related commands        'F'FA
'1E
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.R

.R - Rotate a Symbol
Format                                       .R[-I  +I

.R [90  I  180  I  270  I  -90  I  -180  I  -270]

.R [0]

Purpose

Remarks

Rotate a symbol in increments of 90 degrees around the upper left
corner of the symbol and tag the symbol so that it can be moved.

.R and .R + without any parameters both rotate the symbol 90 degrees
clockwise; .R - without any parameters rotates the symbol 90 degrees
counterclockwise.  Note that there is a space between the .R and the
plus (+), minus (-) or number.  Positive numbers rotate the symbol
clockwise; negative numbers rotate the symbol counterclockwise.  .R 0
will return the symbol to non-rotated position.

Move the oursor to the desired symbol and enter the .R command.  .R
rotates the current symbol and also tags it so that it can be moved
using the mouse or arrow keys; MOVE appears in the MODE status
field.

If the symbol has already been tagged using M, entering .R and any
optional parameters will rotate the symbol accordingly.  If rotating or
placing the symbol causes a boundary conflict, the command is ignored
and the eystem displays

Boundary   conf lict

To complete the rotation operation, use the M command or the left
mouse button.

Any connections to the eymbol are broken at the eymbol edge when it
is rotated.

Related commands        .RE
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.RE

®

n

a

.RE - Reflect a Symbol
Format                                     .RE [H I  V]

purpose                             :ee:=ga asE=olrt=n:::no?liye(:+o5;v|:rtically (v) about its axis,

Remarks                            &yFo¥£[:e:atinonbefsr:#[¥;€d],8t°h::#ee£[h.%ri:a::'e`¥ #:L°::telfyc:]!5 (V).

degrees.

Symbols are tagged during reflection and MOVE appears in the MODE
status field. Until the symbol is set in place, it can be moved using the
mouse or arrow keys. If placing the reflected syrhool causes a boundary
conflict, the command is ignored and the system displays

Boundary   conflict

To complete the reflection operation, use the M command or the left
mouse button.

Any cormections to the symbol are broken at the rymbol edge when it
is reflected.

Related commands        .R
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/R

/R - Change Line Routing
Fomat                            in

Purpose                                     Switch line routing from horizontal/vertical to vertical/ horizontal.

Remark s                          ¥e:g:ff :;nueti::a=]#e¥£W=ho:raFofup: roor:teffgca=g::;:£t ason€hat
vertical segments are drawn first and horizontal segments second by
entering the /R command or using the middle mouse button to change
the order of the routing segments.  This command only works in line
drawing mode (line drawing cursor is present).  It can be entered
before the routing segments have been drawn, or after they have been
drawn but before they have been set.  Chce line segments have been
set, they cannot be changed using this comlnand.

The middle mouse button is equivalent to in in MENU and FAST
drawing modes.

Related Commands
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[R

a

a

[R - Rotate an Area
Format                                      [R[-I  +I

[R [90  I  180  I  270  I  -90  I  -180  I  -270]

Purpose                                  £Oc::e|;;nma::air inerements of 90 degrees in the x,y plane and fag it so

Remarks                                  The area must already have been defined; see [D.

[R and [R + without any parameters both rotate the area 90 degrees
dockvyise; [R - without any parameters rotates the area 90 degrees
counterclockwise.  Note that there is a space between the [R and the
plus (+), minus (-), or number.  Positive numbers rotate areas clockwise;
negative numbers rotate areas counterclockwise.

Areas are tagged during rotation and MOVE appears in the MODE
status field. Until the area is set in place by entering the command
again, it can be relocated using the mouse or arrow keys, as well as
rotated. If placing the rotated area causes a boundary conflict, the
command is ignored and the eystem displays

Boundary   conf lict

To complete the rotation operation, use the [M command or the left
mouse button.

Any connections to the area are broken at the area boundary when it is
rotated.

All text fields, whether inside or outside of a symbol, will be oriented
so that horizontal text is read from left to right and vertical text is read
from bottom to top, regardless of the number of rotations.

Related commands        [D
[M
ERE
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[RE

[RE - Reflect an Area
Format                                      IRE [H  I  V]

Purpose                                  =g=rt fai::;agrecaofa#eu;:::.horirontal (H) or vertical IV) aris, creating

Remarks                                  The area must already have been defined; see [D.
Areas can be reflected 180 degrees horizontally (H) or vertically (V). If
no direction is specified, the area is reflected horizontally 180 degrees.

Reflecting an area horizontally means that it will pivot on a vertical
axis.  Reflecting an area vertically means that it will pivot on a
horizontal axis.

Areas are tagged during reflection and MOVE appears in the MODE
status field. Until the area is set in place, it can be moved using the
mouse or arrow keys. If placing the reflected area causes a boundary
conflict, the command is ignored and the system displays

Boundary   conflict

To complete the reflection operation, use the [M command or the left
mouse button.

Any connections to the area are broken at the area edge when it is
reflected.

All text fields, whether inside or outside of a symbol, will be oriented
so that horizontal text is read from left to right and vertical text is read
from bottom to top.

Related commands        [D
[M
[R
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REFRESH

REFRESH - Refresh Screen
Format

Key

Purpose

Remarks

®

A

REFRESH

E-E
Repaint the current FutureNet screen.

Entering REFRESH or pressing E - in causes a repaint of the screen,
clearing any text from the message area.  The current command on the
command line is maintained.
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ENUM

RENUM - Resequence Symbol Reference Numbers

Fo rma t                                   RENUM

Purpose                                 ieaseng::::eth¥E!}:i::::rence numbers in consecutive order following

Remarks                                  Each eymbol in a drawing is assigned a reference number as it is
loaded into the drawing.

This command numbers the symbols left to right, top to bottom
throughout the drawing.

Note:   This coi'nmand shouid be used with care because some translators and
back-end tools use the symbol roference number tg unique_ly _idendfy a
symbol. Changivg symbol refeyquce napbers with RENUM can
interfere with the aperation Of these toes.
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rm

®

0

n

rm -  Remove File
Format                                       rm comma#d lz.ne argrfmenfs

Purpose                                     Remove the specified file from the current directory (SUN only).

Remarks                                 See your system documentation regarding the in command.
Global file characters * and ? can be used with the rm command.

Related commands        CD
DEL
ls
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RS

RS - Reset to Default Symbol Element Set
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

RS

Select the default symbol element table.

Not supported ly FutureNet OEM products.

RS resets the default symbol element table shown in an appendix in the
FwfwreNct User MaHMJ.  The symbol element table can be modified by
the ST command.

The symbol editor coordinate marker is unaffected by this instruction.

Relate d commands        Isex
ST
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'S

'S - Set Attribute for Existing Field

Format                                      'S »a„c  I  »wmber

Puap 0 S e                             g:ihgee dthe:aauatnpbttuiebu::t::gpo:S&8#°nf:iuerrefcaipeTdnt::irirc££reigs °r
located in.

Remarks

®

An attribute number or name must be specified.

To change the default attribute setting, move the graphics cursor to an
unoccupied area of the work space and enter the 'S command along
with the new attribute setting. The new default setting will appear in
the ATIR status field.  This mode of 'S is similar to the 'A command.

To change the attribute setting for an existing alphanumeric field, move
the graphics cursor to that field and enter the 'S command along with
the new attribute setting.  This mode of 'S is similar to the 'CH A
co-nd.
The 'D command can be used to display all attributes for all
alphanumeric fields.  For a particular field, the attribute is shown in
ATIR status field when the graphics cursor is located on the
alphanumeric field.

See the chapter 'Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwreNct User
Mdnz"Z for more information on attributes.

Related cominands        'A'CHA
'D
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.S

.S -Enter Symbol Definition Mode
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

.S

Enter Symbol Definition Mode.

Not supported ly FutureNet OEM products.

The Symbol Definition Mode screen is shown below. The symbol
definition list appears in the column on the left, with the definition area
on the right.

The symbol editor coordinate marker will be positioned in the upper
left comer of the symbol definition area.

When creating a new symbol (the graphics cursor was not located in a
symbol cell when Symbol Definition Mode was entered), the symbol
definition list will be empty.  Before a eymbol cell is defined, the
symbol cell is one display unit high by one display unit wide.

When editing an existing symbol (the graphics oursor was located in a
symbol cell when Symbol Definition Mode was entered), the symbol
definition instruction list is copied into the eymbol editor and is
displayed for viewing or editing.  The symbol cdl is displayed in the
upper left comer of the graphics area.

Related commands        .Q
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.SAVE

.SAVE - Save Symbol in Current Update Library
Format                                       .SAVE symboJ#¢me

Purpose                                    Save the specified symbol definition in the current update library.

Remarks                                   .SAVE saves the symbol on which the graphics cursor is located.  The
graphics cursor can be located anywhere within the symbol boundary.
S±/7»Z}ozurmc specifies the name of the symbol and can indude any
AScn characters except commas and spaces.  S3/mboJur"c should be no
more than 16 characters in length.

The symbol and any alphanumeric data is stored in the cuITent update
library (update libraries are specified using the .LIB command).  Any
existing symbols with the same name will be overwritten.

Related commands        .LIB
.DEL
.DIR
.DIRPR
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.SBS

.SBS - Set Block Symbol Bit
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

.SBS

Allow use of pin commands in drawing mode to edit block symbols.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products.

.SBS should only be used if Symbol Definition Mode was inadvertantly
entered when the cursor was on a block symbol.

.SBS must be entered prior to exiting Symbol Definition Mode, if pin
stub commands are to be used in the drawing mode.

Once a symbol has been edited in Symbol Definition Mode, a flag is set
that prevents it from being edited using the symbol definition
commands available outside Symbol Definition Mode. Entering the
.SBS command while in Symbol Definition Mode resets the flag,
permitting symbols to be edited with pin stub commands.

Note:    Symbol clef indtion iustruetious are_ normarty perf orrne? rexpoe..tq the
eiidpoint-ofthepreviousiustructiop,creaqng_anir¥tru?tipn.Iistin
whirh the iustinction graphics are drawn in the order Of t_he iusfructiop
list.  However, the iraltrintions for the pin stub conmqnds are inserted
at the begirming of the e3cisting instruction list.  So, _if _the M¥yA
iustrucdron has ni]t been entered before the first eyrnbol drf{_ndtiop
iustruetion, all fohowing irstruetious could _be_ performed fran differerit
locations than expected, producing a symbol that does not appear as
intended.

Relate d commands        MX¥A
.Q
.S
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[SAVE

a

[SAVE - Save Area
Format                                      [SAVE /1.Jena"e

Purpose                                    Save the contents of the defined area in a file.

Remarks                                  The area must already have been defined; see [D.

[SAVE creates a file with the specified filename if one dues not already
exist.  The filename extension .ara is automatically added unless a
different extension is explicitly given.

If a file with the filename given already exists, the system asks

OK   to   save   into   existing   file    (Y/N)?

If the response is Y for yes, the file is overwritten with the current
inforrmtion.

If the response is N for no, the [SAVE command is ignored.

Symbols and alphanumeric fields are treated as being within the area to
be saved otdy if they are completely within the area boundary.
nawing elements intersecting the area boundary are not saved.  Lines
are broken at the area boundary and the segments inside are saved.

Related commands        [D
[LOAD
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SAVE

SAVE -  Save Drawing
Format

Purpose

Remarks

SAVE [fi.Jename]

Write the current drawing to the specified file.

If the file specified already exists when the Save Drawing command is
entered, the system displays

OK   to   save   into   existing   file    (Y/N)?

Y overwrites the file.  N cancels the command.

When no file with the specified fize"mc exists, one is created. The
filename extension .dwg is automatically added unless an extension is
explicitly given.  When f.Zcurme is omitted, the Save Drawing command
writes the drawing to the filename from the last Load Drawing
command.  Use the FILE command to check the name.

Note:]cf#mtca#dthfi:leeyg:#.#].ep%#°yno%#ry°au#mte#oS##

overwriting your backxp file.

When fi.Zc"mc is omitted and the drawing is a new one which has not

:=neun=V::;t::ts;[Sfm"eY':[AP:::;£fe°sr£!e:r:;.mi file to a file with         U
a .bak exterrsion and saves the drawing in the work space to the old
ftlerame.

The Save Drawing command can be used during an editing session to
save working drawings in order to prevent significant loss of work due
to power failure or editing errors.

The drawing in memory is unchanged after the Save Drawing
command is completed so you can continue editing.

SAVE with a filename specification saves a copy of the file in the name
specified.  This form of the command can be useful in saving copies of
a file to different filenames while continuing to make additional
changes to the original file.

SAVE operates on one file only, not on a whole drawing structure.

Relate d commands         SAVEALL
AUTusAVE

u
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SAVEALL

SAVEALL - Save All Changed Drawing Files
Format                                     SAVEALL

Puxp 0 S e                               #eveed¥Ln¥sne8es:o¥a£::: :LrL sdi:ac¥];#E ill:ts sa£C#¥£LanwdaFe°ndt£::£.Since

Remarks                                  As you move between files in a design hierarchy, the drawings and any
changes are saved in temporary drawing files.  These temporary files
include information as to whether the drawing was changed or just
viewed.  When the SAVEALL command is entered, it determines
which files have been modified and saves those temporary files.

The SAVEALL command can be entered from any drawing level of the
design.  It performs the save function on every modified drawing in the
hierarchy.  You can still move up and down in the hierarchy after
entering the SAVEALL command.

If you do not want to update all of the drawings accessed and
modified, move through the structure to the drawings you do want to
update and enter the SAVE command at e`ach one.

a Note:   This comi'nand is SAL:VEALLL, one word, with no space between SAVE
and ALL.  If the comrriand SAVE ALLL is eriter_ed instea¢ Of_
SAL:VEALL, you wtll save the current file to a file rurmpe all.dxpg and
all other accessed drawings wi:ll remain in temporary files with
potential for loss unless SiAVEALLL is entered properly prior to quitting
the editing session.

Related commands        SAVE
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SD

SD - Select Decrement Mode
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

SD

Decrement the opposite coordinate by one dot unit (x if y is drawn
short or y if x is drawn short) following any Draw Line Short in
Display Units (DXS or DYS) instruction.

Not supported ky FutureNet OEM products.

The SD assists in drawing curves by making it easier to draw a stepped
set of varying length line segments.

Once initiated, decrement mode remains in effect until tuned off by
the SN or SI instruction described in this chapter.

In decrement mode, following entry of the DYS (Draw y Short)
instruction, the x coordinate is decremented (moved left) by one dot
unit while the y coordinate is extended by one dot unit in the direction
of the line segment drawn. Similarly, in decrement mode, following
entry of the DXS (Draw x Short) instruction, the y coordinate is
decremented (moved up) by one dot unit while the x coordinate is
extended by one dot in the direction of the line segment drawn.

The DXS and DYS instructions are altered to interpret the length of the
line drawn in dots instead of display units.

The line drawn is one dot longer than the length specified in the draw
short instruction; that is, a line of length zero is one dot long, while a
line of length one is two dots long, etc.

While in decrement mode, use the DX, DY, DXD, and DYD
instmctions to draw a line of any length (-128 to +127), including short
lengths, without decrementing the opposite coordinate.
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SI

SI - Select Increment Mode
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

a

®

SI

Increment the opposite coordinate by one dot unit (x if y is drawn short
or y if x is drawn short) following any Draw Line Short in Display
Units (DXS or DYS) instruction.

Not supported by FutureNct OEM products.

The SI instruction assists in drawing curves by making it easier to draw
a stepped set of varying length line segments.

Once initiated, increment mode remains in effect until tuned off by a
Select No Increment/Decrement or Select Decrement Mode instruction
described in this chapter.

In increment mode, following entry of the DYS (Draw y Short)
instruction, the x coordinate is incremented (moved to the right) by one
dot unit while the y coordinate is extended by one dot unit in the
direction of the line segment drawn.  Similarly, in increment mode,
following entry of the DXS (Draw x Short) instruction, the y coordinate
is incremented (moved down) by one dot unit while the x coordinate is
extended by one dot in the direction of the line segment drawn.

The DXS and DYS instructions are altered to interpret the length of the
line in dot units instead of display units.

The line drawn is one dot longer than the length specified in the draw
short instruction; that is, a line of length zero is one dot long, while a
line of length one is two dots long, etc.

While in increment mode, use the DX, DY, DXD, and DYD instructions
to draw a line of any length (-128 to +127), including short lengths,
without incrementing the opposite coordinate.
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SIZE

SIZE - Set Drawing Size
Format

Purpose

Remarks

SIZE

SIZED

2-194

u
SIZE [A  I  8   I  C  I  D  I  E], H}   I  H  I  E  I  I  I  F  I  0  I  M  I  P  I  T]
SIZ:E width,height
SIZED width,height
SIZEM [A5  I  A4  I  A3  I  A2  I  Al  I  AO]
SIZEMwidth,height

Specify the drawing size.

Drawings can be specified in standard drawing sizes A - E, metric
drawing sizes A5 - AO, inches, display units, and millimeters.  The SIZE
status field always gives the drawing size in display units; plus, if one
of the standard sizes A - E or metric drawing sizes A5 - A0 have been
selected, those are also given.  Knowing the drawing dimensions in
display units is useful since the cursor location is shown in display
units in the XY status field and all cursor movement is calculated in
display units.

The default drawing size is 8, which is 17 inches wide by 11 inches
high.

There are approximately 20 display units per inch on both x and y axes.

:=,E?die::pf;¥:oti:;::i::I::r!::::ei:f:cff:n:#:spphayrsai=:ter,         u
Standard drawing sizes A - E, and their equivalent in inches and
display units are shown below.  The range for width in inches is 7.5 to
102.4. The range for height in inches is 3.8 to 102.4.  Indicate tenths of
inches using a decimal point.

Following is a table of the standard drawing sizes and their display
unit equivalents. Note that this table assumes that no printer option is
specified in the SIZE comrmnd. This table reflects true sizes without
compensation for a particular printer. See the discussion below on
printer compensation for more information.
S ize                            Inches Display Units

11 x 8.5
17 x 11
22 x 17
34 x 22
44 x 34

220 x 170
340 x 220
440 x 340
680 x 440
880 x 680

SIZE is used to specify the width and height of a drawing in standard
drawing sizes A - E or in inches.

SIZED is used to specify the width and height of a drawing in display
units.  The range for width in display units is 150 to 2048.  The range
for height in display units is 75 to 2048.
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SIZE

SIZEM

Changing Drawing
Size

Printer
Compensation

1

•1

Following is a table of the standard metric drawing sizes and their
display unit equivalents. Note that this table assumes that no printer
option is specified in the SIZE command. This table reflects true sizes
without compensation for a particular printer. See the discussion below
on printer compensation for more information.

Size                           Millimeters              Display units

210 x 147
297 x 210
420 x 297
594 x 420
840 x 594
1190 x 840

165 x 116
234 x 165
330 x 234
467 x 330
erfnx4!i;fl
936 x 662

Metric drawing sizes A5 - A0 and their equivalents in millimeters and
display units are shown below.  The range for width in millimeters is
191 to 2602.  The range for height in inches is 96 to 2602.

To reduce the size of a drawing after drawing has started, use the
following method:

1.  Save the drawing as an area using the Area Editing Commands.

2.  Open a new drawing and select a size using any of the SIZE
commands.

3.   Load the area into the new drawing.

Note:   This procedure will not scale a drawing dqwn to a differep_i Size._  For
example, if you have a D stze drawing, which is 680 x 440 displa!!
units, and you want to put the drawing into a 8 size drawing, pprc4 is
340 x 220 display units, you can only copy a 8 sized portwn of the D
drawing.

Most printers cannot print on an entire sheet of paper. Compensation
for this physical limitation is accomplished by limiting the drawing
area within FutureNet to match the physical limitations of the printer.
The following compensation factors are provided using the printer
parameter on the size commands:
Valu e                  Com ensation Factors

8orH

EorI

For0

Reduces the drawing space by one inch on each size,
two inches in height and two inches in width. Use
when drawing will be plotted with Dplot on a plotter
device.

Reduces the drawing space by 10% on the x axis and
25% on the y axis.  Use with printers similar to the
Epson MX family or Epson FX family in IBM emulation.

Reduces the drawing space by 10% on both the x axis
and the y axis. Use with printers similar to the Epson
FX family or Okidata printers.
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SIZE

MReduces the drawing space by 20% on both the x axis                 |J
and the y axis. Specifically designed to create Milspec
drawings when scaled by 125% in DPLOT.

Reduces the drawing space by 10% on the x axis. The y
axis is not affected by this option. Use with printers
similar to the C. Itoh 1550.

No compensation for either axis. This is the default
setting.

Use the option that is most appropriate for your printer. Some
experimenting may be necessary to find the correct option for your
particular printer. The SIZED command can also be used to specify
exactly the size of the drawing area in display units.
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SL

SL - Select Broken Line Type
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

1

n

SL 0  I  1   I  2  I  3   I  4   I   ...   I  14

Select line type.

Not sxpported by FutureNet OEM products.

Select the type of line that will be drawn by BX and BY instructions.

The current line type is shown in the Line Status box.

2..........................

3
4
5
6
7...........

8...........

9...........

13---------------
14.....................

This command has no effect on the symbol editor coordinate marker.

Related comriands       Bx
BY
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SN

SN - Select No Increment/Decrement Mode
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Related Commands

SN

Restore the normal operation of the maw Short instructions,
terndnating the specialized operation of the SD and SI instructions.
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ST

a

a

a

ST - Select Symbol Element Table
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Command

ST0111213141516

Select the Asal symbol element table and specify the font size of the
characters used as symbol elements when using the ISxx command.

Not supported by FutureNet OEM products. `

The Asal symbol element table (an appendix in the Fz/fztrcNef LJser
^drrzz"Z) is an alternative to the default symbol element table (which is
selected by entering the RS command).

This command allows addition of text in various fonts to a symbol at a
specific pixel location, rather than at a display unit location.

Command         Selects ASCII character size

The ST command must precede the Insert Symbol Element (ISxx)
commands that are to be affected.

Once ST is selected, the Insert Symbol Element command uses the
selected character set until another ST command, or until an RS
command resets the symbol element table to the default shapes.

rs
ISxx
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STOP

STOP - Stop Command File Run
Forma t                                 SToP

NOAUTO
NOEXEC

Purpose

Remarks

Stop automatic or single-step execution of a command file.

STOP, NOAUTO, and NOEXEC can be entered anytime to stop AUTO
or EXEC command file execution.  NOAUTO and EXEC are synonyms
for STOP.

To enter, type STOP on the command line while the current command
file is being entered in either AUTO or "EC mode.

Related commands        AUTo
EXEC
PAUSE
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SXY, RXY

a
SXY, RXY-Save/Restore x and y Coordinates
(Symbol  Definition  Mode)

Format

Purpose

Remarks

SXY
RXY

Save the current x,y values and then restore them after they have been
changed by other drawing instructions.

Not supported by FutureNct OEM products.

SXY saves the current x,y coordinate values.  This instruction dues not
affect the symbol editor coordinate marker location.

RXY restores the ny coordinate values saved by the last SXY
instruction.  The sylhbol editor coordinate marker is restored to the old
r,y location.

Note:   If an RXY command occurs _in _the symbgl. clef rpxpn |±t_,` bofore an
SKY co:i'rmand, then the dofault restored location is (0,0).
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Tab, Shif t - Tab Keys

Tab, Shift - Tab Keys- Move Cursor Down/Up a Field
Ke ys                                       EE                             (Down)

E -EE             (Up)

Purpose

Remarks

When in alphanumeric mode, move the cursor to the beginning of the
next or previous alphanumeric field within a symbol cell.

EE moves the cursor to the beginning of the next alphanumeric field
in the grbol cell.

EE - E moves the cursor to the beginning of the previous
alphanumeric field in the symbol cell.

EE fields are found moving left to right, top to bottom.

E -EE fields are found moving right to left, bottom to top.

These keys work only within a symbol cell, and will not move the
cursor between symbol cells.

If the next alphanumeric field to be reached is not entirely visible on
the screen, the display shifts so that the cursor is centered on the
drawing screen.

Related commands       E
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#U

#U - Move Up in Design Hierarchy
F ormat                                    #U pr. rena"e]

Key

Purpose

Remarks

a

1

SUN

E-H       E-E
Move back up in the design hierarchy and show a previously loaded
drawing file.

#ufi.Zc7Mme] saves the current drawing file to a temporary file and
reloads a previously loaded drawing file that is on the current drawing
path but at a higher level in the hierarchy.  The current drawing file is
saved in a temporary file with a unique filename based on the root
filename with a numbered extension.  If the filename exists, the
numbered extension is incremented until the filename is unique.

E - H , E - E or #U without a filename reloads the file
above the current file in the hierarchy.

Pressing E - BEE or E - EiE repeatedly traverses the drawing
structure .up to the root.  once in the root drawing, the Move Up in
Design Hierarchy command has no effect.

Related commands        #D
#L
#R
SAVEALL
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'UNDER

'UNDER - Add/Delete Underscore to Alphanumeric Field

Fomat                                    'uNDER [ON I  OFF]

Purpose                                    Adds or deletes a field underscore.

Remarks                                  Position the graphics cursor on the desired alphanumeric field and
enter the corrmand.

If no parameter is specified, the command toggles the current setting.

Spaces within the text field will not cause a break in the underscore.
'UNDER can only be entered on an existing field.

While in alphanumeric mode, an underscore can be added or deleted
by using the E - ill keystoke sequence.

When an existing field that already has an underscore is edited, the
underscore will be added or deleted as text is added or deleted,

Related commands        'oVER
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INcO/REDO

UNDO/REDO
Format

Purpose

Remarks

- Reverse/Restore Commands

INDO ION  I  OFF]
REDO ION  I  OFF]

UNDO allows step-by-step reversal of actions done during the current
drawing session.  REDO reverses the UNDO feature, redoing actions
that have been undone.

UNDO and REDO are available on most configurations supported by
FutureNet.  The following configurations are supported.

•   AII Sun systems

•   PC systems with Extended Memory (using the Extended Memory
executable)

•   PC systems with Expanded Memory or Expanded Memory drivers
(using the Non-Extended Memory executable)

UNDomEDO works from a stack of actions that is built as a drawing
is edited.  UNDO is ON by default if you have EMS.  Entering UNDO
OFF or REDO OFF disables this feature, and clears the stack.

You are able to move forward or backward in the stack at will.  The
stack has the following limitations:

•   Only actions which affect drawing graphics are placed on the stack.
For instance, accesses of the PROFILE screen or menus are ignored,
as are file commands such as SAVE.

•   Failed operations are not stacked.  For instance, if you attempt to
draw a line that results in an invalid line routing" error and do not
reroute the line coITectly, the entire operation is ignored.

•   Entering the LOAD, CLEAR, #L, #R, #U and #D commands clear
the stack.
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/V

IV - Move Vertex
Format                               rv

puap o s e                              Laogv:ntxep,:Lnet ;]£ofguat [Ln:vI8::ha:net:rd¥:::s,o:rt¥ooL£:eonseeFn:n£[9nntd

of a line without moving the other end point.

Remarks Position the graphics oursor at the desired location, either a point on a
line or the intersection to two line segments and enter the /V command.
A two display unit square will appear, with its center at the tagged
point, indicating that the point has been tagged.  Move the tagged
vertex to the desired location and re€nter  the /V command to
complete the operation.

Lines moved using the /V command will be rubberbanded where
necessary to maintain connectivity.  Depending on where the lines have
been moved to, it may not be possible to reroute them without creating
temporary lines.

The left mouse button can also initiate this command.  Move the
graphicsoursortodesiredlocationonthelineandpresstheleftmouse
button twice.  The first press puts the system in LINE mode and the
second press puts the system in tag mode.  Assuming the cursor
coincides with a point on a line or a vertex, the line will be tagged.  If
other graphic elements (symbols, text fields, or areas) are in dose
proximity, they may be tagged first.  Continue pressing the left mouse
button, moving through the tagging hierarchy, until the line or vertex is
tagged.

This comrrund works with permanent and temporary lines.  It dues not
work with direct connect lines.

Related commands        /L
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VERSION

VERSION - Display Software Version
Forma t                                    VERSI ON

VIR

Purpose                                    Display the version of FutureNet software presently installed in the
system.

Remarks                                  The version of software is also displayed in the message area when
FutureNet iritializes.

This information may be helpful in any communication with a
Data  I/0 Customer Support office.

FutureNet Command Reference
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VIEW

VIEW - View Drawing
Format                                       VIEW [ON  I  OFF]

Purpos e                                  Toggles screen update oN/OFF.

Remarks                                  ON is the default setting.  VIEW without any parameters toggles the
setting.

When ON, the screen is updated as the commands are entered.

When OFF, screen updating is suspended.

VIEW can be entered on the comlrmnd line or as part of a command
file.  It can be entered more than once, either on the command line or in
command files.  In command files, it can appear anywhere in the list of
co-nds.
Command files will run to completion faster with VIEW OFF rather
than ON because there will be no need to display graphics. The lines,
symbols, areas, and text fields are created in the same manner whether
VIEW is ON or OFF, but you don't see them occurring when VIEW is
OFF.

Type VIEW ON at any time to see the results of the commands that
were run since VIEW OFF was used.

Related commands        AUTo
EXEC
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.w,h

.w,h - Define Symbol Cell Size
Format

Purpose

Remarks

®

a

.width,height

Define or redefine the size of the symbol cell.

W.dth and ha.ghf are defined in display units.

This command is also available in the Symbol Definition Mode.

In drawing mode, the cursor must be inside a symbol cell before this
command can function.  Symbol size should be specified before starting
the symbol definition instruction list.

An existing symbol cell can be made larger or smaller by specifying
different width and height dimensions.  .0,0 will remove the boundary
from the screen.

If the symbol cell defined dues not fit in the drawing at the graphics
cursor location, the eystem displays

Symbol   boundary   conf lict

Before the syinbol cell can be set to the desired size at the current
location, all boundary conflicts must be resolved by moving or erasing
the other drawing elements that interfere with the new symbol.  The
size of the symbol boundary is restricted only by eymbol boun`dary
conflicts.

If no symbol cell size has been previously specified, a default of w=1
and h=1 is provided for a newly created symbol.  Symbols may extend
beyond the limits of the sylhbol cell; however, no boundary checks
beyond the symbol cell size are done.

Related commands        .S
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Wrmow

WINDOW - Set Window Locations
Format

Purpose

Remarks

Related Commands

2-210

u

WINDOW 1  I  2  I  3  I  4
~DOWOFF
Norm

Specifyuptofourwindowlocationsthatcanbesearchedtousingthe
PAN corrmand.

Assign a number from 1 through 4 to a window location.

The WINDOW comlI`and can be entered at any zoom level.

Fit (ZIN ») zoom is the best zoom mode in which to assign window
numbers because the entire drawing, including the window position
relative to other windows and elements, is displayed.

The full-scale window (the rectangular box which appears at fit zoom
level) frames the area of the drawing that will be assigned a window
number.

Window locations saved with the WINDOW command are displayed
in fit zoom as dotted rectangles with the window number in the upper
left comer.

NOWIN or WINDOW OFF cancels all the saved window locations.

PAN
ZEN
ZOUT
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ZIN/ZOUT

a

a

a

ZIN/ZOUT - Change Zoom Level
Format

Keys

Purpose

Remarks

Half Zoom

Full Zoom

Intermediate Zoom

ZEN [0  I  1  I  2  I  n]
ZOUT [0  I  1  I  2  I  n]

PC                                        SUN

E    (ZEN)

EE    (ZOUT)

Select half, full, intermediate, or fit zoom.

Pree¥rndg]nfi°ncyE:sC¥::ntf£:::Ta]iefyz)brdrpe::effLer::oi:8h:ifio°Z"o
zoom to a specific level, use the appropriate parameter.

The ZcOM status field displays the value of the zoom level where full
zoom (ZIN 1 or ZOUT 1) is considered as 1.

0                          Half (obiects appear largest, roughly twice actual size)

1                           Full (objects appear actual size)

2                          Intermediate (midway between full and fit)

n                          Fit (entire drawing visible)

Full zoom is the default zoom level.

ZIN and ZOUT can be entered on the command line and in macros.

Half zoom displays a slnall portion of the drawing, at roughly twice
actual size.  .70 is displayed in the ZOOM status field. All drawing
editing commands operate in full zoom.

All symbols, their alphanumeric text, and all connecting lines that fit in
the window are displayed.

Full zoom displays a portion of the drawing, with all objects appearing
nearly actual size.  1.00 is displayed in the ZcOM status field.  The full
range of editing commands are available, just as in half zoom.

Intermediate zoom displays the drawing in a scale that is the average of
the drawing area in fit and full zoom.  The ZOOM status field displays
a value midway between 1 and the zoom value of fit zoom.

Outlines of the symbols and their connecting lines that fit on the screen
are displayed, but alphanumeric text is not. Alphanumeric field
boundaries display when the '8 command is entered.
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ZEN/ZOUT

Fit Zoom In fit zoom, the entire drawing is displayed in the scale required for it
to fit exactly on the screen. Outlines of the symbols and their
connecting lines are displayed, but not alphanumeric text.  A
rectangular boundary, called a full scale window, outlines the portion
of the drawing that would be displayed in full zoom.  This window is
centered around the cursor and moves as it moves. Also shown are any
saved windows and their window numbers. Alphanumeric field
boundaries appear when the '8 command is entered.

In fit zoom, the HOME command has no effect on the oursor.  The
graphics cursor can be moved using the various move commands
(mouse, Move to Coordinates, arrows, etc.) to anywhere in the drawing.

tines can be drawn and symbols manipulated in fit zoom and the full
scale window can be relocated using the mouse and command line.

Related commands        ZooM
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ZOOM

a

a

ZOOM - Dynamic Zoom Level
Format                                 ZOoM

Purpose                                    Define and display an area at a custom zoom level.

Remark s                          #neenn:h:rzso°r:o¥acti9o=dd2Sfn#ra¥b:::sZ#t¥eouMrgb£Ps¥farss a:it:.e
Using the mouse or with cursor control, a zoom box may be stretched
in any direction to enclose an area with one corner at the original
cursor lcx=ation.  When the command is reentered, the area within the
zoom box grows to fill the entire window, and the mode returns to the
previous mode.
The ZOOM status field is updated to show the level of zoom compared
against full zoom=1.  The smallest zoom level possible is .1.

When a zoom box is being defined, ZcOM mode may be cancelled by
pressing the right mouse button.
Use the ZIN/ZOUT commands or keys to move to a prerdefined zoom
level once you are finished with dynamic zoom.

Related commands        ZIN
Zour
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I    (exclamation)
!,  2-2
!LB,   2-119
!MB,   2-119
!RB,   2-119

#  (pound)
ffl),  246
#L,  2-120
ffi,  2-120
FT,  2-203

a

(apostrophe)
'0...'7,   2-5
'A,  2-8
'8,  2-18
'C,  2-25
'CH A,  2-26
'CH F,  2-27
'CH I,  2-28
'CH 0,  2-29
'CH P,  2-30
'CH R,  2-31
'CH V,  2-32
'D,  248
'E'  2-77
'F,  2-89
'FA,  2-91
'1,   2-105
'J,   2-112
'K,   2-114
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'L,   2-121
'LE,   2-124
'LR,  2-125
'M,  2-135
'N"E,  2-147
'0,  2-150
'OVER,  2-151
'P,  2-153
'PD,  2-154
'PRINT,  2-155
'R,  2-175
'S,  2-185
'UNDER,  2-204

*   (asterisk)
*,   2-126

.    (period)
.-,   2-3
.-AI,  24
.-AO,  24
.a,  2-3
.<A,  24
.i,  2-3
.>A,  24
.>0,  2-3
.=,  2-3
.A,  2-9
.8,  2-19
.C,  2-33
.CIR, symbol definition,  2-34
.D

delete pin stub,  249
symbol definition,  2-50

.DCON,  2-51

.DEL,  2-52

.DIR,  2-53

.DIRPR,  2-54

.E,  2-78

.F,  2-93

.G, symbol definition,  2-97

.I, symbol definition,  2-lee

.K,   2-115

.L
load symbol,  2-126
symbol definition,  2-127

.LIB,   2-128

.M,  2-136

.pFun,  2-156

.Q, symbol definition,  2-173

.R,  2-176
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Index

.RE,   2-177

.S, symbol definition,  2-186

.SAVE,  2-187

.SBS, symbol definition,  2-188

.w,h, symbol definition,  2-209

a

/    (slash)
/0.../VO,ZJ.
/AD,  2-10
/AL,  2-10
/AR,  2-10
/AU,  2-10
/C,  2-35
/D,  2-55
lTi, 2JJ9
/EL,  2-80
/EN,  2i)1
/ES,  2-82
/ET,  2i33
/I,  2-113
/K,  2-116
/L,  2-129
/LE,  2-130
/P , 2jrysfl
/R,  2-178
|V , 2;2Jf ff>

I   (bracket)
[C,  2-36
[D,  2-56
[ERASE,  2ik
[K,   2-117
[LOAD,  2-131
[M,  2-137
[R,  2-179
IRE,  2-180
[SAVE,  2-189

?   (question mark)
?'  2-7

A        #hhaTn::::::i:Ends;overview, 1-3
add/delete overbar,  2-151
add/delete underscore,  2-204
cancel tagging,  2-114
change reverse video state of,  2-31
change visibility of,  2-32
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copy'  2-25
enable/disable boundary display,  2-18
er3ise, 2:in
erase character(s),  243
find string,  2-89
insert string and increment numbering,  2-105
move,  2-135
move to beginning of,  244
move to end of,  244
overlap,  2-152
print all text,  2-155
replace string,  2-175
set attribute for new field,  2-8
set default orientation,  2-150

Alphanumeric mode
enter/exit,  2i}6

Arcs editing commands, overview,  1-3
Areas

cancel definition of,  2-117
cancel tag,  2-117
copy'  2-36
define,  2-56
erase,  2-84
load,  2-131
move,  2-137
reflect,  2-180
rotate,  2-179
save,  2-189

]inow Keys
cursor,  2-13
symbol definition,  2-14

Arrowheads
draw/erase,  2-10

Attributes
assign a name to an unused attribute,  2-147
change for existing fidd,  2-26
display,  248
finding,  2-91
set for existing fields,  2-185
set for new alphanumeric field,  2-8

AUTO,  2-15
AUTOPAV,  2-16

8         E:¥n,g2-20
enable/disable,  2-20

Broken lines
draw,  2-21 - 2-22

BX, symbol definition,  2-21
BXD, eymbol definition,  2-22
BXL, symbol definition,  2-23
Bin, symbol definition,  2-23
BY, symbol definition,  2-21
BYD, symbol definition,  2-22
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Index

BYL, sylnbol definition,  2-24
BYU, symbol definition,  2-24

C        €EicffT.Ef/ 2-37
COLOR,  2-39
Colors

changing,  2-158
modify palette,  2-39

Command file commands, overview,  1-3
Command files

change from automatic to singlestep execution,  2-161
execution of, automatic,  2-15
execution of, single-step,  2-87
stop execution of,  2-2cO
toggle screen updating,  2-208

Command reference, online,  `2-99, 2-101
Co-nds

a
overview,  1-1

coNIer, 241
Connections

direct (through symbol),  2-35
CONTEXT,  242
Coordinates

move to,  2-11
Ctrl-backspace keys,  243
Ctrl-End keys,  24
Ctrl-Home keys,  244
Ctrl-PgDn keys

See #D
Ctrl-Pgup keys

See#U
Ctrl-R13 keys,  2"
Ctrl-R15 keys

See#D
Ctrl-R7 keys,  244
Ctrl-R9 keys

See #U
Cursor,  245

arrow keys,  2-13
HOME,  2-103
move down to next field,  2-202
move to absolute location,  245
move to end of alphanumeric field,  244
move up to field,  2-202

Cursor commands, overview,  1-2

D         3£'DS,¥*Sedfi#i££°tino'n,2-!.758
ne, symbol definition,  260
DCD, symbol definition,  2rdl
DD, symbol definition,  2-62
DEL command,  263
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Delete file,  2-183
Design hierarchy

clear,  2-38
move dour in,  246
move up in,  2-203
moving left/right,  2-120
save all changed files,  2-191

DIR corrrmnd,  2JS4
Direct connection

draw through symbol,  2-35
enable/disable display of,  2-51

Directories
change current,  2-37
list,  2di
listing' 2«

DISPGRpn,  2us
Display groups

set up,  2us
ms, 267
Dot

interconnect, insert/delete,  2-55
IroEN,  2-13 -2-14
DR, eymbol definition,  2rfe8
Drawing context

restore,  242
Drawing file commands, overview,  1-2
Drawing files

save all changes,  2-191
Drawings

clear,  2-38
context, restore,  242
erase,  2-38
load,  2-133
print,  2-166
save,  2-190
select size,  2-194

DRD, symbol definition,  2rd9
DX, eymbol definition,  2-70
DXD, symbol definition,  2-71
DXL, symbol definition,  2-72
D)aR, symbol definition,  2-72
DXS, symbol definition,  2-73
DXY, symbol definition,  2-74
DXYD, symbol definition,  2-75
DY, eymbol definition,  2-70
DYD, symbol definition,  2-71
DYL, symbol definition,  2-76
Dynamic zoom,  2-213
DYS, symbol definition,  2-73
DYU, symbol definition,  2-76

E           Edi:i:iE,sis-ii7o4ns
ERASE,  2-38
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a

a

a

Esc key,   1-3, 2ng6
EXEC,  2-87
EXPORT,  2i38

F          EFn'ali-e9s5
display,  2-95

Files
remove,  263
removing,  2-183

fn con-nd,  2-96
Font

change for existing fidd,  2-27
select,  2-5

Function keys
assign function to,  2-118

Functional blocks
create,  2-93

G        8E's±i8p,2.98

HHELPcommand reference,  2-99
defined,  2-99

Help screen
save,  2-102

HEIPFILE,  2-101
HEIPSAVE,  2-102
HOME

cursor movement,  2-103
symbol definition,  2-104

Home key
cursor,  2-103
symbol definition,  2-104

I         E:#£!::::::::; 2::87;7
Increment numbering

insert alphanumeric string and,  2-105
Ins key,  2-110
Insert alphanumeric character,  2-110
Intercormect dot

insert/delete,  2-55
Inversion

of signals,  2-151
ISxx, symbol definition,  2-111
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Junction segments
draw,  2-113

Justification
change for existing field,  2-28
set for new fields,  2-112

K           KEY,  2-118

L           Leycerre¥tet,efitandmodify,  2-121
erase,  2-124
replace/insert,  2-125

LB,  2-119
LEFT,  2-13
LIB,  2-132
Libraries

display directories,  2-53
load symbols from,  2-126
save symbol in cument update library,  2-187
spedfy for reference,  2-132
specify update,  2-128

hine drawing commands, overview,  1-2
Lines

cancel line drawing,  2-116
change routing,  2-178
convert temporary to permanent,  2-157
draw/erase,  2-130
enable/disable rubberbanding,  241
erase,  2-79
erase network of,  2nol
erase segments,  2-80, 2i}2
erase temporary,  2-83
initiate line drawing,  2-129
junction segments,  2-113
select types,  2<
snap to pin,  2-163

LOAD,  2-133
Load EN

dermibed,  2-96ls (co-d)
defined,  2«

M       #iu2-119
save custom,  2-102

Menus
EXPORT menu,  2-88
read custom menus,  2-7

Move to coordinates,  2-11
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N
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a

a

MOvEroEE,  2-139
MOvEroEG,  2-140
MX, symbol definition,  2-141
MXD, eymbol definition,  2-142
MXS, symbol definition,  2-143
MXY, symbol definition,  2-144
MXYA, eymbol definition,  2-145
MXYD, symbol definition,  2-146
MY, eymbol definition,  2-141
MYD, eymbol definition,  2-142
MYS, symbol definition,  2-143

N,  2-148
NOLIB,  2-132
NOTE,  2-149

o         gE::ea?i:i£, 2-99,2.ioi
change for existing field,  2-29
set default,  2-150

OVERLAP,  2-152

p          3AA#iEfro2-158
Panning, automatic,  2-16
PAUSE,  2-161
P8Dn key

symbol definition,  2-162
ZOUT,  2-211

P8Up key
symbol definition,  2-162
ZIN,  2-211

Pin stubs
add/delete,  2-3
add/delete IEC/ANSI,  24
delete,  249

Pins
snap line to,  2-163

PINSNAP,  2-163
roEDlsp,  2-164
roER,  2-165
Point of Effect

display all,  2-164
enable/disable movement of for electrically significant items,  2-139
enable/disable movement of for general items,  2-140
reassign to default location,  2-154
set,  2-153
toggle snap-to feature,  2-165

Post Processors
EXPORT,  2-88

Print,  2-166
set options,  2-167
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text for alphanumeric field,  2-155
text for qubol,  2-156

Printability
change for existing field,  2-30

PRNIOIIT,  2-167
PROFILE,  2-170
Profile options

explained,  2-170
Prompts

insert on command line,  2-149

QUIT,  2-174

Rii key,  2-Ilo
R15 key

symbol definition,  2-162
ZOUT,  2-211

R7 key
oursor,  2-103
symbol definition,  2-104

R9 key
symbol definition,  2-162
ZIN,  2-211

RB,   2-119
REcO,  2-205
Reference numbers

move to symbol using,  2-148
resequence,  2-182

Reflection
areas,  2-180
symbols,  2-177

REFRESH,  2-181
Remove file,  2-183
RENUM,  2-182
Repaint screen,  2-181
Replace deleted text

See INIX)
Restore corrrmnd

See UNlro
Reverse comrrmnd

See UNlro
RIGITr,  2-13
rm

co-nd, 2-183
See 4Zso DEL

Rotation
areas,  2-179
symbols,  2-176

RS, symbol definition,  2-184
Rubberbanding

coNIcr, 241
line types,  26, 241

RXY, eymbol definition,  2-201

Index-10 FutureNet Command Reference
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SAVE,  2-190
SAVEALL,  2-191
Screen

refreshing,  2-181
SD, eymbol definition,  2-192
Session commands, overview,  1-2
Shell

!,   2-2
Dos,  267

Shift-Tab keys,  2-202
SI, symbol definition,  2-193
Signal inversion,  2-151
SIZE,  2-194
SL, symbol definition,  2-197
SN, eymbol definition,  2-198
Software version

display,  2-207
ST, symbol definition,  2-199
STOP,  2-2cO
SXY, eymbol definition,  2-201
Symbol

print all text for,  2-156
Symbol cell

define size,  2-209
Symbol definition

add instruction,  2-12
arcs, draw in display units,  2-57
arcs, draw in dot units,  2-58
block symbol bit, set,  2-188
cell size,  2-209
change synfrol type,  2-97
circles, draw in display units,  260
circles, draw in dot units,  261
coordinates, save/restore x,y,  2-201
decrement mode, cancel,  2-198
decrement mode, select,  2-192
ddete target line instruction,  2-50
dot matrix, insert,  2-107
dots, draw,  262
elements, insert graphic,  2-109
elements, insert symbol,  2-111
elements, restore default set,  2-184
enter definition mode,  2-186
enter/exit insert mode,  2-106
erase definition list,  2-34
exit definition mode,  2-173
HOME,  2-104
increment mode, cancel,  2-198
increment mode, select,  2-193
lines, draw diagonally in display units,  2-74
lines, draw diagonally in dot units,  2-75
lines, draw in display units,  2-70
lines, draw in dot units,  2-71
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lines, draw left/right to boundary with bubble,  2-23
lines, draw left/right to symbol boundary,  2-72
lines, draw short in display units,  2-73
lines, draw up/down to boundary with bubble,  2-24
lines, draw up/down to symbol boundary,  2-76
lines, select broken,  2-197
list, move to beginning/end,  2-162
list, move up/down,  2-14
move short in display units,  2-143
move to absolute x,y coordinates,  2-145
move to coordinates in display units,  2-141
move to coordinates in dot units,  2-142
move to new coordinates in display units,  2-144
move to new coordinates in dot units,  2-146
print definition list,  2-127
print directory of specified libraries,  2-54
rectangles, draw in display units,  268
rectangles, draw in dot units,  2rd9
replace instruction,  2-12
symbol element table, select,  2-199

Symbol definition commands, overview,  14
Symbol element table,  2-199
Symbol management commands, overview,  1-3
Symbol reference numbers

move to symbol using,  2-148
resequence,  2-182

Symbols
block, create,  2-19
cancel tag,  2-115
copy'  2-33
delete from update library,  2-52
display library,  2-53
erase,  2-78
functioml block, create,  2-93
IEC/AVSI, ereate,  2-9
load,  2-126
move,  2-136
reflect,  2-177
rotate,  2-176
save to update library,  2-187

System commands, overview,  1-2

T       I:kp¥o:#i°n2es
convert to permanent,  2-157

Text, layered,  2-121

U        ERdfi°2¥og 2-2o4
UP,  2-13 - 2-14
Update libraries

ddete grbols from,  2-52
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V        ¥:rt¥#6v:;22Z206
VIEW,  2-208
Visibility

change for alphanumeric field,  2-32

W      #¥wY/2-210
parming to,  2-160
set,  2-210

Z      Z%#1
change level,  2-211
dymmic, changing,  2-213

ZOUT,  2-211
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Installation
This Installation Guide details the procedures required to install the
FutureNet® 6.10 Schematic Designer software on IBM PC/XT/AT, IBM
PS/2, or compatible systems.

To install part or all of FutureNet 6.10, the following steps are required.

1.   Install software.

2.   If necessary, edit your autoexec.bat and config.sys files
(see Chapter 2, "Installation Options").

3.   Rebcot computer.

System Requirements
To use FutureNet on your computer system, you need at least the
following:

•    640KRAM.

•    Fixed disk drive (40MB minimum).  About 20MB of space on your
fixed disk are required to install all the FutureNet programs and
libraries on your system.  (It is not necessary to install all the
programs and libraries. )

•    High density (1.2MB) 5.25-inch disk drive or a high density
(1.44MB) 3.5-inch disk drive.

•    DOs version 3.3 or later.

FutureNet 6.10 Installation Guide (ms)
1-1
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•    One of the following or compatible graphics displays and drivers.

Extended Memo Non-extended Memo

EGA Enhanced Color Display
EGA Monochrome Display
Everex VGA High Resolution
Hercules Monochrome Graphics
Toshiba 3100 Moncx:hrome Display
Paradise VGA High Resolution
VGA Moncx:hrome Display
VGA Color Display
Video 7 VEGA VGA High

Resolution
VGA High Res, per VESA

speci fica tions (various)
Orchid Pro Designer VGA Hires
ATI Wonder VGA-EGA emulation
ATT Wonder VGA Standard

Resolution
ATI Wonder VGA High Resolution
Diamond Flower lnstmments VGA
Compaq Portable Plasma Display
TsengLeb ET4000 SupervGA
Chipset (example: Orchid
ProDesigner VGA)

8514/A Color Display
Compaq Portable Plasma

Display
EGA Enhanced Color Display
EGA Monochrome Display
Fu tureNet Monochrome

Graphics
GRiD Leptop Monochrome
Hercules Monochrome

Graphics
Micro field T4 Color Display
Tchiba 3100 Monochrome mquay
VGA Color Display
VGA Moncx=hrome msplay

•    A mouse (recommended). A three-button mouse (such as the
LOGITECH C9 LOGIMOUSE) is preferable, but a twcrbutton mouse
(such as the Microsoft Mouse) will perform satisfactorily. (The
action of the middle button of a three-button mouse can be
duplicated by pressing both mouse buttons simultaneously.)

Any mouse interface that is compatible with the Microsoft Mouse
driver, version 5.03 or later, will be compatible. The mouse interface
is a software interface.

•    (Optional for better DPLOT performance) an 8087, 80287, 80387, or
80487 math coprocessor.  Some DPLOT drivers require a math
coprocessor (see the DPLOT Usei' M¢nMJ for more information).

1-2 FutureNet 6.10 Installation Guide (RE)
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Software Installation
The FuturINet software is provided on both high density (1.2MB)
5.25-inch disks and highrdensity (1.44MB) 3.5-inch disks.

Note:   You cannot use the DOS COPY command to install FutureNet.  The
installation program must be run to iustatl the FutureNet progran files.

Note:    update Customers..  Futureprgr 6.1_ dqes.not require a security device.
If you will be using Yersien.6.1 exclusively, yo¥ can rqri.owe qny
fritureNet security devices fro:I'n your cclm:puter' s parallel port.

1.  To begin installation, insert Disk 1 of the master distribution disks
into drive A.

2.  At the system (RE) prompt, enter

a:\install

and follow the iustnlctious on your display.

Note:   If you want to insrdll the software from a driroe other than A, at the
eysten prompt, enter

dl.sk_dr{.tie:\install

where dick_drive is the rurme of the disk drive where Disk 1 of the
master distribution dicks is located.

This concludes the software installation.

If the installation program has made all needed changes to your
autoexec.bat and config.sys files, you can inn FutureNet by rebcoting
your computer and, from the system prompt, entering
fn

Otherwise, see Chapter 2, 'Iustallation Options," for information on
editing your autoexec.bat and config.sys files.

For information on FuturINet directories and environment variables,
see Chapter 2, 'Iustallation Options."

The readme files (which can be found in the fnreadme directory)
contain additional information about this release of Futurd`Iet.  The
format of the readme files is

preftx|rELDi3xt
You can print a copy of the readme files using the ms PRINT
co-and.

Readme Files

FutureNet 6.10 Installation Guide (ms) 1-3
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|nstallationoptiappe
This chapter discusses each of the environment variables and system
con figurati on options.

Note:   The installation program does rrot apdate many endronxpent variqbles
including FNLC)G,-FNELOG, and FNPRO. _ If peu wish to use thes.e
environinent variables, you will have to set them in yqur aL¥toe.x.ec.bat
file.   See the  "Editing Your autoexec.bat File"  section later in this
chapter.

Editing Your con fig.sys File
lf you did not have the FutureNet 6.10 Installation program update
your config.sys file, you will have to update this file yourself .
For information on the use of the config.sys file, refer to the DOS
Reference manual.

Ensure System
Performance

DPLOT Environment
Requirements

Con figure DOS version 3.3 or later for improved performance by
adding or editing the following commands in your con fig.sys file:

BUFFERS=40
FILES=40

If DPLOT was installed, your system configuration file (config.sys)
must be modified to use the DPLOT package.  The modifications
necessary depend on which driver you will be using.  The following
drivers are included with the standard FutureNet package:

•    Hewlett Packard 7400 and 7500 series and HPGL compatible plotters

•    Houston Instruments DMP 41, 42, 51, and 52 plotters

Note:    For detailed infon'nahon clout configuring you_r_sy_s_tern _f o_r DPTOT,
see the "Troubleshooting" chapter in the DPL0rT User Mai"at.

FutureNet 6.10 Installation Guide (RE) 2-1
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Setting the Serial Port

Setting the Baud Rate

Both the Hewlett Packard and Houston Instruments drivers require
installation of a serial port device driver which is provided with the
DPLOT installation.  The device driver must be added to your
config.sys file using the following entry:

DEVICE=drz.I)e:\dplot\serial*.sys

where drt.uc is the drive letter where DPLOT was installed, and the I in
serialx.sys is the serial port the plotter is attached to.  For example, if
the plotter is attached to COMl then x=1; if COM2 then x=2.

The computer must communicate with the plotter at a known baud
rate. The following command must be executed to set the correct
communication protocol :

MODE COMif: Z7azf A_rate, N, 8, 1

where x represents the serial port the plotter is attached to and handrjzfc
represents the appropriate baud rate for the plotter. Set bend+flfc to 9600
for Hewlett-Packard plotters and 2400 for Houston Instruments plottas

Placing the MODE command in your autoexec.bat file will cause the
correct protocol to be set automatically when your machine is booted.

Editing Your autoexec.bat File
If you did not have the FutureNet Installation program update your
autoexec.bat file, you will have to update this file yourself.  If you do
not have an autoexec.bat file, you have to create one.

The Search Path

Note:   The iustalhation progran does not update rpany. enviroprTent variaples
including FNtoG,-FNELpe, and FNPFO.  .If you wish to use.thf¥.
erwironinent variables, you have to set then in your a;utoexec.bat file.

Consult the autoexec.new file (found in your root directory) for the
changes that you need to make to your autoexec.bat.  (The FutureNet
installation program automatically creates the autoexec.new file based
on the choices you made during installation.)

For information on the use of the autoexec.bat file, refer to the ms
Reference manual.

Information about where FutureNet resides can be provided to RE
through the use of the DOS PATH colnmand.  The PATH command
can be executed from the autoexec.bat file.  You may either edit a
predsting autoexec.bat file or create one with any standard ASCII text
editor.

If you do not already have an autoexec.bat file, create one and insert
the following command:

pAITH=drivapath

where drjzie is a disk drive designator, and prth is the full RE path
specification to the directory where FutureNet resides.

2-2 FutureNet 6.10 Installation Guide (ms)
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Directories

For example, the default directory for the extended memory (XMS)
version of FutureNet is c:\dataio\fnx. Add the following path
statement:

PATII=c:\dataio\fnx

If you already have an autoexec.bat file, add the directory path name
where FutureNet resides to the end of any existing PATH statement;
for example,

PATH= car.sfl.«gj7afJz;c:\ dataio\fnx

The installation procedure automatically adds to an existing PATH
statement the path specification for the default installation of
FutureNet. If you move FutureNet from its default directory, remember
to change the PATH statement.

Any subdirectory can be chosen for installation.  If the subdireetory
does not exist, it will be created.  The default directory is \dataio on the
drive chosen for installation.  Although the subdirectory for installation
can be chosen, the directory tree beneath this subdirectory cannot be
manipulated using the install program.  If the default directory tree
structure is not acceptable, use DOS commands to alter the structure
after the install has completed.

The files on the installation disks are copied to various directories. The
illustration below shows the directory tree which will be found if a
complete installation is done.  Some directories may not be created due
to choices made during the installation procedure.

DATAIO

befaul I i nstallation
di,ectory

(Can be modified)

SESSIONS

FNF]EADME

Non-XMS programs

XMS programs

Standard FutureNet 6.10 symbol libraries

Tutorial drawings

Plus Logic Design support files

FutureNet readme tiles
RcOT

DIPECTOBY

Installation drive

pp,I:#&:ti:%
support files

Xilinx design
support files

Pinlist files for macros - X2000 family

Drawing files for macros - X20cO family

Pinlist files for macros - X3000 family

Drawing files for macros - X30cO family

Pinlist files for macros - X4000 family

Drawing files for macros - X40cO family

Pinlist files for maeros

Drawing files for macros

095-1207-002
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Note:   The subdirectories \dplot and \xact must be located in the root
directory.

M0use sensitivity           |fuyn?nugafrnes:S]i:got:ey::¥::hseTt°huesemg:£=erset::£ttic£;:orw;:huFc:::Tdet'

the following statement to your autoexec.bat file:

mouse lsnum lport

where nwm is the two digit sensitivity setting, ranging from 01 to 10
(including the leading zero for values less than 10), and port is the port
where your mouse is located.

Environment
Variables

Che cking Environment
Valiables

Note:    Mouse se:nsitrvity in FutureNet may be adjustable depen4ing on the
mouse drivers.   Most mouse drivers allow you to control the mouse
se:risitivity.   See your mouse documentation if you wish to cha:nge the
mouse sensitivity.

FutureNet uses environment variables to allow customized installation
and to control contention on networked systems.

These environment variables may be entered at an operating system
prompt, or specified in your autoexec.bat file.  An environment
variable specified at the Das prompt will override one set in the
autoexec.bat file.  If requested, the installation program will modify
your autoexec.bat file to set the environment variables.  Otherwise, you
will need to note the setting for the variable in the autoexec.new file.

If environment variables will be used with FutureNet, they must be set
prior to starting FutureNet.

You can find out which variables are enabled by entering the following
command:

set

A list of the environment variables that are set is displayed.  For
example, your system might display

PATH=c:\,.    c:\dos,.    c:\dataio\fn
FNljl B=c : \dataio \ fnl ib
FG   DISPIAY=VGA12

24 FutureNet 6.10 Installation Guide (us)
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Installation Options

FNDISPLAY and
FG_DISPLAY

FNDISPLAY

The FNDISPLAY and FG_DISPLAY environment variables are used to
specify which display driver should be used.  Specifying a display
driver is required.   The FNDISPLAY environment variable is used by
non€xtended memory RE systems only, and the FG_DISPLAY
environment variable is used by extended memory (XMS) us systems
only.

The installation prcx:edure allows you to automatically add
FNDISPLAY and/or FG_DISPLAY to an existing autoexec.bat file.

The FNDISPLAY environment variable is used to tell the non€xtended
memory version of FutureNet which display driver should be used.
The syntax for the variable is

setFNDISPLAY=[drl.I;a:]\tyafJI#4mc]\drl.tJcr[.dg]

where drz.I)e and prffrrzame are optional path designators for the location
of the desired driver, and dri.I)er designates which of the display drivers
is to be used. For example,

setFNDISPLAY=c:\dataio\fn\egaecd.dg

lf an explicit path to a display driver is specified, then FutureNet will
look in the designated directory only.  If no path is specified, only the
driver name, then the following search priority is used, searching for
the designated driver.

If FNDISPLAY is not specified, FutureNet will search for the driver
ALL.IX= using the following search priority:

1.   Current directory

2.  The directory from which FutureNet was executed

3.  The system path

lf no driver is found then the message

Can't   initialize  graphics

will appear and FutureNet will not run.

During installation of the FutureNet exeoutables, all of the display
drivers (.DG files) are copied into the non-extended memory directory.
The FNDISPLAY environment variable names are derived from the
display driver filename (the .DG extension is optional). For example,
EGAECD uses the egaecd.dg display driver.

FutureNet 6.10 Installation Guide (DOS) 2-5
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The non€xtended memory version of FutureNet supports the displays
and drivers shown on the following table.

FNDISPLAY value       Driver Description                            Pixels

8514A

COMPAQPL

EGAECD

EGAMONO

FNET

GRID

HERC

T4

TcrsHIBA

VGA12

VGAll

8514/A Color Display

Compaq Portable Plasma Display

EGA Enhanced Color Display

EGA Monochrome Display

FutureNet Monocrome Graphics

GRiD Laptop Monochrome

Hercules Monochrome Graphics

Micro field T4 Color Display

Tcx5hiba 3100 Moncx:hrome Display

VGA Color Display

VGA Monochrome Display

1024 X 768

640 x 4cO

640 X 400

640 X 400

640 x 4cO

640 x 400

640 X 400

1024 x 768

640 X 400

640 X 480

640 X 480

26 FutureNet 6.10 Installation Guide (ms)
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FG_DISFIAY The FG  DISPLAY environment variable is used to tell the extended
memory version of FutureNet which display driver should be used.

The syntax for the variable is as follows:

set FG_DISPLAY=t}¢Jwe

where I;flJwe designates which display driver will be used with
FutureNet. For example,

set FG_DISPLAY=egaecd

The extended memory version of FutureNet supports the displays and
drivers shown on the following table.

FG_DISPLAY value      Driver Description                             Pixels

®

EGAECD

EGAMONO

EVGAHIRES

HERC

TcrsHIBA

COMPAQPL

VGA12

VGAll

VEGAVGAHIRES

VESA6A

VESA0

VESAI

VESA2

VESA3

VESA5

VESA7

PARADISEHIRES

AT1161

AT1162

AT1163

DFTHIRES

TSENGHIRES

EGA Enhanced Color Display

EGA Monochrome Display

Everex VGA High Resolution

Hercules Monochrome Graphics

Teshiba 3100 Monochrome "splay

Compaq Gas Plasma Display

VGA Color Display

VGA Monochrome Display

Video 7 VEGA VGA High Res

VGA High Res. VESA mode Ox6A

VGA High Res. VESA mode Oxl00

VGA High Res. VESA mode Oxl01

VGA High Res. VESA mode Oxl02

VGA High Res. VESA mode Oxl03

VGA High Res. VESA mode Oxl05

VGA High Res. VESA mode Oxl07

Paradise VGA High Resolution

ATT Wonder VGA - EGA emulation

ATI Wonder VGA Standard Res

ATI Wonder VGA inch Resolution

Diamond Bower Instruments VGA

640 X 400

640 X 400

800 X 600

640 X 400

640 X 4cO

640 X 400

640 X 480

640 X 480

800 X 600

800 X 6cO

640 X 480

640 X 480

800 X 600

800 X 600

1024 X 768

1280 X 1024

800 X 600

640 X 400

640 X 480

800 X 600

800 X 600

TsengLab ET4000 VGA chipset             800 X 600
(replaces Orchid ProDesigner support)
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FNMOUSE
F:oFnue%;gde:jsn°g#:rfeo[To#[i:°e::?I:iiye:? ::::;i:€oay:::se. This           U
autoexec.bat file:

set FNMOUSE=zjfl!#c

where tJ4Jwc is one of the environment variable options from the
following table.

Envirorment
Variable

Memory Type                Option         Description

Extended M

N

Non€xtended                    M

1, 2, 3

Microsofteompatible mouse driver
installed

No mouse attached.

Microsoft{ompatible mouse
driver installed (recommended
setting).

LQgitech C7 mouse on serial port
COM1, COM2 or COM3,
respectively.

P1,P2,P3        Logitech c9 mouse on serial port
COM1, COM2, or COM3,
respectively.

S1, S2,S3        Mousesystems mouse on serial port
COM1, COM2 or COM3,
respectively.

N               No mouse installed.

Refer to the documentation that came with your mouse for driver
installation information.

Note:   If you use arty FNMOUSE option other than.y!, r¥nning FutureNct
iuith a riou.se driver can cause erratic mouse behavior or program

•  fedure ....

If you+have changed the_value _o_f FNMOUSF fr.ore M,to some other.
ballue and wish t-o run FutureNet, remove the driver from merrory ky
either rebooting your syste:rn without the driver, or clearing the driver
f ron memory.
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Installation Options

FNrm

FNPRO

FNLOG

FNLIB indicates the default directory for FutureNet to search for
rymbol libraries opened with the .LIB and LIB commands.  If a
specified library is not in the current directory, then the directory
specified by FNLIB is searched, unless the path to the library is
specified on the .lib or lib command line.

Set the variable as follows

set FNLIB=  [dri.I)c:]\p¢fk_fo_dl.rccfory

For example, for the default installation, the symbol libraries are placed
in the directory c:\dataio\fnlib, so setting FNLIB would look like

setFNLIB=c:\dataio\fnlib

Note:   You can use the corrfuguration file, fn.cfg, to _comfigy_re t.his feature
outorratically.   See HiELP FN.CFG within FutureNet for more
irrforrnation.

FNPRO specifies a command file which will run immediately after
FutureNet is loaded.  This file can be useful for setting standard
configuration items such as libraries to use, program settings, and color
settings.

The DOS command to set the FNPRO environment variable is

set FNPRO=B7ath] /i.Jc#amc I.ed]

You can set the ENPRO variable to any filename you chcx)se.  If no path
is given, only the current directory is searched for the file.  If a full path
name is included, the same file is executed regardless of the current
directory.

Including FNPRO in your autoexec.bat file and specifying a full path
ensures that FutureNet starts in the same configuration.

If you want FutureNet to perform differently in different directories,
leave the FNPRO variable unsct-and place fnpro.cnd (command) files
in each FutureNet directory.

FNLOG specifies the rileLtoL which FutureNet will log commands for the
current editing session.  A new log file is created each time FutureNet
is started.  (This process overwrites the old log file if a complete path
name is specified for the variable.)  The log file contains the complete
contents of the work session, and protects your work in case of a
system or Powertfarfure.  The log file can be used to document system
problems to help reproduce the problem.  We strongly recommend that
you set this variable.

Note:   To preserve a previous log_file. ph_sf i__Fy±9G, is erapleq., yo¥ Tust`
rename it or i.emporartly -disable FNLOG bofore restarting FutureNet.

The DOS command to set the FNLOG environment variable is

set FNLOG=tyaou fz.Jc#ame I.eat]
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Installation Cptious

If the FNLCX= variable is not set, or does not contain a filename,
autologging is disabled.  If no path is included, the log file is Created in
the directory FutureNet is started in.  This makes it possible to have a
log available in any directory in which you work.

FNELOG

Note:   This environment variable is compatible with the old LOG variable, but
will be checked first.

The FNELOG environment variable enables error logging when
running a command file and togging of error messages that ocour when
running commands from the command line.  When set, an error file is
created each time you run a command file.  The error file contains a list
of the status and error messages generated while the command file is
running, and can help diagnose problems in command files.

The DOS command to set the FNELOG environment variable is

setFNELOG--rfuathlfilename

The FNELOG variable enables error file creation, sets the path, and
gives the filename of the error file.
The error file contains messages from the last command file executed.
Each time a command file is executed, messages from the previous file
are overwritten.

N°te:  Tg#meseg:ratpg#%ftfu#teewFhNeELFONGELb%eisres#a:##6yF°uutumr#Ntct.           ®

If the FNELOG variable is not set, or does not contain a filename, error
logging is disabled.  If no path is included, the error file is created in
the cuITent``directory from.which FutureNet was started.  This makes it
possi'bre tg` have an error lag available in any directory in which you
work.`,    ,  -`y.     :+.+,,,`T      :

-;,N°te:'T##le::::i£#£#:.€PeTg#-#%:atiblewiththeoldDASHELOG

:rf+     r`{`!-              .

``

:    -tT.         i:`         .-?`      .      '      1`,-
I.',

`                `-`    r.              +-`            `    `          i:              .

I"              td        ,.                ,(
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Installation Options

Trm

XACT

FNSAVE

FNTINI

DEFAUL"B

You may use the TMP environment variable to tell FutureNet where to
write the temporary file when it performs the Dos shell command.

Note..   The TMP variable is only used by the rron-extended memory version of
FutureNet.

The DOS command to set the TMP environment variable is

setTNI--drives.\path
The name of the temporary file is called ztorxxx.tmp.

CAunoN..     Do not remove this temporary f tie in a DOs shell_ or you
will not be able to return to FutureNet and may lose any
unsaved work.

If TMP is not set, the current directory is used as the location for the
temporary file.

The XACT variable specifies where the Xilinx drawing and pinlist files
can be found.  This variable is used by Xilinx XACI` tools.

Note:    For more information about the XACT variable, see the documentation
that accompanied the XAC:I package.

The FNSAVE variable specifies where to save the AUTOSAVE files.

The DOS command to set the FNSAVE environment variable is

setENSAVE--drive..\peth

where d77.t;c is the logical disk drive designator and prffr is the
fully-qualified path 'to the directory`:to save the files.  For example,
C:\FNSAVE.  The directory must edst.

•.-           +      `      -`          ---. 1  --,-    `--          ,

#6F=:£ge`tYa`hapl*;``Srigf;lf]es`Wheietosevethetemporaryfilescreated
The DOS command to set the EN"P environment variable is

set FNTMP=dn.oe:\prffr

where dri.I)e is the logical disk drive designator and p¢ffo is the
fullyqualified path to the directory to save the files.  For example,
C:\FNTMP.  The directory must exist.

The DEFAULTLIB variable specifies a system library to use instead of
the default system library as defined in the LIB command.

The DOS command to set the DEFAULTLIB environment variable is

set DEB AL:U1:TUB= drive..\library specification

where Ji.brary specj¢.call.a" is a fullyqualified path and filename for the
desired library.
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Serial Number Card
;2,oof ? a 35

Keep This Card
You must have your serial number when you call for Technical Assistance.
Data I/0 reserves the right to refuse service to anyone calling without a serial
number.

This serial number is also required during installation of the current release of
software and all future rdeases.  Place this card with your manual or in another
safe place for reference.

Technical Assistance
To help us provide quick and accurate assistance, please be at your programmer or
computer when you call, and have the following ready:
•   Product serial number
•   Product version number
•   Detailed description of the problem you are experiencing
•   Error messages (if any)
•   device manufacturer and part number (if devioerfelated)
•   Product rrunual

Uhited States and
Camda

Japan

Ge-any

United Kingdom

Fbrtchnicalassistance,contacttheappropriateCustomerSupportofficelistedbelow.

Data D'O Customer Resource Center
Tdephone:  1i}00-247-5700
Fax:  206us2-1043

Data I/0 Japan (Tokyo)
Tdephone:  3-34326991
Fax:  3-3432co3  '   IT
Tdex:  2522685 DATAIO J

Data I/O GmbH
Tdephone:  (0)89us8580
Fax:  (0)89-8585810

Data UO Limited
Tdephone:  (0)734440011
Fax:  (0)734448700

Other European countries        Cbntact the office below and ask for the number of your local Data I/O xprermtative

Data UO Lindted
Tdephone:  +44ro)734440011
Fax:  +44-(0)734448700

Other Countries Worldwide CbntacttheofficebdowandaskforthenumberofyourlocalData1/0nepresentative:

Data I/0 intercontinental (U.S.)
Tdephone:  +1-206-881rd444
Far  +1-206€82-1043
Tdex:  4740166
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FutureNet Documentation Map

lnstallalkin a u ld.
Infomalbn on

install ino FutureNet
FutureNet User Manual
lntroductlon -An introduction to FutureNet.

Understanding FutureN®t - Descriptions of what a drawing needs to establish connectivity for
the post processors.

using FutureNet -Information on using the FutureNet menus,  hep and command line.

kenus and the Command Line -Basic operation of the menus and command line.

Mouse, Modes and Cursors -Information on the operation of the mouse, program modes, and
the oursors used in FutureNet.

Tutorial -Nine sessions that introduce you to line drawing,  libraries, alphanumerie rields and
other  FutureNet drawing  elements.

Appendixes, Glcesary, and Index

FutureNet User Manual
Use of FutureNet and

Reference Card

Comma nd Referenee
Aphabetieal listing of
FutureNel Commands

Translators (Optional)

Optional translators to formats
such as Mentor, Cadsfa/,

and Cadnetir

EE]
rfep is available online
dy pressing F1 .



FutureNet Quick Install
The following installation procedures are for standard installations.  More detailed
±rforma:tton is provided in the Installation Guide.

Install the Software

Note:    Update Customers..  FutureNet 6.1 does not require a security device.  If you will be
using Version 6.1 exalusivdy, you can remcroe any FutureNet security devices from your
computer' s parallel port.

1.  Place Insk 1 in a 5y4 in. highrdensity drive or a 3Le in. highrdeusity drive.  Assuming
this drive is A, enter a:\irLstall .

2.  Answer the installation prompts and insert disks as required.

FutureNet Quick Start

Starting FutureNet

Exiting FutureNet

Help

Menus

Opening Drawings,
Libraries and Areas

Saving Drawings
and Areas

Setup

Emulating the Middle
Mouse Button

Post Processing Tools

The following information will help you get started quickly with FutureNet software.
Complete operation is described in the FutureNet dcx:umentation set, outlined on the
back of this card. Install FutureNet as described above or in the J7!sfa!haft.o7. Gttidc.

To start FutureNet, enter fn. (For the standard memory version, enter fn from the fn
directory.  For the extended memory version, enter fu from the fnx directory.)

::ueniFuer¥g:it;:V:oys::£°:kb?ypernestesFg8E¥EALLthenedtbyenteringqurl'.

Help is available by pressing EE .

Menus are available by entering hAINU on the
command line or, in all modes except FAST, by
pressing the right mouse button.
A menu with attributes is available from the
FutureNet command line by entering 'A.

i----i=T-

On the FutureNet command line, enter DIR.  This command brings up a dialog box
(window) that allows you to select from a directory listing to open a drawing, load a
library or area, start a command file, or delete a file.

Enter SAVE draco(.7zg_7!a77ie to save a drawing as a file named drazut.»g_7zowze.dwg.
Enter [SAVE  area_«a7#e to save an area as a file named ¢rcfl_»amc.ara.

To view the setup configuration, on the FutureNet command line, enter PROHLE , or
from the menus, select Setup and then Profile .

On a tworbutton mouse, the middle mouse button can be emulated by pressing the left
and right mouse buttons simultaneously.

The FutureNet Post Prcx=essing Tools are available through the menus by selecting
EXPORT  Generate  Reports from the top-level Command menu, or by entering
EroRT on the command line.

090-0410-002 Drmlro



Session 1

In the next session, you'll learn about creating symbols similar to the
ones you've been working with here. In addition, these topics are
covered:

•   Attributes and points of effect

•   Alphanumeric text entries

•   Command lists

This is a sulnmary of the commands presented in session 1.

Libraries, Symbols and Areas

L.ooking Ahead

Summary

Library Commands

Symbol Commands

Area Commands

Command

.LIB

NOLIB

LIB

NOLIB

.DIR

.L

*

.M

.C

.E

.R

.RE

.K

[D

[C

[M

[ERASE

[R

Function

Open the update library

Close the update library

Open a reference library

Cancel all reference libraries except
SYSTEM.SYM

Display Symbol Library Directory

Load a symbol from a library

Load a symbol already tagged for move

Move ; symbol

Copy a symbol

Erase a symbol

Rotate a symbol

Reflect a symbol

Cancel symbol tag

Def ine an area

Copy an area

Move an area

Erase an area

Rotate an area
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Session 1                                                                                                                            Libraries, Symbols and Areas

CURSOR x,y

IN reference

units AITow-Key

LOAD

SAVE

HLE

CONTEXT

CLEAR

ERASE

Cursor Movement
Commands

Drawing Commands

The Mouse

Left Button

Middle button

Right Button

Reflect an area

Cancel area definition or area tag

Save an area

Load an area

Move cursor to absolute coordinates given

Move cursor to eymbol reference

Fast cursor movement the number of units
specified and in the direction indicated

Load a drawing

Save a drawing

Display the current filename

Restore editing context from last SAVE

Erase the drawing screen and reinitialize
FutureNet

Erase the drawing screen without resetting
the drawing filename.

Quit FutureNet and return to the operating
System

In MENU mode, tags symbols or areas when the cursor is in a valid
location. Once a symbol or area is tagged, yotl enter
MOVE /COPY/ERASE mode. Chce inside of MOVE/COPY/ERASE
mode, pressing the left button enters the function shown in the MODE
status field.

In MENU mode, reenters the command on the command line. In
MOVE /COPY/ERASE mode, eycles through those functions.

If you are using a two-button mouse, you can simulate the middle
button by pressing the left and right buttons simultaneously.

In MENU mode, calls up the menus. In all other modes, cancels any
function in progress and all in-progress actions, su.ch as moving or
copying.
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Symbol Definition Session 8

You have now completed Session 8.

In summary, here are the commands you learned:

C ommand         Function

.S                         Enters symbol definition mode.

.zo,#                       Creates a block symbol.

•Q                         Exits eymbol definition mode.

Moves the cursor along the X axis.

Draws a line along the Y axis.

Draws a diagonal in dot units.

Draws a diagonal in display units.

Draws a line along the Y axis to the symbol cell
boundary.

Moves the cursor along the X and Y axis.

maws a line along the X axis to the right symbol cell
boundary.

Summary

Notes

IS                         Inserts a symbol element.

BEE                Moves the first instruction to the target line.

ill               Moves a blank line at the end of the instructions to the
target line.

#H orH          Moves the instructions up or down one line or the
number of lines specified by #.

IGxx                    Inserts a graphic element.

.D                        Deletes an instruction on the target line.

.I                          Inserts an instruction on target line.

EE               Centers the workspace window on the coordinate-ker.

Draw Instructions bedn to draw from the end cursor position of the
previous instruction, so they're like drawing on a piece of paper
without lifting the pen. Move, Save and Restore Coordinates
lnstnictions all move the cursor without drawing; they're commands
for ``picking up the pen."  While most instructions are performed
relative to the end cursor position of the last instruction, MXYA moves
the cursor to absolute coordinates in the symbol cell. Save and Restore
instructions allow you to return to a relative cursor position by entering
a save instruction in the instruction list, then restoring it later.
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Advanced Symbol Definition Session 9

You have completed symbol definition sessions. The Comrmnd Rofcrgrlfc
manual contains complete information on all of the symbol definition
commands. In summary, here are the commands you learned:

Co-and
BXR

DA

DXD

DXL

DXS

DRTD

DY

h4XY

h4XYD

hum

WS
FLXY

SD

SN

SIT

Function

Draws a horizontal line with a bubble to the right
symbol cell bound?ry.

Draws an arc.

Draws a horizontal line in dot units.

Draws a horizontal line left to the symbol cell
boundary.

Draws a short horizontal line in display units.

Draws a diagonal line in dot units to specified
coordinates.

Draws a vertical line in display units.

Moves the cursor to new coordinates  in display units.

Moves the cursor to coordinates in dot units.

Moves the cursor in dot units and changes the y
coordinate.

Moves the cursor and changes the y coordinate.

Restores and moves the cursor to the previously saved
x,y ccordinates.

Selects decrement mode.

Selects no increment/decrement mode.

Saves the x,y coordinates.

Summary
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